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Page 9, 1. 29 : For Allen read Allan.

Page 14, 1. 81
: For lissuhd read lissuhd.

PaSe 15, 1- 24
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i s to be removed.

Page 29, 1. 26 : For I read II. ' blowing

Page 37, 1. 5 : For Barnaburiash read Burnaburiash.
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results. In the meantime for the student i nave appended TO Mrora action a

Bibliography of those contributions of its members to various periodicals which

relate to its work.

Towards the close of the year 1891 there arrived at the Museum of the Univer-

sity some eight thousand clay tablets, together with several hundred fragments of

vases and other inscribed objects in stone, which had been disinterred in Nippur or

Nuffar.* I was able at once to proceed with the work of cleaning and examining

* This is the present designation of the extensive ruins by the Affek tribes, in whose territory they are situated.

Although I repeatedly had the Arabs of the neighborhood pronounce for me the name they give to the ancient

Nippur, I never heard from their lips the pronunciation Niffer, to which Layard and Loftus have given currency

among Assyriologists.

A. P. S.—VOL. xvin. A.
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AETICLE I.

OLD BABYLONIAN INSCRIPTIONS
CHIEFLY FROM NIPPUR.

BY H. V. HILPEECHT, Ph.D.,

Professor of Assyrian and Curator of the Babylonian Museum in the University of Pennsylv.

Bead before the American Philosophical Society, November 4, 1892.

PREFACE.

The old Babylonian Cuneiform Texts, which are published in the following

pages, are a part of the harvest gathered by the Expedition sent out in the summer

of 1888, under the auspices of the University of Pennsylvania, for the exploration

of Babylonia. The Eev. Dr. John P. Peters, Professor of Hebrew in the University

of Pennsylvania, was the Director of the Expedition, while the subscriber, as the

Assyriologist of the University, accompanied it during the first year of its labors.

As the history of the Expedition is to be published by its Director at an early date,

I here abstain from giving any account of its origin, members, undertakings and

results. In the meantime for the student I have appended to the Introduction a

Bibliography of those contributions of its members to various periodicals which

relate to its work.

Towards the close of the year 1891 there arrived at the Museum of the Univer-

sity some eight thousand clay tablets, together with several hundred fragments of

vases and other inscribed objects in stone, which had been disinterred in Nippur or

NTuffar.* I was able at once to proceed with the work of cleaning and examining

* This is the present designation of the extensive ruins by the Affek tribes, in whose territory they are situated.

Although I repeatedly had the Arabs of the neighborhood pronounce for me the name they give to the ancient

Nippur, I never heard from their lips the pronunciation Niffer, to which Layard and Loftus have given currency

among Assyriologisls.

A. P. S.—VOL. XVIII. A.
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them. Three months later I had obtained a general idea of their contents and their

age, and had catalogued about a third of them. On the basis of a report submitted

to the Publication Committee of the Expedition, of which Mr. Clarence H. Clark

is Chairman, a plan was carefully devised for making these cuneiform inscriptions

accessible to a wider circle of students, with as much speed and method as possible.

"With this view the Assyriologists of America and Canada were invited to lend their

aid to the preparation of an extensive work on the Expedition and its results. A
number of them have given assurance of their readiness to do so.

In April, 1892, the undersigned was entrusted by the Committee with the edit-

ing of the series containing the Cuneiform Texts, and, at the same time, was requested

to undertake at once the preparation of the first volume of these texts. It is esti-

mated that the series will extend to eight or possibly ten volumes. Their general

plan and character are well explained in a report submitted to the American Philo-

sophical Society by a special committee, of which Mr. Talcott Williams was the

Chairman, at the stated meeting of May 20, 1892.

I take this opportunity to acknowledge the liberality of the venerable American

Philosophical Society of Philadelphia, as shown in the promptness with which it has

undertaken the publication of the present. volume, by giving it a place in its learned

and valuable Transactions. I hope that in the future the Society will continue to

evince its interest in making such labors accessible to the republic of letters, by ex-

tending its sympathy and support to the undertaking whose plan has been described.

A word more must be said as to the manner in which it is intended to prepare

the Cuneiform Texts for the use of the Assyriologist. For the sake of securing

uniformity throughout the series, and of avoiding what would make it excessively

costly, it was necessary to rej)roduce the inscriptions by photograph from copies

made by hand, rather than from the objects themselves. Besides, the editor some time

ago reached the conclusion that the method of direct photography is not at all satis-

factory in the case of many inscriptions. The best which has been done by that

expensive process is beyond question the work edited by Ernest de Sarzec and Leon

Heuzey under the auspices of the government of France: Decouvertes en Chaldee. It

possesses unique merits. But in spite of all the care that has been taken to secure

an exact reproduction of the monuments, any Assyriologist who has worked through

such texts as are found on Plates 33, 35 and 41, No. 1, will agree with me that the

decipherment, especially of the margins, makes a very severe demand upon the eye-

sight—a circumstance which makes the prompt and comprehensive use of the con-

tents of this beautiful work sometimes difficult. After mature consideration, there-

fore, the Committee found it most suitable to reproduce the Cuneiform Texts from
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copies made by the hand, and to employ photographs from the objects themselves only

occasionally, to enable the Assyriologist to verify the copies and to perceive the

archaeological character of the inscribed objects.

The first volume, whose first part I publish herewith, contains only inscriptions

in old Babylonian which have been found on vases, door sockets, stone tablets, votive

axes, bricks, stamps, clay cylinders, and similar objects of a monumental character.

As the most of them belong to that period of Babylonian history of which our

knowledge is very defective, the most painstaking care has been applied to auto-

graphically reproducing the originals with the utmost faithfulness. The editor has

kept in view, not only the making fresh and important materials accessible to

students of Assyriology, but also the doing his part in placing Babylonian paleography

on a better foundation. For this end every text has been reproduced in its actual

size and form—that is, so as to show all the peculiarities of the scribes, not only as

to the dimensions, shape and position of every character and group of such, but also

their distance from one another, as was so admirably done by Sir Henry Rawlinson

and Edwin Norris in the first volume of The Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia.

The investigations and collections I have made since the year 1883, and my lec-

tures regularly held since 1886 on "The Development of Cuneiform Writing in

Babylonia and Assyria," have led me to conclude that the size and relative position

of individual cuneiform characters, and certain combinations in which they frequently

occur, have been a factor of importance in the development of the stereotyped forms

of later date. The detailed proof of this I must reserve for the present until more

urgent matters have been disposed of. At any rate, careful editions of texts, and

a faithful reproduction of the peculiarities of the individual Babylonian scribe, have

become a pressing necessity for the progress of Assyriology, if we are to attain in

this field anything like the results which Euting has achieved in other departments

of Semitic paleography, and which are so necessary in determining the age of frag-

mentary and undated inscriptions. In spite of the scantiness of representative old

Babylonian texts of which the Assyriologists could make use, it would not have

been possible for them to have differed by 500, 1000 or even 2000 years as to the date

of inscriptions, if such texts had always been reproduced carefully for their use.

It is to be expected that the excavations still proceeding at Nuffar will supply

the completion of texts here given in fragmentary shape, and that several finds will

make their way into various European and American museums by reason of the

thievishness of the Arabs employed in them, who also may carry on excavations on

their own account.* For this reason I have shown as exactly as possible the fracture

* Cf. my note in Zeitschrift fur Assyriologie IV, p. 282 seq. Sayce, Records of the Past 2
, Vol. Ill, pp. x, note

3, XV.
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of such fragments. It was thus that I myself, after the printing had begun, was

enabled to recognize the connection of PI. 21, No. 41 and No. 46, and between PI.

22, No. 50, and PI. 20, No. 74.

Where I have shaded the inscription in my copy, it is not meant to indicate

that the reading is to me uncertain, but that it can be recognized only in a special

light and by a practiced eye, looking at it from an especial angle. How necessary it

was to make an autograph copy of such inscriptions may be seen by comparing PI. 23,

Nos. 56, 57, and the direct photographic reproduction on PI. X. A restoration of broken

characters and lines I have avoided on principle, even when there was no doubt in my
own mind as to what was missing. My translations will show in due time what my
understanding of such passages is. For obvious reasons, I have given the characters

in some inscriptions only in outline. Of the plates which reproduce the inscription on

the Abu Habba slab I have avoided altogether making an autograph copy, since I

thought this needless. This stone was found in Abu Habba during the excavation

undertaken at the private expense of the Sultan in 1889, and is now in the Imperial

Museum at Constantinople. Through the courtesy of His Excellency Hamdy-Bey,

a cast of it was furnished to our Expedition. Unfortunately this was broken in

pieces in transportation, but it was restored by one of my students. It is this cast

that has been directly photographed for the present publication. Some portions of

its margin have an indistinctness, which is faithfully shown by the photographic re-

production.

To convey to scholars a clearer picture of the ruins of Nippur, and to show the

sites at which the several inscriptions were found, a plan of the excavations of the

first year is given. In the Table of Contents the texts are described with reference

to this Plan, which has been prepared in accordance with the bas-relief of the ruins

made by Mr. Charles Muret in Paris under the supervision of Mr. Perez Hastings

Field, the architect of the Expedition.

In determining the mineralogic character of the several stones, I have had the

assistance of my colleagues, Drs. Gr. A. Koenig and E. Smith, of the University of

Pennsylvania, to whom I extend my thanks. As I was able to accompany the

Expedition only during the first year, I am greatly indebted to my esteemed col-

league, Dr. Peters, for much valuable information as to the sites in which objects

were found, and for sketches and copies of a series of objects and inscriptions which

he made during its second year. As the anticpiities disinterred arrived in this coun-

try at long intervals, I found myself obliged to proceed with the help of casts,

squeezes, electrotypes and Prof. Peters' notebooks, in order not to delay needlessly

the publication of the Texts. This circumstance, however, prevented my determining
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at the outset the material of the whole volume. At the opening of each new box

I found myself compelled to withdraw some pages and substitute others, until

the commencement of the printing, in October of last year, made further alterations

and a more systematic arrangement impossible. The second part of this volume,

which will appear in about half a year, will furnish further inscriptions of kings

who are already represented in the first. ISTor will it be possible entirely to avoid

this defect of arrangement in other volumes, so long as the excavations at Nippur

continue to bring to light new inscriptions of the same rulers. If, however, we

were to delay the publication of the inscriptions until the complete results of the

systematic explorations of the ruin-heaps at [Nippur were at hand, it would have

been necessary, according to my careful calculation, to wait some twenty years, sup-

posing that the excavations were pushed forward with a force of some hundred Arab

workmen.

On account of its importance and its close connection with the class of Cas-

site votive inscriptions here published, I have included the cuneiform text on the

lapis lazuli disc of King Kadashman-Turgu, which probably came from Nippur,*

and is now in the Museum of Harvard University,! Cambridge, Mass. Prof. D. G-.

Lyon kindly gave me leave to publish this, and placed at my disposal a cast of the

disc, for which he has my warmest thanks.

The transcription of the names of kings in the Table of Contents is the usual

one. A new transliteration has been substituted only where there are sufficient

grounds for departing from that formerly used. The texts in the main have been

arranged chronologically, in the order of the Babylonian dynasties
;
yet where the

better utilization of space seemed to justify this, and also, as already said, because

it was impossible to obtain at the outset all the material of the present volume, I

have departed from that order in a few instances, Nor have I attempted to distin-

guish between the inscriptions of Kurigalzu I and II, simply because, with the

material now at our disposal, it is not possible to do so with any certainty.

Three other volumes of cuneiform texts are in preparation. The transcription and

translation of the inscriptions here given are as good as completed, and will appear

at an early date. Prom this translation I have excluded the Abu Habba slab and

the two Yokha tablets (Plates ArI-VIH). These latter are to be treated in connection

with other tablets of similar character and contents. A translation of the former I

* Cf. Hiiprecht, "Die Votivlnschrift eines nicht erkannten Kassitenkonigs, " Z. A. VII, p. 318.

t Cf. Lyon, "On a Lapis Lazuli Disc "in the Proceedings of the American Oriental Society, May, 1889, pp.

cxxxiv-vii.

A. P. S. VOL. XVIII. B.
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propose to publish separately in the course of next summer, in cooperation with my
esteemed colleague, Dr. P. Jensen, Professor in the University of Marburg.

In conclusion, it is but just that I should express here publicly my profound

gratitude to Dr. William Pepper, Provost of the University of Pennsylvania, Messrs.

Clarence H. Clark, E. W. Clark, W. W. Frazier, Charles C. Harrison, Prof. Dr.

Horace Jayne, Prof. Allen Marquand, Jos. D. Potts, Rev. Dr. H. Clay Trumbull,

Talcott "Williams, Richard "Wood, Stuart Wood, and to all the other gentlemen whose

lively interest in the history and civilization of ancient Babylonia, and whose liberal

and constant support, have made possible the thorough researches at one of the most

ancient ruins of the world. * That the publication of this first part of the results

obtained by the American Expedition does not take place until nearly four years after

it was begun, is due to the extraordinary difficulties it encountered, on both sea and

land, through shipwreck near Samos, through the hostility of Arab tribes, through

the burning and plundering of our camp, through the outbreak of malignant cholera

in Babylonia, through the delay of the antiquities on their way to America, and

through the severe illness from which nearly all the members suffered. Often it

seemed as though the grewsome curse of King Sargon I, one of the oldest monuments

of Semitic speech published in the following pages, had rested on the American Expe-

dition, as that of the Phoenician king Eshmunazar rested on Napoleon :
" Whosoever

removes this inscribed stone, his foundation may Bel and Shamash and JSTinna tear up,

and exterminate his seed !" We trust, hoAvever, that the rage of Enlil, lord of the

demons, who set loose against the Expedition all the Igigi and Anunnaki, will abate

with the publication of these cuneiform inscriptions, almost every one of which pro-

claims the glory of the great Bel, " lord of the lands," and that the curse of nearly six

thousand years ago will be transformed into the kindly blessing which King STazi-

Maruttash utters in his poetic prayer

:

ikribishu ana sheme to hear his prayer,

teslissu magari to grant his supplication,

unnenishu leke to accept his sigh,

napishtashu nasari to preserve his life,

umeshu urruke to lengthen his days.

(PL 27, No. 78.)

H. V. HlLPRECHT.
Philadelphia, January 1, 1893.

* Cf. Pinches, Records of the Past \ Vol. VI, p. 109, 1. 6. (The Non-Semitic Version of the Creation Story).



INTRODUCTION.

The cuneiform tablets and stone inscriptions, excavated by the Expedition in

_N"ippnr, embrace a period of about 3350 years—c. 3800 to c. 4501 B. C. About one

hundred and twenty kings of Babylon, Ur and other cities are known to belong to

this period of Babylonian history. Forty-five of these, according to our present

knowledge, have left personal inscriptions or documents dated according to their reigns

in Nippur. Several of these rulers, whose names were only partly preserved or other-

wise obscure, or whose chronology and duration of reign were doubtful, have been

placed in new light by the American excavations, while others can now for the

first time be studied from their own inscriptions. Among other points the following

have been established : The correct reading of Ur-Ninib of Isin, instead of Qamil-

Ninib 2
as heretofore; the proof of the existence of King Ibil-Sin, or better, Ini-

Sin of Ur, 3 already discovered by George Smith,4 but not generally accepted by

Assyriologists ; the proper pronunciation of the name Nazi-Maruttashf the correct

transcription of the group Ka-dash-man, instead of the hitherto Ka-ara, in a series of

Cassite proper names; the completion of the name of the twenty-seventh king in

the Babylonian list b 7
to Sliagaslialti-Sliuriasli* (Shamash is deliverance), instead of

the usual Sliagashalti-Buriash 9 (Ramman is deliverance) ; the completion of the Cas-

site king [ i]a-s7m in 8. 2106, Obv. 1. 9,
10 to Bibeiashu, and the identity of

the latter with Bibe? the son of Shagashalti-Shuriash; the first inscription of the

1 Contract dated in the reign of King Artaxerxes I. A number of coins, about one hundred terra cotta bowls

bearing Hebrew, Syriac and Arabic inscriptions, and many other objects, which belong to the Nippur of the Christian

era, are here excluded.

8 Hilprecht, "Die Votiv-Inschrift eines nicht erkannten Kassitenkonigs " in Z. A. VII, p. 815, note 1.

3 Hilprecht, "Koniglni-Sin von Ur" in Z. A. VII, pp. 343-346.

* Trans. Soc. Bibl. Arch. I, p. 41.

5 Hilprecht, I. c, pp. 310, 311.

6 Hilprecht, I. c, pp. 309, 314, 315.

7 Winckler, Vhtersuchungen zur Altorientalischen GescMchte, p. 146, col. ii, 6.

8 Hilprecht, "Die Ergauzung der Namen zweier Kassitenkonige," Z. A., in print.

9 Cf. Winckler in Z. A. II, p. 310, and Unters., p. 30.

10 Winckler, Unters., p. 152.
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kings Hammdn-sJium-usur 1 and his son Mill-Shikhu; 2 and the determination of

the approximate duration of the reigns of the Cassite kings Kurigalzu, Nazi-

Maruttasli, etc., their succession and kinship with each other. In addition, the

following new kings have been added by the Expedition to those already known :

1. AlusharsMd ; 2. Bur-Sin I; 3. Gande; 3
4. Kadashman-Turgu (Kadaskman-

BeT) ; 5. Kudur-Turgu {Bel) ; 6. Bel-nddin-aplu.

Intending to give in the near future the transcription and translation of the in-

scriptions here published, I confine myself at present to the following points

:

THE OLDEST SEMITIC KINGS OF BABYLONIA.

Of the cuneiform inscriptions of the oldest Semitic kings of Babylonia very few

have been discovered. Wmckler recently published them together in his Altbaby-

lomsche Keilsclirifttexte, p. 22.
4 Undoubtedly to this ancient period belongs also the

inscription 5 of the king of the country of Guti, i. e., " of the country and people to the

east of the lower Zab, in the upper section of the region through which the Adhem and

the Dijala rivers flow." 6 Various reasons 7 compel me to differ from Winckler's de-

termination as to the date of this inscription by about 2000 years, i. e., to transfer it

from the time of Agum ("Wmckler, QeschicMe, p. 82), about 1600 B. C, back to the

time of Sargon, about 3800 B. C.
8 Because of the very archaic form of the cunei-

1 Hitherto represented only by a boundary stone dated in the time of the kings Rainman-shum-iddina, Ramman-
shum-usur and Mili-Shikhu. Cf. Belser in Beitmge zur Assyriologie II, pp. 187-203 (quoted hereafter as B. A.) and

Peiser in Schrader's Eeilinschriftliche Bihliothek III, Part 1, pp. 154-163 (quoted hereafter as K. B.)
2 For the reasons for identifying the king of the inscription PI. 29, No. 82, with Mili-Shikhu, see below, p. 36.

3 Unless identical with Gandash, the first king of the Cassite dynasty. Cf. pp. 28-30.

4 Cf. Winckler, in Schrader's K. B. Ill, Part I, pp. 98-107.

5 Published by Winckler, Z. A. IV, p. 406.

6 Delitzsch, Wo lag das Paradies? pp. 233-237. Cf. Delattre, VAsie occidentale dans Us inscriptions Assyriennes.

7 The predominant use of the archaic line-shaped characters, their marked agreement with a whole series of

characters on Plates 1 to 5, the Semitic speech, and its whole phraseology, together with the peculiarities to be seen

in the sibilants, which are the same in the texts of Sargon I from Nippur, the fact that Abu Habba, where other texts of

the same high antiquity have been disinterred, is the place of its discovery, the use of a " perforated stone " as votive

object for the inscription, itself a characteristic of ancient times, the mineralogic character of the stone, and last of

all—just what Winckler (Z. A. IV, p. 406) is disposed to regard as proof of a later origin—the notably sharp and

skillful carving of the inscription. This last proof is especially convincing, for it is a characteristic trait of the oldest

Semitic cuneiform inscriptions carved in stone, that they are engraved with a beauty and a sharpness which are

absent from those of later date (cf. also Hommel, GeschicMe, p. 301).

8 It will not be objected that the cuneiform characters, indeed, seem to indicate a great antiquity, but that they

may very well be an imitation of the work of an earlier period by a later king. This has become a very favorite

mode of reasoning when the date of an undated inscription is to be determined from its writing (e. g., Amiaud et

Meebineau, Tableau Compare, p. xiii seqq., Pinches, Hebraica VI, p. 57), and serves to produce a very chaos of uncer-

tainty in the province of Babylonian paleography. I think it opportune to state here that I am not acquainted with
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form characters and of certain mutilated passages, this inscription of the king of Gruti

presents great difficulties, so that, to my knowledge, it has never been translated, and

Winckler has come to the conclusion that it was composed " apparently in part in the

native tongue " of the king of Gruti. Winckler would not be entirely incorrect if he

understood by this " native tongue " 1 the Semitic-Babylonian of the inscriptions of

Sargon I, for the text is written in pure Semitic-Babylonian, and reads as follows

:

1. Isa-si(?)-ra(?)-ab(?) 2. da-num 2
3. sliar 4. Gu-ti-im 5-10. vacant 11. ip-ush(?)

-ma 12. iddin 13. sha duppa 14. shd-a "° 15. u-sa-za-ku-ni 16. zikir shum-su

17. i-sa-da-ru 18.
Uu Ou-ti-im 19. il"Mnna 20. u 21. tlaSin 22. ishid-su 23. li-su-ha

24. u 25. zera-su 26. li-il-gu-da '21. u 28. harrdn alkat{-kat)-su 29. a i-si-ir, " Lasi-

rab(?), the mighty king of Guti, .... has made and presented (it). Whosoever

removes this inscribed stone and writes (the mention of) his name thereupon, his

a solitary instance in which such an imitation of the older cuneiform characters by a later Babylonian ruler has been

shown with certainty. What is commonly regarded as such may be traced to a lack of carefulness in examining the

single characters of the inscriptions in question. Gande's endeavor to imitate the characters of earlier Babylonian kings

is to be judged entirely differently (see below). In Babylonia at all times two systems of writing—a hieratic and a

demotic—existed side by side. The latter is the system used in the affairs of everyday life, and was subject to a con-

tinuous process of change and development, which resulted at last in the stereotyped cuneiform characters of the Neo-

Babylonian and Persian contract tablets. What I have called the hieratic system of cuneiform writing was identical

with the demotic in the earliest times ; but later was confined to religious literature (including seal-cylinders) and

formularies originally bearing a religious character (boundary stones, etc.). Although, in the nature of things, it was

less subject to change than the other, yet it developed distinctly different forms of most characters in the different

periods of its history. In more or less dependence upon the material inscribed, the local tradition and the peculiari-

ties of the individual scribe, the hieratic writing also passed through a course of development, more limited in extent,

but peculiar to itself. When due attention is given to these facts in every case, there will be an end to the weltering

confusion of early and late texts, and of the critical helplessness which results from this, in the field of Babylonian

paleography.

1
It is true, indeed, that the question as to whether the earliest inhabitants of Guti spoke a Semitic language (cf.

Hommel, Qeschichte, pp. 279, 306, note 2) cannot be regarded as definitely answered, if we maintain that the "perfo-

rated stone" was a gift of the king of Guti to the temple in Sippara (cf. "The King of Chaua," Trans. Soc. Bibl.

Arch. VIII, p. 352). In this case the inscription might very well have been composed in the Semitic dialect used in

Sippara. I hold, however, that the object was not a gift of the king of Guti to the temple of Sippara (observe the

absence of god Shamash and the first position given to god Guti), but that it had been carried off as booty from the

land of Guti by one of the earliest Babylonian kings, in the same way as the vase of Naram-Sin {namrak Magan)

and most of the vases of Alusharshid (cf. PI. 4, 1. 11, 12 : namrak Elamti) were carried to Babylonia. From this it

certainly would result that, just like the inhabitants of Lulubi (cf. Scheil, Becueil de Travaux XIV, livr. 1 et 2,

p. 104), so also those of Guti spoke Semitic and worshiped the Babylonian gods Ninna and Sin, along with their prin-

cipal national god Guti. This last deity seems to have given his name to their country, as did the god Ashur to the

city and land of Ashur (cf. also Ni(a?)nna and Nineveh, etc.), and the god Shushinak to the city of Shushinak or

Susa (cf. Hagen in B. A. II, p. 233).

2 Cf. Jensen, in Schrader's K. B. Ill, Part I, p. 116, note 5.

3 Winckler offers ea. Apparently this reading results from an oversight either on the part of Winckler or of the

ancient scribe ; for cf. PI. 1, 13 ; PI. 2 (and I), 14.
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foundation may Guti, Ninna and Sin tear up and exterminate his seed, and may

whatsoever he undertakes not prosper !
" l

To the time of Sargon and Naram-Sin 2 belongs also the first of the two inscrip-

tions of Ser-i-Pul (Steles de Zohdb), published by Messrs. J. de Morgan and V.

Scheil in Recueil de Travaux relatifs a la Philologie et a VArcheologie egyptiennes et

assyriennes XIV, Liv. 1, 2, 1892, pp. 100-106. Both of these badly mutilated

inscriptions are written in a Semitic 3
dialect, and the phraseology is very similar to

that of the king of Guti. Scheil offers a transliteration and translation of the

preserved jDortions. In regard to the first inscription I remark, however, that col. I,

11 : « DUB BA AM, can hardly be read (with Scheil) u dubbam? The preceding

phrase, salmetum anridum, " these images," and the parallel passage of the Guti

text and PI. 1 and 2 of the present volume

—

diqjpa shu'a—require a demonstrative

pronoun in connection with duppa. I therefore regard BA as the ideogr. for sTiu'atu,
5

and read duppa sJm'atam^-am), "this inscribed stone." The second character in

col. II, 10, which Scheil does not recognize (I. c, p. 105) is ilf and the line

1 In the interpretation I remark the following : L. 2. . da-num is not to be regarded independently as an apposi-

tive representing the usual sharru da-num {Stele de Zoluib I, col. 1, 2), but must be joined with shar Gutim, as "the

mighty king of Guti." The position of the adjective before the substantive is not so much due to the emphasis of the

adjective (Del. Oram., § 121) as to the endeavor to avoid separating the adjective from the noun to which it belongs.

L. 14. Shu'a (or shuica) is the older form from which shu'atu, resp. shu'atu, has been derived. Cf. Arabic liuioa,

Del. Oram., § 57, and Jager, in B. A. I, p. 481 seq. L. 15. 17. usazakuni, isataru are not present tenses of the

stems IIL, and I, respectively (= utsazakuni, ilsataru), but, in consideration of 1. 29, are to be regarded as III, and I
x

= ushazakuni (Stele de Zoliab I, 12) = ushazzakuni = ushanzaku -f- ni (Del. Gram., % 79 ^9) and ishataru. Sh

between two vowels, or with an m following, was apparently pronounced as s (cf. also PI. 1 and 2). The root of

usazaku is "]!J or pu, II R. 30, 42, e, f (Jensen, Kosmologie, p. 339), not "]Sa (Scheil, I. c, p. 108). It means "to be in

motion, to move " (intr.). Cf.naziktu, II R. 23, 65, e, f, synon. of daltu, "door "= "that which moves (on a hinge);"

izzuk mulmullu (Creation Tablet IV, 101), "the spear quivered." 111!= "to move (trans.), to remove." This

meaning is supported by parallel passages, as V R. 33, col. VIII, 42 : mannu sha iiabalu (Jensen, in Schrader's R. B.,

Ill, Part I, p. 152, note 3) shumishu kima shumi'a ishataru, " Whoever carries off (the tablet) and writes his name as

my name." L. 16. The sign gish—dialect, for MU—signifies apparently zikru (Sargon Cyl., 1. 50). Cf. Jensen,

Z. A. I, p. 184. L. 23. UsuJ}a= lissvka, HDJ. Cf. PI. 2, 20 (PI. 1, 21 : lissvhu). For the & of the 3d pers. masc.

plur., cf. Del. Gram., §90, c. L. 26. M-il(sic ! = Brunnow, I. c, 4&4?l)-gu-da=lilkitta, cf. PI. 2, 23. PI. 1, 24

reads in its place li-ilgu-lu =lilkutu, aph. Cf. the corresponding Sumerian phrase at the close of the inscription of

KadasJiman-Turgu, PI. 24, No. 63. L. 28 is uncertain. The second character I regard as ~Dl=alaku, and the

third character, kat (Briinnow, List, 2701), a phonetic compliment. According to the scribe's method of writing, we

should expect but one word on this line. L. 29. a isir=& ishir, Prcet. Ij of -its*'- Cf. Ill R. 61, No. 2, 14 : alkat

mali la i$h$7tir, "the business (Handel und Wandel, Del.) of the land may not prosper."

2 Thus, correctly, Scheil, I. c, p. 105. The second is considerably younger.

3 Also the features of the king Anu-banini of Lulubi, carved together with the inscription in the rock, are mani-

festly Semitic.

4 Scheil translates " cetle tablette," but adds "cette" only from the general context.

5 Perhaps it is to be read directly shu, and the two characters must be transcribed as slm-am. Cf. also Amiaud,

in Z. A. II, p. 292.

6 No. 73 in Amiaud et Mechineau, Tableau compare, must be corrected accordingly.
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reads li-il-ku-du — lilkutu. The second inscription (stele cle Gheikh-KJidn) is, in

my estimation, misunderstood by Scheil. There is no question of "restoration," 1

but of the first erection of the image.

To this, the already known material touching the oldest Semitic period, has

come now to be added PI. 1-7. The above remarks upon the texts of the kings of

Guti and Lullubi open the way for a better understanding of these new texts. The

following notes supply all that still needs to be added.

The excavations have brought to light six inscribed objects of Sargon 1 : two

brick stamps of baked clay, the fragment of a third, and three door sockets. The

brick stamps -are made from the same mould. The inscription (PI. 3, No. 3) reads

as follows : 1. Shar-ga-ni-sliar-dli 2. sJiar 3. A-ga-deu 4. bdni (BA-GIM) 5. bit

6. iluBel, "Sharganisharali, king of Agade, builder 3 of the temple of Bel." Judging

from their appearance, these brick stamps were never practically used, but were pre-

sented by Sargon as temple-offerings to Bel in commemoration of his work ; or per-

haps they were placed in the corners of the structure erected by him, as was the ease

with the later clay cylinders.
4 That others which were of the same form as these

were used for stamping bricks can neither be proved nor denied.

-

Of greater importance are the door sockets, which contain the longest inscriptions

of Sargon thus far known. Two of these are exactly alike in their contents (PI. 2).

The inscription of the third (PI. 1) differs somewhat. PI. 2, as the more important,

reads as follows : 1. lluShar-ga-ni-sliar-dli 2. mar Itti(-ti)- ilaBel 3. cla-num 4. sliar

5. A-ga-deki 6. it 7. su"-u-la-ti 8. iluBel 9. bdni 10. U-kur1
11. bit iluBel 12. in

Nippurki
, etc.,

8 " Sharganisharali, son of Itti-Bel, the mighty king of Agade and of the

dominion (?) .... of Bel, builder of Ekur, temple of Bel in Nippur." From this text

we learn the interesting fact that Sargon's father was Itti-Bel (" With-Bel "). 9 Inas-

1 usliziz never signifies "to restore," but "to set up ;" enuma laban, as Scheil transcribes, could never be (Gram-

mar !? ) the Babylonian or even Lulubitic equivalent for "alors qu' elle tornbait."

2 The cuneiform characters have been executed in relief, and are larger at the base than at the top. My copy

gives the exact size of the characters at the base, while the photographic reproduction illustrates the size at the top.

3 Banii means to build something or to build at something that already existed, i. c, to add to it or to restore it if

it was in ruins. All that we can say of Sargon is that he was a builder of the temple, but not its first builder.

* " One of the cylinders from Babylon, now in the British Museum, was not found, as I was able to learn from the

man who discovered it, in a corner, but in a niche in the side of a long wall" (Peters).

5 Winckler's doubts (Gesch., p. 26) are dissipated by the evidence of the phrases bani bit Bel and bani Ekur bit

Bel in Nippur (Plates 1-3).

6 Briinnow, 1. c, 802 (Jensen). The significance of sidati (or plur. sulati t ) is not certain. Is i"nSb (Jer. 33, 4)

to be compared ?

7 This—not E-sliar (Delitzsch, Gesch., p. 33)—was the name of the temple of Bel in Nippur. Cf. Jensen, Kos-

mologie, pp. 186 seq., 196 seq.

8 For the rest, cf. pp. 10, 13, 14.

9 Perhaps shortened from Itti-BH-balatu, "With Bel is life " (Strassmaier, Nabon. 466, 13 ; Cambys. 373, 10). Cf.

the similar formations Itti-Marduk (-Nabu, -Sliamasli, -Quia, etc.)-balatu in the Contract literature.
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much as the latter does not bear the title of king, we may l see therein a confirma-

tion of the legend 2 of Sargon, 1. 2, a-bi ul i-di aim abi-ia i-ra-mi sha-da-a, "my
father I know not, whereas the brother of my father inhabits the mountain," viz., that

Sargon, being of an inferior birth on his father's side, was a usurper.

My use of Shargdni-shar-dli as identical with Shar-gi-na—known from the in-

scriptions of INYbuna'id as the father of Naram-Sin—requires a word of explanation.

Sayce, 3 Hommel 4 and Tiele 5 have never called in question the identity of the two

names, reading the name of our king as Shar-ga-ni, and regarding shar dli as his first

title. Similarly Pinches distinguished between the name and the title, at first
6 inter-

preting the latter with Menant as lugal-lag, "the messenger king," but afterwards 7

with Hommel as shar dli, "king of the city." Menant 8 and Oppert, on the contrary,

believe that Shar-ga-ni-shar-liih (Menant), or Shar(Bin)-ga-ni-shar-imsi (Oppert"),

or Shar(IBr, Bin)-ga-ni-shar-ali (Oppert10
) is to be regarded as one word, contain-

ing only the name of the king. More recently Winckler, 11 adopting Oppert's view,

reads the name Sliar-ga-ni-shar-malidzi. He considers the identity of this name with

Sargon as an open question, whilst Oppert holds it to be simply an inadmissible

plaisanterie?2 It is not clear to me what induced Oppert to regard Shar-ga-ni as

identical with Bin-ga-ni}'' The syllabic value of bin for the sign SHAR is unproven,

and in itself improbable.11 On the other hand, I share the view of Oppert-Menant in

1 This conclusion is very probable, but not absolutely certain, as the title of king is very frequently omitted when

the names of the fathers of Cassite kings are referred to, although they are known to have been "kings."

'' Although evidently containing history interwoven with legend, it is nevertheless historically important, as giving

expression to the Babylonian conception of the history of the ancient Sargon. Its value increases in proportion as

we find in it statements which are proven from other sources to be correct. Incidentally, it may be remarked that on

account of the mention of the father's brother in the "Legend," and because of Sargon's own statement concerning

Itti-Bel, the clause abi ul Idi can only be regarded as meaning that Sargon did not know his father personally, since

the latter was dead (Tiele, I. c, p. 114), or for various reasons was compelled to keep himself in concealment.

3 Cf. e. g., R. P 1
. I, p. 5

4 I.e., p. 302 seq.

5
I. c, p. 488, note 1.

6 P. S. B. A. VI, pp. 11-13, 68 seq. Cf. V, pp. 8, 9, 12 ; VII, pp. 65-71. Trans. S. B. A. VIII. pp. 347-351.

7 P. S. B. A.. VIII, pp. 243 seq.

s liecherehes sur la Glyptique orientate, p. 74. P. 8. B. A. January 5, 1884.

9 Collection de Olercq., No. 46, p. 50.

10 Z. A. Ill, p. 124.

11
Gescli., pp. 39, 327, and Schrader's K B. Ill, Part 1, p. 101 **. Cf. Unters., p. 44 seq.

'- Z. A. Ill, p. 124. Ibid. :
" quoique roi d'Agade, il n'est pas plus Sargon, que les empereurs Louis et Lolhaire ne

sont un meme personnage." Winckler's article in Revue d' Assyriologie II (quoted in Unters., p. 79, note 4), was un-

fortunately not accessible to me.

13 In the name Bi-in-ga-ni-shar-ali on a seal cylinder, published by Menant, Glyptique I, PI. I, No. 1. Cf. Winckler,

Altbabylonisehe Keilschriftlexte (quoted as A. E.), No. 66.

14 Even if it was proved that SHAR has the value of bin in a few cases, it would be utterly impossible to give the

character this exceptional value in a Semitic word list (V E. 41, 1. 29, a, b). Cf. p. 18, note 4.
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regard to the close connection of these three words as constituting the name of the

king, and read accordingly Shargdni-shar-dli as one word. For, as Oppert properly

states, it is impossible to read the name simply Shar-ga-ni, inasmuch as, according to

the parallel passages of the oldest Semitic cuneiform texts, in this case we should ex-

pect the two parts (Shargani and shdr-dli) to be separated by a line. Only individual

words, or two expressions very intimately connected, 1 as "son of Itti-Bel," "temple

of Bel," " in Nippur," are written together without this separating line.
2 Titles are

not considered to stand in such close connection with their antecedent proper names.

But, contrary to the view of the two French scholars, I maintain the identity of

Sargon and Shargdni-shar-dli for the following reasons :

1. By the side of the long names of kings and private individuals we find—at

least in the last two thousand five hundred years of Babylonian history—abbreviated

forms in use. The lists of kings and the contract tablets, not to mention other pas-

sages, furnish ample proof. Cf. e. g: Ki-an (Listb s

) with Ki-an-ni-bi (List a, Rev.)
;

Kir-gal (List b) with Kir-gal-dara-bar ; A-dara (List b) with A-dara-kalam-ma ;

Bibe (List b) with Bi-be-ia-sM 4 (PI. 26, No. 70) ; Kab-ti-ia abil-shu sha Tab-ni-e-af

with Kabti-ildni-Marduk abil-shu sha Nabu-tab-ni-u-sur? among hundreds of similar

examples.7 It is therefore highly probable that at some future time we shall find

the abbreviated form Shargani even on Sargon's own monuments.

2. It was especially to be expected in the case of a king famous above all others,

and who so early became the hero of popular story, that the longer name should so s

be abbreviated in the mouth of the people, and, finally, when it had ceased to be

intelligible, explained after the method of 'folk etymology',9 as Sharru-kemi, "the

true king." Moreover, Pinches 10 has pointed out, by comparison of Sumer. Tcurgina=
Assyr. TcurTcanti, gishhin = JcishJcanu, that the sign GI (ge) was originally pronounced

as ga, and that the Hebr. JUIP represents this older pronunciation. 11

1 In this respect the writer of the stele de Zohab is freer. Cf., however, sha duppa, which is always written on

one line even in the Sargon inscriptions from Nippur and in that of the king of Guti.

2 Cf. PI. 1, 1. 3, 11, 24; PI. 2, 1. 1, 2, 11, 12, 23 ; PI. 3, No. 3, 1. 1 ; No. 4, 1. 1, 3.

3 Winckler, Unters., p. 146, col. I, 4. For List a, cf. ibid., p. 145.

4 Hilprecht, " Die Ergan/Aing der Namen zweier Kassitenkonige," in Z. A. VIII, in print.

5 Strassmaier, Nabon. 133, 4.

6 Strassmaier, Nabon. 132, 4. Cf. Peiser, Aus dem Babylonischen Rechtsleben I, p. 11.

'The same principle of abbreviating names in everyday use occurs among nearly all ancient nations. Cf. e. g.,

Erman, JEgypten und Mgypiisehes Leben im Altertum, p. 233 ; also the Hebrew dictionaries ; Fick, Die griechischen Per-

sonnenamen ; O. Crusius, Neue JahrbucJier, 1891, pp. 385-394 :
" Die Anwendung von Vollnamen und Kurznamen bei

derselben Person." For the last two references I am indebted to my friend and colleague, Prof. W. A. Lamberton.

8 Shargani, "the powerful." See p. 18, note 4.

9 Hommel, Gesch., p. 301.

10 P. 8. B. A., VII, p. 67 seg.

11 Cf. Hommel, I. c, p. 303.

A. P. S-.—VOL. XVIII. C.
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3. It is absolutely impossible to regard Sargon, father of Naram-Sin, as

"perhaps an invention of legend." 1 Bat were he one of the best known and

mightiest rulers of the olden time,2
it was to be expected that some monuments of

his would be found in the thorough exploration of the ruins of the temple at Nippur,

where the greatest number of texts of his time 3 ever found has been brought to

light. "Where inscriptions of his less known son Naram-Sin, and of the hitherto

altogether unknown Alusharshid, have been discovered, it was a priori probable that

inscriptions of Sharglna = Shargena= Shargdni(a) would also come to light.

Therefore the very absence of the name in the inscriptions there discovered is, in

itself, a proof that the ancient king whose name commences with Shargdni, and who

is represented by six inscriptions, is no other than Sargon, the father of Naram-Sin.

From this it follows naturally that the later Shargena was merely an abbreviation of

Sliargdni-shar-d li.

According to Oppert, the name signifies " mighty is the king of the city."
4

There were also found in Nippur two brick stamps of Naram-Sin, son of Sargon

1. Both contain the same legend. The moulds, however, that were used in making

them differ slightly in size and shape. The inscription reads : 1. lluJSfardm-ilaSin

2. bdni 3. hit iluBel, " Naram-Sin, builder of the temple of Bel." If we may base

an argument on the place in which the stamps were found, as to the location of

]STaram-Sin's building, we might conclude that he built a shrine immediately on the

canal south from the Ziqqurratu, whilst his father confined himself in his building

to the east side of the temple platform. In any case, from the contents of the

1 Winckler, Gesc7i., p. 39.

2 As is proved by the inscriptions of Nabiiua'id, where he is called "king of Babylon ", by the "Legend of Sar-

gon," the Tablet of Omens IV R. 34, and the mention of his name in the List V R. 44, 18, a, b. Hommel, who

reads erroneously Lugal-girinna (I. c, pp. 301, 307, note 4) in the last quoted passage, distinguishes Sargon of the list

as Sargon II, c. 2000 B.C., from the ancient Sargon I. His arguments are not convincing (cf. also Winckler, Unters., p. 45,

note 3). It is especially " the historical background of the work "—the mention of Elam, Guti, etc., at such an early

period, which is the most valuable evidence for the high antiquity and reliability of the statements contained in the

astrological work. Cf. my remarks in connection with the inscriptions of the king of Guti and Alusharshid.

3 Six inscriptions of Shargani-shar-ali, two of Naram-Sin, and sixty-one inscribed vases (or fragments) of

Alusharshid.

4 Z. A. Ill, p. 124. Cf. V R. 41, 29 a. b.: s7iar-ga-nu=dannu. Sharganu is a noun formation in an (Delitzsch,

Oram., \ 65, No. 35) from a root sliaragu, which seems to mean " to be powerful, mighty." Cf. the Hebr. proper name
1W?. Likewise the names Bingani-shar-ali and Al-usharshid contain the formative element alu. There are reasons

for identifying this alu {Alu) with AluM, used as an ideogram for "Babylon " by Nebuchadrezzar II (misunderstood

by Delitzsch, Worterbuch, p. 6). Cf. Hilprecht, The Sunday School Times, 1892, No. 20, p. 306 seg. Nebuchadrezzar

uses even mahazu alone (urbs) for "Babylon." Cf. e. g.YR. 34 (Z. A. II, p. 142-44), col. I, 13: zanan mahazi,

"to adorn the City" (i. e. Babylon, not "die Stadte," Winckler in Schrader's K. B. Ill, Part 2, p. 39). For the

use of Alu without hi, cf. below Eish (Kishshatu).
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inscriptions of Sargon and Naram-Sin it follows that the dominions of both included

Nippur. 1

The list of ninety-two garments, PL 6, was found near the inscriptions of Naram-

Sin. As it is written in Semitic (cf. 1. 6, rahdtum), and as, paleographically, there is

no objection to such a conclusion, it belongs probably to Naram-Sin, or, in any case, to

one of the earliest Semitic kings of Babylonia.

In this connection, I call attention to the interesting and important fact that

the fragment of another vase (or probably of several) was discovered in the same

deep-lying stratum as the inscriptions of Sargon and Alusharshid, and close by them.

This fragment 2 contains the statement that " JEa-ie{men)-na, patesi 3 of Shirpurla,"

presented the vase to Bel of Nippur. "When to this we add that a vase of Naram-

Sin,
4 and another of Alusharshid, as I have been informed, was found in Tello, we may

safely conclude: 1. That the dominion of Sargon, 5 Naram-Sin and of their immediate

successors (or predecessors 5
) extended also over the whole of South Babylonia 6

(at any rate, as far as Shirpurla 7

). 2. That the chronology of the oldest Semitic

rulers of Babylonia is approximately the same 8 as that of the earliest patesis of

Shirpurla. 3. That the " kings of Shirpurla " are earlier than Sargon (or Alusharshid 5
)

.

It was apparently Sargon I or Alusharshid who put an end to the independence of

the kingdom of Shirpurla. This is not the place for a detailed statement of all my
reasons. They will be found in full elsewhere.

To the early Semitic rulers of Babylonia already known must now be added, in

consequence of the discoveries at Nippur, King UEU-MU-USH, as his name

is written. Not less than sixty-one fragments of different vases of his have

been excavated from the temple.

As to the material of the vases cf. Table of Contents. The fact that they were

found close to the monuments of Sargon, that like them they are written in Semitic,-

that the phraseology of PI. 4, 1. 11, 12 is very similar to lines 6, 7 of the vase inscrip-

1 Cf. above, p. 15, note 5, and p. 25, note 3.

2 It will be published in Vol. I, Part 2.

3 1 hold that the change of the title of lugal into patesi in the case of the princes of Shirpurla is an indication of

their political dependence (Hommel, I. c, p. 296). Jensen's view (Schrader's E. B. Ill, Part 1, pp. 6-8) is some-

what different.

4 According to Oppert. Cf. Homme], Gesch., pp. 299, note 1, 309.

6 See my remarks in connection with the texts of Alusharshid.

6 Cf. Hommel, I. c, pp. 296, 311.

7 Wincklers suggestion that Shirpurla is not identical with the modern Tello or part of these ruins {Gesch., pp.

24, 31, note 1, 44, 326), but that it lay in North Babylonia, is quite improbable, to me even impossible.

8 In this I slightly differ from Hommel {I. c, p. 296), who places Sargon and Naram-Sin a little later than the

oldest patesis of Shirpurla.
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tion of ]STaram-Sin, that paleographically they show the characteristic features of the

inscriptions of Sargon and his son, all this points to the first half of the fourth mil-

lennium as the approximate date when they were written. As the language of the

inscriptions is Semitic, I regard the name of the king also as Semitic and read ten-

tatively Alu-usliarsliid,
1

i. e., " He (some deity) founded the city."
2

The discovered inscriptions of this king may be classed in four groups, consist-

ing of thirteen, eleven, six and three lines respectively. Only three of the three line

legends 3 have been preserved intact. Though not a single complete text of the six-

line inscriptions has been excavated, yet the faint traces to be seen in the third-line

of PI. IV, lS"o. 13, and the space left for the restoration of the text, justify my read-

ing of PI. 5, No. 6, 1. 1-3. The fragment reproduced on PL 5, ]STo. 10, is the only

remnant of an eleven-line inscription found at Nippur, It is in all respects simi-

lar to the thirteen-line inscriptions, with this difference only that 1. 11, 12 of the

latter, in namraJc Mamti k
\ were omitted. The inscription of thirteen lines has been

reconstructed from eleven fragments, three of which (PI. Ill, Fragm. 8891, 8892,

a, b) belonged to a large dolomite vase and formed the basis of my text. Eighteen

fragments of all the excavated vases may confidently i be referred to this group. The

long inscription, of which some of the shorter ones are possibly abbreviations, reads :

1. A-na 2.
ilu Bel 3. Alu-usliarsliid 4. sliar 5. Kishshatu 6. i-nu 7. Mamtu k%

8. « 9. Ba-ra-'-se u 10. intra 11. in nam-ra-ak* 12. Mamti u 13. iddin (A-MU-

1 Cf. Briinnow, I. c, 5032, 5068.

2 Cf. Hilpreclit, Z. A. VII, p. 315, note 1, and Pinches, The Academy, September 5, 1891, p. 199. Even if the name

be transliterated UrumusJt, it may be Semitic. In this case the Orchamus of Ovid (Metam., 4, 212) offers itself for com-

parison.

3 In spite of their identical contents I reproduced two of them (PI. 5, Nos. 7 and 8), because of the slight differ-

ence in the form of the characters USH and sharru, and because we do not possess a superabundant supply of texts

dating from that ancient period to which they belong. The sign published on PI. 5, No. 9, and resembling the Old

Babylonian character for ilu, "god," is found on the bottom of a third vase of the three-line group, and is, no doubt,

merely a "trade-mark."

4 1 include here only those fragments of which portions of 1. 5-13 have been preserved. Some of the other frag-

ments, however, probably belong to the same group.

5 Necessary because of limited space.

6 This word has been variously translated. Tiele (Qesch., p. 115) and others before and since changed namrak into

Apirak, a city mentioned on the tablet of omens, col. II, 12-14. Honimel {Oescli., pp. 279, 309) translates it " polished

work," whilst Winckler {Qesch., p. 38) is content to render it simply "work." But all this is mere guess work.

To my knowledge, the word has been found thus far only in three passages, in the above text of Alusharshid, on the

vase of Naram-Sin and in Gudea B, col. 6, 66. In the last passage we read 1. 64-69 :
gish KU uruAn-sha-an Nirna M

mu-sig nam-ra-aga-M<lin9' r2^in-gir-su-ra E-ninnu-a mu-na-ni-iur, "With (his) weapon he smote the city of Anshan in

Elam, brought its spoil into EniunQ to Ningirsu." Cf. Jensen (K B. Ill, Part 1, pp. 38, 39) on this passage. The

latter's hesitation about the reading Nima M, "Elam" (exactly so written above), and the meaning of namrak is

unnecessary. As early as eight years ago, Amiaud, with his wonted insight, conceived the correct meaning of the

word (Z. K. I, p. 249). Whether it is Sumerian or Semitic remains to be determined. As we do not possess long
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SHUB), 1 " Alusharshid, king of Kishshatu, presented (it) to Bel from the spoil of

Elam, when he had subjugated Elam and Bara'se."

The inscription is of historical importance. We learn from it, that King Alu-

sharshid subdued Elam and the country of Bara'se, doubtless in close proximity

to it,
2 and that in the booty he carried off to Babylonia a number of costly

marble vases. Part of them he dedicated to Bel of Nippur, and part, perhaps, to

Shamash of Sippara, 3
after first having engraved upon most 4 of them in beautiful

clear-cut characters his name and the occasion of the gift. The inscription suffices

to show that Alusharshid was a mighty ruler, who in courage and adventurous spirit

was not second to Naram-Sin. But it also offers most welcome material for deter-

mining the extent of the dominion of the oldest Semitic rulers. It furnishes addi-

tional support to Tiele's view (Gesch., p. 114), and at the same time proves that

Winckler's conception of the beginning of the North Babylonian history and of the

extent of Sargon's empire ( Gesch., p. 38) is incorrect. Winckler proceeds upon the

erroneous supposition that the deeds of Sargon, as reported in the tablet of omens and

in the "legend," are purely legendary. Hommel also (Gesch., p. 306 seq.) is ham-

pered by similar prejudices. That Naram-Sin was in the possession of South Baby-

lonia is demonstrated hy his building in Nippur (bdni bit Bel), and by his vase

found in Tello, and is furthermore established beyond all doubt by his successful

operations in Magan,5 which, according to Winckler, was situated on the eastern

boundary of Arabia. A vase of the Semitic king of Guti, 6 belonging to this same

ancient period, which was probably carried by a victorious Babylonian king as trophy

to Sippara, points to the extension of the power of the oldest North Babylonian rulers

descriptions of campaigns in Sunierian, it cannot be surprising that the word does not occur otherwise in Sumerian

inscriptions, which deal mostly with religious affairs and accounts of buildings. In favor of a Semitic etymology, to

which I incline, it may be said : (1) That the word " looks very much like an original m-formation of a root "pD "

(Jensen) and (2) that it is twice found in the Semitic inscriptions of the oldest North Babylonian rulers.

1 It is not to be read a-mu-ru and to be derived from amaru wilh the meaning of "ersehen" (Hommel, Oeseh.,

p. 302), i. e., "to dedicate" (Pinches, Trans. S. B. A. VIII, p. 350). Cf. Amiaud, Z. A. II, p. 296, and Jensen in

Schrader's K. B. Ill, Part 1, p. 26, note *°. For sAub = nadcmu=nadu (mj, cf. rnj, "gift," Ezek. xvi. 33), cf. Tall-

quist, BabyloniscAe ScAenkungsbriefe, p. 9.

- Nothing more definite can be said at present. It is, perhaps, to be read Para'se. Cf. the name of the mountain

Bati-ir {stele de Zohab I, col. I, 7), which Scheil (I. c, p. 104) correctly identified with the mountain Pad(d)ir

(SAamsAi-Ramman II, col. II, 7).

3 According to Pinches Jensen, inscriptions of Alusharshid have also been found in Sippara. Cf. TAe Academy,

September 5, 1891, p. 199, P. S.

4 A number of vases of the same high workmanship and found among them were without inscriptions. Cf.

below, p. 30.

6
1. R. 3, No. VII, 1. 7, namrak Magan, "plunder of Magan."

6 Cf. p. 12 seq.
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further northward. The inscriptions of Alusharshid testify to his supremacy over

the South, 1 and to his victories in the East and North-East of Babylonia. In view of

all this, I regard it as impossible to question the historical character of the statements

of the tablet of omens relative to JSTaram-Sin. Since we know that about that time

a Semitic population dwelt in the northern and northeastern countries of Gnti and

Lnlubi,2 whose kings wrote inscriptions on rocks and vases in a dialect entirely

identical with the Babylonian, it can no longer seem strange that JSTaram-Sin took

the Semitic king R"ish-Rammdn, of Apirak, prisoner. It is evident, however, that

Api rale, which by its termination forcibly recalls names like A(E)shnunak, 3
is to be

sought in the North-East4 of Babylonia rather than in the South. 5 If the credibility

of the tablet of omens is therefore established as far as ISTaram-Sin is concerned, we

are no longer at liberty to call in question what it relates concerning Sargon I, unless

more solid objections than have heretofore been raised, be brought against it. With

Tiele, therefore, I regard as facts what Winckler describes as fiction, viz., that Sar-

gon I subjugated nearly the whole world known to him, or in other words, "the four

quarters of the earth."
6

But how is it that whilst Sargon always bears the title sharru dannu shar Agade

or dannu shar Agade or only shar Agade, 7 both in the legend and in his own inscrip-

1 Including Lagash. Cf. p. 19.

2 This fact argues in favor of a migration of the Semites into Babylonia from the North. Cf. the "legend of Sar-

gon," according to which his uncle dwelt in the mountains, and he himself was carried down the river in an ark made

of reed. Cf. also Winckler, OescJi., p. 141.

3 Pognon found there Semitic inscriptions written by patesis of Ashnunak. Nothing can be said with certainty

as-to the exact date of these texts, but they seem to belong to the second millennium B. C. Cf. Pognon, Quelques rois

du pays d'Achnounnak, read at the Aeademie des inscriptions et belles lettres, March 18, 1892. On this country see fur-

ther Delitzsch, Paradies, p. 230 seq.; Koss'der, p. 60 ; and also Jensen in Schrader's K. B., Part I, p. 137, note .

4 Hommel is on the right track (Gesch., p. 310, note 1). His reading A-ma-rak, however, has neither support nor

probability.

6 Delitzsch, Paradies, p. 231, "zicmlicli sudlich zu suelien."

6 1 regard also Sargon's campaign in the West, to the Mediterranean Sea and to Cyprus, as historic facts. The

cylinder of Naram-Sin's servant found at Cyprus, and now in the Metropolitan Museum of New York (cf. Sayce,

Trans. 8. B. A. V, p. 441 seq.), has, however, no direct bearing upon the whole question. Through the kindness of

Prof. Isaac Hall, Curator of the Museum, I obtained an accurate impression of the cylinder, to which, for paleographic

reasons (observe, e. g., the form of the character to), I cannot assign an earlier date than c. 2000-1500 B. C. The

pictures on it also point to a more recent date. But the cylinder is undoubtedly no modern forgery (Hommel, I. c,

p. 309).

7 Nabuna'id calls him, for apparent reasons, shar Babili. It is in itself not impossible that there were kings of

Babylon at some time in that ancient period. For the place where the vase of Naram-Sin was found by the French

expedition, the tablet of omens (I, 7-11, of. my restoration of this passage below, p. 26) and the occasional mentioning

of Babylon (under another name) in the Sumerian inscriptions of the kings and patesis of Shirpurla clearly show that

Babylon not only existed at this early time and belonged to Sargon's kingdom, but that it even had already obtained

considerable prominence (cf. below, p. 26). Cf. however, Winckler, Unters., p. 76 seq., and Lehmann, Shamashshum-

vkin, p. 96, note 4.
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tions, his immediate successor, ISTaram-Sin, styles himself shar hibrat arba'i, and

Alusharshid and MA-A1S"-ISH-TU"-SU J even shar Kislisliatu? This question is

closely connected with the other, "What do the last two titles mean ? It is impossible

for me to enter here into as full a discussion of this question as its importance de-

mands. I therefore content myself for the present with giving the results of my
investigations. As I am now considering the meaning of these titles in the earliest

times only, I naturally exclude their use with the later Babylonian and with the

Assyrian kings.2

I. As to the Old Babylonian title, shar Kislisliatu, we have been accustomed to

follow Winckler, 3 and to regard it as simply the equivalent of the later shar hisli-

sliati, "king of the world." 4 This identification, however, is not proved. On the

other hand, it is worthy of note, (1) that supposing Alusharshid lived after Naram-

Sin, and even supposing further that he founded a new dynasty, it would still be

matter for astonishment that he should exchange a title, that was not only satisfactory

to Naram-Sin, known as a great conqueror, but was in itself sufficiently significant,

for the synonymous shar kishsliati, " king of the world ;
" 5

(2) that no later Baby-

lonian king, before Merodachbaladan I, not even the powerful Hammurabi, bears this

title, though many of them apply to themselves the title shar hibrat arba'i ; (3) that

Winckler's theory, which sees in Harran the original seat of the sharrtd kishsliati, is

improbable for the later Babylono-Assyrian time, and altogether out of question for

1 Winckler, A. K., No. 67. Paleographic reasons, the Semitic language of the inscription and the title shar Kisli-

sliatu, establish for this king a date not only earlier than 2000 B. C. (Winckler, Gescli., p. 155), but even earlier than

3000 B. C. He is to be classed with Alusharshid. The white marble duck (Norris, On the Assyrian and Babylonian

Weights, PI. 2, No. 2), bearing the name of JSfabu-shum-libur shar Kishshatu, remains without consideration here, as I

do not feel at liberty to base any paleographic conclusions on the cuneiform text as it is published there.

2
1 hope to treat' the whole question in another place. That we may understand correctly the meaning of this

title in Assyrian, the following points must be examined more carefully : (1) Is the title simply to be regarded as bor-

rowed from Babylonia (cf. patesi, temple names, etc.) and extended to cover Assyrian conditions, so that only the

name is Babylonian, while its semasiological development is essentially Assyrian ? (2) Or, in using the title, did the

Assyrians claim the same right over the same district as the Babylonians, i. e., suppose that in Babylonia a claim

was thereby expressed to Harran (Winckler), did the Assyrians by their use of the phrase make exactly the same

claim upon this city ? (3) Or is there no connection between the Assyrian and the Babylonian title ? These questions

have hitherto not been answered sufficiently.

3 Mitteilungen des Akademisch- Orientalischen Vereins zu Berlin I, p. 14.

4 Cf. Jensen in Schrader's K. B. Ill, Part 1, p. 196, note 4.

5 If we may draw any conclusion from the later customs of Babylonian and Assyrian kings, we rather expect

that in the above given case, Alusharshid, whose empire was scarcely smaller than that of Narfmi-Sin, according to

our present knowledge, would have been particularly anxious to adhere to a title which was connected by the Baby-

lonian people with the name of a very powerful ruler, and regarded by the later kings as especially important. And
like versa, if Alusharshid lived before Sargon and had founded a sharrut kishsliati, "kingdom of the world," it would

be strange that Naram-Sin should have used shar kibrat arba'i instead, if the other title meant exactly the same.
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the earliest period. 1 I therefore would propose another explanation of the title,

viz., to regard shar Kishshatu (or shar Kish) as identical with sliar Kish, " king of

Kish." 2 In other words, I infer from this title that there was a kingdom of the city

of Kish similar to those of Shirpurla, Agade, etc., at the earliest time of the Baby-

lonian history. Two of its rulers are so far known ; both wrote Semitic, and one of

them at least possessed South Babylonia and defeated Elam. Whether these kings

lived after the dynasty of Sargon, or whether the3r preceded it and were dethroned

by Sargon, will be considered below. At all events, it will be well to separate the

kings of Kish 3 from those of Agade. There is much in favor of the view that

even in the Assyrian mind ' the title sliar kishshati was originally connected with the

possession of Kish, where Tiglath-Pileser III offered sacrifices to the gods (EI R.

67, 11).

II. But what does shar Tcibrat arba'i mean in the oldest Babylonian history ?

After Sargon had subjugated the Elamites,5 thus fixing the natural eastern boundary

of his projected great empire, he marched to the West, " subdued ' the land of the

West,' conquered the four quarters of the world." The last part of the previous sen-

tence, literally quoted from the tablet of omens, can in itself be interpreted as

meaning («) that " the four quarters of the world " lay still beyond " the land of the

West," and therefore were geographically distinct from it, or (6) that the conquest

'Cf. also A. Mez, Oeschiehte der Stadt Harran in Mesopotamien, p. 27.

2 As I remarked above, I cannot state all the reasons for my theory here. At present it may suffice to give the fol-

lowing : (1) Cf. my restoration of IV R. 34, 7-11 below. (2) Cf. Delitzsch, Paradies, p.218 seq., -where it is stated that

the Semitic Babylonians and Assyrians -wrote this city also Ki-shu (and Ki-e-ish, Brit. Mus., 82-8-16, 1, col. I, 44, pub-

lished by S. A. Smith, Miscellaneous Assyrian Texts, PI. 26 ; cf. also the present volume, PI. 8, No. 14, 1. 7), and Kish-

sha-tu, "according to a small unpublished vocabulary" (cf. Paradies, p. 230). (3) Cf. also the name of the ancient

king, Abil-Kishki, known from the fragment of a Babylonian chronicle (Trans. S. B, A. Ill, 372), and to whom

Delitzsch (Gesch., p. 72) correctly assigns the fourth millennium.

3 1 afterwards found that Jensen (Schrader's K. B. Ill, Part 1, p. 202, note), independently of me, translated " king

of Kish" in the inscription of Manishtusu (Winckler, A. K, No. 67). His reasons for so doing and his conclusions

are both unknown to me.

4 The facts that Ramman-nirari, who defeated the Babylonian king, Nazi-Maruttash, near Kar-Ishtar, is the first

Assyrian ruler who bears the title shar kishshati (in the inscription of his son, Shalmaneser I, I R. 6, No. IV, 1. 2)

;

and further, that Tukulti-Ninib I, his grandson, who also claims the title, must have been in the possession of Kish,

as he had captured even Babylon (R. P. 2
, Vol. V, p. Ill, col. IV, 2 seq.); and last, that neither Ashurdau I, nor

Mutakkil-Nusku, nor even Ashur-resh-ishi has this title (III R. 3, No. 6, 1. 1 and 8), deserve especial attention in con-

nection with my hypothesis. Afterwards the ancient meaning of the title was lost, and shar Kishshati, "king of

Kish," became shar kishshati, "king of the world " (which may, however, have been the very first meaning of the

title before it was connected with Kish ; cf. the development of the meaning shar kibrat arba'i).

5 IV R. 2 34, col I, 1-3. I regard the arrangement of the individual deeds, related in the tablet of omens, as chron-

ological. Among other reasons the account of Sargon's three expeditions against the West favors this view. It was

also natural that the king, before marching to the West, should protect himself in the rear by subjugating the Elamites

in the East, so that during his long absence no danger might threaten Babylonia from that quarter.
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of " the four quarters of the world " is identical with his conquest of " the land of

the West," or (c) that the conquest of " the four quarters of the world " followed as

a result upon his subduing the West. In opposition to the first view is the fact that

a kingdom of "the four quarters of the world" in the far West is nowhere else

mentioned, that the phrase stands without the usual determinative mitu, dlu, etc.,

and that this title was claimed by Babylonian kings even when they made no con-

quests in the West. 1 The identification of the " four quarters of the world " with

"the land of the West" needs no refutation, as it has never been advanced, and

in fact has no support. We can, therefore, only regard the conquest of " the four

quarters of the world " as the result of Sargon's victories in the West, so that by the

use of the title the claim is made to a quasi-world wide dominion,2 as has been cor-

rectly stated by Lehmann (l. c, p. 91). And indeed, Sargon, after having conquered

the West, was fully justified in the Babylonian sense of the word "world," in thus

designating his large dominion. For, in order to subjugate the West, he was obliged,

because of the Arabian desert, to march victoriously first to the ^North, then to the

West and finally southward. The enemies in the East having been previously sub-

dued, and South Babylonia being also brought under his sceptre,
3 he could indeed

call a kingdom his own which was enclosed on all sides by natural boundaries.4

The city which had obtained the hegemony through Sargon's deeds was Agade.

For he calls it " my city " (" Legend," 1. 26). It is the city in which he was shut up

during the insurrection against him (IV R. 2
, 34, col. I, 37). And furthermore, in

all his inscriptions as yet found, he calls himself "king of Agade." But, if I

understand the tablet of omens correctly, Agade does not appear to have been the

capital of the empire of the four quarters of the world, as one would naturally have

supposed. After Sargon had subjugated "the whole world,'' he regarded as his next

work the building of a capital worthy of this grand empire. The account of this

important work is evidently related in IV E.2
, 34, 1. 7-10, a passage6 unfortunately

much mutilated and heretofore entirely misunderstood. After a careful comparison

1 Against Tiele, Gesch., p. 78.

2 Tiele (I. c, pp. 73, 78) concedes the possibility, indeed even the probability of this explanation, but adds, that

the title may also have had an entirely different meaning (p. 73). But what else could it have meant with Sargon I?

3 This is evident from his building in Nippur, and from the fact that even his son, who was less prominent than

his father, extended his influence to Shirpurla. Cf. also the express statements of the "Legend."

4 The Elamite mountains on the east, the mountains of Armenia on the north, the Mediterranean Sea (and

Cyprus) on the west and the Persian Gulf on the south.

5 In spite of all that has been said in support of Agane, I regard this reading as improbable (cf. my remarks on

Oande, p. 28). Lehmann's statements (I. c, p. 73) prove nothing against Agade. More as to this in another place.

6 For recent translations cf. Hommel, Qesch., p. 305, and Winckler in Schrader's K. B. HI, Part 1, p. 102 seq.

A. P. S.—VOL. XVTII. D.
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of the text as given in the first and second editions of IV R., 1 I transliterate and
restore the passage as follows : Shar-ge-na slia ina SHIR an-ni-i Kisli-shu ['"-]

BdUlu ,u
i-[sM-f slium-ma epre sha {i

shal-la bdbu TU-NA i] is-su-hu-ma ....
[ina limefytu A-ga-de H dlu i-bu-shu-ma [UB-DA] 5 -" shum-slw im-bu-u . . . .

[ma lib-] bi u-slie-shi-bu, "Sargon, who under this omen brought sorrow upon Kish
and Babylon, tore away the earth of ... . and built a city in the vicinity of (or

"after the pattern of"?) Agade, called its name 'place (city) of the world,' and

caused the inhabitants of Kish and Babylon (?) to dwell there."

I infer from this (a) that Kish and Babylon existed as prominent cities already

in the time of Sargon I, as this great ruler deemed it necessary to render them harm-

less
; (6) that the dynasty of Kish was overthrown by Sargon I,

6 and that therefore

Alusharshid and Manishtusu are to be placed before Sargon I;
7

(c) that the reason

why the vases of Alusharshid, all badly broken, were found lying close by the com-

paratively well-preserved monuments of Sargon, but not by those of JSTaram-Sin, is

that Alusharshid apparently ruled before Sargon, not after Karani-Sin.

The question arises, Which city corresponds in later times to that built by Sargon
" in the vicinity (?) of Agade," and with which the title " king of the four quarters

of the world " 8 was associated ? There are reasons for identifying it with Kutha,

as Winckler 9
does. But stronger arguments seem to point to Ursagkalama 10 with its

famous temple, " the mountain of the world," (always mentioned in close connection

with Kish, the probable seat of the sliarrut MsJishati), as being identical with " the

city of the world " u founded by Sargon I.

1 This important text seems to have suffered still more since its first publication by George Smith in IV R. 1
, as a

comparison with Pinches' new edition clearly shows. Had all the differences between the first and second editions of

the text, brought about by a decomposition of the tablet, been carefully noted, it would have been of great value, as

the first edition is not always accessible to students.

2 Cf. V R. 12, No. 6, 50 ; II R. 52, 67 c : Ei-shu (cf. above, p. 24, note 2). Perhaps ki is wanting, and u, " and,"

is to be substituted.

3 This is the most probable reading, according to the traces in IV R.-. Cf. E. 3657, col. I, 9 (i-s7m-ush), and IV

R. 2 1,*42, a, "the sickness which brings woe upon the country" (j,-ash-shashu).

4 These five characters are not quite clear to me, though it is evident that Sargon purposely destroyed something.

6 The two wedges beginning the character UB are clearly to be seen in IV R. 1
, and the last two wedges of DA

still remain in IV R.'-'. More than two characters cannot have stood there. For the meaning of UB-DA, without

arba'i, cf. Jensen, Eosmologie, p. 167.

6 For various other reasons the city kingdom of Kish cannot be placed after Sargon I.

' Paleographical reasons also favor this chronological arrangement of the two dynasties. I reached my conclusion

after the plates in question were printed. PI. 4-5 and III-V are to be placed before those of Sargon I and Naram-Sin.

s It is quite possible that monuments of Sargon may yet be found, on which he calls himself "king of the four

quarters of the earth."

s
e. g., 6esc?i., pp. 31, 33.

10 For this reading cf. Jensen in Sehradei''s E B. Ill, Part 1, p. 23, note 5.

11 Cf. Winckler's remarks, I. c, p. 33, iu connection with " Gharsagkalama."
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THE DYNASTY OF ISIN. 1

Three kings of this dynasty were among the builders of the temple at Nippur,

Ur-Ninib, Bur-Sin I, and Ishme-Dagan? Specimens of brick legends of the latter

will be given in the second half of this volume. The fragment of a stone pub-

lished on PI. 9, No. 17, is unfortunately so small that we learn nothing new

from it.

More important are the inscriptions of both the other rulers, PI. 10 and 11.

They are taken from bricks which, at the time of their excavation, were out of

their original place. These formed rather part of a platform of the Ziqqurratu con-

structed or restored by Mili-Shikhu, who took them from the ruined walls of his

predecessors, as old but still serviceable material for his own work. Various bricks

of Ur-Ninib have thus been preserved, all with the same inscribed (not stamped)

legend. Of Bur-Sin, on the other hand, only a single brick, broken in two pieces,

has as yet been found.

Ur-Ninib, " Man (servant) of God Ninib," is the king hitherto wrongly tran-

scribed as Gramil-Ninib. 3 His inscription, here published, is identical with IV

R. 2
35, No. 5. The fragment of a brick from Nippur, I R. 5, No. XNIV, erroneously

ascribed to Ishme-Dagan, is obviously the lower half of the same legend. In

addition to the complete name of the ruler, the new text offers the correct reading of

1. 4, na-gid,* i. e., nahidu, Hebr. ipj, " shepherd " (of Ur), and of 1. G, mi-sliu-il, " he

who delivers the commands " (of Eridn).

Bur-Sin I, so designated by me to distinguish him from another king of the

same name, 5 Bur-Sin II of the second dynasty of Ur, 6
is a new king of the dynasty

of Isin. The phraseology of his inscription is very similar to that of Ur-Ninib and

Libit-Anunit 7 (I R. 5, No. XVIII), and thereby assures the correct reading of several

characters of the latter inscription. The first sign of 1. 4 is not da (Winckler) but

ingar s (identical with Briinnow, I. c. 1024), and the second sign in 1. 8 is probably

1 Not Nisin, as has been generally read—last by Delitzsch, Oesekichte Babyloniens und Assyriens, p. 79. Cf. the

hymn 80, 7-19, 126, 1. 3, 4, published by Bezold in Z. A. IV, p. 430.

2 PI. 9, No. 17, has been placed before Plates 10 and 11 only to save space. Ishme-Dagan was the last king of the

dynasty of Isin.

3 Cf. Hilprecht in Z. A. VII, p. 315, note 1.

4 For this Semitic loan word of the Sumerian language, found also in the inscriptions of Gudea (F. col. IV, 12),

cf. JensenZimmern in Z. A. Ill, 200, 208 seg. Cf. also Jensen in K. B. Ill, Part 1, p. 4.

6 Although always written with the other sign Bur (Briinnow, I. c, 9068).

6 Cf. Plates 12, 13, and Vol. I, Part 2.

7 According to Winckler in Schrader's K. B. Ill, Part 1, p. 86, Libit-Ishtar.

8 Cf. Jensen-Zimmern, Z. A. Ill, p. 199 seq.
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mi, not ash. L. 3-7 in the inscription of Bar-Sin I are of special interest. They

read : 3. ingar lig(?y~ga 4. Zfrumk'-ma 5. gish-Mn Urudug kl-ga hi-bi-gi 6. in mi-a-

ium-ma ~ 7. Urugki
-ga, " the powerful shepherd 3 of Ur, the restorer of the oracle

tree
4 of Eridu, the lord who delivers the commands of Erech."

GANDE AND THE CASSITE DYNASTY.

A number of inscribed objects excavated in Nippur bear the name of a king5

who has been transliterated Oar-de (?) by Pinches. 6 As I remarked in another

place,
7
this transliteration is incorrect. For the first character of the group on PI. 14,

No. 23, 1. 2 b, is not the Old Babylonian sign for GAR, 8 but GAN. 9 The second

character may be read either de or ne, the whole name therefore, either Gande or

Ganne. The former reading is the more probable, because the second character, out-

side of the purely Sumerian10
texts, is more frequently found with the syllabic value

de than ne.
11

The contents of the three inscriptions of Gande published on PI. 14 are iden-

tical. They read: 1.
m'"JirMi-lil-la 2. lugal M-aga-ni Gan-de 3. a-mu-na-slmh, "To

1 Cf. Jensen, Z. A. I, p. 396, note 4.

2 mi-a-tumma, corresponding to mi-shu-il (Ur-Ninib, 1. 6), as turn, like il, is explained by abalu, "
to bring,

to deliver." Cf. IV -R.
2
35, No. 6, 12, 13.

3 Cf. ik-ka-ri Ba-U-i-lu " (Nebuchadrezzar II), shepherd of Babylon " (Abel-Winckler, .Keihchrifttexte, p. 33,

1. 19). Ingar= ikkaru, Hebrew "OX, is a Semitic word adopted by the Sumerian language (Zimmern, Babylonisehe

Busspsalmen, p. 5, note 1), and means "farmer," Landmann (Jensen-Zimmern, in Z. A. Ill, p. 199 seq. ; Delitzsch,

Assyrisches Worterbuch, pp. 400-402). In view of the principal occupations of the farmer—tilling of the ground and

stock-raising—the word occurs as a synonym either of irrishu, talm. XD'IX {Z. A. Ill, p. 200), or of nakidu, rid alpi

(Z. A., ibid.). Accordingly, it is to be translated either as "farmer" or as "shepherd." The latter meaning is the

only possible one in the above-given passage, as the context and a comparison with UrNinib, 1. 4

—

na-gid Urumkl -

ma, "shepherd of Ur'—clearly show. The same meaning is also to be preferred to Landmann (Jensen, in Schrader's

K. B. Ill, Part 1, p. 59) in passages like Gudea F, col. Ill, 1. 14, where ingar stands parallel with uiul, sib and nagid,

all words for "shepherd."
4 Cf. Jensen, Kosmologie, pp. 99 seq., 249, note.
6 That the bearer of this name was a king is certain (against Pinches), notwithstanding the omission of the title.

Cf. Hilprecht, "Die Ergiinzung der Narnen zweier Kassitenkonige," Z. A. VIII (in print).

6 The Academy, 1891, September 5, p. 199, a, b.

7 Z. A. VII, p. 315, note 1.

8 Amiaud et Mechineau, I. c, No. 105.

9 Ibidem, No. 79, sign 5.

10 To be understood in the sense established by Lehmann, 8hamaslish.umu.kln, pp. 62-108.

11 For this and other reasons I reject the reading Agane instead of Agade (= Akkad! in spite of Lehmann, Sha-

mashshumukin, p. 73). Cf. also Hommel, Oesch., p. 302.
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Bel, his beloved lord, Gande has presented it." But who was this Gande who left

his name on a number of marble vases,
1 on a large unhewn block of white marble,

on two others of reddish granite and on the edge of two door sockets belonging to

former Babylonian kings? A due consideration of the following points will enable

us to answer the question.

1. The short inscription of Gande just translated is written not only on his own

monuments by this king, but is also found ou the rough edges of a door socket of

Sargon I, and another of Bur-Sin II. Hence it follows, that Gande must have lived

after their time, i. e., after c. 2400 B. C.

2. On the other hand, it follows from the depth of the place in which the stones

were found and also from the peculiar characters of the inscriptions (see below), that

Gande could not have ruled after Mili-Shikhu, or, as the immediate seven or eight

predecessors of the latter are known, not after c. 1240 B. C.

3. It is remarkable that Gande by two of his inscriptions characterizes door

sockets which had previously been presented to the temple as his own gifts. It is

in itself clear that these inscriptions cannot be regarded in the sense of inventory

labels, as they are sometimes found in connection with Egyptian antiquities. Only

one explanation seems possible, namely, that Gande was not a native king, but

invaded and conquered Babylonia and regarded the property of the temple in Nippur

as his legitimate spoil. As however he, with his victorious hordes, did not leave the

subjected country again, but usurped the Babylonian throne, thereby becoming the

founder of a new dynasty, the conquered cities and temples became part of his new

empire, to which he now restored the trophies of his victory as his own personal gifts.

Had he left Babylonia, he certainly would have carried away the treasures of the

temple as spoil to his own country, just as Alusharshid and Naram-Sin did, after

they had conquered Elam and Magan, or Nebuchadrezzar I, alter the destruction of

Jerusalem.

4. This explanation of Gande is supported by the character of his inscribed

objects and by the peculiarity of their cuneiform writing. All his inscriptions are

carelessly executed and are engraved very shallowly ; indeed, those on the door

sockets and large blocks are only scratched in the unhewn stone. Besides, the char-

acters employed violate the laws which underlie the regular development of the

Babylonian cuneiform writing. They appear to have been cut by men unaccustomed

to use the chisel in writing, who, it is plain, had adopted the Babylonian

system of writing, even endeavoring to imitate the characters of a certain

period,
2 but who were neither familiar with their original meaning, nor with the

1 Cf. Vol. I, Part 2.

2 Cf. e. g the characters of the inscriptions of Ur-Nina, cle Sarzec, Decouvertes, PI. 31, No. 1.
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exact form then in use. The scribe regarded e. g. GAN (PI. 14, No. 23) as the

doubled form of a certain sign resembling the reversed ancient SAG. 1 For occasion-

ally he divides this character into halves, placing one after the other (PI. 14, No. 24,

25). The artistic execution of the vases themselves stands in striking contrast to

the rude appearance of the inscriptions on them and on the large stones. As a num-

ber of uninscribed vases of similar form and of the same skillful workmanship were

found together with those of Alusharshid, there is every reason to believe that

Gande's vases formed originally part of the former's gift to the temple, the more so

as they were found in close proximity to those of that very ancient king. Only the

unhewn blocks of marble and granite, apparently intended for door sockets, were

genuine gifts of Gande, probably brought from the Elamite mountains. From the

fact that the place occupied by the inscription was not polished or even smoothed,

we likewise infer that the scribes of this ruler had neither the artistic taste nor tech-

nical training of the Babylonian stonecutters.

5. The name Gande has not a Babylonian sound. Besides, it is sometimes

found abbreviated into Gan. This peculiarity of abbreviating names is characteris-

tic of the rulers of the second and third dynasties of Babylon, as is shown by com-

paring List b with List a and with the inscriptions of Bibeiashu. 2 Only one king

fulfills the requirements (viz., a foreigner, founder of a new dynasty, a prince whose

name begins with Gan, and who lived between c. 2400 and c. 1240 B. C). This is

Gandash, the first ruler of the Cassite dynasty, which occupied the throne of Baby-

lonia for five hundred and seventy-six years. Gande (otherw. Gan) is abbreviated

from Gandash 3 in the same way as Bibe from Bibeiashu.4

It is significant that, with the exception of fragment Brit. Mus. 84-2-11, 178

(see note 3), no monument of the founder of the Cassite dynasty and very few of its

other members have, up to the present, been found outside of Nippur. This latter was,

as I shall later show in detail, the very centre and stronghold of the Cassite dynasty.

It is not, therefore, accidental, that the representatives of this foreign house dedicated

so many valuable gifts to the temple of Bel in Nippur. By not paying the same hom-

age to Marduk of Babylon and his illustrious city, which Hammurabi 5 had endeavored

to raise to the most prominent position in the political and religious life of the country,

1 Amiaud et Mechineau, I. c, No. 221.

Cf. above, p. 17.

3 Who again is identical with the Gaddash of Brit. Mus. 84-2-11, 178 (Winekler, Writers., p. 156, No. 6). Cf.

Hilprecht, Z. A. VII, p. 309 seg., especially note 4.

* Cf. Hilprecht, "Die Erganzung der Namen zweier Kassitenkonige " in Z. A. VIII (in print).

6 It is worthy of notice, that not one votive object with an inscription of a ruler of the first or second dynasty of

Babylon has so far been found in Nippur. These kings concentrated their attention on the glorification of Babylon.
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but by restoring the former glory of Ekur, the ancient national sanctuary in Nippur,

so deeply rooted in the hearts of the Babylonian people, and by stepping forward as

the champions of the sacred rights of " the father of the gods," 1 they were able to

bring about a reconciliation and a final melting together of the Cassite and Semitic

elements. Supported by the influential priesthood of Nippur and dreaded as daring

warriors by the discontented parties, the Cassites conld mould and govern the desti-

nies of Babylonia for nearly six hundred years, until finally they were overwhelmed by

new invasions from the East and by the great national uprising in the South, which

resulted in placing the native dynasty of Pashe on the throne of Babylon. The

essential results to be drawn from the fifty-five votive inscriptions of the Cassite

dynasty published on Plates 14-29, I have given in several articles in Zeitschrift

fiir Assyriologie ~ and may therefore confine myself to the following points.

The inscriptions on PI. 8, No. 15, and PI. -21, No. 43, are written on the obverse

and reverse of a tablet in agate. The stone tells its own story. About 2750 B. C,

the patesi 3 of a city dedicated the tablet to the goddess Ninna or Ishtar " for the life

ofDungi, the powerful champion, king of Ur." Afterwards, possibly about 2285 B. C,

at the time of the Elamite invasion, when Kudur-Nankhundi laid hand on the temples

of Akkad and carried the image of the goddess Nana into Elam, the tablet was also

taken away and remained in the possession of the enemies until c. 1300 B. C. Kurigal-

zu (doubtless the second of the name 4

), after his conquest of Susa, brought it back

to Babylonia and presented it to Beltis of Nippur. For over three thousand years it

lay within the walls of Ekur, until again it became the spoil of invaders of Nippur.

This time it was carried far away to the modern mdtuAharr"i. Perhaps a later sliar

hibrat arbcCim will take it back to the resurrected sanctuary of Nippur. Kuri-

galzu's inscription on this tablet is of historical importance, because, for the first

time, we learn from this king's own inscriptions of his successful campaign against

Elam,4 in the course of which he conquered even Susa. 5 The cuneiform text reads :

1. Kurigalzu 2. shar Karuduniash 3. ekalla sha dlu Shasha M
4. sha Mamti u

5. ikshud-

ma 6. ana ilaBelit(NIN-LIL) 7. beltishu 8. anabaldtishu 9. ikish, "Kurigalzu, king

of Karuduniash, conquered the palace of Susa in Elam and presented (this tablet)

to Belit, his mistress, for his life."

1 Inscription of Kadashman-Turgu, PI. 34, No. 63, 1. 1 and 2.

2 Cf. "Bibliography," II, 9, 11, 13.

3 This word stood apparently in one of the lost lines at the lower end of the tablet.

4 Cf. Pinches, "An Early Tablet of the Babylonian Chronicle," in R. P."-, Vol. V, p. 109, col. Ill, 10-18.

6 The earliest mention of Susa in the Babylonian cuneiform literature. The absolute proof for the identity of

Shasha with Shiisld (IV R.2 53, 46, b; II R. 48, 59, 5, and Delitzsch, Paradies, p. 336), Shushan or Shushun, is impossi-

ble at present. It seems, however, scarcely possible that ekalla sha Shasha sha Elamti can be anything else than

nS^a 1W ITVan WW (Dan. viii. 3). The name was probably pronounced Shbsha(n). Cf. also p. 13, note 1 (end).
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Another inscription published on the same plate, Nos. 41 and 46, was damaged

at the end of each line when the scribe cut it from the block of lapis lazuli,
1 which

Kurigalzu dedicated to Bel. It reads: 1. A-na i,aBel (En[-lil] ) 2. he-el ma-ti-a-ti

be- \l\-
2shu\ 3. Ku-\f\i-gal-zu ri-ia-um [na-ram ilaBelit?] z

4. pa-li-ih [she-mu-u

ihlBel?~\,
z "To Bel, lord of the lands, his lord, Kurigalzu, the shepherd beloved

by Belit, he who fears (and) obeys Bel."

The cuneiform text of the lapis lazuli disc on PI. 23, No. 61, proves the correct-

ness of my conjecture in Z. A. VII, pp. 305-318. The fourth character of 1. 3 is,

however, not as I supposed, Ka but KacV The disc thus furnishes us the new and

interesting writing Jcaddashman 5 instead of the hitherto kadashman.

No. 66 and 67 of PI. 25 are the obverse and reverse of the same fragment of an

agate ring. The dedication on it was apparently written by one king only, who, in need

of space, inscribed both the upper and lower side of his gift. As the remnant of the

last character of No. 66 is doubtless to be completed to Ka-[dwgir-i*ak
'~], the ideo-

gram shar, standing before it, must be the title of a king, whose name ended in LIL
(the last character of din9irEN-LIL or Bel). According to our present knowledge

of the rulers of the Cassite dynasty, the name can be read either Kudur-di"BirEN-

LIL« (cf. No. 64) or Kadashman-dinsUEN-LIL (No. 65). The obverse of the ring

(No. 67) contains part of a name ending in \b~\u-ri-ia\_- asli], which again can be

completed either to ShagashalU-BuriasJi, the son of T£a(bxr-dingtrJ3J¥~-LIL, or 7
to

.... buriash (No. 68, col. I, 5), the son of KadasJiman-'"" "EN-L1L. As no in-

scriptions of the former seem to have been found in Nippur, and the characters of

Nos. 66 and 67 resemble those of No. 68 more than of No. 64, I assign the ring to

the king mentioned in No. 68, i. e., in all probability Kadashman-Buriash, who,

according to III R. 4, No. 1, was at war with an Assyrian king. 8 The following

1 Of. Hilprecht, "Zur Lapislazuli Frage ini Babylonischen," Z. A. VIII (in print).

2 Briinnow, I. c, 5309. Cf. Meissner, Beitriige zum Altbabylonischen Priwtrecht, p. 115, No. 21, 3.

3 Uncertain ; restored according to Brit. Mus., 81, 8-30, 9, 1. 8,9 (cf. Jensen, Schrader's K. B. Ill, Part 1, p. 120):

ri-'a(sic! instead of Jensen's 'u)-u na-ram UuBHit, pal-hu slie-mu-u ih'-Shamash.

1 Briinnow, I. c, 2701. See also my "Nachtrag" in Z. A. VII, p. 318.

5 This is not to be used in favor of Pinches' identification of kaddash with gaddash and gan(kan)-dash. I adhere

to what I remarked in Z. A. VII, p. 309, note 4, until Gaddash or Oandash, the founder of the Cassite dynasty, has

actually been found written with the character Ea (or Ea), or the word kad(d)ash in Cassite proper names like. Kad-

(d)ashman-Turgu, with the value ga (or ka). Cf. PI. 25, No. 68, col. I, 14, 15, dnmu sag Kad-ash-ma-a?i-di>wrEN-LIL,

"(.... riash) the first son of Kadashman-EN"-LIL." My writing dumu Ka-dd-ash-ma-an-dingir Bel (Z. A. VII, p.

309, note 3) is to be corrected accordingly.

6 Generally read Kudur-BH. It would be more appropriate to transliterate him Kudur-Turgu (see below). That

he was king will be shown in my article, " Die ErganzuDg der Namen zweier Kassitenkonige," Z. A. VIII (in print).

7 For various obvious reasons other possibilities have been excluded as improbable.

8 The conjecture of Delitzsch (Eossrier, pp. 10 seq.; Hommel, Gesch., p. 437 seq.), that the Assyrian king was

Shalmaneser I, is proved by the new chronology which I am able to establish for a number of Cassite kings. Cf.

below p. 37.
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is an attempt to restore the legend according to the usual phraseology of this class

of inscriptions : Obverse,
\_

Di,i:
"''En-Ul lugal-a-ni-(ir) Ka-da-as7i-ma-cm-B]u-ri-ia-

[ash], Reverse, {dumu (sag) Ka-da-ash-ma-an-' aMt]-lil lugal Ka\_-dingir-rau a-mu-

na-sJiub], "To Bel, his lord, Kadashman-Buriash, (first) son of Kadashman-EN-

LIL, king of Babylon, presented it."

The question remains to be settled, whether the name of the father of Kadash-

man-Buriash is to be read Kadashman-Bel, as has generally been done, 1 or Kadash-

man-Enlil 2
or still in another way. The second reading needs no refutation. It is

in itself impossible. The first seems to me at present improbable. For while there

are Babylonian proper names which are composed of Babylonian words and the name

of a foreign god, 3 there is no evidence that there were in use any which contain a

Cassite word and at the same time the name of a Babylonian deity. The example

quoted by Delitzsch' should be read ]^azi-Shihu. 5 For this very reason I regard

the correct pronunciation of Kadashman-'"'!7"'-E^V"-iJZf as being either Kadashman-

Kharbe6
or Kadashman-Turgu," in other words the Cassite king Kadashman-

di7,°irEN-LIL may represent either of the two persons. Which of the two

is the more probable? There are two Cassites of the name Kadashman-Kharbe

to be considered. The one was the father of Kurigalzn I.
7 As, however, there is no

proof that he was a king, 8 we leave hjm here out of consideration, the more readily,

as other reasons make his identification with Kadashman-d"",ir^/Ar-iZZy well-nigh

impossible. The other Kadashman-Kharbe is entirely out of the question,9 as none

of the six kings following the latter successively, according to List b, ends in ... .

1
e. g., Delitzsch, Kossaer, p. 20 ; Piaches, The Academy, September 5, 1891, p. 199, b, and last Hilprecht, Z. A.

VII, p. 316.

- Homrnel, Gesch., p. 43S : Kara-Inlil.

3
e. g., Shuhamuna-ahiddina (Delitzsch, Kossaer, pp. 18, 21, 28), Kashshu-nadin-ahu (ib.).

* Kossaer, p. 18, note 1.

5 For Cass. Shihu = Babyl. Marduk cf. Delitzsch, Kossaer, pp. 20, 21, 39. Prom the few published documents

in which Nazi-Shihu or members of his family (cf. the passages on p. 42) are mentioned, it is evident that this Cassite

family lived in Northern Babylonia and was very prominent and influential. Even Nebuchadrezzar I, shalilu Kash-

shi, treated its chief with distinction (Freibrief, col. II, 12 : Kalu Akkad). In view of the true character (Hil.

precht, Z. A. p. 311, note 3) of the so-called "Cassito-Semitic vocabulary " (Delitzsch, Kossaer, p. 24 seq.), and of what

has been said about the formation of proper names above, I believe Nazi-Shihu in V R. 44, 43a, to be the same person as

the high dignitary who appears as the first witness in the "Freibrief " of Nebuchadrezzar I.

6 For Kharbe = Bel cf. Delitzsch, Kossaer, p. 23 ; for Turgu = Bgl cf. Hilprecht, Z. A. VII, p. 316, note 3, and

the following lines above.

' Cf. Winckler in Z. A. II, pp. 307-311

8 Against Delitzsch, Gesch. (" Ubersicht "), who does not hesitate to number him among the Cassite rulers.

9 The principle stated by Winckler in Z. A. II, p. 310, 1. 7-10, is correct, but his identification of Kadashman-

B§1 with Kadashman-Kharbe is impossible.

A. P. s.—VOL. xvin. E.
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riash, as is required. 1 That Turgu is another Cassite equivalent for the Babylonian

Bel (of Nippur), I have endeavored to show in Z. A. VII, p. 316, note 3. Bat there

are other reasons for identifying Kadashman-Turgu with Kadashman-d"ic"'.E2\r-lyJ-L :

(1) The cuneiform characters of the inscriptions of Kadashman-Turgu on Plates

23, 24, are strikingly similar to those of Kndashman- U"girJEJJV-LIL and especially

his son (PL 25). (2) The son of Kadashman-^'^iV-iZL bears precisely the

same title (PI. 25, No'. 68, col. I, 6), as Kadashman-Turgu (PI. 24, 1. 8).
2

On PI. 28 we meet with the first personal inscription of Rammdn-shum-usur,

contemporary of the Assyrian king, Bel-kudur-usur. The brick legend is written in

Sumerian and reads : 1.
Din9irEn-lil 2. lagal Tcur-kur-ra 3. lugal-a-ni-ir 4.

?'"°"'

Rammdn-slimn-usur 5. siba she-ga-bi 6. n-a En-lil u-a 7. sag-ush E-kur-ra 8.

E-lrnr e hi-ag-ga-a-ni 9.
shega al-ur-ra-ta 10. mu-un-na-ru, " To Bel, lord of lands,

his lord, Ramman shum-usur, his favorite shepherd, adorner of Nippur, chief of Ekur,

built Ekur, his beloved house, with bricks."

Winckler, following Sayce, 3 latterly inclines to regard the Babylonian king

" Ramman-shum-nasir," in III R. 4, No. 5, as identical with the ruler whose inscrip-

tion has just been translated.
4 This, however, is utterly impossible. Sayce and

Winckler misread the name of the king mentioned in III R. According to the law

underlying the formation of Babylono-Assyrian personal proper names, the cuneiform

group Ramman-MU-SHESH-IR can only be read Rammdn-musliesMr, " Ramman is

directing (ruling)."' This king lived before Burnaburiash and has not even the

name in common with the above-given Ramman-shum-usur.

1 For Ka.da.shma.a-'U'igi'-EN'-LlL, himself king (PI. 25, No. 65), was the father of another king (PI. 25, No. 68,

col. I, 16), ending in ... . riash (ibid., 1. 5).

2 Besides the personal votive inscriptions of King Kadashman-Turgu, many tablets dated in his reign were found in

Nippur. It is certain that he was one of the best known princes of the Cassite dynasty and ruled more than fifteen

years. It seems, therefore, strange that his name, being entirely Cassite, should have been omitted by the compiler

of K. 4426 (V R. 44, 21-44, a, i). As soon as we read the name in V R. 44, 29, a, Kadashman-Turgu, as I proposed

above, the difficulty is removed. And, indeed, this reading finds new confirmation. All the names placed together

by the compiler in V R. 44, 23-44, are purely Cassite. Therefore we are obliged to regard the ideogram in the name
ofKadashman-<imff"-ii'iV-L2Z, which is explained by its Assyrian equivalent TuJculli-Belm the right column, as Cassite

in the left column. That dingirEN-LlL was not pronounced Kharbe seems, apart from the above-given reasons,

to be indicated by the fact that Kharbe in V R. 44, 33 a {i.e., in the left column) is written phonetically Kharbe. From
names like KharU-Shihu (IV R. 2

34, No. 2, 1. 5, 14), "Bel (= the lord) is Marduk," we may infer that the real mean-
ing of Kharbiwas something like "lord." The use of Kharbi for the name of a certain god, resembles, therefore,

closely that of dingirEN in the later Babylonian time (cf. Tiele, Oesch., p. 538). Turgu on the other hand seems to

have been the Bel of the Cassites, i. e., exactly corresponding in his rank to the dingirEN-LIL or Bgl of Nippur, the

highest god of their Pantheon.

11 R. P.\ Vol. II, p. 207, note 1 (cf. Vol. I, p. 16).

4 Oesch., p. 102 (cf., however, pp. 88, note, and 157).

5 Cf. u-shesh-she-ru, Sanh. Kuy. 2, 31.
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The brick legend on PI. 29 was already published by Pinches in Hebraica, Vol. VI,

pp. 55-58. I need make no apology for republishing it here, as Mr. Pinches' edition,

I am sorry to say, is of little use, the cuneiform text and translation offered by

him being unfortunately incorrect in all essential points. The legend was stamped

" by means of a wooden block, on the brick." The stamp, however, having been

carved very shallowly, the inscription, " though impressed evenly," is not very distinct

on any of the many hundreds of bricks which were found. 1 Besides, the surface is

covered "with a thin deposit, which adds to the difficulty of deciphering the in-

scription." Notwithstanding all this, I did not deem it necessary to mark any of

its cuneiform characters as doubtful. My copy was made after a long and careful

study of each character, and especial attention was paid to every detail. Certain

cuneiform characters could not be recognized distinctly on the original except in the

light immediately preceding sunrise, the best time for copying difficult cuneiform in-

scriptions. On the following points I am obliged to differ from Mr. Pinches

:

1. Pinches : "The date of this inscription is uncertain. Judging from the style

of the characters, it should be about 1500 B. C, but it may be as early as 2500 B. C"
In the present writer's opinion the inscription belongs to one of the last rulers of the

Cassite dynasty. For paleographic reasons it cannot be older than 1250 B. C, and

in fact belongs to a king who ruled c. 1165 B. O.

2. Pinches transliterates the name of the ruler (1. 4) " Nin-Dubba," regards its

bearer to be a lady, and adds, the inscription " is the only text of a queen of Meso-

potamia known." Mi -

. Pinches should have been the more careful in introducing this

regent as a female to Assyriologists. I read 1. 4 Mili-Shikliu (see below) and regard

this person as being the well-known Cassite king who ruled c. 1171-1157 B. C.

3. The first character in 1. 5 is, according to Mr. Pinches, nin, " lady," while in

reality the text gives siba, " shepherd."

4. Mr. Pinches reads (1. 0) lugal Ega, " queen ofEga," and adds, " Ega is probably

another name for this city [Nippur], or for a part of it." The phrase thus misunder-

stood by Mr. Pinches is the very common title lugal lig (?)'
2
-get, " the powerful king."

The inscription in question reads as follows: 1.
Bbw'"Ea-lil-la(l) 2. lugal hur-

Tcur-ra 3. lugal-a-ni-ir 4.
Din 'fu 'Mili-dinai

'Shihu 5. siba she-ga-bi 6. lugal lig (?)

-ga 7. lugal ub-da tab-tab-ba 8. E-hur 9. e-M-ag-ga-a-ni 10.
shajaal-ur-ra-ta

11. mu-u?i-na-ru, "To Bel, lord of lands, his lord, Mili-Shikhu, his favorite shep-

herd, powerful king, king of the four quarters of the earth, built Ekur, his beloved

house, with bricks."

'Cf. "Table of Contents."

* Jensen in Z. A. I, p. 396, note 4.
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My reasons for identifying the name in 1. 4 with that of Mili-Shikhu are as fol-

lows: (1) The king must have lived after Ramman-shum-usur, because a few bricks

of the latter 1 were found in the platform of the temple erected by him.2
(2) Paleo-

graphic reasons point to the end of the Cassite dynasty as the date of his inscription.

Apart from a certain difference of appearance between Rarnmtui-shum-usur's legend

and that of the king in question, the one having been iuscribed, the other stamped,

there is a decided similarity between the characters of the two inscriptions. (3) One

of the titles (1. 5), the phraseology of the beginning (1. 1-3), and—what is especially

characteristic—that of the end of the two inscriptions (1. 8-11, otherw. 10), in other

words, 8 (otherw. 7) lines are absolutely identical. Hence it follows that the king in

question must have ruled not long after Ramman-shum-usur ; was possibly his suc-

cessor. (4) This result is corroborated by an analysis of the first half of 1. 4. The

determinative dingir is not unfrequently found before the names of Cassite kings. 3

The second and third characters are to be read SUA (libbuy + ba. The absence of

the two inner wedges in SUA is due to the shallowness with which the characters of

the stamp were carved. They are found on another (badly preserved) brick, of the

same king, the legend of which was written with the hand, and differs slightly in

other respects.
5 As the inscription is written in Sumerian, the syllable ba indicates

that the Sumerian value of the preceding sign ended in b, in other words, was the

dialectic form of a word ending in g—probably shag. As the personal proper names

occurring in the later Sumerian inscriptions are, as a rule, not to be read Sumerian,

but as they were actually pronounced, 6 we read the ideogram (shaba) with one of its

common Semitic equivalents, Mrbu, libbu, milu, etc.
7

Only one of the Semitic ideographic values of this character fulfills the require-

ment of forming the beginning of one of the well-known names of the last four Cassite

kings, i. e., milu or mili. As, on the other hand, there is only one Cassite king of

that period who begins with Mili, I confidently believe the last group of cuneiform

characters in 1. 4 to be an ideogram for the god Marduk, or his Cassite equivalent

Shikhu, and read the whole name accordingly MUi-ShiMu.

The following list is an attempt at restoring part of the broken List b, and giv-

ing the chronology and succession of the last twenty-four kings of the Cassite

1 Together with a few of Ur-Ninib, Kurigalzu, and one of Bur-Sin I.

-Cf. above, p. 27, and "Table of Contents," PL 29, No. 82.

3 Cf. Hilprecht in Z. A. VII, pp. 308-310.

4 Cf. Brunnow, I. c, 7983.

5 Cf. Vol. I, Part 2.

6 Cf. also Jensen in Schrader's K. B. Ill, Part 1, p. 117, notes 6-9.

'Cf. Brunnow, I. c, 7985-7992.
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dynasty, which ruled over Babylonia for 576 years.
1 My reasons for changing the

generally accepted order of several of these kings will be found in a special article.

If the date which I assigned to the first rulers of the Pashe dynasty be accepted,

my chronology from Kurigalzu II to Bel-shum-iddina II must be regarded as abso-

lutely certain. As the rulers between Barnaburiash and Kurigalzu II are well

known, it is also settled beyond doubt that Shagashalti-Buriash h>ed before Kuri-

galzu I. JSTabuna'id's statements concerning the chronology of Sargon I, Hammu-

rabi, Burna-Buriash, and Shagashalti-Buriash must be regarded as only approximate

dates. The events recorded may have occurred at any time in the century before or

after the year given. 2 Sennacherib's statement concerning Tukulti-JSTinib's cylinder

(600 years) is likewise to be understood in a broad sense.

13. Kamman-musheshir 3
c. 1442-1423 (about twenty years).

14. Kallima(?)-Sin c. 1422-1408 (about fifteen years).

15. Kudur-Turga 4
c. 1407-1393 (about fifteen years?).

16. Shagashalti-Buriash (his son) . c. 1392-1373 (about twenty years).

17. Kurigalzu I (son of Kadash-

man-Kharbe) c. 1372-1348 (about twenty-five years).

18. Kara-indash (his older son?) 5
. c. 1347-1343 (about five years?).

19. Burna-Buriash (son of 17) . . c. 1342-1318 (about twenty-five years).

20. Kara-Khardash (son of 18) . . c. 1317-1308 (about ten years).

21. JSTazi-bugash (usurper) 6 c.1307 (about one year).

22. Kurigalzu II (son of 19) ... . 1306-1284 (nearly twenty-three years).

23. Kazi-Maruttash (his son) . . . 1284-1258 (twenty-six years).

24. Kadashman-Turgu (his son) 7
. . 1257-1241 (seventeen years).

25. Kadashman-Buriash (his son) . 1240-1239 (two years).

26. Is-am-me . . . . ti 1238-1233 (six years).

27. Shagashalti-Shuriash s ...... 1232-1220 (thirteen years).

'I regard Peiser's doubts as to the correctness of the 576 years (Z. A. VI, p. 207 seq.) as unnecessary. Through

the excavations at Nippur we are enabled to substantiate part of the statements given as to this dynasty in the list. This

fact teaches us Festina lente!

- And in a sentence like " who built 700 years before Burnaburiash," we have to make even a greater allowance,

as we do not know which approximate date Nabuna'id had in mind in connection with the reign of Burnaburiash.

3 He may have lived at an earlier date.

* Generally read Kudur-Bgl. Cf. above, p. 32 seq.

5 The same as Kar-indash, son-in-law of Ashur-uballit, king of Assyria. Cf. R. P."; Vol.V, p. 107, 1. 5, 6, 12.

"Called Su-zigash in R. P.\ Vol. V, p. 107; 1. 10, 13.

7 Cf. Hilprecht in Z. A. VII, p. 317 (cf. PI. 23, No. 61). The date there assigned to Kadashman-Turgu (c. 1340

B. C.) is to be corrected according to that given above. For his identification with Kadashman-*'W''-E'2Vr-£I£ see

above, p. 33 seq.

8 Cf. above, p. 11.
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28. Bibe[iashu] (his son) 1 1219-1211 (nine years).

29. Bel-shum-iddina I 1210-1209 (one year and a half).

30. Kadashman-Kharbe 1209-1208 (one year and a half).

31. Ramnian-shum-iddina 1207-1202 (six years).

32. Ramman-shum-usur 1201-1172 (thirty years).

33. Mili-Shikhu (his son) 2 1171-1157 (fifteen years).

34. Marduk-abal-iddina (his son) . 1156-1144 (thirteen years).

35. Zamama-shum-iddina 1143 (one year).

36. Bel-shum-iddina II 3 1142-1140 (three years).

The last 24 kings = c. 303 years ; the first 4 kings = 68 years ; the remaining 8

kings = 205 years and 9 months (each 25-26 years in average 4
). Total, 36 kings

= 576 years and nine months.

THE DYNASTY OF PASHE.5

The cuneiform tablet published on PL 30 and 31 forms a part of the collection

J. 8., purchased by the Expedition from Joseph Shemtob'' for the University of Penn-

sylvania, July 21, 1888. Unfortunately it is impossible to ascertain with certainty

where the stone tablet was found. 7 In regard to its size and mineralogical character

it closely resembles the " black stone of Za'aleh," to be found in I R. 66, with which

it also has much in common as to its contents. Both belong to the class of the so-

called Tiudurru inscriptions.
8 A piece of ground situated in the land of Kaldi, in the

province of Bit-Sinmagir (I, 1, 2), which for many years ([, 3-8) had been in pos-

session of the family of a certain JSVbvi-shum-iddina (I, 15) but had been unlawfully

reduced in size by Ekarra-ikisha, at that time governor of Bit-Sinmagir (I, 9-15),

was upon the complaint of the owner (I, 16-11, 5) restored to its original extent by

1 Identical with S. 2106, 1. 9. See above, p. 11.

2 Cf. Belser in B. A. II, p. 197, 1. 31.

3 Cf. R. P. 2
, Vol. V, p. Ill, 1. 14

; p. 112, 1. 16. Cf. also below, p. 41.

i Such long reigns appear in no way improbable when compared with the longer reigns of fifteen rulers of the

first and second dynasties of Babylon.

6 Sayce (B. P.2
, Vol. I, p. 17, note 3) regards this city as identical with Isin and Patesi. Cf. II R. 53, 13a.

6 Cf. Harper, Hebraica V, pp. 74-76.

' Cf. "Table of Contents," PI. 30, 31.

8 1 reckon as such not only " those Babylonian documents which are insciibed on blocks of stone not always quite

regularly hewn" (Belser, B. A. II, p. Ill), but also those which, like ours and the Za'aleh stone, were kept within

doors and possibly as duplicates of the "steles," which were naturally exposed to destructive influences, so that in

disputes concerning boundaries they might furnish the basis for a legal decision.
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Bel-nadin-aplu, king of Babylon, in the fourth year of his reign (II, 6-10). The

document closes with a blessing for the official who in time to come shall respect

the decision (II, 11-20), and with a curse against him who shall remove the boundary

again (II, 21-24).

Apart from the fact that the stone furnishes us with the name of one of the early

kings of the " Sea-land," with that of a hitherto unknown province or county of the

land of Kaldi, 1 and with other details of interest, it is of the greatest importance for

its chronological bearings. For the following reasons, the stone must be assigned to

the Pashe dynasty : (1) The cuneiform characters are those which are characteris-

tic of the documents of that period, and especially they resemble those of the charter

(Freibrief) of Nebuchadrezzar 1.
2

(2) Ekarra-ikisha, son of Ea-iddina, is mentioned

as an official
3 both on our stone (I, 10, 11 ; II, 6) and on that of Za'aleh (II, 6).

From this it follows that our stone belongs to about the same time as the other

which bears the date of the first year of King Marduknadinahe. (3) But we are

able to fix the date of our stone even more exactly from the statement in col. I, 7-15,

according to which the piece of land in question was in possession of the family of

Nabu-shum-iddina until the time of Nebuchadrezzar I, but in the fourth year of King

Belnadinaplu was unlawfully encroached upon by the governor, Ekarra-ikisha. The

result naturally is that the stone dates from the reign of Belnadinaplu, and that the

latter was the immediate successor of Nebuchadrezzar I. This proves, at the same

time, that the supposition made by Winckler 4 and Delitzsch, ' that Marduknadinahe

was the immediate successor of Nebuchadrezzar I, is wrong, and that the order is

rather Nebuchadrezzar I, Belnadinaplu, Marduknadinahe.

The question arises, What place must be assigned to this group of three kings

in the dynasty of Pashe ? This, in my opinion, can be answered with entire certainty.

For although the Babylonian list" has been broken off at the very place where the

names of the rulers of this dynasty once stood, yet the characters which remain of the

last three kings serve us in solving the question. Of the five known kings of this dy-

nasty, 1. Nebuchadrezzar I, 2. Belnadinaplu, 3. Marduknadinahe, 4. Mardnkshapik-

zirim (sic!) (not Marduktabikzirim) 7
5. Rammanapluiddina, none of them fit into the

1 Delitzsch, Paradies, p. 202 seq.; Winckler, Unters., p. 51 seq.

- Cf. Hilprecht, Freibrief Nebukadnezar' s I, and V R. 55-57.

3 On our stone he appears as " governor of Bit-Sinmagir ;" on that of Za'aleh as "governorof the city of Ishin ;"

so that he probably had been transferred on the accession of Marduk-nadin-ahe, or possibly a little earlier. The pre-

vious "governor of Ishin " was Shamash-nadin-shumu, son of Atta-iluma (cf. Freibrief JSfebukadnezar's I, col. ii, 17).

4 QescJi., p. 96. 5 Gesch., p. 93.

c Winckler, Unters., p. 146 seq.

1 A cylinder fragment of this king, in possession of Mr. Talcott Williams, of Philadelphia, was transliterated and

translated in Z. A. IV, 301-323. Paleographic reasons are decisive in fixing the date of this cylinder. Mr. Williams

has given me his kind permission to publish the cuneiform text in the second part of the present volume. Cf. below, p. 44.
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remaining characters of the last three names of the dynasty. It follows, therefore, that

all the five must have reigned before these. As the kings which have been numbered 4

and 5 are known to have been successors of Marduknadinahe, it likewise follows that

Nebuchadrezzar I cannot have stood lower than the fourth place in the list. It may
be safely asserted, however, that he stood in the first place, and was, therefore, the

founder of the Pashe dynasty. To this two objections may be offered: (1) That the

traces of the cuneiform characters which follow the number of the years in the List b

do not favor the reading of JSfabd ; (2) that Sayce, 1 on the evidence furnished

by the "Early Tablet of the Babylonian Chronicle," 2
col. IV, 17, claims that place

in the list for a king Rammdnu-sharra [or slium\ 3 -iddiaa. In reply to this the fol-

lowing is to be said :

1. Scholars have adhered too closely to the view that the mutilated begin-

ning of the first line of the List b contains after ilu traces of the sign SHU,1 the

ideogram for the god Marduk. Winckler, in his edition of the list, cuts loose from

this assumption, and gives as certain only ilu. This variation from the carefully

guarded tradition is supported by Bezold's remark 5 that "at this point the tablet

is in a most lamentable condition." The latter, however, seems to recognize traces

of two other wedges immediately following. But the chief problem is whether

beneath the two horizontal wedges of ilu, there can be seen a small horizontal wedge

so that the sign can be completed to the combination of ilu and AG, 6 the ideogram

for JVabtt. From the fact that all those who have examined the list personally are

silent on this point I infer that the tablet at this place is too indistinct to permit any

definite conclusion. Then, however, there is nothing in the remaining traces that

forbids the reading of JSfabti instead of Marduk.

2. From what we know from the scanty cuneiform accounts, 7
it is clear that

the last years of the Cassite dynasty were a time of war and political disturbance,

and that it was the weakness of its last representative which furnished the opportunity

for its own overthrow and for the rise of the house of Pashe. ]STo matter what verb

may have stood in the effaced passage R. P. 2
, Vol. V, p. 112, 1. 16,

8 the supposition

1 R. P.\ Vol. V, p. 112, note 1.

2 R. P.\ Vol. V, pp. 106-114.

3 The reading of the middle character seems to be doubtful. Mr. Pinches would render a great service to Assyriol-

ogists by publishing the exact cuneiform text at an early date.

i Brunnow, I. c, 10834.

6 Z. A. IV, p. 317, note 1.

6 Brunnow, I. c, 2786. Cf. Hommel, Oeseh., p. 448.

7 Cf. especially R. P.\ Vol. V, pp. Ill, 112, 1. 14-22.

8
1 favor umashshir, "he left," instead of "he renounced " or "abdicated " (Pinches). Cf. however, Tiele, I. c,

p. 165.
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of Sayce, that line 17 contains the name of the second king of the Pashe dynasty, seems

to me improbable, since the same Elamite king-, Kidm-KJiutrutasJi, 1 who already had

attacked Akkad in the time of Belshumiddina, is again the assailant in this passage.

If Sayce were right, this Elamite would have made his second incursion into Akkad

about twenty years after the first. This in itself is possible, but it is made less proba-

ble by the expression " Rammanu-shum-iddina returned," which apparently connects

this section closely to that which precedes. Besides it will be noticed that Ramma-

nu-shum-iddina does not bear the title of king, as Belshumiddina. It seems more

probable, therefore, to see in Rammanu-shum-iddina, the unfortunate son (or possi-

bly another relative) of Belshumiddina, who " returned " from the place to which

Belshumiddina or his family had fled, in order to take possession of the throne as

his lawful inheritance.

This leads me to the discussion of the reasons for regarding Nebuchadrezzar I

as the founder of the Pashe dynasty.

1. It needs no proof that at a time when a country is harried by a powerful

enemy,2 and a descendant of illustrious ancestors puts forward claims to the crown,

which are based on historic rights, a usurper who is to found a new dynasty must

distinguish himself by eminent courage and ability. Such an able ruler, who,

according to our present knowledge, surpassed in preeminence all the other kings of

his dynasty, Nebuchadrezzar I is certified to have been. He conducted successfully

the wars against Elam, the hereditary enemy of Babylon in the East, turned his arms

victoriously against the North by "casting down the mighty Lulubsean," and

marched, as no other Babylonian king for centuries had ventured, conquering into Syria.

2. It is worthy of notice that both the documents bearing his name are written in

connection with his successful conflict with Elam. His wars with this country,

therefore, must have been especially important, perilous and of long duration.3 Since

we have learned from Pinches' recent publication of the Babylonian Chronicle (col.

IV, 1. 14-22) that the Elamites took advantage of the weakness of the last Cassite

king to devastate Northern and Southern Babylonia, the campaigns of Nebuchadrez-

zar I against Elam become of especial significance. As a usurper he manifestly

was able to hold his position only by rendering the Elamites harmless and by

defeating them on their own soil, thus " avenging Akkad," 4 and restoring quiet and

peace to his own country.

1 This and not Ehutru ana or EJmtrudish (Pinches, I. c, pp. 111-113) is the probable reading. For the value task

of the character in question see Hilprecht in Z. A. VII, pp. 309, 310, 314. .The name means "subject (servant) of the

god Khutrutash " (cf. god Maiutash).

2 R. P. 2
, Vol. V, pp. Ill seq.

3 Winckler, Oesch., p. 96.

4 Hilprecht, Freibrief, col. I, 13.

A. P. S.—VOL. XVTIL F.
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3. Nebuchadrezzar I bears titles which differ entirely from those at that time

characteristic of the rulers of Babylonia. He calls himself, in the manner of the

Egyptians, Shamash mdtishu, "tbe Sun of his land;" or musliammiliu nisMshu, "he

who makes prosperous his people;" ndsir kudureti, muhinu able,
1 "he who protects

the boundaries, establishes (measured) tracts of land ; " shar kindti sha din mishari

idinu, "the king of the right, he who judges a righteous judgment;" all are titles

which probably refer to the fact that just before the reign of Nebuchadrezzar I there

was in Babylonia a time of profound misery, when the land did not enjoy sunshine,

and when the peaceful possession of well-defined property was impossible, as the

violence of the stronger superseded law and order, while, at the same time, the boun-

daries of the empire were constantly invaded by powerful enemies ; in other words,

anarchy as we know it existed in Babylonia at the close of the reign of Belshum-

iddina. The significant title, sMlilu Kaslishi, "the conqueror of the Cassites,"

acquires doubtless, in this connection, the significance of an allusion to the circum-

stance that it was he who had achieved the restoration of the Semitic element through

the overthrow of the Cassite dynasty. 2

4. The boundary stone IV R. 2
, 38, which is dated in the time of Merodachbala-

dan I, mentions the house (I, 10) and the son (II, 34, 35) of a certain Nazi-Shikhu,

while in the "Freibrief " of Nebuchadrezzar I, a certain Nazi-Shikhu is named as a

high dignitary, ~kalu AkTcad. In view of the rare occurrence of this name in Baby-

lonian literature 3
it is natural to regard the tv/o bearers of the same name as identi-

cal. This identification, however, is possible only if Nebuchadrezzar I reigned not

long after Merodachbaladan I,
4

i. e., if he, as founder of the Pashe dynasty, came

into power some four years after the latter's death.

1 1 formerly transliterated this word aple (as Peiser still does in Schrader's K. B. Ill, Part 1, p. 164). But since

1886 I have changed my view and substituted the above. As the word stands parallel to kudiireti, it must have a

similar meaning. In spite of nalifialu, II R. 22, 29, b. c, able is to be compared with the Hebrew, 'San which, in view

of the Ethiopic and Arabic habl has h. Cf. also Delitzsch, Worterbach, p. 37, no. 30. In view of the title above

quoted it does not seem improbable that Nebuchadrezzar I assumed his highly significant name, " Nebo, protect the

boundary," only after his usurpation. Another interpretation of the name, "Nebo, protect (thy) servant," has

recently been offered by Jiiger (B. A. I, 471, note*). But where is the "thy"? The proper names kudurru and

kidinnu, quoted by Jager, (I.e.), are not to be regarded as exclamations but as abbreviations of originally longer names.

As the middle part of the name of Nebuchadrezzar is written either kudurru or kicdurri (Bezold, Babylorusch-Assyrische

Literatur, p. 126), or kudurra (PI. 32, col. II, 7, of the present volume), it cannot mean "my boundary," as I

formerly interpreted (Freibrief, p. viii, note 1), but "the boundary." Cf. my remarks in 27(6 Sunday School Times,

February 20, 1892, p. 115, note 3.

2 Cf. Hommel, Gesch., p. 451.

3 Cf. col. VI, 18 of the boundary stone (published by Belser in B. A. II, pp. 171-185), which furnishes us data

from the time of the kings Ninib-kuduri-umr and Nabu-mukiii-aplu. For my transliteration and the formation of the

name, cf. above, p. 33 and note 5.

4 For as the son of Nazi-Shikhu who appears as a witness under Merodachbaladan I, was already in possession of

the important office of a sukallu, his father must have been advanced in years.
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5. The second king of the Pashe dynasty, according to List b, reigned only six

years. And indeed, while the titles and conquests of Nebuchadrezzar I in his "Frei-

brief " imply a comjDaratively long reign, there are indications that his immediate

successor, Belnadinaplu, ruled but a short time. This does not necessarily follow

from the circumstance that the document on Plates 30 and 31 is dated in the fourth

year of his reign ; but from the fact that Tab-ashap-Marduk, 1 son of Esagil-

zer,
2 already mentioned under Nebuchadrezzar I as governor of Halwan, appears

again as sukallu in the first year of Marduk-nadin-ahe, i. e., about twenty years later

;

for it is very unlikely that the same person occupied a high and responsible position

under three successive kings, if both of the former two had reigned a long period.

6. Finally this assumption enables us in the simplest way to dispose of certain

chronological difficulties, upon which 1 cannot enter into details here (cf. e. g. Z. A.

Ill, p. 269).

The statement of Sennacherib 3 furnishes us with a definite datum for the chronol-

ogy of the Pashe dynasty. As it seems most natural to connect the carrying off of the

images of the gods of Ekallati, with Marduknadinahe's victory over Assyria, in the

tenth year of his reign/ we obtain 1107 B. C. as the tenth year of that king's rule,

and 1116 B. C. as the year of his accession to the throne. In accordance with what

has been said above, Nebuchadrezzar I reigned 1139-1123 B. C.,
5 and Bel-nadin-

aplu in 1122-1117 B. C.

A word remains to be said as to the length of the period covered by the Pashe

dynasty. That the reading of seventy-two years which have been generally assigned to

it is impossible, Peiser has shown beyond question by a very simple calculation.
6

The number of twelve years for the seventh king of this dynasty, assumed by Tiele

1 The reading Tabu-ri'eu-AIaruduk, "A beneficent king is Marduk," preferred by Tiele (Gesch., p. 161, note 1),

instead of that given above (and first proposed by Oppert and Menaut in Documents Juridiques), needs no refutation.

Tab-ashap-Marduk is the only possible one and means "Good is the exorcism of Marduk." The Oaillou de Michaux

upon which Tab-ashap-Marduk, apparently not so far advanced in years, likewise appears, belongs to the reign of

Nebuchadrezzar I or of Belnadinaplu (cf. Tiele, I. c, p. 161, and Hommel, Gesch., pp. 454, 459).

2 That Esagilzer is identical with the Ina- Esagilzer of the Za'aleh stone (col. II, 12), was shown in my commen-

tary on the " Freibrief Nebukadnezar's I," in 1882, which at the time was not printed because of a two years' illness.

At present the proof of their identity is unnecessary. Cf. Eulbar-shurki-iddina, III R. 43, col. I, 29, and Ina-Eulbar-

shurki-iddina, V R. 60, col. I, 29. Cf. also Delitzsch, Koss'der, p. 15 (cf. however Gesch., " tlbersicht "). To a dif-

ferent effect Jeremias in B. A. I, pp. 270, 280 ; and Peiser in Schrader's K. B. Ill, Part 1, p. 177.

3 Bavian, 48-50. " Ramman and Sala, the gods of the city of Ekallati, which Marduknadinahe", king of Akkad,

at the time of Tiglath-Pileser, king of Assyria, carried off and brought to Babylon, 1 carried out of Babylon 418 years

later, and brought them back to Ekallati, to their place, " i. e., in the year B. C. 689, when Sanherib conquered Babylon.

4 Cf. Ill, R. 43, col. 'I, 5, 27, 28.

6 This calculation confirms strikingly the year 1130 B. C, which I gave as the approximate date of his "Frei-

brief" in 1883.

6 Z. A. VI, p. 268 seq.
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(Z. c, p. Ill) and favored by Delitzseh, 1 finds no support in "Winekler's edition and

'besides does not suflice to solve the chronological difficulty. As according to Peiser

(Z. c.) the passage is much effaced,
2 and as his proposed reading, 60 + 60 + 12 = 132

years, is the most simple and probable" solution of the existing difficulty, I accept it

and accordingly construct the following table :

1. Nebuchadrezzar I, . . 1139-1123 (seventeen years).

2. Bel-nadin-aplu, .... 1122-1117) (six years).

3. Marduk-nadin-ahe, . . 1116-c. 1102 (c. fifteen, at least ten, years).

4. Marduk-shapik-zirim, 4
1

5. Kamman-aplu-iddina, [ c. 1101-1053 (forty-nine years).

6-7. Two missing kings,

8
,

. 1052-1031 (twenty-two years).

9. Marduk-bel
,

. 1030-1029 (one year and six months).

10. Marduk-zer
,

. 1029-1016 (thirteen years).

11. Nabu-shum
,

. 1016-1007 (nine years).

Total one hundred and thirty-two years and six months.

"Anhang " to his Geschichte.

2 It is to be regretted that Winckler has not indicated the actual condition of the passage by shading the effaced

portions of the characters.

3 Cf. also Winckler, Gesch., p. 329, note 17. Another possibility (that 60+10 + 10 + 2=82 stood originally

there) is less probable for various reasons.

1 This name has been transliterated Marduk-shapik-zer-mati (Tiele, Gesch., p. 155 ; Delitzseh, Gesch., " Ubersicht ")

or Marduk-shapik-kul-lat (Winckler, Gesch., p. 98). I regard both transliterations as incorrect, and would substitute

that given above for the following reasons : (1) The cylinder fragment published by Dr. Jastrow (cf. above, p. 31,

note 7) was unfortunately misunderstood by the latter and misread in various passages. Having examined the frag-

ment carefully, I find that the old Babylonian character transliterated ta by Jastrow is distinctly the sign sha in the

form so characteristic for the documents of the Pashe dynasty. The name can only be read Marduk-shapik-zi-ri-im.

(2) This correct reading is important in connection with the transliteration of the name of Ramman-aplu-iddina's pre-

decessor. It is in itself improbable that two rulers of a Babylonian dynasty of eleven kings bore names almost (if not

wholly) identical. The thought forces itself upon our mind that Marduk-shapik-zirim is the same person as the king

whose name was heretofore generally read Marduk-shapik-zer-mati. That at least these two names are identical is

certain. The last character of the latter name {MAT, Briinnow, I. c, 7386) was either erroneously read by the Assyri-

ologists who copied the so-called " synchronistic history, " or by the Assyrian compiler who used a Babylonian original,

instead of the character RIM (Briinnow, I. c, 8867). For it is well known among Assyriologists that the two charac-

ters are nearly identical iu the later-middle and the latest periods of Babylonian cuneiform writing. In consideration

of this fact, and in view of the phonetic writing zi-ri-im on the cylinder fragment, I unhesitatingly read the name in

question either phonetically Marduk-shapik-zir-rim, or ideographically (plus phonetic complement) Marduk-shapik-

zirim(-rim). The king, Marduk-tabik-zirim, introduced by Dr. Jastrow and accepted by Peiser (Schrader's K. B. Ill,

Part 1, p. 162 seq.) as an hitherto unknown ruler of the Pashe dynasty thus disappears. As to my other corrections

of certain readings offered by Dr. Jastrow in connection with the cylinder in cpiiestion cf. "Sprechsaal" in one of

the next numbers of Z. A.
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Measurements are given in centimetres. Whenever the object varies in size, the largest measurement is given

I. Autograph Reproductions.

Plate. Text. Date.

1 1 Sargon I.

Saigon 1.

3 Sargon I.

4 Naram-Sin.

5 Al-usharshid.

Description.

Door socket in diorite, somewhat smaller than the following. Nippur

III, beneath the rooms of T. on the S.E. side of Z. Inscr. 18.5 X

10.12, 2 col., 24 li. Sq. On the rough edge, scratched in the rudest

way, is the same inscr. as P1.14, Nos. 23-25 (cf. also PI. 12, No. 20).

Door socket in diorite, 75 x 41.5 X 17.5. Nippur III, same place as

No. 1. Inscr. 17.8X10.35, 2 col., 23 li. C.B.M. 8751. Cf.Pl. 1, 1.

The variants li. 17 and 21 have been taken from a third door socket

in diorite, bearing the same inscr. as No. 2, and found in another

trench a short distance from it.

Brick stamp of baked clay, brown, with handle, 9.45 X 13.55 X 2.

Nippur III, close to the S. E. wall of Z. Inscr. 2 col., 6 li.

C. B. M. 8754. Cf. PI. II, 2.

Brick stamp of baked clay, cream colored, handle wanting, 11.75 x

12.08x2. Nippur Y, in the N.W. extremity. Inscr. 3 li. C.B.M.

8755. Cf. PI. II, 3.

Three fragments of a dolomite vase. Orig. d. of the vase c. 40. Fragm.

8891 : 11.10 X 7.7 X 3.8. Fragm. 8892 a and b (glued together):

20.5 X 9.8 X 3.8. Nippur III, approximately same place as PI. 1,

No. 1. Inscr. orig. 25.57 X 7.2, 13 li. C. B. M. 8891, 8892 a and b.

The text has been restored by the aid of fragm. 8866, 8865, 8843,

8860, 8859, 8858, 8853, 8854 on the scale of fragm. 8892. Cf. PI.

Ill, 4-12.
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Plate. Text. Date.

5 6 Al-usharshid.

5 7 Al-usharshid.

5 8 Al-usharshid.

5 9 Al-usharshid.

5 10 Al-usharshid.

6 11 Same Period.

7 12 Same Period.

7 13 c. 3000 B.C.

8 14 Ur-Gur.

8 15 Dungi.

9 16 Dungi.

9 17 Ishme-Dagan

10 18 Ur-N/inib.

J

1

19 Bur-Siu I.

12 20 Bur-Sin II.

Description.

Fragrn. of a vase in reddish numulite limestone, h. 16.5, d. 18 (of hole

4.4). Nippur III, same place as PI. 4, No. 5. Inscr. orig. 11.75 x

7.05, 6 li. C. B. M. 8888. The text has been restored after No. 5.

Cf. PL IV, 13.

Fragm. of a white marble vase, h. 21, d. 16.4 at the base, 11.2 at the

centre. Nippur III, same place as PI. 4, No. 5. Inscr. 4.8^ 5.4,

3 li. C. B. M. 8870. Cf. PI. V, 14.

Fragm. of a white marble vase, orig. h. 6, d. 14.5. Nippur III, same

place as PI. 4, No. 5. Inscr. (same as PI. 5, No. 7) 3.2 X 3.8, 3 li.

C. B. M. 8839.

Fragm. of a white marble vase, orig. h. 13.5, d. 15 (of hole 6.3). Nip-

pur III, same place as PI. 1, No. 1. Mark on the bottom, 2.4 X 2.6.

Same inscr. as PI. 5, No. 7. N. P.

Fragm. of a diorite vase, 7.35 X 2.9 X 0.8, orig. d. 22.2. Nippur III,

same place as PI. 4, No. 5. Inscr. 3, orig. 11 li. C. B. M. 8842.

White marble tablet, Obv. flat, Rev. rounded, 11.3 X 7.2 X 2.65. Nippur,

apparently from the N. W. extremity of V in the neighborhood of

PL 3, No. 4 (cf. Hilprecht in Z. A. IV, pp. 282-284). Inscr.

S (Obv.) + 7 (Rev.) = 15 li. C. B. M. 8757. Copied by myself on

the ruins of Nippur, April 8, 1889.

Fragm. of a large vase in white marble, 10 X 12.5 X 6.2. Presumably

neighborhood of Babylon. Inscr. 2 col., 8 li. C. B. M. 1128.

Fragm. of a slab in compact limestone, 12.8X7.35x5.55. Nippur

III, inside of the great S.E. temple wall. Inscr. 3 col., 15 li.

C. B. M. 8841.

Basalt tablet, Obv. flat, Rev. rounded, lower left corner wanting,

12.25 X 5.58 X 2.2. Northern Babylonia, probably Ursag-Kesh.

Inscr. 8 (Obv.) + 1 (Rev.) = 9 li. C. B. M. 841.

Agate tablet, bored lengthwise, both sides convex, lower part wanting,

4.4 X 4.3 X 0.8. Nippur III, in a chamber on the edge of the canal

outside of the great S.E. wall of T. Obv. Inscr. 8 li. C. B. M.

8598. For Rev. see PI. 21, No. 43.

Soapstone tablet, Obv. flat, Rev. rounded, 8.6 X 5 X 1.88. Babylonia,

probably Muqayyar. Inscr. 6 (Obv.) + 2 (Rev.) = 8 li. C. B. M.

842.

Fragm. of a slab in diorite, 8.1 X 10.5 x 5.6. Nippur III, S. of Z.

Inscr. 3col.,.3 + 2 + 2= 7 1i. C. B. M. 3243.

Fragm. of a brick of baked clay, brown, 32 (orig.) X 23 (fragm.) X
8.4 (orig.). Nippur III, found out of place in a later structure

on the S.E. side of Z. (cf. PL 29, No. 82; PL 13, No. 22; PL 20,

No. 38). Inscr. (written) 23.3 X 10.65, 13 li. C. B. M. 9021. Cf.

IV, R. 352
, No. 5.

Fragm. of a brick of baked clay, brown, 30.5 (fragm.) X 20 (fragm.) X

6.5 (fragm.). Nippur III, found out of place, same place as PI.

10, No. 18. Inscr. (stamped) 22.5 x 10.5, 10 li. C. B. M. 8642.

Door socket in diorite, an irregular cube, c. 19 each side. Nippur III,

in a small shrine outside of the great S.E. wall of T. Inscr. 15.4 x

13.4, 2 col., 11 + 6= 17 li. C. B. M. 8838.
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Plate. Text. Date.

13 21 Bur-Sin II.

13 22 Bur-Sin II.

14 23-25 Gande.

15 26 c. 2250 B.C.

15 27 Hammurabi.

15 28 Cassite Dyn.

15 29 Cassite Dyn.

15 30 Cassite Dyn.

15 31 Cassite Dyn.

15 32 Cassite Dyn.

16 33 Burna-Buriash.

17 33 Burna-Buriash.

18 34 Burna-Buriash.

18 35 Kurigalzu.

18 36 Kurigalzu.

19 37 Kurigalzu.

Description.

Door socket in diorite, 33 X 28 X 23. Nippur III, same place as PI. 11,

No. 19. Inscr. around the hole, 23.5 X 5.35, 17 li. Sq. On the

bottom at the edge is the same inscr. as PI. 14,Nos. 23-25 (cf. also

PI. 1, No. 1).

Brick of baked clay, light brown, very soft, covered with bitumen, 30

X 30 X 6.5. Nippur III, same place as PI. 11, No. 19. Inscr.

(written) 5.97 X 5.3, 2 li. Sq. The inscription is generally re-

peated three or four times on the same brick (edges and sides).

Large unhewn blocks of white marble and reddish granite, varying in

d. from 25-60. Nippur III, approximately same place as PI. 1,

No. 1. Inscr. 6 x 5.3 ; 7 x 6.2 ; 6.5 x 7.7 ; each 3 li. Sq.

Cream-colored soapstone tablet, Rev. broken off, 4.85 X 4 X 0.8. Pre-

sumably neighborhood of Babylon. Inscr. 8 li. C. B. M. 103.

Fragm. of an ornamented soapstone stamp in the shape of a vase,

h. 13.3, d. 12.2 at the bottom, 8.7 at the centre. Presumably

neighborhood of Babylon. Inscr. (on the bottom) 8 li. C. B. M.

1126. Cf. PI. IX, 20.

Lapis lazuli disc, d. 1.7. The thickness of this class of inscribed

objects found at the same place, if not expressly stated in the

following lines, varies from 0.2 to 0.8 cm. Nippur III, same place

as PI. 8, No. 15. • C. B. M. 8685.

Agate cameo, d. 1.55. Nippur III, same place as PI. 8, No. 15.

C. B. M. 8687.

Lapis lazuli disc, d. 1.6. Nippur III, same place as PI. 8, No. 15.

C. B. M. 8721.

Agate cameo, bored lengthwise, 1.7 x 1.9. Nippur III, same place as

PL 8, No. 15. C. B. M. 8723.

Lapis lazuli tablet, bored lengthwise, 1.65 X 1.8. Nippur I, apparently

out of place, in a gully on the surface. C. B. M. 8720.

White marble mortar; an uninscribed portion is broken from its side,

h. 14.4, d. 12.8. Presumably neighborhood of Babylon. Inscr.

31.5 X 11.25, 27 li. C. B. M. 12. Cf. PL IX, 21.

The same, continued.

Ivory knob of a sceptre (or conventionalized form of a phallus), top

rounded, base flat, round hole in the centre, h. 3.5, d. 5.9 at the top,

6.2 at the bottom. Nippur III, same place as PL 8, No. 15.

Inscr. 5.8 X 2.42, 5 li. C. B. M. 8730. Cf. PL X, 23.

Tablet in feldspar (mottled dark brown and gray), upper (inscribed)

surface convex, lower flat, 3 X 12.2 x 0.9. Nippur III, same place

as PL 8, No. 15. Inscr. 2 li. C. B. M. 8600.

Irregular block of lapis lazuli, upper part inscribed, 5.1 x 9.25 x 5.

Nippur III, same place as PL S, No. 15. Inscr. 3.38 X 4.48, 6 li.

C. B. M. 8599. Cf. PL XI, 25.

Door socket in white marble with red veins here and there, 46.5 x 43.8

X22. Nippur III, on the N.E. side of T. near the outer wall. In-

scr. on both sides of the hole, 11 li. intended, but only 7 li. inscribed,

14.3 X 14.3. Copied by myself on the ruins of Nippur, April 6, 1889.

A. P. S. VOL. XVUI. G.
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Plate. Text. Date.

20 38 Kurigalzu.

20 39 Kurigalzu.

21 40 Kurigalzu.

21 11 Kurigalzu.

21
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Plate. Text. Date.

22 54 Nazi-Maruttash.

55

56

Nazi-Maruttash.

Nazi-Maruttash.

Nazi-Maruttasb

.

23
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Plate. Text. Date.

26 71 Bibeiashu.

26
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Plate. Test. Date.

Nabopolassar.

Nebuchadrezzar II.

Nebuchadrezzar II.

Description.

are not quoted as variants (cf. also Strassmaier in Z. A. IV, pp.

106-113, and Winckler in Schrader's Keilinschriftliche Bibliotkeh

III, Part 2, pp. 2-7).

The same, continued.

Fragm. of a baked clay cylinder, barrel shaped, solid, light brown; h.

23.9, d. 8.8 at the top and base, 11.5 at the centre. Babylon. Inscr.

4 col., 23 (orig. c. 48) + 32 (orig. c. 56) + 30 (orig. c. 56) + 28 (orig.

c. 48) = 113 (orig. c. 208) li. C. B. M. 1785. Cf. PI. XIV, No. 35.

According to information of the Arabs the cylinder was found

whole and intentionally broken lengthwise. The other half is

supposed to be in existence.

The same, columns III, IV.

II. Photograph (half-tone) Reproductions.

I 1 Sargon I.

II 2 Sargon I.

II 3 Naram-Sin.

Ill 4-12 Al-usharshid.

IV 13 Al-usharshid.

V 14 Al-usharshid.

VI 15 Not later than 2400 B.C.

VII 16 Not later than 2400 B.C.

VIEI 17 Not later than 2400 B.C.

VIII 18, 19 c. 2400 B.C.

IX 20 Hammurabi.

Door socket in diorite. Nippur. Cf. PI. 1.

Brick stamp of baked clay, Rev. Mppur. Cf. PI. 3, No. 3.

Brick stamp of baked clay, Obv. Nippur. Cf. PI. 3, No. 4.

Fragments of vases from which the text on PI. 4 has been obtained.

Nippur. Nos. 4, 5 : dolomite; Nos. 6, 8, 9, 10 : white marble; No.

7: red banded marble of agate structure; Nos. 11, 12: white

marble of stalactitic structure. For the restoration of li. 6 fragm.

8860 (white marble) has been consulted.

Fragm. of a vase in reddish numulite limestone. Nippur. Cf. PL 5,

No. 6.

Fragm. of a white marble vase with gray and reddish veins here and

there. Nippur. Cf. PI. 5, No. 7.

Fragm. of a white marble slab, 26.65 x 15.8 x 7.9. Abu Eabba. Orig.

inal in Constantinople. Photograph taken from a cast. Inscr. on

both sides and left edge, 391 li. Obv., 9 col., (20 + 25 + 24 + 22 +
22 + 26 + 19 + 23 + 4=) 185 li.

The same, Rev., 9 col., (19+ 19+ 23 + 25 +28 + 24 + 25 + 22 +13 =)

198 li.

The same, left edge, 1 col., 18 li.

Tablets of baked clay, reddish brown with black spots. These tab-

lets have a peculiar shape ; they are rounded at both ends and on

the left side, but angular and flat on the right side, as if cut off

from a larger tablet. Yokha. No. 18 : 10.3 x 4.3, th. 1.6 on the

left, 2.2 on the right side. C. B. M. 9042. No. 19 : 10.62 X 4.5, th.

1.7 on the left, 2.55 on the right side. C. B. M. 9041.

Fragm. of an ornamented stamp in the shape of a vase, made of soap-

stone (composed of a green micaceous and very soft mineral, prob-

ably talc). Presumably neighborhood of Babylon. Cf. PI. 15,

No. 27.
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Plate. Text. Date. Description.

IX 21 Burna-Buriash. Fragm. of a white marble mortar. Presumably neighborhood of

Babylon. Of. Plates 16, 17.

X 23 Burria-Buriash. Knob of a sceptre (or conventionalized form of a phallus) in ivory.

Side view. Nippur. Cf. PI. 18, No. 34.

X 22,24 Nazi-Maruttash. Knobs of sceptres (cf. PI. X, 23) in magnesite. Top views. Nippur.

Cf. PI. 23, Nos. 57, 56.

XI 25 Kurigalzu. Inscribed block of lapis lazuli, tablet in process of cutting. Nippur.

Cf. PI. IS, No. 36.

XI 26 Kurigalzu. Fragm. of a votive battle axe in imitation of lapis lazuli (blue glass).

Nippur. Cf. Pi. 20, No. 39.

XI 27 c. 1350 B.C. Pragm. of a votive battle axe in imitation of lapis lazuli, 8.32 X
5.65 x 5.1. Nippur III, same place as PI. 8, No. 15. C. B. M.

XI 28 c. 1350 B.C.

XII 29-31 c. 1150 B.C.

XII 32, 33

XIII 34

XIV 35

XV 36

c. 1100 B.C.

Nabopolassar.

Nebuchadrezzar II.

1889 A.D.

Fragm. of a votive battle axe in lapis lazuli, 6.4 x 5.7 x 1.5. The

inscription has been erased in order to use the material. Nippur

III, same place as PI. 8, No. 15. C. B. M. 8597.

Three small fragments of an inscribed bas-relief in a basaltic stone, h.

c.5. Nippur III, on the S.E. side of the Bur-Sin shrine (cf. PI.

11, No. 19).

Fragm. of a reddish granite (boundary) stone of phallic shape. Nip-

pur. Two views of the same stone. Cf. PI. 27, No. 80.

Cylinder of baked clay, cartridge-shaped, hollow, small hole at the

top. Babylon. Cf. Plates 32, 33.

Cylinder of baked clay, barrel-shaped, solid. Babylon. Cf. Plates

34, 35.

Plan of the first year's excavations at Nippur (February 5 to April 16).
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ARTICLE II.

THE MAMMALIA OF THE DEEP RIVER BEDS.

BT W. B. SCOTT,

COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY, PRINCETON.

Read before the American Philosophical Society, October 6, 1893.

The ninth Princeton geological expedition to the Tertiary formations of the Far

West selected as its field of operations the valley of Smith river, or Deep creek, as

it is variously called, in central Montana. The party, which was under the direction

of the writer and Prof. W. P. Magie, consisted of the following students : Messrs.

Butler, Benet, Coulter, Hosford, Jefferson and Stevenson, and spent a part of the

summer of 1891 in exploring the very limited outcrops of lacustrine beds iu the

region mentioned. "We had the good fortune to secure the services of Prof. O. C
Mortson, of Great Palls, Mont., as a guide, and to his minute knowledge of the

country and zealous labors the success of the undertaking is in large measure due.

Many gentlemen iu Great Falls, "White Sulphur Springs and Livingston took

great interest in the work of the expedition and rendered every assistance in their

power. To enumerate all of those to whom we are under obligations for many kind-

nesses would be impossible, but special thanks are due to the Hon. Paris Gibson and

Mr. W. W. Connor, of Great Falls, but for whose most kind and prompt assistance

at a critical period the trip would necessarily have been abandoned.

Geological Museum, Princeton, N. J., September 20, 1893.

The literature of the Deep River or " Ticholeptus" beds is rather limited, as the

region has been comparatively little explored. The formation was first discovered by

Grinnell and Dana, in 1875, and their brief account may be quoted almost in full.

"During the explorations carried on last summer under the direction of Col.

"William Ludlow, Corps of Engineers, a series of Tertiary deposits were identified by

the writers near Camp Baker, Montana. These deposits indicate the existence in

A. p. s.-—VOL. xvin. h.
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this region of a Miocene lake basin, which was succeeded by another lake basin in

Pliocene time.

" Camp Baker [the spot marked Logan on the map herewith given] is situated

on Deep creek, a stream which flows into the Missouri river above Sun river. It lies

about fifty miles due east of Helena. It is surrounded on all sides by mountains, of

which the Big Belt range, lying immediately to the south or southwest, is the highest

and most conspicuous

" The Tertiary beds found here consist, for the most part, of homogeneous cream-

colored clays, so hard as to be with difficulty cut with a knife. The beds are hori-

zontal and rest unconformably upon the upturned red and yellow slates below. The

clays of which they are formed resemble closely those found in the Miocene [i. e.,

White River] beds at Scott's Bluffs, near the North Platte river, in Wyoming. The

deposits at Camp Baker have been extensively denuded and nowhere reach any great

thickness. At a point about three m\les southeast of the Post, some bluffs were

noticed where the Miocene beds attained a thickness of about two hundred feet, and

these were capped by fifty feet of the Pliocene clays, both beds containing character-

istic fossils. In the underlying Miocene beds were found a species of Rhinoceros,

several species of Oreodon Leidy and Eporeodon Marsh, a canine tooth apparently of

Elotherium Pomel and remains of Turtles. In the Pliocene beds the principal fossils

were a species apparently of Merycliyus Leidy, remains of an equine smaller than

the modern horse, and Pliocene Turtles. These fossils have not yet been carefully

studied, and for this reason their relations to the remains found in the other lake

basins of similar age cannot be stated.

" We saw the first exposures of these beds a few miles west of the Sulphur

Springs This point is about six miles southeast of Camp Baker. From here,

the bed was traced continuously along Deep creek for a distance of fifteen miles,

extending quite up to the mountains, on the eastern side at least. Beds of the same

character, containing similar fossils, were found on White-Tailed Deer creek, a

branch of Deep creek, about seven miles to the north of Camp Baker, as well as on

Camas creek, to the southwest of the Post. Traces of this deposit, containing what

appear to be remains of Rhinoceros, were also found two miles or more south of Moss

Agate Springs and at a considerable elevation above the creek bed. With more time

than we had at command, they could no doubt have been traced much farther,

although in many places the beds have been washed out or have been covered by the

later local drift.

" These Tertiary beds were all laid down after the elevation of the mountains

and the igneous eruptions. They are, as has been said, perfectly horizontal, and are
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often seen covering over ridges of trachyte. The line of separation between the

Miocene and Pliocene beds is in some places well marked. It consists of about six

feet of hard sands, interstratified with layers of very small water-worn pebbles

soldered together into a hard mass, but very easily picked out with a knife. Imme-

diately above the strata of pebbles the Pliocene fossils were found. In several places

fragments of trachyte were noticed in the Pliocene beds" (No. 18, pp. 126-128).

The next account of this formation was given by Cope, who had sent his assist-

ant, Isaacs, to collect in the valley and described a number of new forms from it.

His collection embraced specimens from the upper beds only, those called Pliocene

by Grinnell and Dana, and these he referred to the Loup Fork. In 1879 (No. 3),

Cope divided the Loup Fork into two horizons, which he called the Ticlioleptus and

JProcamelus beds respectively, the former being the beds of the Deep River region.

Subsequently (Nos. 6, 8, 10), Cope raised the Ticlioleptus beds to a rank coordinate

with that of the John Day or the Loup Fork, and gives the following list of species

as occurring in the Montana area : Mastodon proavus, ProtoMppus sejunctus, Merxj-

codicerus montanus, M&rychyus zygomaticus, M. pariogonus, Cyclopidim simus, C.

emydinus, Pithecistes brevifacies, P. decedens, P. lieterodon, Procamelus vel Protolabis

sp. Blastomeryx borealis (No. 8, p. 369). In his latest paper on the subject, this

writer defines the formation as follows: " Tioiioleptus. Mammalia. Presence of

Anchitherium, Proboscidea and Camelidse and the Oreodont genera Merycochoarus,

Merychyus, Cyclopidius and Pithecistes. Absence of ? Elotheriidse, ? Poebrotherii-

dse, ? Nimravidae and Cosoryx. This horizon requires further exploration, as but

twenty species have been thus far determined from it. But it is evidently interme-

diate in age between the John Day and Loup Fork epochs, with greater affinities to

the latter. It differs from the latter in the presence of Anchitherium, numerous

genera and species of Oreodontidse, and in the absence of Cosoryx. The formation

is known from three regions : first, from western Nebraska ; second, from the valley

of Deep river, Montana ; and third, from Cottonwood creek, Oregon. Its thickness

has not yet been stated " (No. 6, pp. 456, 457).

It should be noted that in these lists the name Ancliitheriam is used for the John

Day eqnines, to which, in this paper, I have applied Marsh's name, Mioliippus, for

reasons which will appear later. This point is of importance.

In 1891, I published a brief note upon the subject of this horizon (No. 31). At

that time the fossils collected were still in the matrix, and only the hasty examina-

tions in the field Avere available for the purposes of comparison. Consequently, a

number of errors crept into the work, so as to greatly vitiate its conclusions, which

will not be further referred to here. In a second note (American Naturalist, 1893,
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p. 660) I gave preliminary definitions of the new genera and species contained in the

collections made by the Princeton party.

Now that this collection has been worked over and can be compared with Prof.

Cope's material from the same locality, some definite statements may be made with

regard to the geological and palaxmtological relations of the Deep River beds. So far

as the stratigraphy is concerned, there is little to add to the account of Grinnell and

Dana, except in one particular. The statements of these authors seem to imply that

the two sets of beds are conformable throughout, but there is strong evidence which

goes to show that this is not the case. In the first place, there is a marked litholog-

ical contrast between the two series, the lower being very hard and the upper, for the

most part, incoherent sands, though nodules of harder material have, in many cases,

formed around the bones. The general character of the lower beds is very much like

that of the older Miocene, the "White River or John Day, while the upper are more

like the Loup Fork. Though both sets of strata are generally horizontal, with local

exceptions, the ujaper beds appear to rest upon an eroded surface of the underlying

strata. Thus, at one point, the older beds, as exposed in a line of buttes—appar-

ently, at least—rise higher than an exposure of the newer strata across the ravine

from the first exposure. In the absence of instruments, this point could not be

determined quite certainly, but it is very probable. Towards the north and east the

upper beds appear to extend beyond the lower and to produce an uncomformity by

overlap. Finally, the fossil contents of the two series of strata are very strikingly

different, not a single species of mammal and not more than two genera are common
to the two, and those genera range from the John Day into the upper Loup Fork.

Such radical and sudden changes are hardly to be explained on the hypothesis of

migration, and point to a considerable hiatus between the times of deposition of the

two sets of strata.

The following species of mammals were found in the lower beds : Cynodesmus

tliooides Scott, Steneqfiber montanus Scott, Ccenopns sp., Miohippus annedens? Marsh,

M. ancepsf Marsh, M. (AncMtherium) equiceps f Cope, Mesoreodon cJielonyx Scott,

M. intermedins Scott, Poebrotherium sp., Hypertragulus calcaratus Cope. This list

appears to be a scanty one, but this is explained by the fact that the exposures which

yielded well-preserved fossils are very limited in extent, a few acres at most, and

when we compare them with the vast regions over which collections from the other

Tertiary formations have been gathered, the disproportion will not seem so striking.

Indeed, I know of very few spots of equal extent which have yielded so large a

number of individuals and species. The facies of this fauna is undeniably that of

the John Day Miocene. All of the genera but two, and several of the species, occxir
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in the typical Oregon localities, and while, owing to the very small area of the Mon-

tana beds, we cannot lay much stress upon the absence of certain characteristic John

Day forms, yet the presence of such relatively modernized genera as Cynodesmus

and Mesoreodon indicates that these beds should be referred to the summit of the

John Day formation. This is of interest as being the first identification of this hori-

zon east of the Rocky mountains.

The upper beds, which Grinnell and Dana called Pliocene, present a very differ-

ent assemblage of species. Cope's collection, so far as I can judge, was gathered

entirely from these beds and contains nothing from the lower horizon. His collection

and that made by the Princeton party are, as would naturally be expected, not quite

coextensive, each containing some forms which the other does not. Combining the

two, we obtain the following list: Canisf anceps Scott, Chalicotherium? sp., Aphe-

lops sp., Miohippus sp., AncMthermm equinum Scott, Desmatippus crenidens Scott,

Protohippus sejunclus Cope, Protoliippus {Merychippus) insignis Leidy, Merychyus

(Ticlioleptus) zygomaticus Cope, M. pariogonus Cope, Merycochoerus montanus

Cope, Cyclopidius simus Cope, C. emydinus Cope, C. incisivus Scott, Pitliecistes

Irevifacres Cope, P. decedens Cope, P. heterodon Cope, Protolabis sp., Procamelus

sp., Blastomeryx lorealis Cope, B. antelopinus Scott, Mastodon proavus Cope. In

addition to this list should be mentioned a considerable number of equine animals,

which cannot be well identified, as the specimens are scattered vertebrae, limb and

foot bones, not accompanied by teeth, but which, from the variations in size and

details of construction, point to several species not enumerated above.

The resemblance of this fauna to that of the Loup Fork has been obvious from

the first, for it was doubtless the latter formation to which Grinnell and Dana referred

under the name " Pliocene." For the same reason of very limited exposures, as in

the case of the lower beds, when compared with the John Day of Oregon, we cannot

insist very strongly upon the absence of typical Loup Fork genera from the upper

series of Deep Eiver strata. Of much greater significance is the occurrence in the

latter of five genera and fourteen species of mammals which have not been found in

the vastly more extensive and carefully examined Loup Fork deposits. This fact,

having regard to the character of the species involved, points to the conclusion,

already drawn by Cope, that these beds are older than the typical Loup Fork hori-

zon, but their faunal connection with that horizon is so close that there seems little

ground for considering the Deep Eiver as an " epoch " of coordinate rank with the

three other Miocene epochs. The relation between the Deep River and Loup Fork

beds is more intimate than that between the Wind River and the Bridger proper of

the Eocene. My own preference is, therefore, to refer both series to the Loup Fork,
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as Cope originally did, and then subdivide that formation into two horizons. The

names which Cope first proposed for these subdivisions, the Ticlioleptus and Proca-

melus beds respectively, are inapplicable, for the former name is a synonym of Mery-

chyus. a genus which occurs in both horizons, and, as now appears, Procamelus prob-

ably does also.

I cannot agree with Cope in regarding the strata of western Nebraska and Cot-

tonwood creek, Oregon, as referable to the same horizon as those of the Deep river

valley, in Montana. In the case of the former, the determination rests chiefly upon

the presence there of Leptauclienia , which Hayden found associated with Oreodon,

Iscliyromys, Hyracodon and other characteristic White River forms (seeLeidy, No. 23,

pp. 20, 21). Cope has questioned the correctness of this statement as to Leptau-

clienia, but it has been abundantly confirmed, that genus being an undoubted White

River form. Hayden's reference of Merycoclmrus and Protomeryx to this same hori-

zon is almost certainly erroneous and has not been confirmed by subsequent observ-

ers. The reference of the beds developed along Cottonwood creek and the upper

John Day river, in Oregon, to the Deep River horizon, is determined by the occur-

rence in them of a so-called Ancliitlierium and of a species identified as Blastomeryx

borealis. It should be noted, however, that the term Ancliitlierium is used in the

sense of Mioliippus, the species from Montana which I have called A. equinum is

a very different animal and belongs to the group of A. aurelianense, of Europe, which

it equals in size. Mioliippus is found in the typical Loup Fork, as well as in the

lower series (see Osborn, No. 28, p. 89, under the title fAncliitlierium parvulum). No
great weight, therefore, can be attached to the occurrence of the genus in the Cot-

tonwood Creek beds. The presence of Blastomeryx borealis would, of itself, be

insufficient for the correlation of the two localities, but the identification of the

species is not at all certain. Besides certain minor differences in the teeth, the limb

bones from the Oregon beds indicate the existence there of tv/o species, both of

which are much heavier than the Montana forms and more like others from the Loup

Fork of Kansas. Cope, himself, was struck by the faunal differences of the two

localities. He says: "The only species common to the two lists is the Blastomeryx

borealis, a fact which indicates some important differences in the two horizons, either

epochal or faunal " (No. 8, p. 369).

Present evidence appears, therefore, to point to the conclusion that the upper

series of strata developed in the valley of Deep river form a well-marked horizon at

the base of the Loup Fork, and that they are not exactly paralleled by any deposits

as yet known elsewhere ; and, further, that the lower series of the Montana strata

should be referred to the summit of the John Day, where they form a less distinctly
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marked horizon. Together, the two series tend to bridge over the gap between the

John Day, on the one hand, and the typical Lonp Fork, though they by no means

completely close the hiatus. It is a more difficult task to correlate these beds with

their European equivalents. The Loup Fork horizon was referred by Leidy and

Hayden to the Pliocene, a view which is still maintained by some authorities, but, as

Cope has shown, the determination rests upon the supposed occurrence in these beds

of forms having a very modern facies, and which were very probably derived from

newer overlying strata, since, in typical Loup Fork exposures not covered by these

newer beds, the modernized forms have not been found. The recent discovery of the

Blanco beds, of Texas, with their true Pliocene fauna (see Cope, No. 11), lends

additional force to Cope's contention that the Loup Fork should be referred to the

upper Miocene. Branco has objected to this correlation, as follows

:

" Eine scharfe Parallelisirung wird hier durch die verschiedene Zusammensetzung

der beiderseitigen Faunen erschwert, Auf der einen Seite fehlen der Loup Fork

Gruppe echt miocaene Formen wie Anthracotlierium und Ancliitlierium und es treten

dafiir Geschlechter von jugendlicherem Aussehen wie Protoliippus und Hippidium

auf. Andererseits aber reprasentiren nicht nur die amerikanischen Oreodontidce

ungefahr ein mit dem europaischen Ccenotherium ubereinstimmendes Entwicklungs-

stadium, sondern beiden Faunen sind auch direct Steneqfiber, Amphicyon, Tetraloph-

odon, Hipparion und Procervulus gemeinsam. Man wird also mit Cope diese Paral-

lelisirung der Loup-Fork-Gruppe mit dem Miocaen Europa's im Allgemeinen gelten

lassen miissen, wenn gleich man nicht iibersehen darf, dass dieselbe durch Formen wie

Protohippus und Hippidium, welche dem Pferde der Jetztzeit bereits recht naheste-

hen, sowie durch das Vorkommen von Dicotyles, Hystrix und Mustela einen entschie-

den jugendlicheren Charakter erhalt als die miocaene Fauna Europa's" (No. 2,

p. 149).

These objections rest, for the most part, upon the incorrect identifications of

European and American genera, which were current at the time Branco's paper was

written. As will be seen in the sequel, Ancliitlierium is present in the lower Loup

Fork and not in the White Eiver and John Day, the equines of which formations

have been erroneously referred to that genus. The absence of Antliracotherium from

the Loup Fork is of no weight, since the genus is quite unknown in America. The

occurrence of H/strix, Dicotyles and Mustela in the Loup Fork beds is extremely

doubtful, the identifications being made on very imperfect specimens. The reference

of Hippidium to this horizon is also very doubtful and has not been confirmed. If,

as is almost certainly the case, the equine series is of American origin, there is noth-

ing surprising in the fact that the series should be, on this continent, one stage in
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advance of its contemporaries in Europe, just as the American ruminants in several

horizons lag behind their contemporaries of the Old World. Further, to regard the

Loup Fork as Pliocene involves the assertion that Procamelus in America was con-

temporary with Camelus in Asia, which, seeing that the camel series is of American

origin, is most improbable.

Of the European faunas, that of Sansan and Simorre offers the best analogy

with that of the Deep River beds. In both continents this horizon is marked by the

first appearance of the mastodons, and, since the Proboscidea would seem to have

originated in neither Europe nor America, but to have reached both regions by

migration, this fact is significant. Anchitherium, in the restricted sense in which I

have used that word, is likewise common to both, and, as this genus has a very

restricted range in time, it is a most important fossil. Blastomeryx is exceedingly

like the Sansan species of Palceomeryx, though more primitive in some respects. No
stress can be laid upon the supposed Aiwphicyon and Procervulus of the Loup Fork,

as these names are incorrectly given to the American forms.

If Dall's contention, that North and South America were not united until the

close of the Miocene (No. 12, p. 21), be confirmed, the Loup Fork will necessarily

be referred to the Pliocene, as is indicated by the occurrence in those beds of the

glyptodont genus, Oaryoderma Cope, a South American type, though the genus

itself has not yet been obtained in that continent. But the evidence for the date of

the elevation of Central America and the Isthmus of Panama is by no means con-

clusive. Grabb's statement is to the effect that " The communication between the

Atlantic and Pacific in the region of Costa Pica was interrupted in the Pliocene or

subsequent to the deposition of the mass of the Miocene strata " (italics mine) (quoted

in Dall and Harris, No. 12, p. 188, from Gabb's MS. report). This is quite compati-

ble with the view that the connection of the two continents was made before the end

of the Miocene. If we may provisionally regard the Deep River beds (upper series)

as equivalent to those of Sansan and Steinheim, the John Day would consequently

be about equivalent to the lower Miocene of St. Gerand le Puy, though probably

somewhat older, and the White River to the beds of Rouzon or the "Marnes lacus-

tres." The term Oligocene has not been found necessary in this country, the line

between the Uinta and White River beds being a clear and convenient demarcation

between the Eocene and Miocene. Nevertheless, much confusion and incorrect rea-

soning have resulted from calling the White River simply Miocene. The presence of

such genera as Hyxnodon, Hemijjsalodon, Mesonyx, Elotherium, Hyopoiamus, etc.,

sufficiently proves these beds to be more ancient than the true Miocene of Europe,
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and it would be much to the advantage of clearness and consistency if the White

River were called Oligocene, a view for which Cope has long contended.

In the descriptive portion of this paper the fossils will be treated according to

their systematic position, as the interest attaching to them is especially morphologi-

cal. The lack of smaller animals in the collections is very noticeable. The lower

beds have yielded but one rodent and the upper none at all ; only two carnivores,

both dogs, have been found. None of the Insectivora or Chiroptera have been

detected. The fauna, as so far known, consists, therefore, almost entirely of medium

and large-sized ungulates, for which the conditions of fossilization are, no doubt,

chiefly responsible.

CARNIVORA.

CsmidaB.

CYNODESMUS Scott.

(PI. I, Figs. 1-5.)

Amer. Naturalist, 1893, p. 6G0.

Canine animals having the dentition of the microdont forms of Cams, but with

the skull structure of the ancient genera. Cerebral hemispheres small, not overlap-

ping the olfactory lobes or cerebellum, and with fewer and simpler convolutions than

any of the recent Canidm. Postglenoid foramen concealed or absent.

Ctnodesmus thooides Scott.

(loc. cit.)

Dentition microdont ; deuterocone of upper sectorial relatively well developed

;

face short, cranium elongate ; small frontal sinuses present ; mandible non-lobate

with stout angular hook and broad, recurved coronoid ; size medium.

The technical distinction of this genus from Cynodictis is by no means easy,

and yet it becomes very clear on an examination of the two ; while the latter very

probably represents a side branch, leading away from the direct canine phylum, the

former may, with equal probability, be regarded as being either in the direct line of

canine descent or but little removed from it.

In order to make clear the character of this interesting form, it will be most

convenient to compare it carefully with some typical modern species, for which pur-

pose the coyote, Canis latrans, will be taken as a standard.

I. Dentition". A. Upper Jaw, The incisors are very small and form a nearly

straight row, the external pair projecting but little behind the others. The first and

A. p. S.—VOL. XVIII. L
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second are of nearly equal size, "while the third is somewhat larger, though the differ-

ence is much less marked than in C. latrans or even than in the John Day species,

Temnocyon coryphaeus ; the teeth are crowded together, not spaced apart as in the

latter species. The diastema between the external incisor and the canine is rather

short. The latter is as well developed, relatively, as in the coyote, but of a some-

what different form, being more oval and less compressed in section; the depression

on the inner face and its anterior bounding ridge of enamel are also less marked.

Except for their relative shortness (antero-posteriorly) and height, the premolars

closely resemble those of the modern species. PJ. is a very small and simple tooth,

implanted by a single fang; the crown is of compressed conical shape, without pos-

terior cingulnm. PJ2 is much larger, though small as compared with the same tooth

in C. latrans ; it is of elongated, compressed, conical form, but has no posterior basal

cusp (tritocone) such as occurs in the coyote. P-J3 is a still larger tooth of similar

construction, except that a small tritocone and posterior cingulum have been added,

which, however, are less conspicuous than in C. latrans. The sectorial (m) differs

but little in any respect from that of the existing microdont species of Canis ; the

protocone exceeds the tritocone less in antero-posterior extent than in the co3Tote, and

the deuterocone is much more distinctly developed than in that species, so that the

transverse diameter of the crown is greater, not only in proportion to the antero-pos-

terior diameter (length) and to the size of the whole skull, but actually as well. In

some recent species of Canis, however, the deuterocone is quite as well developed.

The premolars are quite closely crowded together and set obliquely to the line of the

alveolus, so as to slightly overlap one another; posteriorly, the two lines of premolars

diverge quite rapidly, while the molars converge, so that the angulation between the

two series is very marked.

The first molar is wider proportionately to its fore and aft length than in C.

latrans, and the external cusps, para- and metacones are lower, more conical, and less

angulate and pyramidal in shape than in the coyote. The cingulum is very strongly

developed at the antero-external angle of the crown, so as almost to deserve the name

of a parastyle, while it becomes very faintly marked upon the metacone. The inner

elements of the crown, the protocone and crescentic cingulum, are not nearly so

prominent as in the coyote ; the anterior conule is slightly better developed, and the

posterior distinctly less so, than in that animal. M. 2 is much reduced; the external

cingulum is faintly marked, except on the paracone, and the internal one not nearly

so strongly developed as in Canis latrans.

B. Lower Jaw. The incisors are very small and set closely together, and, as is

usual in the dogs, the second pair are crowded back out of line with the others ; in
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dimensions, they increase regularly from the first to the third. The median pair are

too much worn to show whether they possessed bifid crowns, but this is clearly the

case in the second and lateral pair; the posterior groove which indicates this struc-

ture is more median in position than in the modern form. The canines are shaped

very much as in the latter, but are shorter and diverge less towards their apices.

The first premolar resembles the corresponding upper tooth, having a very small

and simple crown supported on a single root. The succeeding premolars increase

regularly in size up to the fourth; essentially they are all alike—compressed, trench-

ant, acute and quite high cones ; on M, and more distinctly on M, a posterior basal

cusp and cingulum appear, but they are less developed than in C latrans.

The first, or sectorial molar, is characteristically cynoid, but retains some primi-

tive features. Compared with the inferior sectorial of the coyote, the following dif-

ferences are apparent : (1) The protoconid is relatively higher, less compressed, and

more conical in shape, shorter in the fore and aft dimension, and its anterior border is

much more steeply inclined and nearly vertical
; (2) the paraconid is lower and less

extended antero-posteriorly
; (3) the talon is lower, and, while it is as broad as the

anterior portion of the crown (trigonid), and therefore entirely different from that of

Temnocyon, yet its basin-like character is less emphasized than that of Oanis, owing

to the smaller size and less elevation of the entoconid ; the metaconid corresponds in

size and position to that of Cams. The differences enumerated are slight and yet

not without importance ; for whenever the sectorial of Cynodesmus departs in struc-

ture from that of Cards, it is in the direction of Dajrficenus and the creodonts. m. 2

diners in no tangible respect from that of the coyote. M.-3 is not so much reduced

as in that species and has a more elongate oval crown, which is supported on two

fangs, while, in the recent representatives of the family, the fang is very generally

single.

IT. The Skull. The skull preserves many of the primitive characters which

occur in the ancient genera, such as Temnocyon and Daphcenus. This is particularly

marked in the long, narrow cranium, with postorbital constriction placed far back of

the orbits, and the short face, which is due partly to the microdont dentition and the

anterior position of the orbits, they being farther forward than in Canis. The basi-

cranial axis, as measured by Huxley's method (]S"o. 19, p. 239), is strikingly long,

actually exceeding that of the considerably larger skull of C. latrans. This elonga-

tion of the cranium docs not, however, imply a correspondingly long cerebral fossa,

as may be seen from the position of the postorbital constriction, which marks the

anterior boundary of the hemispheres, and which, in this genus, is much farther

removed from the orbits than in the recent members of the family, in which it follows
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close behind the orbits. The cerebral fossa is not only narrow, therefore, but it is

short, extending only slightly above the cerebellar fossa, and the lengthening of the

basicranial axis more particularly affects the floor of the latter. In the fossil which

is under description, the roof of the brain-case and the occiput, together with the

condyles, have been weathered away, and therefore the conformation of the sagittal

and occipital crests cannot be determined with certainty; but, from the character of

the frontal ridges and the shape of the cranial cast, which is well preserved, there can

be little doubt that these crests were very much as in Temnocyon coryphceus, to the

skull of which species that of Cynodesmus bears a very close resemblance.

The upper contour of the skull is nearly straight and the descent at the forehead

very slight and gradual, in which respect we find a great similarity in shape to the

fox's skull. The basioccipital (so much of it as is preserved) is narrower than in

Canis, broader and more flattened than in Temnocyon ; in the latter, this bone is

anteriorly much narrowed by the extremely large bullae, and posteriorly displays a

median longitudinal convexity, with a deep fossa on each side of it. In the species

before us, the paroccipital process is very different from that of Canis ; in the latter

it is "long and prominent, and its anterior surface is applied closely to the back part

of the bulla, but to a less extent than in the cats, as the process is more compressed.

The mastoid is distinct but slightly developed" (Flower, No. 14, p. 24). In Cyno-

desmus, as in Temnocyon, the paroccipital process is much longer, more compressed,

and more curved downward and backward ; its free portion is much more widely sep-

arated from the bulla, with which the process is connected by a narrow bridge of

bone, which expands anteriorly so that the contact surface between the two is

about as in the existing genus. The mastoid is somewhat more exposed on the sur-

face of the cranium than in Canis and is more lateral in position, the paroccipital

processes occupying the inferior angles of the occiput. This displaces the mastoid

processes anteriorly, so that, as in Temnocyon, they are on the sides of the skull and

overlapped by the squamosal ; they are somewhat more developed than in Canis.

The tj'mpanics are inflated into large auditory bullae, which equal in actual size, and

therefore proportionally exceed, those of Canis latrans, though they are much less

prominent than in Temnocyon corypliaius. So far as can be judged from the speci-

men, the bulla appears to be divided by a septum, in very much the same manner as

in Canis, into two widely communicating chambers, of which the postero-internal is

much the larger. The meatus auditorius is an irregularly oval opening, which does

not form a tube; the anterior lip is, however, extended outward more than in Canis

and, separated only by a narrow slit from the post glenoid process of the squamosal,

articulates with it at its extremity. The shape and development of the bulla produce
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some differences in the disposition of the foramina in its neighborhood ; thus, the

foramen lacerum posterius extends less around the hinder end of the bulla and is

confined to its postero-internal angle, running almost parallel to the basicranial axis.

Still more important is the fact that the anterior lip of the auditory meatus, extend-

ing along the postglenoid process, overlaps and conceals the glenoid foramen. In-

deed, I cannot altogether satisfy myself that the foramen is present at all; but there

is a long, narrow and curved slit between the lip and the process, which probably

contains the entrance to the foramen. In Temnocyon coryphaeus the foramen occupies

the position of the slit just mentioned, but is much more conspicuous, resembling

the same structure in the raccoon.

The zygomatic arches are relatively longer and more massive than in Canis

;

they arch outward as far, but much less strongly upward, and thus, when seen from

the side, pursue a straighter course. The root of the zygomatic process of the

squamosal is continued backward as a broad shelf over the mastoid process, as is

also the case in Temnocyon coryphaeus though not in Canis. The glenoid cavity is

more extended transversely than in the latter, and is more concave, the hinder margin

being elevated into a ridge, which rises gradually into the postglenoid process, which

is longer and more curved anteriorly than in the coyote. The jugal is very long and

extends backward to the outer angle of the glenoid cavity ; the masseter ridge is

more prominent and rugose, and the masseter surface wider than in the recent

animal ; the postorbital angle, which is but slightly developed in the latter, does not

appear at all. The anterior end of the jugal is bifurcate and the inferior branch

descends lower upon the molar alveolus than in the coyote. The lachrymal has about

the same extent upon the face as in that species, but possesses a spine in the form of

an obtuse ridge ; the foramen is single and placed entirely within the orbit.

The specimen does not permit ns to determine the share taken by the frontals in

forming the roof of the cranium, but they possess considerable extension upon the

face. The supraciliary ridges are well marked and rugose and converge rapidly to

form the sagittal crest; clearly, no lyrate "sagittal area" could have been present.

The forehead is not so flattened as in Temnocyon, but slightly arched from side to

side, and the postorbital processes are hardly more developed than in that form and

consequently much less so than in Canis lairans. The nasal processes are very long

and nearly reach the premaxillaries, though in this respect there is some asymmetry

in the specimen, the process on the left side being appreciably longer than that on

the right. Small frontal sinuses are present. The nasals are relatively long, and are

broader and more convex from side to side than in the coyote ; the anterior border is

not emarginate, but obliquely truncate and considerably longer than in the recent
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animal. The anterior nares are higher, more oval in shape and more inclined hack-

ward than in Temnocyon corypJiceus, less so than in Canis latrans. In the former

they are small, nearly circular in shape and vertical in position. The horizontal por-

tion of the premaxillas is shorter, less massive and rounded than in the coyote, in

correlation with the smaller incisors, and at the symphysis the two are less closely

applied. The ascending portion is also quite differently shaped ; it is much longer,

broader and more steeply inclined, and its superior and anterior borders pass into each

other almost imperceptibly, while in the coyote the two meet at an angle not very

much greater than a right angle. The palatal portion differs but little from that seen

in the latter species, but the incisive foramina are somewhat more anterior in position

and encroach less upon the maxillaries.

The maxillary, in its extension upon the face, is short, but relatively deep verti-

cally, and this height rapidly increases backward, so that the premaxillary suture is

steeply inclined. The canine alveoli cause more marked prominences upon the face

than in Canis latrans, and the muzzle is more constricted behind them. The infra-

orbital foramen is nearer to the orbit than in that species, but occupies the same

position with reference to the teeth, opening above the interval between p_3 and iM.

The palatal processes are somewhat narrower than in the coyote, and the suture

between them is marked by a low rugose ridge. The palatines have a less extent,

both in length and breadth, than in the modern form, their anterior borders, which in

the latter reach to the interval between pJ} and M, hardly extending beyond the mid-

dle of the sectorial. On the other hand, the front margin of the posterior nares is

quite behind the molar alveoli, while in the coyote it is opposite the front of m^ •

the palatal notches are also much less deeply marked than in the latter. The pos-

terior nares are long and narrow and somewhat constricted in the middle of their

course ; the pterygoids have larger hamular processes than in the coyote and the

pterygoid fossae are better marked.

The mandible differs in important respects from that of Canis latrans. The hori-

zontal ramus is shorter, but deeper and thicker; the chin rises more steeply, which

produces less procumbency in the incisors ; the lower border is more sinuously

curved, descending more abruptly from beneath the coronoid, and the angular hook

longer and stouter. The ascending ramus has a greater antero-posterior extent, and

the coronoid is broader, more inclined backward, and with more curved posterior

margin ; its anterior border is wider and more distinctly defined and displays a

groove for the attachment of the buccinator and maxillo-labial muscles, which would

seem to indicate that these muscles were better developed than in the existing form.

This broad anterior surface is reflected over upon the upper border, where it forms a
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very distinctly marked, flattened and obliquely inclined surface for the insertion of

the temporal muscle ; its upper margin, however, is a thin edge, not thickened and

rugose as in the coyote; its lower margin forms the upper boundary of the masse-

teric fossa and is continuous with the prominent ridge which bounds that depression

anteriorly. The nearest approximation to this character of the coronoid which I

have been able to find among the recent Canidce occurs in C. cinereo-argentatus. The

masseteric fossa is large and profound, indicating a powerful muscle, which is further

confirmed by the character of the surface on the jugal for the origin of the masseter.

The condyle is somewhat flattened upon its postero-superior aspect ; it is much more

extended transversely than in Canis latrans, and this extension is most marked in

the portion external to the coronoid.

The cranial foramina, with the exception of the foramen lacerum posterius and

the glenoid foramen, which have already been noticed, depart in no respect from those

of Canis. The mandible has a large mental foramen beneath pTs and a smaller one

under M, which are closer together than in the coj7ote ; the dental foramen occupies

the same position as in that species.

III. The Brain. The cranial cast displays characters very different from those

of the recent Canicke, both in its general proportions and in the details of the cere-

bral convolutions. The hemispheres are narrow in proportion to their length and

taper gradually forward ; their contour is rather more alopecoid than thooid, accord-

ing to Huxley's distinctions. " In the Fox the contour of the brain, viewed from

above, is that of a pear with the narrow end forwards, laterally the contour is undu-

lated, presenting one slight incurvation in the region of the sylvian sulcus and

another in that of the supraorbital [i. e., presylvian] sulcus, while a little angulation

marks the junction of the olfactory lobes with the cerebral hemispheres. In Canis

azara? the cerebral hemispheres immediately behind the supraorbital fissure widen

out abruptly and the lateral contour, instead of being slightly incurved at this point,

presents a sharp rectangular inflection. The frontal lobe anterior to the supraorbital

sulcus is much longer in C. azarce than in C. vulpes and the brain is considerably

wider behind in the latter" (No. 19, pp. 215-217). In Cynodesmus, the posterior

widening of the alopecoid brain does not occur, but the anterior portion is more like

what occurs in those animals than in the thooids, though simpler than in either. The

hemispheres slightly overlap the lateral lobes of the cerebellum, but are notched in

the middle, so as to leave the vermis free. Owing to the relatively well-developed

tempero-sphenoidal lobes, the cerebrum has considerable vertical depth in this

region, but anteriorly it is very shallow as well as narrow. Apparently, the hem-

ispheres leave the olfactory lobes quite exposed. Except for its greater width pos-
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teriorly, the brain of the fennee {Cants zerda) has a very similar outline to that of

the fossil.

We can best examine the sulci of the hemispheres after quoting Krueg's

description of the fissures which are characteristic of the recent Canidce : " Fissura

anterior und postica sind immer vorhanden, fast immer verbunden. Fissura coronalis,

ansata, lateralis, medilateralis meistens verbunden, letztere sowie die ectolateralis

immer vorhanden. Die Fissura splenialis ist haufig mit der rhinalis posterior, nur

ausnahmsweise nicht mit der cruciata verbunden. Die Fissura prorea, prascruciata,

postcruciata und confinis fehlen haufig und sind auch bei den grosseren Species nie

stark entwickelt" (No. 21, p. 614). In Cynodesmus the cerebral convolutions are

much simpler than in any existing species of Canidoe, even the smallest. Besides the

sylvian fissure, the dorsal aspect of the hemispheres displays but two slightly curved

sulci, one of which, the superior, is clearly the lateral sulcus ; its anterior portion

may, perhaps, represent the ansate and coronal fissures, but if so, all three are in the

same straight line. In the recent species the three are usually connected, but with

the difference that the ansate and coronal sulci are curved downwards and forwards,

out of the line taken by the lateral. The second fissure in the specimen is the supra-

sylvian, which is remarkably short and little curved, and is not continued into the

posterior suprasjlvian, which appears to be absent. The crucial fissure is not indi-

cated on the east, but no great stress can be laid upon this fact, for this sulcus is

sometimes not shown in the intracranial casts of recent species, the brains of which

actually possess it. If present, however, in Cynodesmus, it must have been extremely

short, as is shown by the straight course of the lateral sulcus and its nearness to the

dividing fissure between the two hemispheres. Among several brain casts of Miocene

carnivores, I have seen none which displays the crucial sulcus, though we can scarcely

believe that this fissure, which is now so characteristic of the recent families of the

order, had not then been developed.

One very striking difference between the cerebral sulci of Cynodesmus and those

of the existing dogs, is the absence in the former of the posterior prolongation and

downward curvature of the fissures. The medilateral is lacking, and a minute,

isolated depression is all that can represent the ectolateral. Nor do I find any trace

of the presylvian (supraoi'bital) sulcus, or of the " fissura anterior und postica,"

which, in the recent species, are always present and nearly always connected to form

a strongly curved sulcus between the sylvian and the suprasylvian. It is of interest

to note that this brain, in its simplicity of convolution, is much more like that of

foetal dogs than of any adult recent species. Among existing carnivora, we find

such simple sulci approximated only in some of the smaller viverrines and mustelines.
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The cerebellum does not differ in any important respect from that of recent dogs,

except that it is less extensively covered by the hemispheres. The vermis is promi-

nent and well convoluted, and is principally extended upon the dorsal side. The

lateral lobes are somewhat injured by weathering, so that the degree of their convo-

lution is not apparent.

In the subjoined table, comparative measurements are given of the skulls of

Oynodesmus, Temnocyon coryphaeus and Canis latrans. Under each species, the first

column gives the actual dimensions in millimeters, while in the second column are

the proportionate measures, by Huxley's method, the length of the basicranial axis

in each case being taken as 100. These figures are calculated only to the nearest

integer, the fractions representing amounts which are far within the limits of indi-

vidual variation.
Cynodesmus.

M. Axis = 100.

Length of basicranial axis 066 100

Total length of skull 147 223

Length of face 048 73

Length of zygoma 074 112

Width across zygomas 106 161

Length upper inolar-premolar series 052 79

Length of upper sectorial 015 23

Width of upper sectorial 011 17

Length of first upper molar 011 17

Width of first upper molar 016 24

Length of second upper molar 007
.

11

Width of second upper molar 010 15

Width of palate at p. 4. 043 65

Length of auditory bulla 024 37

Length of mandible 113 171

Length of first lower molar 017 26

Length of second lower molar 008 12

Length of third lower molar 005 8

C. LATRANS.

M. Axis= 100.

T. CORYPH/EUS.

M. Axis = 100.

.061

.161

.073

.072

.098

.069

.020

.009

.013

.017

.008

.012

.052

.023

.130

.021

.010

.005

100

264

120

119

161

113

33

15

21

28

13

20

85

38

212

34

16

066

153

056

074

055

017

011

010

016

004

009

050

027

100

234

85

112

83

26

15

15

24

6

14

76

39

It should be added that, in Cynodesmus, the length given for the basicranial axis is

approximate only, the margins of the foramen magnum being broken away, but the

error cannot be sufficient to detract from the substantial accuracy of the results.

This beautiful specimen was found in the lower beds of Deep River valley by

Prof. O. C. Mortson.

The Systematic Position of Cyjstodesmus.

Of the phylogeny of the Canidce, which has so long remained obscure and puzz-

ling, Schlosser says :
" Die Abstammung des Hundes ist noch immer mehr oder

weniger in Dtinkel gehullt. Es sind zwar eine grosse Menge fossiler Fleischfresser

A. P. S.

—

VOL. XVIII. J.
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bekannt, die jedenfalls in naherer oder entfernter Beziehung zu dieser Gruppe stehen,

allein da von denselben das Skelet entweder noch nicht gefunden ist oder doch von

jenem der Hunde sehr bedeutend abweicht, so bleiben wir noch immer iiber die

eigentlichen Ahnen des Hundegeschlechtes fast ganz nnd gar im Ungewissen" (No.

29, p. 247). The gradual recovery of the dogs of the American Miocene formations

is bringing us nearer to a satisfactory solution of this difficult problem. As Schlosser

has pointed out, the numerous cynoids of the European Oligocene, with the possible

exception of some species of Cynodictis, can be of little phylogenetic significance,

and in the lower Miocene of Europe the dogs disappear completely ; they are repre-

sented in the upper Miocene and Pliocene by only a few remains, and do not attain

great importance till the Pleistocene (N"o. 30, p. 488). Throughout the American

Miocenes, however, from the White River to the Loup Fork, they play a very impor-

tant part, and are not only abundant in individuals, but very varied in type, no less

than nine genera of Miocene dogs, most of them containing several species, having

been described from the different American horizons. This fact of itself would indi-

cate the greater probability of an American rather than a European origin of the

family.

In the Loup Fork beds, aside from the aberrant JElurodon, several species of

cynoids occur which are indistinguishable from Cams, and, so far as the remains at

present known are concerned, must be referred to that genus, though complete

material will probably require their separation from it. One of these species,

C. brachypus Cope, is very probably of phylogenetic importance and is significantly

like Cynodesmus. This is a microdont species, which retains many primitive char-

acters, such as the small sectorials, short face, long cranium, elevated sagittal crest

and weak feet. The lower Loup Fork strata of the Deep River valley (Cyclopidius

beds) contain a possible species of Canis, the C. f anceps, which will be hereafter

described. So far as this form is known, it is intermediate between the C. braclvypus

and Cynodesmus. The latter genus is found in the lower Deep River beds, which we

have already referred to the summit of the John Day horizon, and its connection

with C. brachypus is a fairly close one, as is apparent not only in the dentition but in

the characters of the skull as well ; as, for examj)le, in the characteristic shape and con-

nections of the paroccipital processes, length of the zygomatic arches, size and shape

of the coronoid process of the mandible, etc. We may also fairly assume that " the

elevated sagittal crest and the small feet " are shared by the older genus. The

White River type, Daplicenus, is separated from Cynodesmus by a wider interval,

the typical John Day horizon, in Oregon, not having as yet yielded any form which

can be placed in the series, unless we are to find the missing link in the species
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referred provisionally to Temnocyon by Cope, under the name of T. josephi ; but

until the mandibular dentition of that species is discovered, its place in the cynoid

series must remain indeterminate. In spite, however, of the considerable gap between

Cynodesmus and Baphcenus, their relationship is indicated by nearly every detail of

known structure in the two genera. The skull characters are closely similar in both

;

e. g , the long, narrow cranium, with postorbital constriction placed far back of the

orbits, and the short, rapidly tapering face. Cynodesmus shows advance over Daph-

cenus in the following particulars : (1) The auditory bullae are enlarged, fully ossified

and the posterior chamber indistinguishably fused with the anterior, while in the

White River genus the posterior chamber remains cartilaginous, or, at all events, is

separate from the anterior. In all the skulls which I have had the opportunity of

examining, the posterior chamber is lost, exposing the periotic from below, and the

anterior chamber is very small. (2) The cranium is somewhat more rounded and

capacious, and it, together with the zygomatic arches and ascending ramus of the

mandible, has become somewhat shortened. (3) The sectorials are rather more mod-

ernized and efficient shearing blades, the cusps being more compressed and extended

and less conical in form ; in M the deuterocone is reduced. (4) The third upper

molar has disappeared. (5) The first upper molar has become smaller and the outer

cusps moved nearer to the edge of the crown.

Temnocyon represents a slightly modified side branch, in which the inferior sec-

torial has developed a trenchant talon, through the reduction or suppression of the

entoconid. In all other respects, the true canine character of Temnocyon and its

close resemblance in skull structure to Cynodesmus are very striking. Whether

T coryphaeus and T altigenis are properly placed in the same genus, or whether, as

Schlosser suggests, they belong to widely separated phyla, need not be discussed

here, nor can we determine at present whether Temnocyon and Cynodesmus have any

common ancestor nearer than Daphcenus. Icticyon alone, among recent dogs, shares

with Temnocyon the character of the trenchant talon on the inferior sectorial. As

this character is a rare one, both in fossil and recent cynoids, we may, perhaps,

expect that the existing South American genus will prove to be derived from the

John Day type. If so, many intermediate forms remain to be discovered.

Daphcenus, in the structure of its skull, dentition and limbs, approximates

closely to the creodonts. This approximation is seen in the character of the secto-

rials, which are very like those of the Miacidce, in the primitive form of the cranium,

in the low humeral trochlea with its epicondylar foramen, in the third trochanter of

the femur, the creodont-like calcaneum and the relatively weak plantigrade feet. The

cynoids of the Uinta formation are, unfortunately, not sufficiently well known for
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generic or even ordinal reference, as it is uncertain whether they are carnivores or

creodonts, but it is altogether likely that they will prove to be intermediate between

Daphcenus and the Mtacidce of the Bridger.

The great difficulty in the way of making out a satisfactory phylogeny of the

Canidce is the position to be assigned to the problematical genus Otocyon. If, as so

many authorities maintain, it he inadmissible to assume that in this form the number

of teeth has been increased at a comparatively recent period and within the limits of

the family, then we shall be driven to admit a very remarkable degree of parallelism,

or rather of convergence. Either the series of fossil forms which lead by slight and

natural gradations from the Miaciche to Cams have nothing to do with existing spe-

cies, but merely form a parallel series, leading to no permanent result, while the real

ancestors of the family are entirely unknown; or, on the other hand, Otocyon must

represent the teimination of a line leading upwards from some creodont family, as

yet undiscovered, which line has paralleled the dogs in every detail of structure

except the dentition. For my own part, I am by no means convinced of the impos-

sibility of the addition of new teeth to the molar series. That modification in the

mammalian lines is very generally by way of reduction in the number of teeth, is

true, but does not prove that the reverse process may not exceptionally take place,

whether by reversion or otherwise. The great simplicity of the teeth in Otocyon can

hardly be reconciled with its advance in all other respects, except on the hypothesis

of a retrogression or reversion in dental structure. At all events, such an assump-

tion would seem to involve less of improbability than either born of the dilemma to

which its rejection confines us.

Stress has been laid upon the lyrate sagittal area of Otocyon and its occurrence

in the young of other species of the family as showing that it is a primitive charac-

ter. But an examination of a series of fossils in almost any mammalian phylum

shows that the high and thin sagittal crest is the primitive character, and its replace-

ment by a flattened area the secondary modification. The reason for this is plain ; in

the ancient forms, the jaws and canine teeth are powerful and the brain is small,

hence the cranium does not offer sufficient surface for the attachment of the tem-

poral muscles, and the sagittal crest must be developed, just as in the analogous case

of the sternal keel in birds. Now, the disproportionately large size of the brain in

the young animal gives a large surface for muscular attachment at a period when the

weak jaws and small milk teeth require little muscular power, and hence the devel-

opment of the crest is retarded. In no embryonic structure are there so many
" cenogenetic " features as the skull, just on account of the great and premature

enlargement of the nervous axis and the higher sense organs, and hence embryologi-
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cal data must be applied with great caution in discussing questions of skull morphol-

ogy. For the same reason, the sagittal crest is relatively less developed in very small

forms, as is exemplified in the small species of Cynodictis from the White River and

John Day, and in the least of these, C. (Galecynus) lemur, a lyrate area is formed,

the most ancient known cynoid in which it occurs. A sagittal area also occurs in

the "White River insectivores, Leptictis and Ictops, but it is worthy of note that it is

not marked in the older species of the latter, from the base of the Bridger.

There are equally good reasons for regarding the lobate mandible which is found

in many of the recent Canidce as a secondary modification. It not only is absent in

all Miocene members of the family and all known creodonts, but, so far as I can

ascertain, it occurs only in those recent species in which the mandibular condyle is

much elevated above the level of the molars, and this is by no means a primitive

character.

The following table will serve to display the relationships of the various Ameri-

can genera of the cynoid stem, so far as the available material renders this possible

:

Loup Fork, f Canis, JElurodon.

John Day,

"White River,

Uinta.

Cynodesmus, Temnocyon, Cynodictis.

Dapliamus, Cynodictis.

Bridger, 3Kacis.

CA^IS.

? Canis anceps Scott.

Amer. Nalurali&t, 1893, p. 660.

A small fragment of mandible, containing the last premolar, first and second

molars, is provisionally referred to this genus. It agrees well with Cope's descrip-

tion of Canis brachypus from the Loup Fork (ISTo. 4, p. 389), except for its inferior

size and relatively more slender mandibular ramus. The inferior sectorial is nearly

as long as in that species, in the proportion of 17 to 19, but the depth of the jaw

beneath that tooth is much less, as 21 to 30. Possibly the species should be referred

to Cynodesmus, but several minute details point rather to Canis.
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The sectorial is very like that of Cynodesmus ; it is marked by a very short

(antero-posteriorly) paraconid and high conical protoconid, which has a very steeply

inclined anterior edge; the talon, however, is somewhat more modernized by the

increase in size of the entoconid, which bears about the same proportion to the hypo-

conid as in Canis latrans, and, as in that species, a minute cusp is present between

the base of the metaconid and the entoconid, which does not occur in Cynodesmus.

The second molar is like that of C. latrans, except for the larger size of the ento-

conid, which in the modern species is reduced to a mere ridge. The third molar is

missing, but its alveolus shows it to have been larger than in the coyote, and the

fragment of mandible displays a deeper and thicker horizontal ramus than in that

species.

Measurements.
M.

Length of first lower molar (anteroposterior) 017

Length of second lower molar .008

Length of third lower molar alveolus 006

Depth of mandible beneath m. 1 021

The type specimen of this species was found in
:

the Cyclopidius beds of the Deep
Eiver by Mr. I. Benet.

RODENTIA.

Castoridae.

STENEOFIBER

This genus may be distinguished from the nearly allied Castor not only by the

simpler pattern and less markedly prismatic character of the molar teeth, but also

by the absence of coossification between the fibula and tibia. In the American spe-

cies the humerus always has an epicondylar foramen.

STENEOEIBER MONTAGUS Scott.

Amer. Naturalist, 1893, p. 660.

This species is most like the S. (Castor) peninsulatus Cope, from the typical

John Day horizon, but differs from it in some details of molar construction. In the

upper molars, except mj?, there are but two fossettes, both of which are anterior to

the external enamel inflection; the latter also is nearer to the posterior border of the

crown than in the other species of the geuus. In the lower molars there is, as in the

other species, "a deep external enamel inflection and three transverse lakes on the

inner side;" but different from any of the other members of the group, the external
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inflection is hardly at all oblique in its course, but runs nearly parallel to the fore and

aft axis of the tooth. In both of the lower teeth represented in the specimen, the

antero-posterior diameter of the crown exceeds the transverse, which is very unusual

in this genus. The incisors are narrow, with anterior faces which are less convex

than in Castor and are covered with a thick layer of orange-colored enamel.

Two caudal vertebras indicate that this species had a longer and more slender

tail than the beaver ; the anterior portion was provided with chevron bones.

The humerus has a rather slender, trihedral shaft and prominent deltoid ridge,

which terminates in a massive overhanging hook ; this hook is proportionately even

better developed than in Castor. The supinator ridge is also conspicuous and con-

tinues high up upon the posterior aspect of the shaft. The trochlea is low and nar-

row, more so than in the beaver, but otherwise shaped as in that animal, and the

anconeal fossa is very shallow, not so deep, in fact, as the supratrochlear. The inter-

nal epicondyle is very prominent, massive and rugose, and is perforated by a large

foramen.

The femoral trochanters are well developed, but the third is placed more proxi-

mally than in 8. peninsulatus or in the beaver. The calcaneum has a short,

depressed, irregular and club-shaped tuber; the sustentaculum is notably smaller

than in the modern species, and the external projection near the distal end much

more prominent ; the cuboidal surface is of triangular outline and slightly concave.

Of the metatarsals only the third is preserved in the specimen, but this is sufficient

to show that in this species of 8teneofiber, at least, the foot had very different propor-

tions from what we find in the existing genus. This metatarsal is relatively very

much more slender and shorter than in Castor and of quite different shape, as the

shaft is of nearly uniform size throughout, not being contracted in the middle nor

expanded distally ; it is also more depressed and flattened, and the head for the first

phalanx less enlarged. The proximal end has an oblique surface for the ectocunei-

form, which is abruptly constricted behind and continued as a narrow posterior

tongue. This specimen suggests very strongly that when 8teneofiber becomes com-

pletely known it will prove to be much better distinguished from Castor than the

skull and dentition have led us to suppose.

Measurements.
M.

Length of first upper molar 004

Width of first upper molar

Length of second upper molar.

Width of second upper molar.

.

Length of third upper molar. .

.

.005

.004

.005

.003
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Width of third upper molar 004

Length of lower molar 005

Width of lower molar 004

Length of third metatarsal ,019

The specimen was found in the upper John Day beds of Deep River by Mr. C.

C. Jefferson.

PERISSODACTILA.

Equidae.

The name Anchitherium has been very extensively applied to all those genera of

American equines from the different Miocene horizons which have molariform pre-

molars and short-crowned molars free from cement. Marsh was the first to suggest

the removal of the American species from this genus (No. 26, p. 248, and No. 25,

p. 249), and gave the names Mesoliippus and Miohippus to the species from the

White River and John Day beds respectively, though retaining the older term for

some forms from the latter group. However, the characters upon which these pro-

posed genera were founded, are quite insufficient for the purpose, and hence they

have not been widely adopted. Nevertheless, in my judgment, the separation may

be justified upon very different grounds and the genera established upon significant

structural characters. The distinction between Mesohippus, on the one hand, and

Miohippus, on the other, is still somewhat uncertain, though quite probable, but

their common differences from Anchitherium are clear. The American genera may

be confidently regarded as important members of the equine stem, while Anchithe-

rium, from present information, would appear to belong to an abortive side branch,

leading to no permanent results. The discovery in this country of a very large An-

cMtherlum of the type of the European A. aurelianense, which will be described in

the sequel, is somewhat unexpected and promises to be of twofold service, both in

determining the morphological significance and systematic position of this genus

and in correlating the upper Miocene horizons of the Old World and the New. The

uncertainty which still attends the latter question is often a most serious obstacle in

working out the problems of phylogeny, as well as in attempting to decipher the

complex history of ancient migrations and to determine in what region a given t}rpe

originated.

The following table will display some of the more important differences which

separate the successive forms of horses occurring in the American Miocene forma-

tions, though there will, of course, be various opinions as to the taxonomic value

of these characters.
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I. Teeth brachyodont.

A. (Jonules of upper cheek teeth well marked ; posterior transverse crest not reaching the outer wall ; external

cusps moderately concave or flattened ; anterior pillar of lower teeth distinctly marked.

1. No cement present.

a. Incisors without enamel invagination *Mesohippus.

h. Upper incisors with enamel pit Miohippus.

2. Cement on cheek-teeth.

Posterior transverse crest of upper molars and premolars confluent with outer wall Desmaiippus.

B. Conules of upper cheek-teeth much reduced and external cusps deeply concave
;

posterior transverse crest

extending to outer wall ; anterior pillar reduced and on one or more lower teeth absent ; no

cement Anchitherium.

II. Teeth hypsodont.

1. Antero-internal cusp of upper cheek- teeth confluent with anterior crest Protohippus.

2. Antero-internal cusp separate from transverse crest Hipparion.

MIOHIPPUS Marsh.

American Journ. Science, Third Series, Vol. VII, p. 249.

(Syn. Anchitherium Leidy, Cope and Marsh, in part.)

This genus was proposed on the absence of the lachrymal fossa in the type

species, but Prof. Cope informs me that this character is not of more than specific

value, as in Protohippus and Hipparion, as well as in the John Day genus, some

species have it, while others lack it. As shown in the foregoing table, Miohippus is

sufficiently well distinguished from Anchitherium, but the propriety of its separation

from Mesohippus mast remain doubtful until the upper incisors of the latter genus

have been found.

The John Day species have all been established on characters taken from the

upper molars, and, as there are no upper teeth comprised in the present collection,

the reference of the species can only be approximate.

Miohippus equiceps? Cope.

(Syn. Anchitherium equiceps Cope, Proceedings Philos. Soc, Vol. XVIII.)

The lower beds of the Deep River (i. e., upper John Day) yielded some mandi-

bles which agree fairly well with the smaller individuals of this species, to which

they may be provisionally referred.

* The upper incisors of this genus are not known, and future discovery may show that it is not generically

different from Miohippus, but the generally less advanced character of the dentition renders it probable that the

character of the incisors is as assumed above.

A. P. S.—VOL. XVIII. K.
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Miohippcts aistntectens ? Marsh.

(PI. I, Figs. 6-8.)

(loc. cit.)

A fine specimen of a hind limb from the lower beds, not accompanied by teeth,

corresponds closely to the measurements given by Marsh of this, the type species of

the genus. The femur differs little, except in size, from that of Mesoliippus ; it is

relatively longer, more nearly equalling the length of the tibia. The head rises as

much above the bridge which extends to the great trochanter, but is more approxi-

mated to that process, and the pit for the round ligament is wider and more equine

in shape. The head projects to a remarkable extent in front of the anterior plane of

the shaft. The shaft is laterally compressed, and narrow when seen from the front,

but of considerable antero-posterior diameter. The pit above the external condyle

for the attachment of the plantaris muscle is very deep and conspicuous. The con-

dyles are rather small and do not project strongly backward, but are more prominent

and separated by a deeper groove than in MesoMppus. Another difference from the

latter genus is seen in the greater elevation and thickening of the inner border of the

rotular trochlea, though this by no means attains the proportions found in Equus.

The tibia is almost an enlarged copy of that of the White Eiver genus. The

condyles for the femur are brought somewhat closer together and extended farther

backward and the cnemial crest is rather more prominent; the shaft is rather stouter

and the distal end more expanded. The inner malleolus is more massive and the

grooves for the astragalus somewhat more deeply incised; the inner groove exceeds

the outer in antero-posterior extent in a more marked degree. About two inches of

the distal end of the fibula is firmly coossified with the tibia, forming a stout external

malleolus, which bears a small facet for the calcaneum. The proximal portion does

not appear to have coalesced with the tibia, and is lost; nor can we determine

whether the exceedingly slender shaft was interrupted.

Beyond the mere increase in size, the tarsus shows surprisingly little advance

over that of MesoJiippus. The calcaneum retains the long, slender tuber with nearly

parallel dorsal and plantar borders; the distal part is a very little shorter in propor-

tion, so little that the difference is probably individual. The cuboidal facet is longer,

more distinctly separated into anterior and posterior portions, and the latter is more

incurved toward the sustentaculum, which constitutes an advance toward the mod-
ern standard. The other facets show no change.

The astragalus likewise presents no noteworthy differences other than the exten-

sion of the distal end, especially towards the tibial side. The small sulcus which is

very generally, though not invariably, found on the navicular surface in MesoMppus,
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does not occur in the specimen, but in all probability this is an individual, or, at

most, a species character.

The navicular is a little lower relatively, and has also increased in transverse

breadth, more particularly towards the internal or tibial side. The posterior margin

of the astragalar surface is less elevated and less widely notched, and the posterior

projection which extends towards the cuboid is less prominent. As in the case of

the astragalus, the corresponding sulcus is absent. On the distal side, the facet for

the ectocuneiform has increased in size, and that for the combined meso- and ento-

cunei forms has become somewhat more posterior in position. The anterior face of

the navicular is decidedly less curved.

The cuboid has slightly increased its dorso-plantar diameter and the posterior

hook has become decidedly more massive and rugose, even more so relatively than in

JEquus. The astragalar surface is wider, and the hinder part of the calcaneal facet

broader, more incurved and more equine in shape.

The ectocuneiform is broader and lower, but otherwise as in Mesohippus. Al-

though the animal was fully adult, the suture between the ento- and mesocuneiforms

is very clearly shown, much more so than in any White Eiver specimen which has

come under my observation, and the ankylosis of the two elements appears to be a

somewhat loose one. This, again, is doubtless an individual character. The euto-

cuneiform in both genera extends across to a contact with the cuboid, though in

Miohippus it is relatively larger, especially in vertical diameter. The navicular facet

on the mesocuneiform is somewhat more concave and rises higher behind.

In the metatarsals, the only noteworthy change is in the increase in size of the

median one, though its articulations remain as before ; it is still excluded from con-

tact with the mesocuneiform by the junction of the second metatarsal with the ecto-

cuneiform, which is very limited.

Measurements. m.

Length of femur • 325

Width of distal end (transverse) • °47

Depth of distal end (fore and aft) 057

Length of tibia 363

Width of proximal end 050

Depth of proximal end 048

Width of distal end (including fibula) °37

Depth of distal end at inner astragalar groove 026

Length of calcaneum 068

Length of astragalus 032

Width of astragalus head 022

Width of proximal end of third metatarsal • • 020

Depth of proximal end of third metatarsal 016
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This specimen was found by Prof. W. F. Magie in the lower beds of the Deep

River valley.

Miohippus sp.

What is probably a third species of this genus is represented by teeth and limb

bones from the upper beds (lower Loup Fork), the specific reference of which is

uncertain in the absence of the characteristic upper molars. In size, this animal

about equals the M. (Anchitherium) brachylopilius Cope from the John Day, and is

therefore one of the smaller forms which exceed Mesohippus in stature but relatively

little. Fragmentary as they are, these remains are of interest as showing the degree

in which some members of a genus may retain their primitive characteristics, while

descendants of the same genus have already advanced far on the road of specializa-

tion. To make clear the position of these late survivors, it will be most convenient

to compare the specimens with the corresponding parts of Mesohippus, than which

they are distinctly more modernized, though perhaps less than we should have ex-

pected.

The humerus has a somewhat more rounded and less laterally compressed shaft.

The trochlea is decidedly more equine, lacking the peculiar flange which I have else-

where described as occurring on the external side of the humeral trochlea in the

White River genus. This external surface is continued much farther back upon the

distal aspect of the trochlea, and thus there is not that conspicuous difference in ver-

tical diameter between the external and internal portions of the trochlea which gives

such a peculiar and characteristic appearance to the humerus of the older form. It

should be added that the humerus of this species is more modernized than that of the

John Day members of the genus, which still display some traces of the arrangement

found in Mesohippus. Returning to the species under description, we find that the

intertrochlear ridge is reduced, but is still much more prominent than in JEJquus, and

the sulcus, which in the latter is placed at the bottom of the intertrochlear groove,

is on the summit of the ridge ; in Mesohippus it is wanting. The inner portion of

the trochlea has its articular surface reflected farther back on the upper side than in

the horse, which indicates a greater freedom of motion at the elbow joint. The

internal epicondyle is reduced and, seen from this side, the distal end is a reduced

copy of that of JUquus.

Except for the position of the bicipital tubercle, which is still internal rather

than anterior, the head of the radius is much more equine in appearance than that of

Mesohippus. ]STot only is the peculiar external flange absent, but the head is wider

and expanded much as in the horse. The shaft is likewise more flattened antero-
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posteriorly and broadened transversely. The distal end, however, retains its trihedral

shape and the carpal facets differ in no important respect from those of the White

Eiver form. The distal end of the ulna is coossified with the radius to about the

same extent as frequently, though not always, occurs in the latter.

The carpals exhibit numerous differences of detail from those of Mesohippus,

many of which are to be correlated with the increase in size of the median digit. In

general, the most noticeable change in the carpus is the increased breadth and

decreased proportionate height of its elements. The scaphoid is broader and deeper

(antero-posteriorly) relatively to its height, and on the radial surface the anterior

ridge is higher and the posterior concavity deeper. The external contour of the rad-

ial facet is more deeply notched. The lunar differs in the greater width of the dis-

tal as compared with that of the proximal end, and the more nearly square outline of

the radial surface, which is less contracted posteriorly. The magnum facet is also

carried farther back. In these respects the lunar of the species before us is less

equine than that of Mesohippus. On the other hand, it is more modernized in the

greater breadth of the surface for the magnum in proportion to that for the unciform

and in the open angle at which the two facets meet. The pisiform is more equine in

being more expanded vertically and of more uniform height, contracting less towards

the proximal end. The cuneiform facet is more oblique, presenting less downward

and more forward, but is still only imperfectly divided into two parts. The trape-

zoid is very similar in the two genera. The magnum is much broader, especially

anteriorly ; this extension is chiefly towards the radial side and consists principally in

a broadening of the scaphoid surface. Distally, we find the expansion for the median

metacarpal more symmetrically formed on both sides of the posterior prolongation.

The head of the magnum remains, as before, very narrow.

In the metacarpus the only noteworthy change is the expansion of the median

and reduction of the lateral digits ; in consequence of this, the magnum surface on

mc. iii is decidedly changed in shape. The other carpal facets of the metacarpus

remain very much as before. Mc. ii has the same connections with trapezium, trape-

zoid and magnum, and mc. iii with magnum and unciform, the latter facet being

divided into two parts by a sulcus, which is somewhat better marked than in Meso-

liippus.

Measurements, m.

Breadth of humeral trochlea • • • " °35

Length of radius . ....... •
159

Breadth of proximal end 031

Breadth of distal end 038

Width of head of mc. iii • • • • • - 016

Depth of head of rnc. iii
014
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DESMATIPPUS Scott.

Amer. Naturalist, 1893, p. 661.

Equities in which the dentition is intermediate in character between that of

Mioliippus and that of Protoliippus. The molars and premolars are short crowned

and have the valleys more or less filled with a thin deposit of cement. In the upper

series, the posterior transverse crest is connected with the outer wall, and in the mid-

dle of its course sends forward a process which extends nearly to the anterior conule.

The posterior pillar is enlarged, and on moderate wear becomes confluent with the

postero-internal cusp. In the lower cheek-teeth the internal cusps are reflected and

expanded antero-posteriorly, so as to narrow the entrances to the valleys. The

median inner cusps (a a1 of Eiitimeyer) are much more distinctly separated than in

jinchitJierium or Mioliippus.

Desmatippus crenidens Scott.

(PL II, Pigs. 9-14.)

{loo. cit.)

Size moderate; limbs elongate and slender; posterior transverse crests of upper

cheek teeth crenulate.

This interesting genus fills very completely and satisfactorily what was almost

the only gap left in the equine phylum, viz., that between Mioliippus and Protoliip-

pus. At first sight it might seem to be identical with the Merychippus of Leidy,

but this genus was established upon two upper milk molars (No. 23, PI. XVII,

Figs. 3 and 4) of peculiar construction, the reference of which is still entirely uncer-

tain. The permanent dentition which Leidy has referred to this genus differs alto-

gether from that of Desmatippus, being much more like that of Protoliippus, with

which Cope identifies it.

The type specimen of the new genus consists of the dentition of both jaws,

lacking the incisors, canines, first lower premolar and last upper molar, the mandible,

portions of the radius and ulna, femur, manus and pes, and fragments of other bones.

Other specimens, which should probably be referred to the same genus, though per-

haps a different species, will be described in the sequel.

Dentition. A. Upper Jaw. The first premolar, though much smaller than the

others, is relatively large and well developed, and is composed of four elements. The

protocone, which is much the largest, is elongate, somewhat convex upon the outer

face and displays a rounded projection upon its inner face. The tritocone is small,

not very distinctly separated from the protocone, and is overlapped by the greatly

extended anterior buttress or protostyle of Ei^. The deuterocone is represented by a
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long, low ridge, which is not connected by a transverse crest with the outer wall of

the crown. The tetartocone is low and conical in shape ; on wear it becomes confluent

with the tritocone. Strange to say, this tooth is proportionately less reduced thau

in the "White River equine, Mesohippus. The second premolar is the largest tooth

in the series and differs in several details of construction from all the others ; the

enlargement affects particularly the anterior portion of the crown. The protocone

(antero-external cusp) is elongate in the antero-posterior direction ; it is but very

slightly concave and the median rib is prominent. The protostyle, or anterior but-

tress, is greatly enlarged, and to it much of the characteristic appearance of the

tooth is due. The tritocone is much shorter (from before backward) than the proto-

cone, is more concave on the external side, and the median rib is nearly obsolete.

The deuterocone is fused with the anterior conule, though a constriction indicates

clearly the limits between them, and the thickness of the conule renders it a very

conspicuous element of the crown ; the anterior transverse crest is approximated to,

but does not coalesce with, the outer wall. The tetartocone is somewhat less dis-

tinctly constricted from the large and prominent posterior conule, and this makes the

posterior transverse crest very much broader than in Ancliitherium ; it is confluent

with the outer wall, and the enamel on its anterior margin is slightly crenulate. The

posterior pillar is large and of triangular shape ; in the stage of wear exhibited by

the specimen, the pillar has become confluent with the tetartocone, though the limits

of the two cusps are marked by a fold in the enamel covering. A small pillar or

style arises also from the anterior side of the tetartocone, but doubtless this, as in

AncTiitherium, is an individual character. Although this tooth is typically brachyo-

dont, cement is deposited in the anterior and posterior valleys, but apparently not in

the median valley or the outer or inner sides of the crown.

The third and fourth premolars differ from the second chiefly in matters of detail.

The proto- and tritocones are of more nearly equal size and shape, though the former

still exceeds the latter in size ; it is somewhat concave on the external face and the

median rib is obsolete. The posterior crest is angulate and sends forward a process

which nearly reaches the deuterocone ; its front margin, especially on M, is much

more markedly crenulate than in M.
The molars decrease in size from the first to the third ; their construction closely

agrees with that of the premolars, but the external cusps (para- and metacones) are

of nearly equal size and less concave than the corresponding elements of the premo-

lars. The conules, especially the anterior, are somewhat more separated from the

inner cusps. The posterior transverse crest is confluent with the outer wall, but the

anterior is not.
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As compared with the upper molars of the large European AnchitJierium, A.

aurelianense, those of Desmaiippus differ in the following respects : (1) The presence of

cement in the valleys
; (2) the great widening of the transverse crests, especially of the

posterior ones
; (3) the much greater distinctness of the conules, which in the European

species are very obscurely marked
; (4) the greater flatness of the external cusps.

B. Lower Jaw. The first premolar has been lost from the specimen. The

second differs considerably from the others in the shape of the anterior half of the

crown ; this portion of the tooth is flattened on the outer side and tapers anteriorly,

giving it a wedge-like shape, when viewed from above. In consequence of this

arrangement, the protoconid is triangular in section, the crests to the para- and deu-

teroconids respectively straight instead of curved, and the external valley is wider

and of a different shape from that of the other premolars ; the paraconid is larger

and the posterior pillar smaller. Seen from the outside, this tooth appears to have a

very similar construction to the pTs of MesoMppus, but in a crown view the following

differences are to be observed : (1) The proto- and paraconids are connected by a

crest
; (2) the anterior internal valley is very much better developed

; (3) an anterior

pillar is formed behind the deuteroconid, though both of these elements are much

smaller than in the other premolars. In Anchitherium aurelianense the development

of this tooth has proceeded farther than in Desmaiippus, but in a somewhat different

and peculiar way, the paraconid being greatly enlarged, comparable to the very large

anterior buttress of the corresponding upper tooth.

The third and fourth premolars are molariform. The paraconid is much reduced

and not distinguishable as a separate element from the anterior crest; the deutero-

conid and anterior pillar are enlarged and of nearly equal size, and though much less

distinctly separated from each other than in Protoliippus, they are sufficiently enlarged

to narrow the entrances to the internal valleys, which expand on the external side of

them ; the posterior pillar is fairly well developed and, when moderately worn, be-

comes confluent with the tetartoconid. The latter cusp is simple and does not send

forward a crest such as is found in Proiohippus.

The molars, as in the upper jaw, decrease in size, especially in breadth, poste-

riorly, m. a being conspicuously narrower than m. i and, but for its talon, shorter as

well. In construction they differ but slightly from the premolars. On iu. l the pos-

terior pillar is rather smaller than on pTi, and on m. 2 it appears to be wanting, but

m. 3 shows it enlarged and developed into a distinct heel. None of the lower teeth

in the type specimen display any indubitable traces of cement ; other isolated teeth,

however, which I think should be referred to the same genus, if not the same species,

have a very thin coating of this substance.
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Measurements.
M.

Upper molar-prernolar series, length 117

Upper premolar series, length 068

Upper first premolar, length 014

Upper first premolar, width 009

Upper second premolar, length 022

Upper second premolar, width 019

Upper third premolar, length 019

Upper third premolar, width 020

Upper fourth premolar, length 019

Upper fourth premolar, width 020

Upper molar series, length 049

Upper first molar, length 018

Upper first molar, width 020

Upper second molar, length 016

Upper second molar, width 018

Upper third molar, length ? .014

Upper third molar, width ? .017

Lower molar-premolar series, length ? .119

Lower premolar series, length ? .066

Lower second premolar, length 019

Lower second premolar, width 003

Lower third premolar, length 0185

Lower third premolar, width 010

Lower fourth premolar, length .017

Lower fourth premolar, width 011

Lower molar series, length 053

Lower first molar, length 018

Lower first molar, width 010

Lower second molar, length '. 016

Lower second molar, width 009

Lower third molar, length 018

Lower third molar, width 007

Depth of mandible below m. 1 ? .032

Depth of mandible below m. 3 047

Height of condyle 103

Breadth of angle to m. 3 068

The horizontal ramus of the mandible is, for the most part, slender and shallow,

especially towards the symphysis ; but as the inferior border is nearly straight, and

the line of molars rises rapidly posteriorly, the jaw becomes quite deep beneath m. s.

The ascending ramus is high and the condyle is placed much above the level of the

molars. The angle is rounded and not prominent. The anterior border of the

ascending ramus is almost straight, broad and slightly grooved, the linea obliqua

externa being better developed than in the horse, but less so than in the more ancient

genera. My attention was called to this interesting transitional character by my
A. P. S.—VOL. XVIII. L.
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assistant, Mr. Graham, and on further examination I find it to be frequently the case

in other phyla, that the breadth of this border and the depth of the groove diminish

in the more modernized forms.

The radius has a slender, flattened shaft, which expands distally and is also

much thickened antero-posteriorly, so as to be of trihedral section. In this respect,

Desmaiippus resembles the less advanced genera and differs in a marked way from

ProtoMppus and the later forms. The distal thickening is entirely on the anterior

face, the posterior side remaining flat or even slightly concave. The distal ends of

the radius and ulna are firmly coossified for a length of about two inches ; above

this, the shaft of the radius has upon its postero-external edge a shallow and narrow

groove for the shaft of the ulna, which was obviously very slender, though probably

not interrupted. The carpal surfaces of the forearm bones are too much mutilated

for description.

Of the metacarpals, the third is preserved entire and also portions of the second.

The former is remarkable for its slenderness and length, in which latter respect it

considerably exceeds that of ProtoMppus sejunctus. Unfortunately, the proximal

articular surfaces are so much broken that they cannot be made out satisfactorily.

The distal end exhibits some important features which are intermediate between the

more ancient and the later genera. As in the former, the shaft is expanded trans-

versely just above the trochlea, which is narrower, while in JEJquus the trochlea is

wider than any portion of the shaft. As compared with the earlier forms, the troch-

lea is higher and the carina, which in all preceding genera is confined to the palmar

side, is in Desmaiippus continued over the entire anterior face of the articular sur-

face; very faintly, it is true, and yet unmistakably. This genus is therefore the

first, at least in the direct line of descent, in which this characteristic equine feature

appears.

The character of the phalanges will be best explained after quoting Kowalevsky's

comparison between those of AnchiJierium and Equus : " Par la forme des phalanges

l'Anchitherium diftere completement du cheval et de l'hipparion ; il lui manque ce

retrecissement si considerable qui est characteristique pour la premiere phalange des

equides ; les phalanges du Daw qui out 09 mm. de long, presentent au milieu une

largeur transverse de 25 mm., tandis que les phalanges de l'Anchitherium qui n'ont

que 35 mm. de longueur, e'est-a-dire la moitie, presentent au milieu une largeur trans-

verse plus considerable, 20 mm." (JSTo. 20, p. 60).

In Desmaiippus the proximal phalanx of the median digit has already attained

proportions which closely approximate those seen in JEquus. The relative breadth

of the proximal and distal ends is almost the same as in the horse, but the contrac-
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tion of the bone in the middle is less marked. The groove for the metacarpal carina

is deep near the palmar side; dorsally it becomes very faint, but is continued across

the entire proximal surface and very slightly notches the anterior margin. On the

palmar side of the phalanx the triangular roughened area for the attachment of the

inferior sesamoid ligament, which in the horse descends nearly to the distal trochlea,

is in Desmatippus very much smaller and confined to the proximal portion of the

bone. The distal articular surface is less convex than in the horse, and is less

reflected upon the dorsal and palmar sides ; upon the latter side its margin is inter-

rupted by a notch, which, however, is not so long or so deep as in the modern genus.

The second phalanx is longer and more slender proportionately than in the horse, and

is also more depressed and flattened than in that animal ; the proximal articular sur-

face is less concave, its median ridge less pronounced, and the tubercles for the

attachment of the lateral interphalangeal ligaments are but slightly developed. The

distal articular surface is not reflected so far upon the dorsal side as in JEJquus, though

on the plantar side it rises as high relatively and the surface for the so-called navicu-

lar sesamoid is well marked. The ungual phalanx is only partially preserved, but

enough remains to show that it is more equine in character than the long, depressed

and flattened ungual of AncMlherium aurelianense. The line of the dorsal surface

descends more steeply than in that species and the front margin of the proximal

surface is elevated in the median line to form a slightly recurved, hook-shaped pro-

cess, which, though much less prominent than in the horse, is much more so than in

A. aurelianense.

The lateral digits, so far as can be judged from the fragmentary remains, were

still fairly developed, and though much more reduced than in Midhippus, appear to

be somewhat less so than in Proiohippus. The distal trochlea of the metacarpal is

less developed in proportion to the breadth of the shaft than in the John Day forms.

Measurements.
M.

Metacarpal iii, length 185

Metacarpal iii, width of proximal end 020

Metacarpal iii, width of distal end 018

Metacarpal ii, width of distal end 009

• Metacarpal ii, depth of distal end 015

First phalanx iii digit, length 050

First phalanx iii digit, width of proximal end 024

"

First phalanx iii digit, width of distal end 020

Second phalanx iii digit, length 020

Second phalanx iii digit, width of proximal end 024

Second phalanx iii digit, width of distal end 021

Third phalanx iii digit, width of proximal facet 022
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A fragment of the pes accompanies the type specimen, which, however, displays

no features of especial interest, as the hones are not sufficiently well preserved to

show the minor changes in the articulations, which are so important in the equine

series. As in the American genera of this series, the ento- and mesocuneiforms are

coossified, not as in the European species of Ancliitherium, the ecto- and mesocunei-

forms. The internal cuneiform is very large, and forming nearly a right angle

with the median, extends heneath the entire plantar horder of the navicular to the

cuboid. The ectocuneiform is higher vertically, in proportion to its breadth, than in

Protoliippus. The jiroximal portion of the median metatarsal is rather slender and

rounded ; that of the laterals is surprisingly large antero-posteriorly, but in part, at

least, this is due to crushing. The shaft of the laterals rapidly tapers and becomes

very slender. The median metatarsal appears to have a slight contact with the meso-

cuneiform, but the specimen is too imperfect to determine this point with certainty.

A second specimen, consisting of the tarsus and portions of the metatarsus,

should probably be referred to this genus, though possibly representing a diiferent

species. It differs from the fragmentary pes belonging to the type specimen in only

one particular, viz., in the much narrower proximal end of mt. ii. Part of this differ-

ence is no doubt due to the crushing to which the type specimen has been subjected,

but not all of it, and the remainder may be referred to either individual or specific

variation. Compared with the tarsus of Protoliippus sejunctus, which Prof. Cope has

kindly lent me for the purpose, some not unimportant divergences may be observed.

In size and general appearance the two specimens closely coincide; the differ-

ences are in matters of minute detail and are especially to be found in the relative

development of the various facets. On the calcaneum attributed to Desmalippus the

additional facet which runs distally from the ectal astragalar facet is somewhat

longer than in Protoliippus, but is not so clearly demarcated from the main facet.

As in the latter, the ectal astragalar facet is in contact with that on the sustentacu-

lum, but this latter surface is considerably broader and more nearly perpendicular to

the long axis of the bone. The cuboidal surface is shorter, less distinctly divided

into two parts, and at the plantar end less incurved, and is thus separated by a wider

interval from the sustentacular facet.

The astragalus displays corresponding differences. The notch for the ectal cal-

caneal facet is wider and its distal continuation longer ; from the latter the inferior

border rises abruptly and terminates, as in JEquus, in the beak formed by the sudden

termination of the external astragalar condyle. In Protoliippus sejunctus there is no

such beak, but the outer condyle curves gently and without interruption into the

external plantar border and the accessory calcaneal facet. Whether this is true of
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all species of the genus, I cannot at present determine. Another difference from the

astragalus ofP'rotohippus is found in the more abrupt truncation of the proximal end

of the outer condyle, which thus exposes upon the calcaneum a larger surface for the

fibula. As in the corresponding facet of the calcaneum, the sustentacular surface is

broader. The navicular surface descends less upon the external side and is separated

by a less pronounced angle from the cuboidal facet, which is less extended. The

sulcus which invades the navicular surface in both genera is much less conspicuous

than in Equus.

The proximal surface of the cuboid is very similar in the two specimens, except

that in Protohippus the posterior extension of the calcaneal facet is somewhat longer

and more recurved towards the tibial side. The distal end, on the other hand, is

quite different in the two. In Protohippus the facet for metatarsal iv is distinctly

larger, and that for mt. iii less oblique and more distal in position, than in Desma-

tippus; in the latter the surface for mt. iii is rather lateral than distal, which is an

ancient character.

The navicular is quite different from that of Protohipjnis ; it has a notably

greater vertical height and its antero-external angle is much more extended across

the face of the cuboid, though far less so than in the horse. Both specimens differ

from the latter in the broader posterior portion of the navicular, the relatively greater

fore-and-aft diameter of the astragalar surface and in the much less conspicuous

development of the beak-like plantar extension. The sulcus on the astragalar facet

is also much less marked.

The enlarged ectocuneiform is very much alike in the two Loup Fork genera.

Both differ from Equus in the more rounded and less extended posterior beak ; the

articular surface of mt. iii on this extension is continuous with the anterior one, being

interrupted by a sulcus on the external side, not, as in Equus, isolated completely.

The coalesced meso- and entocuneiforms are much larger in Desmaiippus and

extend across to the cuboid, with which the internal element is in contact, while in

Protohippus they are widely separated and the entocuneiform is much more reduced

than in the horse. Both specimens display a minute facet for mt. iii on the middle

cuneiform, but the surface for mt. iv is almost confined to this bone and extends but

slightly to the internal one, while in the horse it does so largely.

In the metatarsals the differences are slight, so far as the materials permit a

comparison. The cuboidal facet on mt. iii is more oblique and the head of mt. ii is

less reduced in Desmatippus. Compared with Equus, more important divergences

may be noted ; the cuboidal facet of mt. iii is, in the older genus, much smaller and

less proximal in position, and that for the mesocuneiform is also smaller; the posterior
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surface for the ectocuneiform is much less developed and less completely separated

from the anterior portion by the transverse sulcus. On mt. ii the surface for the

entocuneiform is much less conspicuous.

The type of the genus was found by Mr. Benet.

The Systematic Position of Desmatipjms.

Morphologically, there can be no doubt that this genus stands exactly interme-

diate between Miohippus of the John Day and Protohippus of the Loup Fork, and

fills up the gap which has hitherto existed between those genera. This intermediate

position is especially clear in the structure of the teeth. Desmatippus shares with

Miohippus the short-crowned molars, and with Protohippus the presence of cement

and the confluence of the posterior transverse crest with the outer wall in the upper

teeth, and in the lower teeth the extension of the inner cusps and narrowing of the

entrances to the internal valleys, though these features are less conspicuous. From

these molars to those of the relatively short-crowned species of Protoliippus the tran-

sition is an easy one. The same intermediate character is shown in the limbs and

feet, so far as they are known, save only the greater length and slenderness of the

metapodials, as compared with those of the more differentiated genus. These are,

however, but specific, as distinguished from generic, characters and have but little

importance.

An apparently strong objection to the position which I have assigned to this

new equine genus may be drawn from the stratigraphical fact that it has as yet been

found only in association with Protoliippus. But, as we have already seen, there is a

marked break between the faunas of the lower Deep River beds (i. e., upper John

Day) and the upper beds of the same region (i. e., lower Loup Fork). With a few

possible exceptions, no species of mammal is common to the two horizons and the

great majority of the genera are different also. This abrupt change points with

great probability to a hiatus between the formations, and in this case we may well

believe that Desmatippus originated during the unrecorded period, and, after having

given rise to Pro'ohippus, persisted into the Loup Fork, just as Miohippus has done.

Were the John Day beds unknown, we should have precisely the same difficulty

with regard to the latter genus. Should this supposed unconformity prove not to

exist, we must then assume that the later fauna was developed in some other part of

the continent and reached the Montana valley by a migration. This assumption

would dispose of the difficulty equally well.

So many cases of the apparent conflict between stratigraphical and morphologi-

cal facts have been removed by further investigation, that we may confidently expect

the same of this.
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PEOTOHIPPUS Leidy.

Proc. Acad. Nat. Scl, Philadelphia, 1858, p. 26.

PrtOTOinppus sej [rarerus Cope.

Bull. U. S. Oeol. and Geogr. Surv., No. 1, 1874, p. 13.

This specimen was found by Prof. Cope's collector in the Deep River beds, and

is represented in our collection by a number of teeth and limb bones, which add

nothing to our knowledge of the species.

PllOTOlIlPPUS sp.

(PI. II, Fig. 17.)

A smaller species than P. sejunctus is indicated by several specimens, none of

which, unfortunately, are associated with teeth, so that we cannot tell whether they

should be referred to any of the species from the typical Loup Fork horizons. The

most characteristic specimen consists of the distal part of the ulno-radius, the proxi-

mal row of carpals and the heads of mcs. iii and iv. The radius may at once be dis-

tinguished from that of Dtsmalippus by the more equine shape of the distal portion,

where the shaft is more flattened and less trihedral, with relatively greater transverse

and less antero-posterior diameter. The ulna, the distal end of which, at least, is

coossified with the radius, is more reduced than in Desmatippus, and, judging from

the marks on the shaft of the radius, the shaft was interrupted.

Comparing the carpus of this specimen with that of MioMppus, we may observe

important advances and modernizations. In the scaphoid, the width and antero-

posterior depth are relatively increased ; the proximal articular surface is reflected

upon the palmar side, where it forms a small facet, articulating with a corresponding

one on the radius in extreme flexion. That the trapezium was present is shown by a

small facet on the scaphoid. The lunar has increased in dorso-palmar diameter and

the posterior knob, which in MioMppus is a mere knob and does not carry any of the

magnum facet, is very much more prominent and the distal facet is extended upon

it, so that the latter has gained much in extent from before backward. The cunei-

form is like that of ISquus in almost every respect, except that it is more compressed

and less massive, the upper pisiform facet is somewhat larger and the lower somewhat

smaller. The pisiform is decidedly more equine than that of Miohippus, both in its

much greater vertical height and in the separation of the two cuneiform facets, which

in the latter are still connected. It has not attained, however, the full vertical

diameter seen in the horse.

The median metacarpal is much expanded, and especially the palmar portion is
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much wider than in Mioliippus. The magnum surface is entire, and that for the

unciform is larger and more oblique. This latter facet is divided into two parts by

a sulcus, which hardly more than emarginates that for the magnum. It seems prob-

able that a rudiment of the fifth metacarpal was preserved, for which a facet shows

on the head of mc. iv.

Measurements.
M.

Breadth of radius and ulna, dislal end 035

Depth of radius, distal end 018

Height of lunar 015

Width of lunar, distal end 012

Width of unciform facet 004

Width of mc. iii, proximal end 021

Depth of mc. iii, proximal end 014

Found in the upper beds of Deep river by O. C. Mortson.

ANCHITHERIUM von Meyer.

Teeth bracbyodont, without cement; upper molars and premolars with the pos-

terior transverse crest confluent with the outer wall of the crown ; conules so much

reduced as to be scarcely distinguishable from the remainder of the crests ; external

crescents deeply concave and overhanging ; in the lower cheek teeth the anterior pil-

lar is reduced, and on more or fewer of the teeth is wanting; posterior pillar also

reduced ; incisors, either the upper alone, or both upper and lower, with shallow pits.

"Whether the coossification of the meso- and entocuneiforms is a generic charac-

ter remains to be seen.

Anchitiierium equestum Scott.

Amer. Naturalist, 1893, p. 661

.

This animal may be at once distinguished from all other American horses by

the generic characters given above, since this is the only known American species of

Ancliiilierium in the restricted sense in which I have used that term. From the

best-known European species, A. aurelianense, it differs in the following respects:

(1) Larger size of the teeth in proportion to the skeleton; (2) absence of enamel

invaginations in the lower incisors
; (3) smaller size of the antero-external buttress

on p^2
; (4) the transverse crests of the upper molars and premolars are less sinuous

;

(5) pTa has the anterior half of the crown flattened on the outside and no external

valley
; (6) the diastema between the lower canine and pTi is relatively shorter and

the symphysis much narrower; (7) the proximal end of the humerus differs in details
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that will be explained in the full description; (8) the median digit is more enlarged

and its ungual phalanx shorter and more rounded, but also flatter and more depressed.

The type specimen of the species consists of a fragmentary skull (with the den-

tition almost complete), several vertebras from different regions, the fore limb (lack-

ing the scapula) and the pelvis. Several other fragmentary specimens are referable

to the same species.

Dentition. A. Upper Jaw (PI. Ill, Fig. 24). The incisors decrease regularly

in their dimensions from the first to the third; they have very short, but broad and

thick crowns, and already present a decidedly horselike appearance ; the cingulum is

elevated, and thus between this structure and the front margin of the crown a pit is

formed. In spite of the fact that this genus, as will be shown in the sequel, is almost

certainly not in the direct line of equine descent, we may conclude with great proba-

bility that these teeth explain the genesis of the invagination in the incisors of the

recent horses and that, in the latter, the hind wall of the pit is to be regarded as a

greatly enlarged cingulum. The canine has been lost, but the alveolus shows that it

was rather small and separated from the incisors by a short diastema and from pJ by

a longer one.

The first premolar, as in the European species, is relatively larger than in the

more ancient genera of the phylum, e. g., Mesoliippus. On the outer side it is con-

vex and so obscurely divided that a tritocone can hardly be said to be present ; the

deuterocone is a long, low ridge, ending posteriorly in a cone, which probably repre-

sents the tetartocone in an incipient stage. As in the horses generally, the second

premolar is the longest tooth in the series. This elongation from before backward is

due to the enlargement of the antero-external buttress, or protostyle, which, however,

is less extreme than in A. aurelianense ; it is separated from the protocone by a fold

or ridge of enamel. This tooth differs further from the succeeding ones in the

greater narrowness of its anterior portion, which produces a shortening of the ante-

rior transverse crest, and the posterior is slightly separated from the external wall.

The third and fourth premolars differ comparatively little from the corresponding

teeth in the European species ; the external crescents are not quite so deeply con-

cave, the outer cingulum is somewhat more, and the inner somewhat less developed.

The posterior pillar is large and on wear becomes connected with the posterior crest,

so that the hinder valley is completely enclosed.

The upper molars are likewise very similar to those of A. aurelianense, except

that the transverse crests are somewhat straighter and the conules even more reduced.

The third molar is much the smallest of the series and differs quite markedly from

the corresponding tooth of the European species. The posterior crest is not curved,

A. P. S.—VOL. XVIII. M.
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but angulate, running inward at a right angle from the external wall and then turn-

ing at an obtuse angle towards the hypocone ; somewhat external to the latter it

sends off a spur which connects with the posterior cingulum. The posterior valley

is thus completely enclosed, even before the tooth is worn down. There is, properly

speaking, no posterior pillar, its place being taken by a triangular depression, which

is enclosed between the hypocone, the spur from the posterior crest already mentioned,

and the elevated cingulum.

B. Lower Jaw (PI. Ill, Fig. 25). As in the upper series, the incisors diminish

from the median to the lateral. Seen from the front, they are much like the upper

teeth, but differ from them in having no well-marked internal cingulum and conse-

quently no invagination such as occurs in the European form. The canine is rather

small, possibly a sexual character, and follows the incisors with hardly an interval.

The first premolar is smaller, especially transversely, than the corresponding

upper tooth and is very simply constructed. It is narrow and compressed, and con-

sists of a low principal cusp (protoconid) with obscurely marked anterior and pos-

terior basal cusps (para- and metaconids). The second premolar differs considerably

from that of A. aurelianense. The anterior half of the crown is flattened on the

outside ; the paraconid is less enlarged and is not separated from the protoconid by

an external valley. This tooth appears to have neither anterior nor posterior pillars
;

a strong external cingulum is present on the hinder half but not on the front. The

third and fourth premolars do not differ in any important respect from those of the

European form; the anterior pillar appears to be fairly well developed, but the pos-

terior is reduced to very small proportions.

The molars also resemble those of the European species ; m. 1 appears to have a

small anterior and a still smaller posterior pillar ; in the hinder valley is a small acces-

sory tubercle, but this is, no doubt, an individual variation. The second and third mo-

lars have no anterior pillars, the metaconid simply extending across the end of the crest

which runs inward from the hypoconid. This crest is not continuous with the meta-

conid, but is separated from it by a shallow groove. I find exactly the same condi-

tion of in. a and m. 3 in an almost unworn specimen of A. aurelianense from Sansan,

but in the large animals from Steinheim, which have been figured by Fraas (No. 12,

PI. VI, Fig. 2), all the molars, except m. h, have small anterior pillars, and the pos-

terior pillar is exceedingly reduced on m. i and absent on m. a. In A. equinum, m. a

has a much reduced posterior pillar and m. a a large heel. All of the lower teeth

from p. s to m. 3 have a strongly marked external cingulum, but none on the inner side

of the crown.

The specimen does not enable us to say much with reference to the character of
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the skull (PI. Ill, Fig. 23). So far as can be judged from the portions preserved, it

very much resembles that of the White River MesoJiippus and displays comparatively

little modernization. The face has become somewhat lengthened by the recession of

the orbits, but not so much as in the JohnDay MioMppus pra&stans ; the anterior rim

is over m. g, while in MesoJiippus it is over m. 1 . The infraorbital foramen has accom-

panied this recession, so that its position with reference to the orbit remains the same

as before. In this species it is above M, in MesoJiippus over p-js. The orbit remains

very low down in the face, or rather has descended still lower relatively, owing to

the development of large frontal sinuses, while the molars remaining very short

crowned give no occasion for elevating the orbits. Consequently, the supraorbital

region has a much greater vertical depth than in the "White River genus. The orbit

is still open behind, but the postorbital process is somewhat longer and more recurved.

The supraorbital foramen of Equus is, as in the older genus, represented by a deep

notch, but the spine is more prominent and nearer to the postorbital process, which

appears to be a step towards converting the notch into a foramen. !Not enough of

the lachrymal is preserved to determine whether a lachrymal pit is present or not.

The cranium is much more elevated above the level of the face than in MesoJiippus,

and this results in giving the zygomatic arch a much more abrupt descent downward

and forward. The zygomatic process of the squamosal is rather high vertically, but

very thin and compressed. The glenoid cavity has the characteristic equine appear-

ance even more decidedly marked than in the more ancient form and its outer portion

is raised into quite a prominent tubercle. The postglenoid process is very largely

developed and is much longer, heavier and more rugose than in JHquus. The eleva-

tion of the cranium, unaccompanied by a corresponding rise in the position of the

orbits, brings about a curious combination of primitive and advanced characters,

a combination which may, for the most part, be referred to the elevation of the

cranium together with the retention of the primitive braelryodont dentition. The

premaxillary region is decidedly more equine than in MesoJiippus. Corresponding to

the increase in the relative dimensions of the incisors, the horizontal portion of the

premaxillaries is more largely developed, especially in the vertical direction. The

symphysis is quite high and ends above in an obtuse spine, and the ascending ramus

makes a more decided angle with the horizontal part. Compared with the premax-

illary of the horse, the chief difference to be observed is the rapid descent of the

upper margin of the bone at a point above the diastema between the incisors and

canine, so that at this point the vertical height is much less than elsewhere. This

feature does not occur in either Equus or MesoJiippus. There is no such constriction

of the muzzle behind the canine as is seen in the latter genus.
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The mandible has a long, stout and rather deep horizontal ramus, which tapers

less anteriorly than in the White River form. The symphyseal portion is long and

procumbent, quite sharply constricted at the diastema and expanding again to form

the semicircular alveolus in which the incisors and canines are inserted. In this por-

tion of the mandible, this species resembles Mesoliippus more than JEquus ; it differs

from both in the rapid rise of the inferior border towards the chin. The ascending

ramus is also intermediate in character between the same genera. "With the former

it agrees in the shape of the angle, which is set off from the posterior border by a

notch some distance below the condyle; in the broad anterior border of the ascend-

ing ramus, with its deep groove for the buccinator and maxillo-labial muscles and

prominent linea obliqua externa. The latter gradually approximates the linea interna

and unites with it to form the anterior border of the coronoid. On the other hand,

the ascending ramus is decidedly higher than in Mesoliippus and the condyle is

greatly elevated above the level of the molars, in correlation with the raising of the

base of the cranium already referred to. This elevation is, however, much less in

proportionate amount than occurs in the horse, where the vertical height of the

ascending ramus, measured to the condyle, is more than half the length of the hori-

zontal ramus (about 5 : 8). The coronoid is much better developed than in either the

lower Miocene or the recent genus ; it is very high, erect and compressed ; the free

end is somewhat flattened obliquely and recurved, and the posterior border is nearly

straight. The coronoid notch is narrower and deeper than in the White River

species, and the condyle more extended transversely, especially towards the exter-

nal side.

Measurements.

M.

Mandible, length 305

Mandible, height of condyle 126

Mandible, height of coronoid from sigmoid notch 052

Mandible, depth at pTl 030

Mandible, depth at m. 3 052

Lower median incisor, width 010

Lower second incisor, width 009

Lower third incisor, width 007

Lower molar-premolar series, length 148

Lower premolar series, length 078

Lower first premolar, length 013

Lower first premolar, width 006

Lower second premolar, length 021

Lower second premolar, width 009

Lower third premolar, length 022

Lower third premolar, width 013
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Lower fourth premolar, length ' 022

Lower fourth premolar, width 014

Lower molar series, length 070

Lower first molar, length 023

Lower first molar, width 014

Lower second molar, length 022

Lower second molar, width 012

Lower third molar, length 025

Lower third molar, width 010

Upper median incisor, width 011

Upper second incisor, width 010

Upper third incisor, width 009

Upper molar-premolar series, length 147

Upper premolar series, length 083

Upper first premolar, length 014

Upper first premolar, width 01

1

Upper second premolar, length 025

Upper second premolar, width 025

Upper third premolar, length 025

Upper third premolar, width 027

Upper fourth premolar, length 025

Upper fourth premolar, width 026

Upper molar series, length 068

Upper first molar, length 025

Upper first molar, width 028

Upper second molar, length 025

Upper second molar, width 027

Upper third molar, length 021

Upper third molar, width 022

The discrepancy between the measurements of individual teeth and the totals of the molar and premolar

series is due to overlapping.

I know of no materials which would render possible a detailed comparison of

the skull structure of this species with that of A. aurelianense, the European speci-

mens which have been figured being extremely imperfect in this respect. Some

points of interest may, however, be determined. In the European species the orbit

occupies the same position as in the American, but the infraorbital foramen is

slightly farther forward. The zygomatic arch appears to have a less abrupt descent

anteriorly and the base of the cranium to be less elevated. The premaxillaries are

very different in appearance ; the alveolar portion is shallower and the symphysis

shorter and devoid of the conical elevation at the top; it is also of more uniform

depth and its upper margin does not show the abrupt descent above the diastema

which is so characteristic of A. equinum. The horizontal ramus of the mandible is

deeper and the rise of the inferior margin at the symphyseal portion and the chin
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much more deckled and abrupt. The ascending ramus appears to be shorter and the

condyle is less elevated above the level of the molars.

The Arertebral Column (PI. II, Figs. 18-20). The atlas is elongate antero-pos-

teriorly in proportion to its transverse width ; the anterior cotyli for the occipital

condyles are very deeply concave, but somewhat narrow and depressed from above

downward. Their lateral anterior margins are notched quite deeply and the inferior

portion is flared, so as to present forward instead of upward. Below, the cotyli are

separated only by a narrow and shallow groove, but superiorly they are kept wide

asunder by a very deep emargination of the neural arch, which is much more pro-

nounced than in A. aurelianense, Mesohippus, or ISqims. The neural spine is indicated

by a faintly marked ridge and is enclosed in a lyrate area formed by the surface of

attachment for the small posterior straight muscles of the head; this area is more

distinctly shown than in any other equine which I have examined. The inferior arch

is strongly convex and is constricted in the middle to form the deep inferior fossse

;

the hypapophysis is prominent and forms a large rugose tubercle. The transverse

processes are broken away, but enough remains to show that the atlanteo-diapophys-

ial notch has not been converted into a foramen ; this notch is continued backward as

a groove into the foramen for the first spinal nerve. The line of attachment of the

transverse process pursues a straight course downward and backward and does not

describe the slight sigmoid curve which is seen in Mesohippus. The foramen of the

vertebrarterial canal pierces the process on the dorsal side. The articular surfaces

for the axis present less directly backward than in A. aurelianense ; in shape, these

surfaces are triangular, with the long diameter placed vertically ; the facets are

reflected forward upon the inner wails of the neural canal and are connected below

by the broad surface for the inferior face of the odontoid process.

Compared with the atlas of the European species, the chief difference to be

observed is the very much greater depth of the notch which separates the dorsal

margins of the anterior cotyli.

The axis, so far as it is preserved, closely resembles that of A. aurelianense ; it

has a very much depressed and strongly keeled centrum, which expands anteriorly to

give space for the atlanteal facets. The latter are higher and narrower and rise more

upon the sides of the neural canal than in the horse. The odontoid process is longer

than in the European form and is pointed at the end, as in that species, instead of

being truncate, as in the horse. The articular surface on the ventral side of the pro-

cess is continuous with those on the centrum. The spout-like shape of the odontoid

is even better marked than in the existing genus, owing to the greater elevation of

the margins. These raised margins do not, however, extend for the full length of
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the process, but allow the tip to project freely beyond them, which gives to the ven-

tral aspect of the odontoid a tri fid appearance. This feature is more emphasized in

the European form than in the American.

Other cervical vertebrae accompany the specimen, but unfortunately they are so

badly damaged that little can be learned from them beyond the fact of their strongly

opisthocoelous centra and the generally equine nature of their processes.

The posterior thoracic and lumbar vertebrae are likewise opisthocoelous and have

long, heavily built centra, with spines compressed and inclining forward ; the zyga-

pophyses are quite flat and show the equine character of cylindrical, interlocking

processes only in very moderate degree ; it is somewhat more distinctly displayed in

the lumbar region.

Fore Limb (PL IT, Figs. 21, 22 ; PI. Ill, Figs. 2C-28; PL IV, Figs. 30, 31). The

humerus is of the same size as that of A. aurelianense, but differs from it in many

details of construction, in which it approaches the horse more closely than does that

species. As in the latter, the head projects much more strongly backward than in

the modern type, but resembles the structure of Equus more than that of A. aurelian-

ense in its greater flatness. The greatest difference, however, between the two species

of Ancliitherium, in regard to the humerus, consists in the character of the tuberosi-

ties. According to Kowalevsky, the structure of the proximal end in the European

form is intermediate in character between the tapir and the horse; the external tuber-

osity is almost as large as in the former and the internal is also very similar to what

we find in that animal; but in the bicipital groove is a small, rounded eminence, the

beginning of the bicipital tubercle which reaches such prominence ia-Jilquus. In A.

equinum the tuberosities are more as in the latter genus ; the external one is much re-

duced, but the summit of the anterior portion rises higher than in the recent form,

while the crest to which the subspinatus muscle is attached has a greater antero-pos-

terior extent but is less elevated. The outer bicipital groove is much shallower than

in the horse and the bicipital tubercle, though broader, is much less prominent and

clearly defined. The external and bicipital tuberosities form a broad crest, which

rises much higher above the level of the head than in the existing genus and entirely

different from the corresponding structure in A. aurelianense. The shaft is massive,

broad, and flattened proximally, becoming round in the middle and flattening again

distally. The deltoid hook aud ridge are well developed, though less so than in the

horse, and the hook is placed higher up on the shaft than in the European species.

The distal end is much more equine in appearance than in the latter, though as in it

the trochlea projects more anteriorly than in the horse, which, in connection with the

stronger posterior projection of the head, gives to the whole bone a much more
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decided sigmoid curvature, when viewed from the side, than in the recent type. The

intertrochlear ridge is better developed than in the animals from Sansan and the

intertrochlear furrow not so deep ; the borders of the anconeal fossa are much more

prominent and directed more obliquely towards the inner side and the inner margin

is nearly vertical and parallel to the long axis of the shaft, as in the horse. The

supinator ridge is less prominent than in the latter. Altogether, the humerus of A.

equinum, both in its proportions and in the details of its construction, approximates

the modern type much more decidedly than does that of the European species.

The ulna is quite different from that of the last-named species, in some respects

being more equine and in others less so. The shaft is much reduced, but it is not

interrupted and at no point is there any coossification between the ulna and radius,

though doubtless this feature is subject to variation, as it is in Mesohippus. In order

to make clear the differences between the two species of Ancliitherium, with regard to

the structure of the ulna, it will be best to give Kowalevsky's description of it in the

French species, which is essentially as follows : The olecranon is much compressed

and resembles in general that of the Palseotheria in the absence of that curvature

towards the inner side which is characteristic of the horses. As in the latter, the

sigmoid facet is not continuous, but is interrupted on the external border by a deep

sulcus. The proximal radial facet is continuous, not interrupted in the middle. For

the distal 40 mm. of its course the ulna is coossified with the radius, but only slightly

so, for among thirty specimens which Kowalevsky examined there was but one in

which the distal end of the ulna was still attached to the radius.

In A. equinum the olecranon has the inward curvature which is found in the

horses, but not in so marked a degree, and the process rises more steeply and pro-

jects less decidedly backward ; the sigmoid facet is not interrupted upon the external

margin and especially in the distal portion the humeral surface is very much larger.

The radial facets are of very unequal size, the external being much the larger, and

the two are nearly but not quite separated by an emargination of the inferior border.

The transverse width of the ulna, measured across the radial facets, is very much

greater relatively than in the horse. The radio-ulnar arch is as considerable as in A.

aurelianense, but distal to this the two bones arc in contact throughout their entire

length, as, according to Kowalevsky's figure, they are not in the European species. The

distal portion of the bone is also very different from what we find in that species;

the lower part of the shaft expands into quite a broad plate, which is received into a

deep notch in the radius ; beneath this, the shaft abruptly contracts, expanding again

distally to form the carpal surface. The latter is also different from that of the

European form, where it is triangular with its greatest diameter directed transversely,
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while in the American species, as in the horse, it is much deeper antero-posteriorlj

than broad transversely and projects behind the lunar facet of the radius. The

external side displays no such tendinal sulcus as in the horse; the pisiform facet is

narrower than in that animal but relatively higher.

The radius is, in many respects, more like that of the modern type than is the

same bone in A. aurelianense, but still retains a number of primitive features. The

proximal end is expanded transversely, though somewhat less so than in the horse,

a difference which is partly due to the much smaller size of the tuberosity for the

attachment of the external lateral humero-radial ligament. The bicipital tuberosity

occupies very much the same position as in Equus, but is reflected somewhat more

upon the internal face and the internal ligamentous process is more prominent. The

humeral facets are very similar in the two genera, but the intertrochlear ridge is nar-

rower in the extinct animal, and the deep sulcus which in the horse invades this ridge

is, in A. equinum, represented by a small raised surface with roughened borders. The

intertrochlear furrow is well marked, though less so than in Uquus, and produces a

shallower emargination of the anterior rim. The facet external to this groove is

relatively broader than in the modern genus. The shaft is of very uniform dimen-

sions throughout; it is slightly arched forward, broad, and antero-posteriorly com-

pressed, and in general very similar to that of Uquus, but is more slender and

rounded, less expanded and more trihedral distally, where the inner face forms an

angle with the anterior, instead of curving gently into it. This trihedral shape is

found in all of the primitive equines and even persists in Desmatippus. The sulci

for the extensor tendons are narrower and have less rugose and elevated margins

than in Equus. The postero-external angle of the shaft forms, for most of its length,

a roughened ridge, to which the ulna is closely applied, and just above the distal end

is deeply notched in order to receive the expansion of the ulnar shaft already referred

to. Beneath this notch the radius expands to its maximum distal breadth and then

narrows again to the carpal surface. The latter is almost exactly as in M caballus,

the following being the only differences which can be observed : (1) The scaphoid

facet is more concave in front and descends more abruptly behind
; (2) the same

facet narrows at the posterior projection behind the plane of the lunar surface, instead

of being of nearly uniform width
; (3) there is no facet for the lunar upon the ulnar

side of this scaphoid projection
; (4) the lunar facet is not reflected so far upon the

posterior side of the bone.

From this description it will at once be evident that the radius of J., equinum

approximates that of the modern forms very closely, and thus departs considerably

from A. aurelianense, which displays this modernization in a less degree, as may be

a. p. s.—VOL. XVIII. sr.
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seen from the following points of difference : (1) In the European species the shaft

is less broad and flat, more slender and rounded; (2) the bicipital tubercle is on the

internal face; (3) the proximal end is less expanded; (4) the distal end is narrower

and more distinctly trihedral
; (5) the carpal surfaces have less antero-posterior

extension, and, in particular, the scaphoid surface extends less behind the plane of

the lunar. In this respect, the carpal facets of A. aurelianense resemble more those

of HJquHS asinus, while A. equinum approximates JE. caballus.

The Carpus (PI. IV, Fig. 31). The proportions of the scaphoid are very similar

to those seen in the horse, it being only slightly narrower and higher in relation to

its depth fore and aft. The proximal surface, however, differs from the condition

found in the modern genus in a way corresponding to what has already been described

in the radius, viz., in the greater convexity of the anterior portion and narrowness in

the palmar part. Distally, the differences are more important, as is seen in the much

less relative size of the magnum facet and the narrower and more deeply concave

surface for the trapezoid, as well as in the presence of a distinct facet for the trape-

zium, which is absent in the horse. The facets for the lunar are smaller and less

projecting than in the latter. The scaphoid of the European species is almost pre-

cisely the counterpart of that of the American form ; the antero-external angle is

somewhat more elevated and the distal facets have a slightly different shape.

The lunar differs from that of JEquus much more than does the scaphoid; it is

both higher and narrower, and the proximal surface especially has smaller propor-

tionate diameters, both transversely and antero-posteriorly. The radial facet diners

in being quadrate rather than triangular ; it is much less extended on the palmar

side and lacks the additional facet on the posterior crest which occurs in the recent

animal ; in front, the descent towards the radial side is both greater and more abrupt

;

the lateral facets for the scaphoid and cuneiform are much less prominent, and hence

the median constriction of the lunar, when viewed from the front, is not nearly so

marked. Distally, we note that the unciform facet is wider and more oblique and

that for the magnum is smaller in both dimensions ; this is especially true of its pos-

terior prolongation, the well-developed, knob-like process projecting considerably

beyond it, as it does not in the horse. The lunar of the European species differs

from that of the American principally in the greater breadth of the facet for the

unciform and the less antero-posterior extent of that for the magnum.

The cuneiform has a much greater antero-posterior, as compared with its verti-

cal diameter, than is the case in the horse ; it is also narrower transversely and more

compressed. The principal pisiform facet is much smaller and is not isolated, as in

Equus, but is connected with the ulnar facet by a narrow articular surface. The
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distal facet for the unciform is more deeply concave in front. Kowalevsky does not

figure this bone in the French specimens.

The pisiform is very different in shape from that of Equus caballus and is more

like that of E. burchelli. Compared with the pisiform of the former species, it is

very less broadened vertically, is more recurved at the free end, and there is a greater

difference in vertical diameter between the proximal and distal ends. The principal

cuneiform facet is sessile, not strongly projecting, and is connected by a narrow band

with the upper facet. In A. aurelianense this connection is not found, and the cune-

iform facet is very prominent, as in Equus, but, on the other hand, the free portion is

even more slender and tapering than in the American species.

The trapezium is not preserved in the specimen, but its presence is demonstrated

by the facets upon the scaphoid, trapezoid and second metacarpal.

The trapezoid is likewise very equine in character, but with some not unimpor-

tant differences of detail. The facet for the scaphoid is somewhat less strongly con-

vex and continues posteriorly, without interruption, into the small surface for the

trapezium. Distally, the divergences between the two genera are more marked. In

Equus, behind the large surface for the second metacarpal, there is a facet for the

posterior part of the head of inc. iii, and, at right angles with this, a surface for the

magnum, the two together forming a conspicuous projection. In A. equinum, on the

other hand, the trapezoid has no contact with mc. iii, and the posterior contact with

the magnum is very limited and appears not to form a facet. In this species, also,

the trapezoid is less completely concealed by the magnum when the carpus is seen

from the front. On the ulnar side there are two well-developed facets for the mag-

num, which are separated by a narrower interval than in the horse. The trapezoid

of the European species is unknown, but the facets on the adjoining bones show that

it was very much as in the American form.

The magnum is, in general, extremely equine, but differs in many minor points

from that of existing species. It is higher and narrower in the fossil; the propor-

tions of the two proximal facets are about as in the horse, except that the posterior

convexity, or head, is very much narrower. As in the existing species^ this head is

covered entirely by the lunar and has no contact with the scaphoid. On the radial

side of the magnum are two facets for the trapezoid and a small oblique surface for

mc. ii ; the posterior trapezoid facet, which is so conspicuous in Equus, does not

occur. On the ulnar side, the unciform facets are quite different from those of the

horse. In the latter genus the two anterior unciform surfaces are close together and

sometimes confluent, and the posterior facet occupies more than half the vertical

diameter of the head. In A. equinum all three facets have a much smaller vertical
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extent and the two in front are widely separated; the superior one is narrower hnt

extends much farther back upon the side of the head. On the distal surface several

notable differences are to be observed. In the fossil, the anterior border describes a

decidedly smaller arc of a circle and the middle line of the posterior prolongation is

nearly coincident with the middle line of the bone, while in the horse the radial por-

tion of the magnum has been much extended, which gives to the hinder prolongation

a more unsymmetrical position ; it is also very much broader and its hinder margin

straighter and more oblique in direction, and forming angles with the lateral borders,

instead of being connected with them by curves as in A. equinum. The magnum of

A. aurelianense is altogether like that of the American species, except for the con-

fluence of the two anterior unciform facets.

The unciform has, unfortunately, been lost from the manus of both sides, but

there is no reason to doubt its resemblance to that of the European species in all

important respects.

The Metacarpus. The second metacarpal has a head of more primitive form

than in Equus ; it is less extended antero-posteriorly in proportion to its breadth, and

not only rises above the head of mc. iii, but slightly overlaps it, in order to reach the

magnum. The two facets for mc. iii are distinctly, though not so widel}r
, separated

and the anterior facet is plane, not concave. As the head of mc. iii has a much

smaller extension towards the radial side, mc. ii is less crowded backward and is

more completely visible from the front. The surface for the trapezoid is less flat-

tened, but remains slightly concave, and passes on the palmar side into a small facet

for the trapezium, which is lost in the modern genus. The shaft is long, very much

compressed lateral^, but retaining a considerable antero-posterior depth ; the same

is true of the distal end, which measures almost as much from before backward as

does the distal trochlea of the median metacarpal. The carina is but feebly devel-

oped and entirely confined to the palmar side of the trochlea. In the specimens of

A. aurelianense from Sansan, which Kowalevsky has figured, mc. ii differs from that

of A. equinum only in the following particulars: The proximal portion is triangular,

not irregularly quadrate in shape ; the facet for mc. iii is not divided into two parts

;

and the distal trochlea is more recurved. Fraas has, however, figured a specimen

from Steinheim (No. 16, PI. VI, Fig. 12) in which the lateral metacarpals are

of proportionately enormous dorso-palmar extent, far more so than in the American

form.

The third metacarpal differs in many important respects from that of Equus ;

the proximal end is much less expanded transversely, while its depth from before

backward remains relatively less. Owing to this less expansion transversely, the
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anterior facet for mc. ii presents more laterally and less posteriorly. The unciform

facet is single, but the deep sulcus, which in HJquus divides it into two parts, is pres-

ent in an incipient stage ; this facet is still entirely lateral and but little oblique in

position, while in the horse it has become altogether proximal. The facet for mc. ii

is double, but that for mc. iv still remains single, though showing a tendency to

divide into two parts. A striking difference between the two genera in regard to the

head of the median metacarpal lies in the very much narrower posterior portion in

the fossil. In the horse this region is extended beneath the unciform, on the one

hand, and the trapezoid on the other, and is separated, on the ulnar side, by a deep

sulcus from the anterior portion of the magnum facet. In A. equinum this posterior

region does not touch the trapezoid, its contact with the unciform is lateral, and the

sulcus which invades the magnum facet is only incipient. The shaft is of very uni-

form dimensions, contracting very little below the head, where it is of transversely

oval section ; for most of its length it retains much the same form and size, but

towards the distal end it gradually widens and becomes more flattened. The distal

trochlea is low and narrower than the shaft, which is broadened just above the troch-

lea by the tubercles for the attachment of the lateral ligaments. The carina is promi-

nent upon the posterior surface but dies away upon the anterior. In A. aurellanense

the specimens differ considerably in the character of the median metacarpal. In

those from Sansan the bone is very much as in the American species, but the facet

for mc. iv is double and the distal keel extends farther upon the anterior face. In

the specimens from Steinheim the keel is entirely restricted to the palmar side, but

the proximal end is quite modernized by the rounding of the anterior border of the

magnum surface, the widening of the posterior extension of this facet, and the par-

tial separation of the two by a sulcus from the ulnar side.

The fourth metacarpal has a narrow, slightly concave head for the unciform, and

the posterior side displays a small facet for the proximal end of the rudimentary

mc. v. The shaft is truncated obliquely for about an inch below the head and forms

a roughened surface, to which the styliform rudiment was no doubt closely applied.

The shaft and distal end of mc. iv are the counterparts of mc. ii. A rudiment of

mc. v was also present in the European species.

The Phalanges (PL III, Figs. 27, 28; PL IV, Fig. 31). In the lateral digits

the phalanges are different in many details from those of the French specimens of A.

aurelianense. The proximal phalanx is shorter in proportion to that of the median

digit, though of the same actual size, and relatively to the length of the metacarpals
;

beneath the proximal thickening the bone is more suddenly constricted and then

thickens again slightly to form the distal trochlea. The lateral profile is thus very
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different from that of the French specimens and, seen from the front, it is much

straighter and less arched outward than in Kowalevsky's figure. Gaudry, however,

represents it more as in the American species (No. 13, Fig. 176). I may add here that

the latter drawing shows a very much wider median metacarpal than in A. equinum,

hroader in proportion to its length than in Protdhippus or Hipparion.

The second phalanx differs from that of the European species, especially in the

very much greater development of the posterior " salient beak," which is formed by

a prolongation of the external half of the proximal surface. This, together with the

more marked median constriction, gives the side view of the second phalanx quite a

different appearance in the two species.

The lateral unguals are still more different. In the Sansan specimens of A. aure-

lianense "this phalanx is very small; it has the shape of a right-angled triangle, of

which the hypothenuse forms the postero-inferior border and the right angle is placed

antero-superiorly It does not differ appreciably from the same phalanx of

Hipparion" (Kowalevsky, p. 69). In A. equinum the ungual is much larger in

every dimension, especially in the length of the postero-inferior border; the so-called

"basilar process" and "wing" are also better developed, and the outline is that of a

spherical triangle, all of the borders being curved. In length this bone much exceeds

either of the other phalanges and must have had distinctly more functional impor-

tance than in the tj'pical forms of the European species. Fraas' figure of the lateral

ungual from Steinheim shows a phalanx which is again different from both the French

and American forms, though considerably nearer to the latter, as is shown by its

elongation and extended "basilar process."

The phalanges of the median digit are likewise somewhat different from those of

A. aurelianense. Kowalevsky's account of their form in this species has already been

quoted in the description ofDssmatippus and it is unnecessary to repeat it here. The

dimensions of the proximal phalanx in A. equinum agree very well with the largest

specimens of the French species from Sansan, as given by Kowalevsky, except for the

greater antero-posterior depth of the proximal end. The groove for the carina of the

metacarpal is less profound and not continued so far forward ; the triangular rough-

ened surface for the attachment of the sesamoid ligaments is somewhat more pro-

longed towards the distal end. The intercondylar notch which emarginates the distal

trochlea on its palmar edge is much less conspicuous than in the European species

or the modern horse.

The second phalanx is not preserved in the specimen.

The ungual phalanx is unmistakably equine in character and yet very different

from the modern type. It also differs strongly from the visual form of ungual which
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occurs in A. aurelianense, though the latter species displays a considerable degree of

variation in this regard. In the specimen figured by Kowalevsky the ungual is very

long, depressed, and pointed towards the distal end, and yet with considerable dorso-

palmar depth. Gaudry's figure of the same species exhibits a decidedly more mod-

ernized hoof, marked by the more rounded border of the palmar surface, the greater

vertical depth and consequent steeper inclination of the anterior face; the proximal

articular facet is much more nearly parallel to the plane of the palmar surface. A
third type of ungual which has been referred to this species is shown in Fraas' figures

of the large animal from Steinheim. Here the anterior border of the palmar surface

is more regularly rounded than in Kowalevsky's specimens, except for the more con-

spicuously marked emargination in the median line and the groove which runs proxi-

mally up the median line of the anterior face of the bone from this emargination.

The phalanx is narrower in proportion to its length and the facet for the second pha-

lanx is very steeply inclined to the plane of the palmar surface than in either of the

French t}rpes, and apparently the bone is more depressed than in the latter. Part of

the difference between Kowalevsky's and Gaudry's figures may be due to the fact

that the former is of the hind foot and the latter of the fore foot, but this assumption

would not account for the Steinheim type, which is different from both.

The ungual phalanx of A. equinum is decidedly more like the Steinheim type

than either of the French ones, and differs from it principally in the better develop-

ment of the " basilar processes " and " wings " and in the less deep lateral constric-

tions of the bone below the proximal head.

Hind Limb. The pelvis is very like that of MesoMppus, except in size, and

approximates the modern type but little more than does that of the White River

genus. As compared with the pelvis of the horse, the neck or shaft of the ilium is

much longer, the plate less expanded and everted, and the gluteal surface less con-

cave; the pit for the origin of the rectus femoris muscle is smaller, deeper, and much

nearer to the acetabulum. The iliac surface is rather narrower and the pubic border

less promiuent than in MesoJrippus. The acetabulum has prominent margins and the

sulcus for the round ligament is less extensive and narrows the articular surface less

than in Equus ; it has the peculiarity that the end of the sulcus, where the anterior

and posterior borders meet, is angulate instead of curved. The ischium is straighter

and more slender, the obturator foramen very much larger and more oval, and the

descending plate of the ischium much less expanded than in the modern form. The

supra-acetabular crest is but feebly developed and the tendinal sulci not deeply cut.

The pubis is likewise more slender and less rugose than in Equus. Little is known

of the pelvis in A. aurelianense, but the fragments preserved show an important dif-
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ference from the American species in the ischiadic or supra-acetabular crest, which

is more rounded and thickened even than in the horses. Both species agree in hav-

ing a sulcus for the tendon of the internal obturator muscle.

The only other part of the hind limb of A. equinum which is known consists of

some fragments of the distal ends of the metatarsals and phalanges of another speci-

men. These are larger than the corresponding parts of the manus, but otherwise

like them.

The type specimen of A. equinum was found by Mr. I. Benet in the upper beds

of Deep river (lower Loup Fork), Mont.

Measurements.
A. EQUINUM. A. AURELIANENSE.

M. M.

Humerus, length 224 .230

Humerus, width of proximal end 066 .063

Humerus, depth of proximal end 072 .075

Humerus, width of distal trochlea 053 .049

Radius, length 265 .250

Radius, width of humeral trochlea 051 .050

Radius, width between inferior tuberosities 050 .060

Radius, width of shaft in the middle .030

Radius, depth of shaft in the middle .019

Radius, depth of humeral surface 026 .025

Radius, width of facets for the ulna 031 .040

Scaphoid, width of proximal end 019 .017

Scaphoid, width at middle 016 .014

Scaphoid, width of distal end 018 .015

Scaphoid, height of anterior face 021 .023

Lunar, width of distal end 018 .017

Lunar, width of unciform facet 007 .005

Lunar, height of anterior face 022 ....

Cuneiform, height 016 ....

Cuneiform, depth of distal end 023

Trapezoid, height 012

Trapezoid, width 011 ....

Magnum, anterior height 015 .013

Magnum, anterior width 030 " .025

Magnum, posterior width 010 .007

Magnum, posterior height 018 .021

Magnum, depth 026 .026

Pisiform, length 033

Pisiform, height of proximal end 011 ....

Metacarpal iii, length 194 .196

Metacarpal iii, width of proximal end 028 .030

Metacarpal iii, width in the middle 023 .024

Metacarpal iii, width of distal end 028 .028
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A. EQUINUM. A. ATJKELIANENSE.

Metacarpal iii, depth of proximal end 023

Metacarpal ii, length 179

Metacarpal ii, width of proximal end 010

Metacarpal ii, depth of proximal end 014

Metacarpal ii, width of distal end Oil

Metacarpal ii, depth of distal end 020

Metacarpal iv, length , 177

Metacarpal iv, width of proximal end 011

Metacarpal iv, depth of proximal end 014

Metacarpal iv, width of distal end 012

Metacarpal iv, depth of distal end 020

First phalanx of median digit, length 040

First phalanx of median digit, width of proximal end 033

First phalanx of median digit, width of middle 027

First phalanx of median digit, width of distal end 026

Third phalanx of median digit, length 043

Third phalanx of median digit, width of proximal end 033

Third phalanx of median digit, maximum width 046

First phalanx of lateral digit, length 026

Second phalanx of lateral digit, length 015

Third phalanx of lateral digit, length (plantar border) 042

028

027

041

0285

044

027

016

028

The Systematic Position of Anchifherium.

The relation of Ancliitlierium to the other genera of the equine phylum is a

problem of more than ordinary interest, for if we can once establish its s}7stematic

position with reasonable probability, we shall find that the inferences which may be

drawn from the facts have a very important bearing upon many of the open ques-

tions as to the mode in which transformation may operate in a given case. The

European palaeontologists have very generally regarded this genus as ancestral to

the modern PJquidce, and many of these authorities have derived Anchitherium from

Palceotherium, Paloplotlierium, or some similar type. Had the wonderful series of

American equines never been discovered, it is highly probable that this result would

not have been disturbed, though in the light of present knowledge it cannot be

accepted. It is not worth while to argue against the derivation ofAncliitlierium from

Palceotherium or an allied genus, for since Marsh directed attention to the equine

nature of the Eocene Hyracotherium and its allies, the older hypothesis has been

almost entirely abandoned, but the position of the genus before us with reference to

the existing Equidce and to preceding genera is a much more difficult and obscure

problem, more especially since it involves the supposed dual origin and parallel lines

of horses in the Old World and the 'New.

A. P. S.

—

VOL. XVIII. O.
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The facts which exploration is continually bringing to light tend more and more

strongly to the confirmation of Schlosser's view. " Derselbe [d. h. der Pferdestamm]

hat schon friihzeitig Eepresentanten in Europa sowohl als auch in Nordamerika, doch

sind nnr die neuweltlichen Glieder dieses Stammes von wesentlicher Bedeutung,

indem die altweltlichen sammtlich friiher oder spater ohne Hinterlassnng von ISTach-

kommen wieder ausgestorben sind. Die europaische Reihe erganzte sich immer

wieder durch Einwanderung amerikanischer Typen. Erst vom Pliocan an scheint

der Pferdestamm in der alten Welt weiter entwicklungsfahig geworden zn sein "

(No. 30, p. 486).* That the genus AncTiiilierium itself, even in the restricted sense

in which I have used that term, is of American rather than European origin is ren-

dered probable by the following considerations: (1) In the Old World the equine

series is very fragmentary and incomplete ; between JPachynolophus of the upper

Eocene and Ancliitlierium of the upper Miocene there is a great gap, which no known

European genus tends to bridge over, for assuredly Ancliilophus cannot be considered

in this connection. The three descending stages in the phylum, which we call JSpi-

hijjpus, Mesolup)pus and Mioliippus, have as yet yielded no representatives at all in

Europe, and even should one or other of them be found there hereafter, it is not in

the least likely that such a wealth of individuals and species as characterizes the

various horizons of the upper Eocene and the Miocene in this country will be discov-

ered in the Old World. That the line should be thus broken in the Eastern and

uninterrupted in the Western Hemisphere is surely a strong indication that the latter

was the theatre of its development, especially in view of the abundance of both indi-

viduals and species. (2) There is little difficulty in deriving Ancliitlierium from some

of the species of Miohippus ; the changes involved are slight, though some of them

are of much morphological significance, (a) In the first place, there is great increase

in size, both of the known species of this genus much exceeding any known form of

Miohippus. (jb) In the upper molars and premolars the conules are reduced in rela-

tive importance and the posterior transverse crest has become connected with the

outer wall of the crown, (c) In the lower premolars the internal cusps (a, a\ b, i\

of Piitimeyer) are likewise reduced, and in more or fewer of these teeth the pillars,

anterior and posterior, are obsolete. A similar tendency may be observed in some

forms of MioMppus. (d) The odontoid process, which in the John Day genus is just

beginning to assume the spout-like shape, has in Ancliitlierium become as completely

so as in the horse, (e) The median digit of both mantis and pes has become greatly

enlarged and thickened, though there is no great reduction of the lateral digits, and

*I believe Mine. Pavlow Las expressed a similar opinion as to the position of Ancliitlierium, though I cannot

lay my hand upon the reference.
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in the Sleinheim specimens they seem even to be enlarged. (/) The median ungual

phalanges are much elongated, but in most forms of the genus they are much de-

pressed and flattened and have gained but little in vertical diameter.

Some of the species of Miohippus already point in the direction of Anchitherium,

as we have seen to be the case in regard to the inner cusps of the lower teeth. The

typical form of ungual phalanx in the John Day genus is that ofM. anceps as figured

by Marsh (No. 27), in which that of the middle digit is relatively short and differs

but little from the hoof of Mesohippus, but in a specimen obtained by the Princeton

party of 1889 on the Middle Fork of the John Day river, in eastern Oregon, this

phalanx is very much elongated, depressed and narrowed, so as to recall in a striking

manner the corresponding bone of Anchitherium (see PI. II, Fig. 1G). As this speci-

men is not accompanied by teeth, I cannot yet refer it to any described species of

Miohippus, but that, in one respect at least, this species tends strongly towards An-

chitherium is obvious. There remains, however, one point as to which there is much

uncertainty. In A. aurelianense the meso- and ectocuneiforms arc co'Jssified, while

in all other equities in which the tarsus is known the external cuneiform is free and

the median united with the internal. Kowalevsky does not state how many speci-

mens he was able to examine, and thus to determine whether the condition which he

describes in the French forms is the invariable rule or only an occasional variation,

such as Forsyth Major has shown to occur not very infrequently among recent horses

(No. 15, p. 63). Unfortunately, nothing is known as to the condition of the tarsus,

in this respect, of the specimens from Steinheim and of A. equinum.

Until the question is determined as to whether the coalescence of the meso- and

ectocuneiforms be the normal condition in Aichitherium, it is useless to speculate on

the way in which this peculiarity was brought about, but a hint of the possible

method is given by the specimens shown in PL II, Fig. 15, which is of a White

Eiver Mesohippus. In this animal all three cuneiforms have coalesced into a single

piece, which may possibly have been the first step, to be followed later by a separa-

tion of the internal element. That this particular case is perhaps pathological, is

indicated by the ankylosis of the second and third metatarsals, or it may be due

merely to age, as there are no exostoses in the joint. Nevertheless, the specimen is

not without suggestive value, and the example of the recent horses shows us that

such changes may and do take place in the individual. Another indication that

variations looking to Anchitherium were commenced as early as the genus Mesohip-

pus, is afforded by the curious species of that genus, M. {Anchitherium) cuneatus

Cope, to which Prof. Cope has called my attention. This species displays a strong

tendency to assume the concave and inwardly projecting external crescents of the
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upper teeth, which are so characteristic of Anchitherium and which have, perhaps, as

much as any other feature, led to the view of its derivation from Palceotherium.

(3) Anchitherium has now been found in America in strata which are probably

as old as, if not older than, those of Sansan and Steinheim, and there is thus no

geographical or geological objection to assuming that the two species of this genus

have both been derived from some species of Miohippus as yet not identified. We
may hope to learn much upon this subject when the various species of the John Day
genus have been more fully described and their variations in tooth and foot structure

correlated.

So far as the relations of Anchitherium to later genera of the equine series are

concerned, I think the evidence now available strongly confirms Sehlosser's view,

already quoted, that this genus is an abortive side branch of the main phylum, which

died out, leaving no successors behind it. (1) The teeth of Anchitherium are in

some important respects less characteristically horse-like than those of the more

ancient genera, as may be seen from the following facts, (a) In the lower molars

and premolars of the Pquidai no feature is more characteristic than the two pairs of

internal cusps (a a
1

, b b 1

), which originated at a very early period and steadily

increase in size and importance until they reach their maximum development in the

modern forms. Now, in Anchitherium, these elements are reduced in prominence

;

on some teeth they are missing, and, as in the case of disappearing structures gen-

erally, they are very variable. Thus, in the case of the large A. aurelianense from

Steinheim, figured by Fraas, the anterior pillar is absent on in. 3, present on the

others ; the posterior pillar is much reduced on m. i, absent on m. 2. Kowalevsky's

specimens are too advanced in wear to show these features, but in a lower jaw from

Sansan containing m. 2 and m. 3, which the Princeton museum owes to the kindness

of Prof. Gaudry, the anterior pillar is not found in the last or the penultimate molar,

and iu. 2 has no posterior pillar. The same description will apply to A. equinum. In

this connection it is important to note that in the milk molars of A. aurelianense

these pillars are much more conspicuously developed than in the permanent teeth

(see Kowalevsky, PI. Ill, Fig. 58). (b) In the upper cheek-teeth the posterior con-

ule retains its importance throughout the equine series, and yet in AncJiitherium it is

so much reduced as to be hardly recognizable, (c) The external cusps of the supe-

rior molars and premolars in MesoJiippus, Miohippus, Desmatippus, Protohippus and

PJquus are but slightly concave and do not project inward in any marked degree,

while in Anchitherium these cusps are more decidedly concave than in any of the

earlier or later genera, and their apices project inward in a way that recalls the

molars of the titanotheres. All of these features tend to indicate that the dentition
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of Ancliiilurium had entered upon a course of development which was not in the

direction of the typical horses, but leading away from them, and that in consequence

the genus had no place in the direct line.

(2) If we may assume that the coalescence of the meso- and ectocuneiforms in

the tarsus is really characteristic of the genus, we shall have a further reason for

denying AncJiitherium a place in the direct ancestry of the horses, for it seems

unlikely that the modern condition should have been already attained in MesoJiippus,

lost in Ancliiilierium, and reacquired by the subsequent genera. But, in view of the

uncertainty as to the typical character of this structure, we cannot insist strongly

upon it.

(3) The very curiously elongated and flattened hoofs of this genus also militate

against the view that it belongs in the direct line, since in the change of MioJiippm to

Desmatippus they do not represent one of the stages of the transition which v/e

should expect to find.

(4) The very large size of both the known species of AncJiitJierium, one European

and the other American, would seem to indicate that this is characteristic of the

genus. This size much exceeds that of the forms which, on the hypothesis that

AncJiitherium belongs in the main series, must be regarded as its successors, and

such alternations in bulk are unlikely.

(5) There is no vacancy in the direct equine phylum which AncJiitherium can

fill, as the change from Miohippus to this genus, though of a different kind, is hardly

less in amount than that from Miohippus to Desmatippus, and to insert AncJiitJierium

in the series would be to assume a view of zigzag development, which, as to amount,

is unnecessary and unwarranted. As we shall see later, a certain degree of such

alternating advance and retrogression very probably does take place, but not to such

an extent as this hypothesis would involve. It might be thought that the occurrence

of AncJiitherium in the same horizon with the more modernized genera, Protohippus

and Desmatippus, would be a further argument for excluding the first-named genus

from the phylogeny. This fact must, of course, be allowed some weight; but as it

is, perhaps, a case of the survival of an older form, just as Desmatippus very prob-

ably is, no great importance can be attached to it. Such cases must usually be

decided upon morphological grounds.

If the view as to the systematic position of AncJiitJierium here contended for be

correct, it follows that those features in which this genus approximates the modern

forms more closely than does MioJiippus are phenomena of parallelism. As such,

these structures deserve careful attention. Assuming the possibility of parallel

development, we might on a priori grounds lay down the general principle that the
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more nearly allied any two organisms are, the more likely will they he to independ-

ently acquire similar modifications. For development is the resultant or outcome of

the interaction of two great groups of factors, viz., the nature of the organism and

the character of the environment, and obviously the more nearly alike these two

classes of factors are, the greater the similarity to be expected in the result. To use

Darwin's words: "The members of the same class, although only distantly allied,

have inherited so much in common in their constitution that they are apt to vary

under similar exciting causes in a similar manner; and this would obviously aid in

the acquirement through natural selection of parts or organs strikingly like each

other, independently of their direct inheritance from a common progenitor." * Thus

there are certain characters which have repeatedly arisen in the artiodactyls, but are

not known outside of that group. An example of this is given by the teeth ; I have

elsewhere shown that the selenodont molar has been, in all probability, independently

acquired by at least three very distinct phyla, not including others in which the

molar pattern is slightly aberrant from the typical four crescent plan, but outside of

the suborder no tooth is known which presents more than a superficial resemblance to

this pattern. That this is not, however, the limit of the process, is shown by the spout-

shaped odontoid process of the axis in many ungulates, the bicipital tubercle and double

bicipital groove of the humerus in the horse and camel, and the numerous resem-

blances between artiodactyls and perissodactyls which have not been inherited from

their common ancestors, the Condylarthra. Indeed we are as yet very far from being

able to set a limit to the possibilities of this mode of development, not to mention at

all the phenomena of convergence. What is here contended for is the principle (at

tirst sight the most obvious truism) that numerous and close resemblances of struc-

ture are prima facie evidence of relationship, even though many of these resem-

blances be due to parallelism, and further, that such parallelisms, when properly

understood, may be of great value in morphological and phylogenetic speculation.

Even when we exclude Ancliitherium (and very probabl}7 the same reasoning will

apply to Hipparion) from the direct line of equine descent, we find that most of the

conclusions as to the steps of modification in this line which were deduced from the

older hypothesis (except, of course, so much of it as referred to the relationships of

JPalceotJierium) are still valid and need to be revised only in comparatively few de-

tails. Should it prove to be the case that A. aurelianense and A. equinum have no

nearer connection than through some species of Mioldppus, which was ancestral to

* My attention was called to this passage by its quotation in Prof. H. T. Fernald's paper on " The Rela-

tionships of Arthropods" (Baltimore, 1890), which the author has kindly sent me. I have been much interested

to see how well Fernald's results in Arthropods agree with rny own in mammals.
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both, this would not diminish the value of either for understanding the systematic

position of the other, but would rather enhance it, for this would render more intelli-

gible the fact that, on comparing the two species, we find now one and now the other

more closely approximating the modern standard, and again, both agreeing in some

advance beyond Miohippus, either towards or away from the modern horses.

As examples of these parallelisms, the following may be selected. (1) In the

upper cheek-teeth of Miohippus the posterior transverse crests are separated from the

external wall, while in Ancliitlierium they have become coalesced with it. This also

happens in the direct line, beginning with Desmatippm. (2) In the upper incisors

the pit or "mark" is much better developed than in the John Day form. (3) The

orbit has been shifted farther back than in most of the species of Miohippus, though

not so far as in M. ])rce.itans. (4) The size of the animal has greatly increased, and

the changes which accompany augmented size and weight, such as heavier limb

bones with better developed processes for muscular and ligamentous attachments, are

well shown. (5) In Miohippus the spout-like shape of the odontoid process of the

axis is but barely indicated by a slight elevation of its lateral margins, while in An-

chiiherium this character is much more pronounced and is even carried somewhat

farther than in the horse. (6) The median digit in both manus and pes is enlarged,

and in consequence the magnum in the carpus and the ectocuneiform in the tarsus

have become relatively broader and lower. In these respects the two species agree,

in others they differ as to the degree of approximation to the modern standard.

In the following respects A. equinum is more modernized than A. aurelianense.

(1) The base of the cranium is more elevated above the plane of the molar teeth, and

this brings about an increase in height of the ascending ramus of the mandible and

the mandibular condyle is raised higher. (2) The humerus is much more equine in

structure, the external tuberosity being reduced in size, the bicipital tubercle much

enlarged, median in position and dividing the bicipital groove into two parts; the

distal end also is almost completely like that of the horse in construction. (3) The

radius is more equine in the expansion of the extremities, widening and flattening of

the shaft, the shape of the carpal facets, and in the position of the tubercle for the

insertion of the biceps muscle. (4) The olecranon of the ulna has the inward curva-

ture characteristic of the recent horses; the distal facet for. the cuneiform is also

more as in HJquus.

On the other hand, the European species approaches the recent type in several

points of structure more nearly than does the American. (1) The lower incisors

have the pit or enamel invagination as well marked as the upper. The exact signifi-

cance of this difference between the two sjiecies is not quite clear; it may imply that
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A. equinum has lost the structure in question, as is the case with certain horses from

the Pliocene of Florida, to which Cope has called attention, or, as is more probably

true, the American species never acquired the character. Prof. Cope very kindly

allowed me to examine his beautiful series of specimens of Mioliippus from the John

Day beds of Oregon, and in all of them I found that, while the invagination was

fairly well marked in the upper incisors, it was not indicated at all in the lower.

(2) The sigmoid facet of the ulna is not continuous, but interrupted on the external

side by a deep sulcus. (3) The facets on the pisiform for the cuneiform and ulna,

respectively, are widely separated. (4) In the specimens from Sansan (but not those

from Steinheim, which perhaps should be referred to a different species) the median

ungual phalanges are less depressed and flattened and those of the lateral digits are

decidedly more reduced in size than those of the American species. (5) The keel

on the distal trochlea of the median metacarpal, and the corresponding groove on

the proximal phalanx, are more extended anteriorly. This appears not to be true of

the specimens from Steinheim, and doubtless, as Kowalevsky has suggested in the

case of ffipjxxrion, the shortening of the lateral digits is causally connected with the

increased size and importance of the metapodial keels.

The evidence here brought forward seems to lead us to the following conclusions.

The genus Anchitlierium, in the restricted sense of the term, is of American origin

and reached Europe by migration. It cannot be regarded as a member of the direct

ancestry of the modern JEquidce, but as a side branch of that stem, which was prob-

ably derived from some of the John Day forms not as yet identified. Though

appearing later in time than these forms, it nevertheless is in some respects more

widely removed from the recent horses than they. This is notably the case in the

dentition, where the "pillars," and especially the anterior ones, of the lower molars

and premolars, and the posterior conule of the upper, appear to be undergoing a

retrogressive metamorphosis. Further, in no species of Mioliippus, or even of Meso-

Jiipjms, are the lateral metapodials so large as in the Steinheim form of A. aurelian-

ense. Some of the John Day species have a distinctly more modernized type of

skull than any species of Anchitlierium. In M. protistans, for example, the orbit is

very far back, shifted almost entirely behind the line of the molars. "While the skull

of A. equinum has great vertical depth in the orbital region, the orbit remains very

low in the face and the zygomatic arch descends very abruptly in its passage for-

ward. Though we have still, it is obvious, much to learn as to the exact relationship

between Ancliitherium and Mioliippus, the general position of the former with refer-

ence to the main equine stem is now reasonably clear.

Taking now a broader view of the series of equine genera which have been
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described in the preceding pages, we find that it is fitted to throw very welcome

light upon some disputed questions of evolutionary philosophy. In a former paper

(ISTo. 33, p. 371) I considered the problem as to whether the differentiation of any

group is a steadily advancing one (or retrograding, as the case may be), interrupted

only by relatively stationary periods of rest, or whether it should rather be regarded as

progressing in a spiral, advancing, on the whole and in the long run, but with many

deviations, setbacks and retrogressions. The evidence then available from fossil

mammals did not seem to give any very definite answer to this question, and, while

the new material offers important help in the solution of the problem, we cannot hope

to solve it definitely. The grand difficulty in the way of applying the results drawn

from the study of mammalian phyla to the solution of such general questions lies in

the fact that only very rarely can we construct a phylogeny of species as distin-

guished from that of genera, and the latter are too vague for the purpose. A hardly

less formidable difficulty is caused by the influence of migrations from one region to

another. The phenomena of parallelism, interesting as they are in themselves, are

often impossible to distinguish from the effects of a common inheritance, and the

tendency in successive genera to repeat similar cycles of specific variation only adds

to the confusion. Sometimes an apparently simple and easy step in advance is de-

layed for an incredibly long period. Thus in the little Mesoliipjius the ulna is as

much reduced and as frequently coiissified with the radius as in the very much larger

Ancliitherium which appears so much later in time. The lachrymal pit is constant

until we reach Miohippus, when it becomes subject to variation, one species at least

being devoid of it, while in the much more advanced genera, Protohippus and Hlppar-

ioti, the same variation is found, some species having the pit and others not. Yet a

phylogenetic scheme founded upon the presence or absence of the lachrymal depres-

sion would lead to absurd results. Still another obstacle to progress in these ques-

tions is found in the conditions of preservation of the fossils. As we examine large

series of forms from several successive horizons, we find that the great majority of

species and genera are confined to one or two formations and that each succeeding

fauna is recruited partly by migration from other regions, partly by the rapid expan-

sion of a comparatively few adaptive and plastic types, while most of the forms

which were especially fitted for the older conditions die out under the new. Now,

the collections contain, principally, the dominant and abundant species of any given

horizon, and these are frequently not the ancestors of the species which will be dom-

inant in the succeeding period. Only rarely do we find so many lines keeping on

without break from one horizon into another as those which pass from the White

A. p. s.—VOL. XVIII. P.
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River up into the John Day. Hence the exceptional value of those two formations

for the study of phylogenetic problems.

Admitting the full weight of the difficulties above mentioned, some general

principles stand out clearty from the confusion. The clearness may be deceptive, but

that must be determined by wider investigation. In comparing the series of horse-

like genera, we are struck at once by two facts : first, the steady advance of differen-

tiation in the main, and, secondly, the continually alternating progress and regres-

sion in certain minor details. Every genus is in some respect or other, often very

trivial, less modernized than its predecessor. For example, we have seen that, in

certain details of the carpus and tarsus, Mesoluppus is more advanced than Mioliip-

pus, Mioliippus more than Desmatippus, and the latter again than Protoliippus. It

is worthy of note that not always the same structures are affected by the retrogres-

sion in the various genera; we do not find continual advance in some respects bal-

anced by continual retreat in others. On the contrary, each genus would appear to

recover part, at least, of the ground lost by its predecessor, but to lose in some other

direction itself. Part of this appearance of alternation is no doubt due to individual

variation, for a character is often long subject to great variation before becoming

finally established, and, as already stated, there is in each successive genus a tend-

ency to run through similar cycles of variation. 'No doubt, also, allowance must be

made for the difficulty of constructing a phyletic series of species, so that, if these

appearances were confined to the horses, no great weight could be attached to them,

but every plrylum which I have been able to carefully examine displays the same

phenomena. In view of the very close connection between the John Day and White

River beds, there can be very little doubt that Miohippits has descended from one or

more species of Mesoliippus ; but if so, and unless the ancestral species of the White

River genus has not yet been discovered, the principle must be admitted. The sulci

which invade the articular surfaces of the tarsal bones, and are so conspicuous in the

recent horses, have already commenced in Mesoliippus. In that genus they are

variable, but, so far as I have been able to observe, they are more constantly present

and larger than in Mioliippus, its successor. !N~one of the known species of the latter

genus fulfills all the conditions which are required of a form ancestral to Ancliitherium,

Some do so in one respect, others in another, none in all. If this alternation in

minute details is to be rigidly excluded, I know of no species among fossil mammals

which can claim to be ancestral to another, and unless, therefore, we are prepared to

admit that no two species which have been found in successive formations stand, in a

direct relation of descent to one another, there would seem to be no escape from the

conclusion that, in some cases at least, the general differentiation of a line may be
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accompanied by an ebb and flow in certain minor characters, illustrating what Galton

has called the " regression to mediocrity." This does not imply an all-ronnd, inde-

terminate variation ; the changes are alternately towards and away from a certain

definite standard, and are sometimes repeated in one succeeding form after another,

while in other cases a new set of characters are affected. Indeed, if we admit the

possibility of parallel developments, and that, at least, is demonstrated by the fossils

beyond peradventnre, the possibility of alternations follows of itself.

While there is very little in favor of the view of indeterminate variation to be

derived from a series of fossil mammals, yet Anchitherium does display some varia-

tions which appear to be of this character. Thns Filhol has noticed the instability

of the tubercle which sometimes appears in the entrance to the median valley of the

upper teeth. "II semble qu'il n'y ait aucnne tendance a, des modifications de la

structure des dents. Le seul fait que j'ai pu constater, et qui a une bien petite im-

portance, consiste dans la presence ou l'absence d'un denticule d'email qu'on trouve

aux dents superieures, entre les denticules internes. Sur la piece que j'ai fait repre-

senter on observe ce denticule sur les trois dernieres premolaires et sur la dernierne

molaire; sur un autre echantillon il existe sur toutes les dents, alors que sur deux

autres il fait absolument defaut sur les molaires vraies" (No. 13, pp. 193, 194). In

the specimen of A. equinum which I have described, a similar tubercle occurs in the

posterior valley of the first lower molar, which is doubtless of the same variable

character. In none of the equine genera do these tubercles attain any importance,

and they have, therefore, the appearance of being indeterminate variations.

Another principle may be deduced from the facts of equine descent, viz., that a

slight degree of specialization in a direction away from that taken by the main line

is not incompatible with a place in that line. Thus the elbow joint of Mesohippus is

curiously specialized in a fashion that does not occur in any of the later horses ; the

outer portion of the humeral trochlea projects laterally and is flared in a peculiar

manner, forming with the corresponding surface on the radius a joint which allows

an extraordinary degree of flexion. But for the obliquity of the trochlea, which

throws the radius outward when the arm is flexed, the two bones could be brought

into contact for almost their whole length without dislocation. It may be objected

that no known species of Mesohijjpus is really in the direct series, and that the

ancestral species did not have this peculiarity, but this seems improbable from many

points of view, especially when it is remembered that a trace of the same structure

may be observed in Miohippus. If true at all, this principle is of wide application,

but it must not be pushed too far, for nothing seems better established than the

belief that premature specialization in any conspicuous degree is fatal to the perma-
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nenee of a line, examples of which may be found abundantly in every horizon. In

the case of Ancliitlierium, it may seem that I have excluded it from the main phylum

on very trivial grounds, deviations which are no greater than the elbow joint of

Metohippus. But in the teeth of Anchitherium we find that characters which are

constant in all the genera before and after it, characters in the continual development

of which lies the peculiarity of the evolving equine dentition, are reduced or entirely

lost. Of itself, perhaps, this fact would be insufficient to justify us in excluding the

genus from the direct line, but it coincides, as we have seen, with many other facts,

all of which point to the same conclusion.

The following table expresses concisely the relationships of the various Oligoeene

and Miocene equine genera, according to present information.

Loup Fork,

Deep River,

(Hiatus), .

John Day, .

White River,

Protoliippus. Hipparion.

Ancliiilierium

.

Protoliippus.

?Ancliitlierium. Desmatijypus.

. Mioliippus.

Mesoliippus.

Rhinoceridae.

CuENOPUS? Cope.

The rhinoceroses of the lower beds of the Deep River valley are represented in

the collection only by some portions of mandibles which contain much mutilated

teeth. These remains are altogether too uncharacteristic to admit of generic ref-

erence.

APHELOPS Cope.

Bull. U. S. Oeol. and Geogr. Surv., No. 1, 1874, p. 13.

The upper beds yielded some fragmentary remains of a large rhinoceros which

almost certainly belong to Aphelops. The best preserved of these is a portion of a

skull, including the occiput, zygomatic arch and roof of the cranium, together with

fragments of the molar teeth and superior maxillary bone, but, in the absence of
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characteristic parts of the skull, the specific reference of this specimen is uncertain.

The antero-posterior concavity of the upper profile of the cranium, and the rise

towards the occipital crest, constitute a resemblance to A. megalodus, though these

features are less emphasized than in that species. On the other hand, the projecting

occipital condyles and long, laterally compressed postglenoid process, with its rugose

posterior border, are rather more like those of A. fossiger. The posttympanic pro-

cess of the squamosal does not quite reach the postglenoid, while in most specimens

from the upper Loup Fork beds there is a more or less extensive contact between the

two processes, though they do not seem to be coossified.

As I pointed out several years ago (No. 35, p. 16), the line of the horned

rhinoceroses of the Old World diverged at an early period from the American horn-

less series ; the two phyla cannot well have any common ancestor more recent than

the Aceratheria of the "White River Oligocene. It follows from this that those fea-

tures in which Aphelops and its congeners resemble the modern genera more closely

than do the White River species, have been independently acquired in the two lines.

These resemblances are numerous and, because of the confidence with which we may

regard them as parallelisms, worthy of enumeration.

The following brief summary of the points in which Aphelops approximates the

modern standard more than do the "White River forms is taken principally from the

papers of Cope and Osborn upon that genus. (1) The increased size and robustness

of the skeleton, as compared with that of the older genus, are very marked, and in

some species (e. g., A. fossiger} carried even beyond the condition of the recent spe-

cies, so as to produce, as Cope has shown, the proportions of the hippopotamus rather

than those of any recent rhinoceros. (2) The upper incisors are reduced to a single

one in each premaxillary. In the Loup Fork genus, Peraceras, these teeth have been

lost entirely, as in the recent African form, Aielodus. (3) The superior premolars

have become more thoroughly molariform by the more complete sepai'ation of their

internal cusps (deutero- and tetartocones). (4) The upper molars have increased in

size and have become more complicated through the development of spurs upon the

transverse crests. (5) The shape of the occiput is much more modernized than in

Ccenojjus, and in most of the species the upper contour of the skull is concave, rising

more or less steeply towards the inion. (6) The postglenoid and posttympanic pro-

cesses of the squamosal are in contact. (7) The postglenoid is less like that of the

tapir in character and has an elongated styliform shape, as in the recent rhinoceroses.

(8) The sagittal crest is shorter and less prominent and the cranial cavity more

rounded and capacious. (9) The foramen lacerum anterius and foramen rotundum

have become confluent. (10) The foramen lacerum medium and foramen ovale are
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much more closely approximated and sometimes confluent. (11) In the humerus,

the deltoid crest is much better developed. (12) In the carpus, the magnum does

not support the lunar anteriorly, and the latter element has shifted more completely

upon the unciform. (13) The fifth digit is reduced to a nodular rudiment of the

metacarpal. (14) "The femur of the species from the earlier formations may be

readily distinguished from that of those of the later Tertiaries by the forms of both

the extremities. In the Aceratheria, this bone resembles that of the tapirs in the

form of the great trochanter. This process is produced at its external border, has a

recurved apex, and encloses a deep trochanteric fossa. In Aphelops it is precisely as

in Uliinocerus, obliquely truncate externally, without prominent apex or well-marked

fossa. In the Aceratheria the inner crest of the rotular groove is but moderately

prominent; in Aplielops and Rhinocerus it is greatly developed" (Cope, No. 4,

p. 771e
). (15) The astragalus has become lower and broader and has a much more

extensive bearing upon the cuboid, and the calcaneum is shorter and more massive.

With these resemblances, Aplielops presents many divergences from the true

rhinoceros series, which Osborn has thus summed up: "The subtriangular shape of

the scapula, the very elevated position and sessile character of the deltoid ridge of

the humerus, the spreading manus, and the comparatively feeble development of the

third trochanter of the femur" (No. 28, p. 98). To these may be added certain con-

stant differences in the character of the skull. The presence of horns in one series

and the absence of them in the other is doubtless the cause of these divergences in

skull structure. Leaving out of view the problematical Diceratherium—a genus

which is common to both hemispheres, and the relationship of which to the other

genera of the family is still far from clear—all the American forms have weak and

slender nasals ; the sagittal crest is retained, in striking contrast to the broad, flat-

tened cranium of the horned genera, and the development of air sinuses in the bones

which surround the cerebral cavity is carried only to a moderate extent. Still farther

differences between the two series occur in the details of the tarsus and the mode of

articulation of these bones with the metatarsus.

It may be fairly concluded that the American hornless genera, while running

parallel to the horned rhinoceroses of the Old World in many very striking ways,

nevertheless form a series entirely independent of them.
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ARTIODACTYLA.

OreodontMae.

MESOREODON Scott.

Amir. Naturalist, 1893, p. 661.

Orcodonts with skull structure very similar to that of the John Day genus,

Eporeodon, but with molars showing an incipient tendency to hypsodontism. Feet

constructed as in Merychyus. Manus "adaptively" reduced, the third metacarpal

articulating with the trapezoid. A rudimentary clavicle present. Larynx with

ossified thyroid cartilage.

It may seem that this form is not generically separable from Eporeodon, and the

relationship between the two is certainly very close; but if so, it must be given at

least subgeneric rank. Animals of this type are much the most abundant fossils of

the lower Deep River beds, outnumbering in wealth of individuals all the other

species in the collection taken together. Two species are found in association.

Mesokkodon ohklonti Scott.

(loc. eit.)

Size exceeding that of Eporeodon, teeth large, zygomatic arches depressed, occi-

put drawn out into supero-lateral wings, metapodials rather short and stout, ungual

phalanges trowel-shaped and pointed.

This species is very much the more abundant of the two and is represented in

the collection by a large number of specimens, so that, with the exception of some

vertebras and ribs and the sternum, all parts of the skeleton may be described. A
considerable degree of variation obtains among these specimens, both in regard to

size and in other more important respects. Some of these differences, however, are

almost certainly of a sexual nature, and they give no satisfactory reason for establish-

ing another species.

I. Dentition. A. Upper Jaw (PI. Y, Fig. 36). The incisors have small and

simple ci-owns, which are antero-posteriorly compressed and in the unworn state are

somewhat pointed. In size, they increase regularly from the first to the third. The

canine is of the ordinary trihedral recurved shape characteristic of the family, but

differs from that of the older genera in having upon its inner face a deep groove,

bounded before and behind by sharp enamel ridges.

The premolars are relatively larger than in Oreodon or Eporeodon and have a

different external form, which constitutes an approximation to Merychyus. The

change consists in an elongation of the crown, both vertically and antero-posteriorly,
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in the disappearance of the median ridge on the outer side of the protocone, as well

as of the external cingulum, of which a trace is retained on M. The construction

of the internal side of the crown is very much like what is to be found in Oreodon,

but the ridges and hollows are, for the most part, better developed, and there are

other minor differences. In all the premolars the protocone is a compressed and

trenchant pyramidal cone, terminating below in an acute point which is in the median

line of the crown. The first premolar has a slightly convex external face and is not

so wide transversely as in the White River genus, especially in the posterior half;

on the front edge there is a fossa bounded by an internal ridge which descends par-

allel to the edge of the protocone, and a faintly marked posterior fossa is formed by

a slight elevation of the cingulum. This tooth is therefore of a somewhat different

shape and simpler pattern than p_i of Oreodon. The second premolar is larger than

pi
, but has a similar external form with convex face ; internally there are two ante-

rior fossettes, the second of which is formed by the anterior cingulnm, and the pos-

terior fossette is much deeper than in p_2. All of these internal ridges are more

prominent than in the White River genus, but the transverse diameter of the crown

is less. The third premolar has a slightly concave external face, and the internal

crests and cingulum are better developed than in p_2. The anterior ridges are more

conspicuous than in Oreodon, but the posterior cingulum, or deuterocone, very much

less so, and this, combined with the narrower crown, gives the tooth quite a different

appearance in the two genera. In M we find the usual pair of crescents, the proto-

and deuterocones, as in the selenodonts generally ; the transverse width of the crown

is somewhat greater in proportion, the protocone more compressed laterally and the

valley narrower, though deep, than in Oreodon.

The molars are like those of Eporeodon, but with a certain resemblance to those

of Merycliyus ; this likeness is to be seen in a heightening of the crown vertically,

narrowing of the valleys, the compression or thinning of the external buttresses

(para- and mcsostyles) and in the fore-and-aft extension of the postero-external

crescent in m. 3 . On the other hand, the characteristic feature of the Merycliyus

molar, viz., the extension of the posterior horn of the crescentic protocone, cutting

off the anterior horn of the hypocone from contact with the outer wall, is not present.

In m. 1 and m. 2 the postero-internal crescent is developed at the expense of the antero-

internal, which is especially small in m. 1, but in m. 3 the two are of nearly equal size

and the adjacent horns are in close contact at their extremities, m. 3 has a well-

developed outer fold or buttress at the hinder edge of the metaconid, which extends

beyond the posterior horn of the inner crescent as in JEjporeodon and Merycliyus, but

not in Oreodon.
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B. Lower Jaw. The incisors are smaller than in JSporeodon and have chisel-

shaped crowns, with an internal cingulum upon the second and third ; all three are of

nearly equal size and are quite strongly procumbent. The canine is larger than the

incisors, to which series it functionally belongs, and is, like them, quite procumbent.

The first premolar has the caniniform shape and function characteristic of all the

genera of the family except Pltliecistes ; there is a very marked difference in the size

and shape of this tooth in the various specimens, a difference which is doubtless sex-

ual. In those skulls which are supposed to be of females, pTI is much lower and

smaller, and in shape less completely caniniform than in the males. The other pre-

molars in all the available specimens are so abraded that the details of their construc-

tion cannot well be made out ; they are longer in the antero-posterior direction than

those of JEporeodon, and M is implanted by two well-separated fangs. In p. 4, which

is less rapidly worn down than the other premolars, there are two deep internal val-

leys, one in front of and the other behind the deuteroconid ; the posterior valley be-

comes, on abrasion, an isolated fossette.

The molars are much more like those of JEporeodon than those of Merychyus in

the general shape of their broad, low crowns; but the valleys are narrow and soon

disappear on wear, and the inner lobes are somewhat more flattened than in the John

Day genus.

Measurements.
MALE. FEMALE.

M. M.

Upper molar-premolar series, length 103 .101

Upper premolar series, length 048 .048

Upper canine, antero-posterior diameter (fang) 009 .008

Upper canine, transverse diameter (fang) 012 .010

Upper first premolar, length 010 .011

Upper second premolar, length 013 .014

Upper third premolar, length 013 .013

Upper fourth premolar, length 012 .012

Upper fourth premolar, width .014

Upper molar series, length 055 .053

Upper first molar, length : 015 .012

Upper first molar, width -015

Upper second molar, length 018 .016

Upper second molar, width -021

Upper third molar, length 025 .024

Upper third molar, width -025

Lower molar-premolar series, length 107 .109

Lower premolar series, length 048 .046

Lower first premolar, length 010 .008

Lower first premolar, width 009 .006

A. P. S.

—

VOL. XVIII. Q.
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MALE. FEMALE.

M, M.

Lower second premolar, length 013 .013

Lower third premolar, length 013 .014

Lower fourth premolar, length 015 .014

Lower molar series, length ! 059 .064

Lower first molar, length 014 .014

Lower second molar, length 017 .018

Lower third molar, length 028 .032

The Milk Dentition is like that of the older genera in that cus, which in Mery-

chyus is molariform and composed of four crescents, is like neither molar nor pre-

molar. The anterior half of the crown is a compressed protocone with trenchant

edges, like the corresponding cusp in the premolars, but thicker transversely, and

with a fossette upon its anterior face. Except for its greater thickness, this portion

of the crown is like the whole of cuj or the corresponding premolar. The posterior

part of the crown is composed of a pair of transversely placed crescents, the trito-

and tetartocones, and resembles half of a molar. As I have elsewhere pointed out,

with reference to the more ancient members of the family, this tooth plainly shows

that in the upper milk molars the homologies of the cusps, as determined by their

position, are the same as in the premolars, but the order in which these cusps appear

is altogether peculiar, being as follows : proto-, trito-, tetarto- and deuterocones (ISTo.

29, p. 441). In the lower series, S7a and O are like their successors in the permanent

dentition, while cT74 is of the usual artiodactyl pattern, consisting of three pairs of

crescents ; of these, the anterior pair is formed by the paraconid and an element

internal to it, to which, as it occurs only among the artiodactyls, I have not thought

it worth while to give a special name. I cannot determine whether pj. has a predc-"

cessor in the milk series, as it has in Oreodon, though there is some reason to think

that this is the case. If so, the change takes place at an early period, before any of

the other milk molars are shed. The milk canines and incisors differ from the per-

manent ones merely in size.

In short, the temporary dentition of Mesoreodon departs from that of Merycliyus

more widely than does the permanent one, though in this connection it should be

remembered that the temporary teeth are not known in the earlier species of this

genus, M. zygomaticus and M. imriogonus, and as these species have a permanent

dentition which in one or the other respect recalls that of the older genera, it may

well happen that the temporary dentition of these sjjecies will also prove to be inter-

mediate between that of the typical Merycliyus species from the upper Loup Fork

and that of the more ancient foims of the family.

Tlie Skull (PL IY, Fig. 32; PL V, Fig. 35). The structure of the skull is so
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like that in Eporeodon that no detailed description of it will be necessary, and it will

therefore suffice to mention the points of difference between the two genera. The

general proportions of the skull, length of face and cranium, size and position of the

orbits, etc., are very similar in both ; it is only when we come to compare the details

that differences become apparent. In Mesoreodon the anterior aspect of the premax-

illaries is slightly broader and more flattened, and the two bones are more closely

applied together and the symphyseal portion is more thickened. These changes are

very slight, but they are not unimportant, since they are in the direction of the

curious ankylosed premaxillai'ies of Merycliyus. The maxillary sinuses are enlarged,

which gives to the face a slightly swollen appearance. As in the older genera of the

family, there appears to be a sexual difference in the lachrymal depression, the depth

of which varies with the size of the canines, indicating that it was better marked in

the males, but it is never so deep as in the males of Eporeodon. The frontal sinuses

are more inflated than in the John Day genus, which gives to the forehead somewhat

the same vaulted appearance as in Merycliyus, but to a less degree; the nasal pro-

cesses of the frontals are unusually long.

The zygomatic process of the squamosal is intermediate in character between

that of Eporeodon and that of Merycliyus zygomaticus ; it is very widely expanded at

the base, both transversely and antero-posteriorly, and its outer border is quite

strongly raised, thickened and rugose, more so than in the former, less so than in the

latter. The postglenoid process resembles that in the John Day form in being low,

broad and very massive. The tympanic bullae vary in size, being in some specimens

much more prominent and inflated than in others. So far as the material in hand

goes, it appears to indicate that the bullae were more largely inflated in the male than

in the female, but a much larger series of skulls 'will be required to definitely deter-

mine whether this is really a sexual character or not. The occiput is peculiar, and

in its upper portion very similar to that of Eporeodon, the angles being extended into

a pair of large wing-like processes as in that genus and in some species of Oreodon

as well. These prominent processes are separated by a deep concavity; beneath this

the surface is transversely very convex, prominent in the median line, and with deep

grooves or narrow fossae at the sutures between the squamosals and the exoccipitals.

The wide transverse expansion of the latter elements makes the base of the occiput

very broad. The paroccipitals are likewise broad at the base and closely applied to

the bullae, but the distal portion is slender and tapering. In these respects the

inferior portion of the occiput is intermediate in structure and appearance between

that of Eporeodon and that of Merycliyus zygomaticus. As in the latter, the condyles

project more posteriorly than in the John Day form.
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The mandible is most like that of Eporeodon, but with some changes in the

direction of Merychyus. Owing to the procumbency of the incisors and their alveoli,

the outline of the chin, when viewed from the side, is seen to be strongly concave.

In Eporeodon the posterior margin of the angle and ascending ramus is regularly

rounded and projects far back of the condyle, while in Merychyus zygomaticus this

margin is nearly straight and vertically directed and extends but little back of the

condyle, from which it is separated by a notch. In Mesoreodon the shape of this

region of the mandible is intermediate between these two extremes. The coronoid

is short and slender, the sigmoid notch deep and widely open, and the condyle is

much extended transversely.

By a happy accident the hyoid (PI. Ill, Fig. 29) is preserved almost intact in

one of the specimens and in its natural position. This apparatus in some respects

differs from that of any known artiodactyl and agrees better with the hyoid of certain

perissodactyls. 'No doubt can exist as to the proper reference of the specimen, as is

demonstrated by its connection with the skull, which was that of a large male, as

indicated by the robust canines.

The tympano-hyal is a short, stout, cylindrical bar, which is inserted into a de-

pression upon the outer side of the auditory bulla. The stylohyal forms a long and

broad (antero-posteriorly) but thin and very much compressed bar, which expands

at the proximal end, but this portion is fractured, so that its exact shape cannot be

determined. Except for this proximal expansion, the bone is of almost uniform size

throughout. The epihyal is well ossified and relatively longer than in the sheep ; it

is narrower and somewhat thicker than the stylohyal and tapers distally. The cerato-

hyal is also better developed than in the modern ruminants ; it is of a curious, paddle-

like shape, slender and rounded where it joins the epihyal and expanding into a

rounded blade posteriorly, where it is applied to the basihyal ; it is not ankylosed with

the latter. The basihyal is unlike that of any artiodactyl, with which I have been

able to compare it, and much more resembles that of the horse. In shape it is nar-

row, depressed and thin and curved backward ; i. e., with the concavity towards the

front. Its great peculiarity, for an artiodactyl, consists in the presence of a glosso-

hyal process, which is given off from the middle line of the hinder border. This

process is much shorter proportionately and more curved backward than in the

horse, and is compressed antero-posteriorly instead of laterally. I can find no other

artiodactyl in which this process occurs. The thyrohyals are ankj'losed with the

basihyal, at which points they form slight, club-shaped swellings ; they are slender,

rounded, arched somewhat anteriorly and are of unusual relative length, being nearly

as long as the stylohyals, though of altogether different shape.
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Posterior to the hyoid apparatus, but not directly connected with it, the matrix

contains a hollow, compressed semicylinder, or spout-shaped piece of bone (Fig. 29,

T. c), with exceedingly thin walls, which, strange to say, is unmistakably the ossified

thyroid cartilage of the larynx. The position and, still more, the shape of this bone

do not admit of the least doubt as to its nature, and this is one more added to the

many peculiarities of this very peculiar family, though whether the character is con-

fined to the present genus or is common to many other members of the group is not

luiown as yet. Obviously, only by the rarest chance could such a fragile structure

be preserved. Possibly the ossification of this cartilage is a sexual character, for, as

already mentioned, the skull with which the specimen was found associated is very

probably that of a male. The function of this bone was probably similar to that

performed by the enormously inflated basihyal of the howling monkeys, and must

have given to these animals most unusual powers of voice. So far as I can discover,

such ossification is not known elsewhere among the Mammalia.

There is no available material to compare the hyoid apparatus here described

with that of the other genera of the family, since these bones are but rarely found in

a fossil state. One specimen of Mporeodon from Oregon shows, however, that the

stylohyal in this genus resembles in size and shape that of Mesoreodon.

Measurements.
MALE. FEMALE.

M. M.

Length of skull from summit of occiput to end of nose 252 .248

Length from occipital condyles to incisive alveoli 232 .234

Distance from summit of inion to base of lower jaw (vertical) 180 .187

Length of cranium from summit of inion to postorbital margin 135 .133

Length of face from postorbital margin to end of nose 126 .126

Height of occiput 085 .078

Breadth of the same at base 070 .070

Breadth of skull at zygomatic arches 142 .142

Breadth of skull at postorbital arches 110 .12

Breadth of face at upper first premolars 040 .047

Breadth of face at last molars 080 .085

Length of parietal crest 098 .089

Length of frontals in median line 050 .058

Length of nasals in median line 100 .100

Breadth of face between frontal angular processes 029 .033

Vertical diameter of orbit 030 .039

Transverse diameter 030 .030

Height of lower jaw at coronoid process .096

Height of lower jaw at condyle 090

Height of lower jaw back of last molar 049

Height of lower jaw at third premolar 031

.053

.034
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M. M.

Breadth of lower jaw obliquely back of last molar 073 .075

Length of symphysis of lower jaw .052

Height of anterior nares 035 .032

Breadth of anterior nares 026 .032

Distance between the supraorbital foramina 016 .024

Distance between the infraorbital foramina 036 .060

Length of haid palate .126

Width of hard palate between first molars .045

Stylohyal, length ?.050

Epihyal, length 015

Ceratohyal, length 019 ....

Basihyal, width 018

Tliy rohyal, length 040

Thyroid cartilage, height 016

The Brain. Having no brain-cast of the John Day genus Eporeodon prepared,

I am unable to compare that of Mesoreodoa with it, and must therefore take the

White River Oreodon as a standard. In the latter genus there is a considerable

degree of individual variation, both in the shape of the hemispheres and in the num-

ber and extent of their convolutions. To some of these types the brain of Mesoreo-

don presents a much closer resemblance than to others, but is somewhat more

advanced and modernized than any of them. This advance is noticeable in the gen-

eral form of the hemispheres, which, though not broader behind than in some speci-

mens of Oreodon, are much more so anteriorly, and thus the whole brain is fuller,

more rounded and tapers less forward. The hemispheres have also slightly increased

in vertical diameter, so that they are no longer exceeded in this dimension by the

height of the cerebellum and medulla oblongata. Posteriorly, the two halves of the

cerebrum are brought closer together and reach the cerebellum in the middle line,

not gaping so as to expose part of the optic lobes, as is the case in the White River

genus. They do not, however, appear to overlap the lateral lobes any more exten-

sively than in that form.

The sulci are very nearly the same as occur in some specimens of Oreodon, but

they pursue a slightly more sinuous course, which gives an appearance of richer con-

volutions. The dorsal surface displays (1) a short and straight lateral fissure, which

does not connect anteriorly with the suprasylvian, as is sometimes the case in the

White River genus. As regards the latter, Krueg (No. 22) regards this sulcus as

the splenial, which by an extreme degree of " supination " is exposed upon the dorsal

surface of the cerebrum, as in many of the small artiodactyls now living. But as

this fissure does not extend to the medial surface of the hemisphere, this interpreta-
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tion does not seem probable. (2) There is a longer and more curved suprasvlvian

fissure, which is connected anteriorly with the coronal fissure by means of a short

and faintly marked ansate sulcus. This connection is also found in some specimens

of Oreodon. (3) The coronal sulcus consists of two portions ; the anterior is longer

and curves downward and outward, while the posterior is shorter and more obscurely

marked and converges towards the middle line in a way that suggests the crucial

sulcus of the Carnivora. The lateral view shows, in addition to these fissures, a

short and nearly horizontal sylvian sulcus and a presylvian which has a more nearly

vertical course than in Oreodon. The sylvian fissure appears to be connected with

the fissura rhinalis, though in this region the sulci arc very obscure and diffi-

cult to interpret. Indications of a posterior suprasylvian sulcus are also to be

observed.

The character of the cerebral sulci is, it is obvious, very much the same as that

which occurs among the smaller and more primitive forms of existing ruminants, and

these, as Krueg has shown, agree closely in fundamental plan with the Carnivora.

As there is every reason to believe that the Oreodontidue are connected with the

Pecora only through very ancient forms, in which the hemispheres were either smooth

or but very little convoluted, this resemblance must be chiefly ascribed to parallelism

of development. Still more obviously is this the case with regard to the likeness

between these artiodactyls and the Carnivora.

In both of the brain-casts of Mesoreodon the olfactory lobes are broken away,

but it is plain that they were not at all overlapped by the cerebrum. The cerebellum

is very much as in the older White River type ; its posterior face rises nearly verti-

cally from the medulla ; the vermis is large and prominent and the lateral lobes are

broad. In neither of the specimens is the cerebellum sufficiently well preserved to

display the details of the convolutions.

The Vertebral Column. The atlas is rather more like that of the true ruminants

than is that of Eporeodon. This is due principally to the more uniform width of the

transverse processes and their continuation into short spines behind the surfaces for

the axis, from which they are separated by decided notches. This prolongation of

the transverse processes is, however, much less marked than in the Pecora. On the

other hand, the processes are more widely expanded laterally than in JEporeodon,

which is a departure from the ruminant type. The anterior extension of the trans-

verse process has, as in the earlier genera of the family, converted the atlanteo-diapo-

physeal notch into a foramen, but there is no perforation for the vertebrarterial canal.

The anterior cotyli for the occipital condyles are deep and are more distinctly sepa-

rated at their inferior borders than in Eporeodon and the neural spine is larger and
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more rugose. The posterior articular surfaces for the axis are larger in both dimen-

sions than in the latter genus, but especially in width.

The axis is very different from that of the Oregon genus. The atlanteal facets

are broader and higher, descending more below the level of the centrum and separated

by a more decided medio-inferior notch, but not, as is the case in Eporeodon, divided

above by deep notches from the bases of the pedicels of the neural arch. The odon-

toid process is wider, more depressed and spout-like, with more elevated margins and

with the articular surface for the inferior arch of the atlas rising higher upon its

sides. The odontoid process is thus in an analogous stage towards the assumption

of the spout-like character as it is in Protolabis among the camels and Miohippus

among the horses. The transverse processes are longer and heavier than in Eporeo-

don. The neural spine is of very different shape from that of the latter, a change

which is chiefly brought about by an elevation of the anterior portion, so that it

forms a large hatchet-like plate, quite different from the spine found in the other

members of the subfamily and more like that of AgriocJicerus. The postzygapo-

physes are more horizontal in position than in the Oregon genus, presenting more

directly downward and less obliquely outward and backward. The pedicels of the

neural arch are not perforated for the second pair of spinal nerves.

The remaining cervicals are rather short, with slightly opisthocoelous centra,

which are keeled on the inferior side. The transverse process and pleurapophyseal

plate are well developed and the latter reaches great size on the sixth vertebra. The

neural spine is a mere ridge on the third, fourth and fifth cervicals, on the sixth it is

much higher, slender and inclined forward, while on the seventh it is still higher and

heavier. In proportion to the size of the head, the neck is of about the same length

as in Eporeodon, but the vertebrae are more heavily built.

The thoracic vertebras are not different in any very important respect from those

of the Oregon genus, except for the better development of the spines. On the first

of the series the spine is considerably higher and thicker than on the last cervical,

but is much surpassed in both respects by the spine of the second, in which this pro-

cess reaches almost bovine proportions. The other anterior thoracic vertebra? have

broad, compressed spines, though none of the specimens are sufficiently complete to

allow a determination of the length of these processes.

The remaining regions of the vertebral column are represented by numbers of

isolated centra, from which the processes have been broken away, and which there-

fore do not require any detailed description. So far as they go, these bones differ but

little from the corresponding vertebras of Eporeodon.

The anterior ribs are rather short, broad and compressed, and of triangular
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section
;

posteriorly, they become longer, much more slender and of more rounded

section. Nothing is known of the sternum.

The Fore Limb displays some characters of unexpected interest. The scapula

varies considerably in the different specimens, some of which variations would appear

to be of a sexual nature.

The best preserved shoulder-blade (PL IV, Fig. 33) is one which belonged, as

I believe, to a female, being associated with a skull in which the small size of the

canines and the caniniform first lower premolar is very striking. In this specimen

the coracoid and suprascapular borders are broken in such a way as to prevent an

accurate determination of the outline of the bone, but the spine, neck, and most of

the postscapular fossa are in good condition. The glenoid cavity is small, shallow,

and of nearly circular shape, the antero-posterior diameter but slightly exceeding

the transverse. The coracoid is large, especially in the vertical dimension, but is

not clearly demarcated from the neck of the scapula and displays but little rugosity

;

hence it is not conspicuous when viewed from the outer side. The neck of the

scapula is high in the vertical direction, narrow and contracted, and the rugose lines

for muscular attachment are but faintly marked. Above the neck, the glenoid bor-

der extends obliquely upward and backward, enclosing with the spine a narrow,

triangular postscapular fossa. This border is considerably thickened and its external

margin is elevated, making the fossa quite concave antero-posteriorly. The spine

is very high, and for most of its length curved backward, so as to make the anterior

surface convex and the posterior concave. Its free margin is flattened and gradually

becomes wider inferiorly to the point where it sends out a distinct metacromial pro-

cess. ]STo other genus of the family has yet been found in which a metacromion

occurs. Beneath this process the curvature of the spine is reversed, the posterior

surface now being convex and the anterior concave, and the acromion projects for-

ward as well as downward. The length of the acromion cannot be definitely stated,

as its tip is broken away, but obviously it could not have descended nearly to the

level of the glenoid cavity.

This spine is of a very exceptional character for an artiodactyl. In Oreodou

there is no metacromion, the spine is lower and not recurved and descends more

nearly to the level of the glenoid cavity. In Fporeodon there is likewise no meta-

cromion, but the spine is very high and curved in very much the same fashion as in

Mesoreodon.

The second specimen (PL IV, Fig. 34) has lost the spine but preserved the entire

outline of the scapula, which is represented either by bone or by the impression of it

in the matrix. There is good reason to believe that this specimen should be referred

A. P. S.—VOL. XVIII. R.
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to the same individual as a large male skull which was found in the same locality,

but on this point I cannot speak with entire confidence. The glenoid cavity is some-

what larger and more oval in shape than in the specimen first described, the antero-

posterior diameter distinctly exceeding the transverse; the neck is broader, heavier

and less contracted, and has well-marked rugose lines for the attachment of muscles.

On the other hand, the glenoid border is less elevated and the postscapular fossa is,

in consequence, less concave. The coracoid border curves forward much more

decidedly than it does in the scapula of Oreodon, making the proximal portion of

the blade relatively much wider than in that genus. The suprascapular border is

gently arched, but nevertheless forms nearly a right angle with the glenoid border.

The spine is almost median in position, giving pre- and postscapular fossae of nearly

equal size, but of different shape, owing to the different course taken by the coracoid

and glenoid borders.

The block of matrix which contains the scapula just described, holds also the

last four cervical and first four thoracic vertebrae, with their ribs attached, and the

proximal half of the humerus. The same block contains also a small bone (Fig. 34,

cT) which is removed but a short distance from the coracoid process of the scapula,

and runs forward and inward, overlapping the first rib and the transverse process of

the seventh cervical vertebra. This bone I regard as a rudimentary clavicle. Nat-

urally, such identification will be received with much doubt, and I was at first very

skeptical about it myself. It is certainly most unexpected to find this element in an

ungulate so far advanced in differentiation and so high in the geological scale as the

middle Miocene, while it has not yet been detected in the Condylarthra of the

lower Eocene. Nevertheless, in spite of the a priori improbability of the occur-

rence of the clavicle in a Miocene artiodactyl, there seems to be but little doubt that

such is actually the fact. In the first place, the position taken by the bone in ques-

tion is such as a clavicle would occupy if it were present. There is a slight vertical

displacement of the whole fore limb and shoulder girdle, but otherwise the bones of

all the surrounding parts—vertebras, ribs, scapula and humerus—are in their natural

position almost as perfectly as in a living animal. (2) There is no other bone in this

skeleton with which this one can be identified ; it is much too slender to be a part

even of the smallest rib, and its shape is quite different from that of any of the

elements of the hyoid apparatus. Fortunately, we already possess the latter belong-

ing to (presumably) the same individual and can definitely state that the bone in

question cannot be referred to it. (3) The shape is that which we should expect to

find in a rudimentary clavicle; it is slightly arched downward, is very slender and of

rounded section, with an inferior keel, which is best marked in the middle and dies
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away towards the ends. (4) The unusual development of the spine of the scapula

is an indication that the clavicle had not been entirely lost. (5) Wincza's observa-

tion (]STo. 36) that a transitory rudiment of a bony clavicle is developed in the sheep,

points to the conclusion that this element has not been eliminated from the artiodac-

tyls for so long a period as has been generally supposed. (6) Admitting that the

structure under discussion really represents the clavicle, its very small size and loose

attachments (for it is in contact with neither the scapula nor the sternum) will ex-

plain why it has not yet been observed in the more ancient forms of ungulates. Only

by the rarest chance could such a bone be preserved in its natural position.

Unless, therefore, we are prepared to assume that a single bone of some small

animal has become accidentally entangled with this skeleton of Mesoreodon, and in

such a way as to exactly simulate the position of the collar bone, which is certainly

highly improbable, there would seem to be no escape from the conclusion that the

clavicle was present in this genus. However, other specimens will be required before

we can be entirely satisfied on this point.

In this connection it may be noted that the simpler and less developed scapular

spine of Oreodon would lead us to infer the absence of a clavicle in that genus. But,

assuming this to be the case, we cannot yet determine the significance of the fact since

so little is known of the skeleton of those White Kiver species in which the tympanic

bullae are inflated and which are presumably the ancestors of Eporeodon. In the

absence of knowledge on this point we cannot tell whether the supposed clavicle of

Mesoreodon should be regarded as a persistent rudiment or as a case of reversion and

the reacquisition of a lost structure. The former alternative would certainly seem

to be more probable, and, if it is true, it may serve to explain the very general differ-

ence between artiodactyls and perissodactyls with regard to the development of the

acromion. As is well known, this structure is in nearly all artiodactyls large and

prominent, while in even the Eocene perissodactyls the acromion is absent. If we

may assume that the clavicle persisted longer in the former group than in the latter,

this difference would be accounted for.

The humerus (PI. IV, Fig. 34; PI. V, Fig. 37) is in general very similar to that

of Eporeodon, but has a decidedly stouter shaft ; the head is more convex and presents

much more posteriorly, less exclusively in the proximal direction. The external

tuberosity is of a different shape, its extremities being less produced as overhanging

hooks ; the internal tuberosity is also less developed, and in consequence the bicipital

groove is not so deep. The length of the shaft is about the same as in Eporeodon,

but the diameter, both transversely and antero-posteriorly, is much greater. The

distal end is of the shape which is characteristic and constant throughout the family.
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This shape is already well shown in the White River species and is marked by its

relatively great transverse breadth, prominent internal epicondyle, broad, rounded

intercondylar ridge, which is nearly median in position, and the nearly equal width

of the external and internal divisions of the trochlea. The anconeal fossa is relatively

higher and narrower than in JEporeodon.

Some differences, which are probably of a sexual nature, are to be observed in

the proximal end of the humerus in different specimens. In those which are asso-

ciated with the skulls marked by small canines, and therefore presumably female, the

head is more hemispherical and markedly shorter in the antero-posterior direction

;

the external tuberosity extends less completely across the anterior face of the bone

and the bicipital groove is wider. Possibly, however, these distinctions are specific

rather than sexual.

The ulna and radius (PI. V, Fig. 38) are massively constructed ; they are en-

tirely unreduced and show no tendency to coossify at any point. The radio-ulnar

arch is very long, extending from a short distance below the head to the distal ex-

pansion ; this is not visible in the anterior view. The radius has the form of head

which is characteristic of the family and therefore requires no detailed description.

The shaft is not so broad and antero-posteriorly compressed as in Eporeodon, but

more rounded and cylindrical in the middle, reverting thus in some degree to the

condition found in Oreodon. The distal end is more expanded transversely than in

JEJporeodon, though in this respect there is considerable variation. The scaphoid sur-

face is peculiar in the deep groove on its ulnar border. This is already indicated in

the Oregon genus, but to a much less conspicuous degree, especially in the breadth

and depth of the groove behind. A similar groove appears in Merycliyus. The lunar

facet is like that of JEporeodon, but is less closely connected with the scaphoid facet.

The ulna is quite unreduced and has a very heavj* shaft, which almost equals

that of the radius in antero-posterior thickness and exceeds it in width. The olecra-

non is high and massive. The distal end is excavated to receive the expansion of

the radius and carries a facet for the cuneiform, which is narrow antero-posteriorly

but broad transversely. This ulna differs but slightly and in no important respect

from that of JSporeodon.

The manus (PI. V, Figs. 39, 40) presents some features of much interest, as

here we find most strongly emphasized the tendency towards Merycliyus which is

more obscurely indicated in the structure of the skull and teeth. In the carpus the

scaphoid has undergone some noteworthy changes as compared with that of the more

ancient genera. It is increased in size, especially in breadth ; the radial surface is,

as usual, concave behind and convex in front, but rises more towards the ulnar bor-
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der to enter the groove on the radius already mentioned. The ulnar side of the

scaphoid is concave and is chiefly occupied by the large inferior facet for the lunar.

The distal side is taken up by two facets, those for the magnum and trapezoid respec-

tively. The magnum facet is the larger of the two and is deeply excavated behind,

but descends abruptly in front. The lunar is both high and broad; its radial surface

is saddle-shaped, concave from side to side and convex fore and aft, broad in front,

much contracted and tapering behind. The radial side carries two facets for the

scaphoid, the upper one small and nearly plane, the lower very large and convex and

separated from the magnum surface by a scarcely perceptible ridge. The latter facet

is almost entirely lateral, except on the palmar border, where it is reflected under-

neath so as to be partly distal. The unciform facet is concave and obliquely placed

;

it forms with the magnum surface a sharp beak, which is wedged in between the

magnum and the unciform and extends nearly to the third metacarpal.

The cuneiform is broad and low and has a less dorso-palmar diameter than the

other proximal carpals. The ulnar surface is a narrow groove which is reflected

down upon the external side of the bone, and the pisiform facet forms a broad band

upon the palmar side which is continuous with the ulnar facet. Distally, the cunei-

form displays a simply concave facet for the unciform. The pisiform is intermediate

in character between the condition found in the earlier and that in the later genera of

the family, being more expanded at the free end than in the former, less so than in

the latter. The proximal end is much contracted and bears a single rounded articular

surface, part of which is for the ulna and part for the cuneiform.

The trapezium is a small nodular bone which has but two facets, one for the

trapezoid and, at an obtuse angle with this, another for the second metacarpal. This

species and Merycoclicerus montanus are the only members of the family in which I

have succeeded in obtaining the trapezium, though the facets on the neighboring

bones leave no room for doubt as to its presence in the other genera as well. This

carpal enables us to state with entire confidence that in Mesoreodon the pollex is not

represented even by a rudiment. The trapezoid is a large bone both vertically and

transversely, but it has no great antero-posterior depth
;
proximally, it bears a large

and simply convex facet for the scaphoid and its radial side is occupied by a concave

surface for the trapezium. Distally, there are two facets, one of which is laro-e and
slightly concave, the other small, plane and inclined at an open angle to the first- the

former is the surface for the second metacarpal and the latter for the third.

The magnum is a very characteristic bone, resembling strongly that of Mery-

cliyus and Merycochcerus, though its peculiarities are not carried to such an extreme.

Seen from the front, the magnum appears to be smaller than the trapezoid, and is
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both lower and narrower, but its upper surface rises rapidly towards the palmar side,

forming the " head." Behind the anterior face the bone is deeply constricted by two

concave facets, one on the radial side for the trapezoid and the other on the ulnar

side for the lunar. The trapezoid and magnum are very closely interlocked and form

a continuous saddle-shaped surface foi* the scaphoid, which in appearance resembles

the astragalar trochlea of a carnivore. The magnum, including even the head, is

entirely beneath the scaphoid, the opposite condition to that of the horse, in which

the head is entirely underneath the lunar, though the scaphoid rests upon the anterior

portion. The lunar surface is deeply concave (though less so than in Merycliyus and

Merycochce.rus, in which it describes a semicircle) and almost entirely lateral in posi-

tion, but on the palmar side is a small, shelf-like projection which extends somewhat

beneath the lunar. This gradual displacement of the magnum towards the radial

side of the carpus is already indicated in the oldest known genus of the family, Pro-

toreodon, and is more decidedly marked in Oreodon and JSporeodon, though even in

the latter it has by no means been carried to the same extent as in Mesoreodon, in

which it attains almost the extreme position found in Merycliyus and Merycoclicerus.

The contact between the magnum and the unciform is very slight and nearly or quite

limited to the posterior or palmar margin, the two bones being separated by the long

beak of the lunar and the strong process which the third metacarpal sends obliquely

upward and outward to abut against the unciform. Distally, the magnum bears a

single saddle-shaped facet for mc. iii, which is reflected upward more upon the ulnar

than on the radial side. This facet is elongate and quite deeply concave in the dorso-

palmar direction, contracting to a point behind, narrow and very convex transversely.

There is no facet for mc. ii, that bone being excluded from contact with the magnum
by the connection of mc. iii with the trapezoid. The posterior hook of the magnum

is short, curved, blunt, depressed and curved towards the radial side. The unciform

is high and broad, with its proximal portion contracting posteriorly. The upper sur-

face bears an oblique facet for the lunar, which rests almost entirely upon the unci-

form, and somewhat larger convex facet for the cuneiform. The metacarpal surfaces

form a nearly continuous curve. On the radial side, though confined to the dorsal

half of the bone, is a large oblique facet for the projection from mc. iii ; distally,

there is a larger facet for mc. iv and a smaller one for me. v ; the latter surface is

reflected up upon the ulnar side of the unciform.

The metacarpals are four in number and in their proportions very similar to those

of the older genera, Oreodon and Eporeodon, though differing in some important

respects from the metacarpals of those genera in their mode of articulation with the

carpus, which is like that of Merycoclicerus and Merychyus in being of the " adaptive "
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type. In the second species of Mesoreodon, M. intermedins, to be described hereafter,

the proportions of the metacarpals are more like those of Merychyus.

The second metacarpal is short and slender, with a trihedral recurved shaft ; the

head is rather broad and bears a triangular, nearly plane facet for the trapezoid and

a postero-internal one for the trapezium. This bone does not reach the magnnm,

which constitutes an important difference from the manns of JSporeodon, in which, as

in the more ancient genera, mc. ii is in contact with the magnum. The third meta-

carpal is likewise different from that of the last-named genus ; the head is expanded

and deeply concave transversely and convex antero-posteriorly ; on the radial side is

a very small oblique facet for the trapezoid and on the ulnar side a very large one for

the unciform. Both of these surfaces are confined to the anterior half of the meta-

carpal. Beneath the unciform projection on fhe head of mc. iii the bone is excavated

to receive the head of mc. iv
;
posterior to this, and separated from it by a deep sulcus,

is a second facet placed on a projection, which extends towards the ulnar side. This

facet is somewhat oblique and extends beneath the head of mc. iv and the two bones

are thus interlocked in a very complex and perfect manner. The same arrangement

is indicated in Oreodon, but in this genus the posterior facet is much less conspicu-

ously developed. In the present species, the shafts of mc. iii and mc. iv are quite

heavy and not very long, in which respect they differ very markedly from those of

the second species, M. intermedins. In Oreodon, mc. iii not only rises above mc. iv

but also extends below it distally, while in Mesoreodon, as in Merychyus, mc. iv

extends slightly below the end of mc. iii, though it is considerably the shorter of the

two. Proportionately, mc. iv is little, if any, longer in Mesoreodon than in the White

River genus, the different disposition of the metacarpals being due to the enlarged

unciform process of mc. iii, the greater relative height of the unciform, and the con-

sequent downward displacement of the head of mc. iv.

The fifth metacarpal is quite different from that of Oreodon in having a narrower

but deeper head, with the shaft broader proximally, expanding less distally and being

more strongly recurved. In length and thickness it is the counterpart of mc. ii, whereas

in the White River genus the latter is decidedly stouter. On all of the metacarpals

the distal carina? are much better developed than in Oreodon and are plainly visible

when the manus is viewed from the front.

The phalanges of the proximal row are like those of the earlier genera of the

family, except that they are relatively shorter. Those of the second row are notably

shortened and broadened ; the distal trochlea is wider and not reflected so far upon

the dorsal side of the bone, but is more prominent upon the palmar side. The ungual

phalanges of this species are very peculiar and different from those of any other
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member of the family. They are wide proximally and taper distal ly to a point,

which is more acute than in the other genera ; in the median pair (digits iii and iv)

the approximate borders are straight and the opposed borders curve distally towards

the median line. Proximally, the ungual has considerable vertical depth, but this

diminishes rapidly towards the distal point, and the dorsal surface is very convex

and strongly arched from side to side. The unguals of the lateral digits are like

those of the median pair, except for their very much smaller size. In brief, the

ungual phalanx is shaped like the half of a slender and somewhat irregular cone.

Measurements.
MALE. FEMALE.

M. M. >

Scapula, height 138 1. 140

Scapula, greatest width 088 ?.090

Scapula, width of neck 023 .021

Glenoid cavity, antero-posterior diameter 027 .022

Glenoid cavity, transverse diameter 025 .022

Humerus, length .151

Humerus, antero-posterior diameter of proximal end 056 .049

Humerus, transverse diameter of proximal end 042 .039

Humerus, width of distal end .039

Clavicle, length ?.027

Radius, length .137

Radius, width of proximal end .027

Radius, width of distal end .029

Radius, width of shaft in middle .014

Ulna, length .180

Ulna, height of olecranon from sigmoid notch .030

Ulna, breadth of shaft in middle .016

Ulna, breadth of distal end .014

Scaphoid, height .016

Scaphoid, width of proximal end .012

Lunar, height .017

Lunar, width of proximal end .012

Pisiform, length .023

Metacarpal ii, length .054

Metacarpal iii, length (not including unciform process) .065

Metacarpal iii, width of proximal end .016

Metacarpal iii, width of distal end .014

Metacarpal iii, width of shaft below head .013

Metacarpal iv, length .061

Metacarpal iv, width of proximal end .013

Metacarpal iv, width of distal end .012

Metacarpal iv, width of shaft below head .012

Metacarpal v, length .052

First phalanx of third digit, length .021
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Second phalanx of third digit, length .013

Third phalanx of third digit, length .017

Third phalanx of third digit, width of proximal end .009

The Hind Limb presents fewer peculiarities than the fore limb, and, except in a

few details, is very similar to that of Eporeodon. The pelvis (PI. VI, Pigs. 46, 47)

is very like that of the Oregon form but with some minor differences. The ilium has

a shorter peduncle which expands more abruptly into a wider plate. The latter is

less strongly everted, especially at the antero-inferior angle, which is less prolonged.

The iliac surface is broader and more rounded, the acetabular border less prominent,

and the pubic border more so. The pit for the rectus femoris muscle is larger but

not so deep. The acetabulum is much larger and relatively shallower and the artic-

ular surface is more reduced by the very large sulcus for the round ligament. The

ischium is more twisted upon itself, so that the posterior end is much more everted

and depressed. The crest above the acetabulum descends more abruptly in front and

dies away behind without forming an ischiadic notch. The pubis in its free portion

is short and stout and the symphysis, in which the ischium shares, is elongate.

The femur shows analogous differences from that of Eporeodon. The head is

distinctly larger and more sessile and has an unusually anterior position ; it does not

rise so far above the bridge connecting it with the great trochanter. This bridge is

more thickened in the antero-posterior dimension and the great trochanter is larger

and more massive. The shaft is heavier and more arched forward and, distally, is

both broader and deeper. The external linea aspera appears to be less conspicu-

ously marked and the pit for the plantaris muscle shallower. The condyles have a

greater vertical diameter but do not present so strongly backward. The rotular troch-

lea is wider; its margins are of equal height and more compressed.

The tibia is very much alike in the two genera. In Mesoreodon the external

surface for the femoral condyle is broader and the cnemial crest more massive and

rugose ; the shaft is slightly heavier and the distal end rather more expanded, both

transversely and from before backward. The grooves for the astragalus are wider

and the intercondylar ridge broader and lower and not forming, as in Merycliyus, a

posterior tongue. The sulcus which invades the external astragalar groove is larger

and deeper, and the external groove is a little wider relatively to the internal than in

Eporeodon. An important change which is already indicated in the Oregon genus

is carried farther in Mesoreodon, viz., the presence of a distal facet for the fibula,

showing that the latter has extended slightly beneath the tibia. I cannot ascertain

the condition of the older species of Merycliyus in this respect, but in a specimen

belonging probably to M. elegans, from the upper Loup Fork, there is no fibular facet

A. p. s.

—

VOL. xviii. s.
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on the distal surface of the tibia and the sniface on the external side is much larger

and more deeply impressed.

The distal end of the fibula is preserved in one specimen ; it forms a very large

and heavy external malleolus which is especially expanded antero-posteriorly ; on the

distal side is a very long facet for the calcaneum, with the outer border somewhat

elevated. On its inner surface the malleolus displays a projection which extends

beneath the facet already described on the distal aspect of the tibia. The shaft was

obviously reduced to the most slender proportions, though we cannot determine

whether it was interrupted or entire.

The pes (PI. V, Figs. 41, 42) requires but a brief description, as it departs very

little from the type common to nearly all the members of the family, there being less

variation in the structure of the hind foot than of the front. The calcaneum has a

long and stout tuber, with nearly parallel borders, and thickens at the free end into

a heavy knob ; the fibular facet is low but very long, in which respect it differs strik-

ingly from that of Merycoidodon. The distal astragalar facet is very long, but, as in

nearly all the genera of this family, the sustentaculum projects but very little. The

cuboidal surface is narrow but long, measured from the dorsal to the plantar

edge.

The astragalus is low and broad; the outer proximal condyle exceeds the inner

considerably in size, but less than in Oreodon, and is invaded by a larger sulcus ; it

has a more thickened and gently rounded external border than in that genus and the

intercondylar groove is wider and less angnlate. The navicular surface is very differ-

ent from that of the White River genus, extending higher up upon the anterior face

of the bone and having decidedly greater dorso-plantar thickness. Corresponding

to the structure of the calcaneum, the sustentacular surface is long, narrow, and not

connected with other facets. The cuboid, compared with that of the earlier genera,

has increased in relative height, which gives it an appearance quite like that of Mery-

cliyus, though it has not attained such an extreme; the calcaneal facet differs from

that of Meryekyua and resembles that of Oreodon in being incised lower down upon

the anterior face of the cuboid. The navicular has undergone no important changes,

unless the greater elevation of its antero-external border be so regarded; the pos-

terior hook is very long. The cuneiforms are very much as in the older genera. As in

all the members of the family, the ecto- and mesocuneiforms are coossified, the com-

pound bone differing from that of Merycliyus (at least of such species as M. elegans

and M. arenarum) in its much greater proportional transverse width.

The metatarsals resemble those of Oreodon, but some changes may be observed

which point in the direction of Merycliyus. Thus, the metatarsals are straighter, less
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arched forward and more slender in proportion to their length ; the distal carina? are

more prominent and more extended upon the anterior face of the trochlea.

The phalanges (PI. V, Fig. 42) of the pes are like those of the manus, except

for their greater size, and the curious, trowel-shaped unguals have their peculiarities

somewhat emphasized.

Measurements.
M.

Diameter of acetabulum, fore and aft 029

Diameter of acetabulum, vertical • • • -028

Width of pelvic opening at pubes T 059

Femur, length 190

Femur, width of proximal end .' 050

Femur, diameter of head, fore and aft 025

Tibia, length 177

Tibia, breadth of proximal end 044

Tibia, breadth of distal end 028

Astragalus, length 035

Astragalus, width of proximal trochlea 020

Calcaneum, length 064

Cuboid, height 020

Metatarsal iv, length 075

Metatarsal iv, width of proximal end 013

First phalanx of third digit, length 022

First phalanx of third digit, width of proximal end 013

Second phalanx of third digit, length 012

Third phalanx of third digit, length 016

Third phalanx of third digit, width of proximal end 013

Mesokeodost intermedius Scott.

Amer. Naturalist, 1893, p. 661

.

This species is represented by foot-bones belonging to two different individuals,

which are so different in their proportions from those of the foregoing, species that

they must be referred to another animal. The only skull which can with any proba-

bility be regarded as belonging to M. intermedins is a small one belonging to a very

immature individual and therefore of little value for systematic purposes. The milk

teeth are still in place, the permanent canines just beginning to appear, and the first

permanent upper molar already protruded. This latter tooth is somewhat like that

of Merycliyus in the shape of the external crescents and in the rapid narrowing of

the valleys towards the base of the crown. The inner crescents, however, are not

like those of the Loup Fork type.

One of the typical specimens (PI. V, Fig. 43) consists of the third metacarpal

entire and the proximal three-quarters of the fourth. As compared with those of
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the preceding species, these bones are decidedly longer and more slender, with the

carina? of the distal trochleas more extended anteriorly. In their proportions and in

their carpal facets these hones closely approximate those of Merychyus, though the

trapezoid facet of mc. iii is smaller.

The second specimen (PI. V, Fig. 44) consists of isolated phalanges. Those

of the proximal row are much more slender and arched forward than in M. chehnyx.

The unguals are extremely like those of[Merychyus, but are somewhat more obtusely

pointed.

Measurements.
M.

Metacarpal iii, length 069

Metacarpal iii, width of proximal end 015

Metacarpal iii, width of distal end . .014

Metacarpal iii, width of shaft below head Oil

Metacarpal iv, width of proximal end 013

Metacarpal iv, width of shaft below head Oil

First phalanx of third digit, length (pes) 023

First phalanx of third digit, width of proximal end 012

Third phalanx of third digit, length 017

Third phalanx of third digit, width of proximal end 008

MEEYCHYUS Leidy.

Froc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858, p. 24.

Merychyus zygomaticus Cope.

(Syn. TichoUptus zygomaticus Cope, Amer. Naturalist, Vol. XII, p. 129.)

The type specimen of this species is a much crushed and distorted skull, of

which, through the courtesy of Prof. Cope, I present a drawing (PI. V, Fig. 45),

corrected so far as is possible by the aid of other material. On comparing this

skull with that of 3Iesoreodon, we are at onee struck by the great increase in vertical

height, both relative and actual, wjjich it has undergone, the height measured verti-

cally from the lower border of the mandible to the upper line of the forehead above

the orbit being to the total length of the skull about as 7 : 11, while in Mesoreodon

the height barely exceeds one-half of the length. The face has also become some-

what shortened and the cranium relatively longer. The orbits do not extend so

nearly to the upper line of the skull, the forehead rising much more above them and

is more convex, which appears to be due to a greater development of the frontal

sinuses. The supraorbital ridges converge less rapidly, and the forehead is thus

longer, higher and more arched, and the sagittal crest is shorter. The upper contour

of the skull is more arched from before backward, and in all probability the great
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posterior wing-like prolongations of the parietals and supraoccipital are much re-

duced. The occipital condyles project much more strongly backward and somewhat

more downward. The paroccipital processes are much wider, at least at the base,

where they form broad, thin, antero-posteriorly compressed plates. The notch be-

tween the postglenoid and posttympanic processes of the squamosal is greatly wid-

ened, especially above ; below, it is narrowed by the downward and forward course

taken by the posttympanic. This change is accompanied by another in the position

of the external auditory meatus, which is " directed posteriorly in a way quite pecu-

liar, resembling somewhat the position seen in some of the hogs" (Cope).

The zygomatic process of the squamosal has a more massive and rugose exter-

nal border and its posterior expansion is directed more horizontally and less vertically

than in Mesoreodon, and in the latter respect this species departs considerably from

the other species of Merychyus. In spite of this difference, there is a very suggestive

resemblance between the present species and Mesoreodon in the appearance of the

zygoma. The malar is heavier and has greater depth beneath the orbit. The maxil-

lary has a shorter but much higher facial portion and the ridge which runs forward

from the malar suture is much better marked. In the type specimen, the region

about the infraorbital foramen is much injured, but there is some reason to think that

the foramen is double, and a facial vacuity is obviously present, and though its shape

and size cannot be accurately determined, it was probably small and fissure-like.

The premaxillaries are coossified and have their anterior faces much flattened;

the ascending rami are much shorter than in Mesoreodon and the anterior nares lower

and more obliquely inclined upward and backward. The muzzle is relatively broader,

but the increase in height of the alveolar portion of the premaxillaries and in breadth

of their ascending rami, contracts the narial opening, especially in its inferior portion,

where it becomes very narrow.

The mandible is different from that of Mesoreodon in several important respects.

The horizontal ramus is proportionately shorter, but of greater and more uniform

vertical depth, tapering less anteriorly ; the chin is straighter and less concave when

seen in profile and the incisive alveolus less depressed and procumbent. As in Mes-

oreodon, the anterior mental foramen is placed beneath pTs, whether, as in that genus,

there is a second foramen underneath m. i, the specimen is too much fissured to show

with clearness, though this appears to be the case. The angle projects somewhat

below the inferior border of the horizontal ramus and its posterior margin is more

thickened and rugose ; on the other hand, it projects more behind the condyle, from

which it is separated by a more decidedly marked notch. The masseteric fossa is

notably smaller and does not descend so low upon the side of the jaw.
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The extreme fragility of the type specimen and the hardness of the cement-like

matrix in which it is imbedded have prevented the complete exposure of the teeth,

so that these can be studied only from the external side, and important questions as

to the constitution of their crowns must be left undecided. In the other specimens

of the species at my command, the teeth are so badly preserved as to be of no value

in this connection. The first and second upper incisors are very small, the lateral

much exceeding the others in size, and the second somewhat larger than the mediau.

These teeth, except for the greater relative size of the lateral one, closely resemble

the incisors of the immature skull mentioned above and referred doubtfully to Mes-

oreodon intermedins. The canine is of the type usual in the family. The premolars

have increased in vertical, but diminished in antero-posterior diameter; their front

and hind margins are nearly parallel and the acute apex in each tooth is in advance

of the median vertical line of the crown. Thus the postero-inferior cutting border

is longer than the antero-inferior. In Mesoreodon the apex is in the middle line and

the inferior trenchant margins are of subequal length. The molars exhibit the same

reduction in length (antero-posteriorly) and increase in height as do the premolars,

and arc almost as distinctly h}Tpsodont as are the molars of the later species of

Merycliyus from the upper Loup Fork. The external pillars, especially the. median

one (mesostyle), are thin and compressed, but very prominent. The postero-external

crescent is much more extended from before backward than the antero-external one,

though the disproportion is less than in Mesoreodon.

The lower incisors are larger and, in particular, higher than the upper ones, and

have compressed chisel-shaped crowns ; the canine is broader than the incisors but

has lost its typical shape. The caniniform first premolar calls for no remark, as it

departs in no way from the shape common throughout the family. The second and

third premolars resemble those of the upper jaw in their reduced length and increased

height and in having their apices in front of the middle line of the crown. In p- 4 the

heel (metaconid) is very distinctly separated from the protoconid, but is relatively

smaller than in Mesoreodon. The lower molars are so concealed in the matrix that

little can be made out with regard to them. As compared with the corresponding

teeth of the older genus, they have shorter but much more decidedly hypsodont

crowns.

Merychyus pariogonus ? Cope.

Proceedings Amer. Philos. Soe., Vol. XXI, p. 542.

In the Princeton collection is the facial portion of a skull, which was found by

Mr. Benet in the upper series of beds in the Deep River valley, and which clearly
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belongs to Merychyus. It may be provisionally referred to M. pariogonns Cope,

though unfortunately a comparison with the type specimen is of little service, for the

two skulls have almost nothing in common. In the type specimen, the cranium and

molar teeth are preserved ; in the specimen before us, only the face. The teeth are in

such different stages of wear in the two specimens that they may or may not pertain

to different species. Almost certainly it cannot be referred to M. zygomaticus, from

the type of which it differs in its smaller size and less pronouncedly hypsodont

dentition.

The incisors, canines and first premolar in the upper jaw are represented only by

alveoli, but these show that the canine was rather slender and was followed with hardly

an appreciable diastema by p. 1 , which was implanted by two distinctly separated fangs,

the anterior one of which is considerably larger than the posterior. The second pre-

molar has almost plane external face, with no median ridge and only the faintest

trace of a cingulum. The crown is so much abraded that only a small enamel invag-

ination on the inner side of the tooth remains visible. So far as can be judged from

its present worn condition, the construction of pjs is very much the same as that of

p^s, but with a more prominently developed deuterocone. As in the genus, and

indeed the family, generally, M consists of two crescents ; a difference from the

species of the upper Loup Fork is to be found in the strongly developed internal

cingulum.

The molars increase in size from m. 1 to m. 3 ; they appear to be as brachyodont

as in the type specimen, though this may be due, in part at least, to their abraded

condition. The external pillars (para- and mesostyles) are less prominent than in

M. zygomaticus.

The face has not attained that great vertical depth in the region of the orbits

which is characteristic of M. zygomaticus ', the orbit is more oval in shape and more

oblique in position than in that species and is notched superiorly ; the forehead is

more inflated by the sinuses. There are no supraciliary ridges, and the sagittal crest

must have commenced at a point considerably farther back than its origin in Mes-

oreodon. The malar is not so heavy as in M. zygomaticus, and the masseter ridge is

continued well forward upon the maxillary, which displays a slight facial depression

above p^s and pJ*. The infraorbital foramen is double; the antero-superior foramen

is above pJ5 and the postero-inferior opening above the space between p_3 and M.
The lachrymal is large and has an extensive but not very deep depression. A facial

vacuity was obviously present between the maxillary, lachrymal and frontal, but its

size and shape cannot be determined, as none of the bones mentioned have complete

margins and the nasals are entirely lost. The anterior nares arc low, very much nar-
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rowed inferiorly and expanding into a transverse oval above. The premaxillaries

have a high and broad alveolar portion which forms an abruptly truncated muzzle

;

the two bones are ankylosed at the symphysis. The ascending rami are short and

have broad, flattened anterior faces. The palatine processes of the premaxillaries

are very limited, while the incisive foramina are quite large and extensively emargin-

ate the palatine plates of the maxillaries. The last-named processes are both long

and broad and of nearly uniform width, the two series of teeth diverging but little

posteriorly. The palatines are very large and form nearly half of the roof of the

mouth. Transversely, they extend almost to the molar alveoli, and anteriorly they

are carried as far as the middle of m. 1
; they are of uniform width, except behind the

molars, where they are constricted by the broad palatine notches. The posterior

nares are not indicated in the specimen, but obviously they were placed far back, as

the palatines are preserved for some distance behind the last molar.

Measurements.
M.

Length of molar-premolar series 084

Length of premolar series 041

Length of ik2_. 010

Width of p_2. 000

Length of p^3. 011

Width of pj? 011

Length of p^4 009

Width of p^4 012

Length of true molar series 043

Length of m. 1 012

Width of m. 1 012

Length of m. 2 017

Width of m. 2 013

Length of m. 3 020

Width of m. 3 014

MERYCOCIKERUS Leidy.

Proceeds. Acad. Nat. Sci. Vltila., 1858, p. 24.

The collection contains nothing from the lower Deep River beds which can be

confidently referred to this genus, but there can be no doubt that they occur in those

beds because of their abundance both in the John Day and in the Loup Fork. On
the other hand, the upper strata of the Deep River valley yielded specimens of Mery-

cochcerus in profusion. Among these specimens there is great variation in size, and

other characters as well, so great as apparently to indicate more than one species, but

the only one which can be definitely identified is the M. montanus Cope.
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Merycochceuus montanus Cope.

Proceedings Amer. Philos. Soc, Vol. XXI, p. 531.

This species is one of the most abundant and characteristic forms of the upper

beds and is represented in the collection by specimens which include nearly all parts

of the skeleton, the only important structures which are absent being the scapula

and pelvis.

The skull and dentition of this genus are well known, and for this species in

particular have been very fully described by Cope. It will suffice, therefore, for our

present purpose to give a brief summary of the more characteristic features of these

structures, with especial attention paid to the numerous variations displayed by the

various specimens.

As in the other members of the genus, the face is bent downward upon the basi-

cranial axis and is much more elongate than in the other genera of the family, all of

which are characterized by short faces, and in some this shortening is extreme. The

brain-case, on the other hand, is relatively short and well rounded. The orbit is

small and situated high in the face. The occiput is high and narrow above, though

broader than in the other species of the genus in which this region of the skull is

known, and becomes very wide at the base. Above the foramen magnum is a nar-

row but strong median convexity, which is bounded on each side by a deep fossa and

which passes superiorly into the shallow concavity which is enclosed between the

wing-like processes of the supraoccipital and parietals. The latter processes project

much less strongly backward and more transversely than in the older genera of oreo-

donts or than in the John Day species of MerycocJmrus. The occipital condyles do

not project very strongly behind the plane of the paroccipital processes, though in

this respect there appears to be considerable individual variation. The foramen

magnum is unusually high and narrow. The paroccipital processes are very broad

at the base, but long, tapering, slender, and antero-posteriorly compressed in the free

portion. The tympanic bulla? are large, especially from before backward, extending

anteriorly beyond the line of the postglenoid processes and nearly to that of the

glenoid articular surfaces; between the tympanies the basioccipital is narrow and

compressed and has a strong inferior keel. The squamosal forms most of the side

wall of the cranium and sends off a massive zygomatic process, which, however, is

not so heavy as in the John Day species, M. macrostegus. The different specimens

in the collection exhibit considerable variation in regard to the weight of the zygo-

matic process, which does not appear to be of a sexual character, for the differences

are not correlated with the size of the canine teeth. In the type of M. montamis,

A. P. S. VOL. XVIII. T.
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" the zygoma as far as the anterior border of the glenoid cavity is slender, and not

convex, but flat in every direction, nor is it decurved, as in M. superbus. The zygo-

matic foramen is relatively much smaller than in that species, but is oblique outwards

and forwards at an open angle. The obtuse median edge of the zygoma looks

upwards, not outwards, as it does in M. superbus and M. macrostegus, and the supe-

rior expansion is opposite the internal extremity of the glenoid face, instead of the

external, as in M. superbus, or the middle, as in M. macrostegus" (Cope, ISTo. 7,

p. 531).

None of the specimens in the Princeton collection agree altogether with the type

in the construction of this region of the cranium. The description applies best to an

almost perfect skull, which, however, differs from the. type in the outward and back-

ward direction of the posterior or preglenoid boundary of the "zygomatic foramen."

The shape of this opening is different from that seen in the two John Day species

which have been mentioned in having its longer axis directed antero-posteriorly,

while in them it is transverse. In this specimen the massive and rugose superior

expansion of the zygoma is, as in M. macrostegus, above the middle of the glenoid

cavity, not above its internal edge, as in the type of the species. A second specimen

has the long axis of the zygomatic opening transversely directed, as in the John

Day species, and the zygomatic process with its superior expansion is almost as

heavy and rugose as in M. macrostegus. This specimen may perhaps represent

another species, but the variation in this region of the skull is so great that species

can be distinguished only with difficulty. Other specimens show differences of

greater or less degree from the two which have been described, which increases the

difficulty of distinguishing species.

The jugal is flattened and beneath the orbit has great vertical depth. The

orbits present more laterally and less obliquely forward than in M. macrostegus ; they

are also smaller and less prominent than in that species. The forehead is much nar-

rower than in the John Day form and made more convex by the enlargement of the

frontal sinuses and is decurved at the orbits. In M. macrostegus this decurvature

does not occur ; the forehead is very wide and almost perfectly flat. The lachrymal

is very large and has a deep pit which is very much better marked than in M. ma-

crostegus. The facial portion of the maxillary is shorter but has a greater vertical

height. The nasals are very long and project beyond the alveolar border of the pre-

maxillaries, as they apparently do not in M. macrostegus ; their free ends are obtusely

rounded and slightly decurved. They are broader and less decurved at the edges

than in the John Day species, but nevertheless are somewhat convex from side to

side. The shape of the muzzle is very different in the two species; in the more
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ancient form the premaxillaries are very broad, very much depressed and flattened,

and the broad surface presents upward ; the anterior nares are rather lower, but the

narial notch is deeply incised, extending back over pJJ. In M. montanus, on the

other hand, the premaxillaries present their broad surfaces anteriorly, not superiorly,

which makes the alveolar less depressed and of greater vertical depth ; the narial

opening is higher, but does not extend so far back, only a little behind the line of

the canine.

The mandible also differs much in the two species. In M. montanus the horizon-

tal ramus is somewhat deeper and has not so straight an inferior border ; the sym-

physis is longer, straighter and more inclined, less procumbent and projecting at the

incisive alveolus. The angle extends to a much less degree and less abruptly below

the inferior border of the horizontal ramus, but, on the other hand, it projects farther

behind the plane of the condyle, from which it is separated by a more decided notch.

The masseteric fossa is smaller, but deeper and more distinctly demarcated. The

coronoid is very peculiar; it is short, broad and blunt at the tip, and projects forward

much more than upward, in consequence of which the coronoid notch is very broad

and shallow.

The dentition has no very marked peculiarities. In the upper jaw the incisors

are very small, with compressed, simple and obtusely pointed crowns ; they increase

regularly in size from the first to the third. The canines are very large and of the

trihedral shape usual in the family. The anterior premolars have crowns which are

low bat long antero-posteriorly, with trenchant margins ; M is less extended in the

fore-and-aft direction. The molars increase in size from the first to the third and

exhibit little peculiarity of structure. The external buttresses or styles are quite

prominent, but the metastyle of mjs, the enlargement of which is so constant a

feature in species of Merycochcerus as to be of generic value, is smaller than in the

John Day species. The para- and mesostyles are prominent, but thin and com-

pressed, and the external faces of the para- and metacones are but slightly concave.

In the lower jaw the incisors are considerably larger than the corresponding

upper series and have high, chisel-shaped crowns ; that of the median incisor is very

narrow; the second is broader and the third still more so. The canine is functionally

one of the incisors, but is much larger than any of those teeth and its crown is

pointed rather than chisel-shaped, with obliquely descending supero-external border,

which is compressed and trenchant.

As in the oreodonts generally, pTi has assumed the form and function of the

canine and is very robust. The crown of pTa is compressed, trenchant and elongate

antero-posteriorly ; the deuteroconid is represented by a ridge on the inner face. p. a
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is similar, except that the inner ridge is more prominent and encloses a shallow pos-

terior fossette. The fourth premolar has all the elements of a molar, though owing

to the small size of some of these elements it cannot be called exactly molariform.

The protoconid is crescentic and there is a small paraconid ; the postero-external

crescent is formed by the metaconid, which is low and obscurely separated from the

protoconid ; the deuteroconid is very clearly demarcated from the protoconid and a

low tetartoconid completely encloses the posterior valley or fossette, while the ante-

rior valley still opens internally between the para- and deuteroconids. The molars

are high and elongate from before backward, and increase in size from m. 1 to m. 3

;

the cingulum is developed only on the front and rear faces of the crown, and a tuber-

cle between the external crescents represents the mesostylid. The talon of in. s is

large and consists of two crescents separated by a narrow valley.

The only specimen of a cranial cast in the collection which can be referred to

Merycocftcerus is not in a satisfactory state of preservation and displays but little

that is characteristic. Compared with the brain-cast of Mesoreodon, it exhibits sim-

ilar differences to those which are to be observed between larger and smaller species

of existing artiodactyls. The hemispheres are broader and of more uniform width,

tapering less anteriorly; the convolutions are but obscurely marked in the specimen

and can be interpreted only with difficulty, but the sulci appear to be more sinuous

and the accessory sulci somewhat better developed than in Mesoreodon. The anterior

portion of the hemispheres is of greater vertical depth proportionately, while the

temporo-sphenoidal lobe is relatively rather smaller. The medulla oblongata is large

and of subcircular section. The cerebellum is too much damaged for accurate de-

scription, but it appears to be rather high and narrow.

The atlas is broad, short antero-posteriorly and of robust construction. The

anterior cotyli are large both vertically and transversely ; the two surfaces are almost

in contact below, but above are separated by a wide triangular notch which emargin-

ates the neural arch. The neural canal is relatively small, especially its anterior

opening. The sides of the neural arch are steeply inclined and end above in a mas-

sive tubercle, which forms a spine of unusual height. The articular surfaces for the

centrum of the axis form an angle of about 45° with the median line ; in shape they

are low and wide and their medial edges are reflected upon the sides of the neural

canal to form the very large continuous facet for the odontoid process. The inferior

arch is strongly convex from side to side and displays a small hypapophysial tubercle

near the hinder margin. The transverse process extends well forward and has con-

verted the atlanteo-diapophysial notch into a foramen. The process is not much ex-

tended transversely but widens posteriorly ; its course on the side of the vertebra is
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very obliquely downward and backward, and its antero-external border is thickened

and rugose and curved upward in a way that is not found in the other genera of the

family ; there is no vertebrarterial canal.

The axis is not very well preserved in any of the specimens, but nevertheless

some characters of importance may be determined. The centrum is long and de-

pressed, with a prominent inferior keel and slightly concave posterior face. The

odontoid process is peculiar ; for most of its length it is broad and depressed, with

flat superior and convex inferior surface and irregularly semicircular free margin

;

just before joining the centrum the vertical thickness of the process is suddenly

increased, so as to form a step-like elevation on the upper surface along this line.

The lateral borders are elevated for a short distance from the centrum, giving the

process a spout-shaped section, but at the step already mentioned these raised borders

abruptly cease and more than two-thirds of the dorsal face of the process is flat.

The neural canal is notably small, with its greatest diameter directed transversely.

The neural spine is enlarged into a great plate, which apparently is continued into

a posterior spine-like process, as in Eporeodon, though this is not altogether certain.

The remaining cervicals have rather short, broad and depressed centra, with

opisthoccelous and somewhat oblique articular faces ; on the ventral side is a promi-

nent keel, which bifurcates behind and into two tubercular ridges, which enclose

between them a narrow triangular depression ; on each side of the median keel is a

deeply concave fossa. The neural canal is very small and of subcircular shape. The

neural arch is broad and short and has a nearly flat dorsal surface. The zygapo-

physes are broad and flat and present nearly vertically and are but slightly oblique

in position; the posterior pair considerably exceed the anterior in transverse breadth.

The spine forms a low ridge on the third vertebra, but on the fourth it is well marked

and becomes longer on the succeeding vertebras, though it is still very short on the

fifth. The transverse processes are variously developed on the different vertebra?;

the pleurapophysial plate is very large and massive on the third, and especially so on

the fourth, while on the fifth it is smaller and its posterior portion extends outward

instead of backward. In all, except the seventh, the vertebrarterial canal is very

large. As a whole, the neck of Merycochcerus was obviously rather short but heavy,

as the structure of the vertebras indicates the presence of massive and powerful

muscles.

The thoracic vertebras are represented by several from different parts of the

column, belonging to one individual. In the anterior part of the region they have

short, broad and depressed centra, with spines much heavier than usually occur in

the oreodonts. Posteriorly, the centra become longer and assume the trihedral form
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with slightly opisthoccelous faces which is commonly found among the larger artio-

dactyls. In the middle and hinder parts of the region the spines become lower and

more slender. The transverse processes in the middle region rise high above the

centra and project conspicuously outward.

The lumbar vertebras number at least five, since that many are preserved in one

specimen. These vertebras have long, depressed and arched centra, which are quite

sharply contracted in the middle. As in the other vertebral regions, the neural canal

is notably small, especially in the vertical diameter. The spines are very thin and

compressed, but extended antero-posteriorly, and the transverse processes are long

and wide but also very thin and depressed. The zygapophyses are of the usual

interlocking character, and, in the anterior region at least, the metapophyses are

conspicuous. Little is preserved of the sacrum, but enough to show that the pleura-

pophyses were massive and apparently confined to the first vertebra. No caudals

are represented in any of the specimens-.

The ribs are known only from a few fragments. It is obvious, however, that

the anterior ribs were broader and more flattened than in the other oreodont genera,

in which they are remarkably slender for hoofed animals, though probably Merycliyus

should be excepted from this statement.

The humerus is rather short but of massive construction, which is merely an

exaggeration of the structure which occurs in the smaller and lighter genera of the

family. The head is large, projecting strongly backward, and is very convex in both

directions, so as to be of almost hemispherical shape. The external tuberosity is

greatly enlarged and extends across the entire anterior face of the bone, and is

strongly curved so as to follow the shape of the head; its free border rises steeply

towards the inner side and is wider than the base, projecting at both ends, especially

internally, where it is drawn out into a massive hook. The inner tuberosity is small

and the bicipital groove very deep. The proximal portion of the shaft is compressed,

but of great antero-posterior depth ; the deltoid ridge is not very prominent, but

extends far down the shaft. The distal end of the humerus is broad and the trochlea

is characteristically like that of the other oreodont genera, as is especially seen in

the broad, low and rounded intercondylar ridge and in the very prominent and mas-

sive internal epicondyle.

The ulna is heavy and altogether unreduced, being larger than the radius, except

at the distal end. The olecranon is extremely high and deep antero-posteriorly and

is thickened and grooved by a tendinal sulcus at the free end. The upper part of the

articular surface for the humeral trochlea is broad, but then abruptly contracts and

is continued downward only upon the internal side, and the radial facets are distinctly
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separated by a rather deep groove. The shaft is strongly arched forward and proxi-

mally is broad and trihedral; below, it becomes more and more compressed, and in

the middle of its course is of almost rectangular section. The distal end is slightly

contracted, both transversely and antero-posteriorly, and is almost concealed from

view by the radius when seen from the front. The cuneiform- facet is simply convex

and has its long axis placed nearly in the fore-and-aft direction. The radius retains

the family peculiarities in a very marked degree. The head is not greatly expanded

and displays the usual three facets for the humeral trochlea. The shaft becomes

more and more slender until the middle of its course is reached and then gradually

broadens to the distal end. This form of shaft is highlj- characteristic of the oreo-

donts and is in marked contrast to the broad shaft of oval section which is found

among the true ruminants. The distal end of the radius is broad, thick and rugose,

contracting somewhat suddenly to form the carpal facets ; there are no well-marked

sulci for the extensor tendons. The surfaces for the scaphoid and lunar are connected

in front by a sort of bridge, but for the rest of their extent they are separated by a

wide and deep cleft. The scaphoid facet is somewhat oblique in position, is strongly

concave from side to side, and is reflected far -up upon the postero-internal angle of

the bone. The lunar facet is wider and of a saddle shape, being somewhat convex

transversely and concave antero-posteriorly.

The carpus of M. montanus presents some differences from that of the species

from the upper Loup Fork, which I have elsewhere described under the name of M.

ccenopus (No. 32, p. 346). The scaphoid is large in all its dimensions, but compared

with that of the true ruminants, its most striking feature is its great vertical height.

The radial surface is rather curiously shaped ; the anterior ridge is narrow, but the

articular surface descends far down upon the anterior face of the bone and the pos-

terior concavity is extended in both directions. The antero-external angle of the

proximal end is drawn out into a spur which occupies the " bridge " on the radius

mentioned above. The inferior facet for the lunar is very large, both antero-poste-

riorly and (near the dorsal side) vertically as well ; this facet is but slightly concave.

The distal surface is very unequally divided between the facets for the trapezoid and

magnum, that for the former being of nearly the same dorso-palmar depth, but much

narrower transversely than the latter. There is no articular surface for the trapezium.

The lunar is a very curious bone ; its radial surface is so warped as to be both

convex and concave in both directions ; the anterior border rises steeply towards the

ulnar side, where it forms a narrow projection for the cuneiform. The proximal con-

tact of the two bones is limited to this small facet, and behind it the upper portion

of the lunar is much contracted. On the radial side there is no superior facet for the
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scaphoid, but the inferior one is very large and passes without interruption into the

surface for the magnum, which is altogether lateral in position. In M. ccenopus the

magnum facet is strongly convex, but in M. montanus it is almost flat. The lunar

rests entirely upon the unciform and its whole distal surface is occupied by the large

concave facet for that bone ; it is very oblique in position and forms, with the mag-

num surface, a sharp edge or beak which descends almost to the third metacarpal

and prevents any anterior contact between the magnum and unciform.

The cuneiform has an oblique position in the carpus, running outward and back-

ward from the lunar. In shape it is rather low and narrow, but greatly extended in

the dorso-palmar direction. The radial side presents two facets for the lunar, of

which the proximal one is very small and the distal one quite large. The proximal

surface for the ulna is a simple groove and the facet for the pisiform is large, triangu-

lar and almost flat. The distal face of the. bone is occupied by the large and simply

concave surface for the unciform.

The trapezium is preserved in Prof. Cope's type specimen and, as in the case of

Mesoreodon, demonstrates that the pollex was not present. It is a small nodular

bone which appears not to touch the scaphoid but to articulate merely with the

trapezoid and second metacarpal.

When seen in position, the trapezoid appears to be as large as the magnum, but

is really very much smaller in all its dimensions. The proximal side forms a narrow,

imperfectly saddle-shaped facet for the scaphoid, and on the palmar side is a small

surface for the attachment of the trapezium ; on the ulnar side the trapezoid is closely

applied to the magnum. The metacarpal facets are two in number, a large distal

one for the second and a small infero-lateral one for the third metacarpal.

The exposed anterior face of the magnum is quite small and yet the bone is a

rather large one. The proximal surface is altogether taken up by the facet for the

scaphoid, the contact with the lunar being entirely lateral. The scaphoid surface is

very convex and rises steeply towards the palmar side to form an ill-defined head.

The lunar facet is but slightly concave and in this respect is very different from the

surface which occurs in M. ccenopus, where the magnum encloses the lunar almost in

a semicircle. On the radial side of the magnum is quite a deep concavity which

receives the trapezoid. The hook-like process which is given off from the palmar

side of the magnum is long and heavy and is strongly recurved towards the radial

side. The distal side bears a saddle-shaped facet for the third metacarpal, but there

is no anterior contact with the second.

The unciform is a large bone of irregularly cuboidal shape. The proximal sur-

face is almost equally divided between the facets for the cuneiform and lunar, though
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the latter is somewhat smaller and much more oblique in position, being almost as

much lateral as proximal and continuing without interruption into the facet for the

third metacarpal, which is relatively large. The distal side bears facets for the fourth

and fifth metacarpals, of which the latter is unusually large. The posterior hook of

the unciform is long and heavy and projects downward and backward, but is not

curved laterally.

In Merycochcerus the metapodials attain a degree of shortness and heaviness

such as is found in no other genus of the family, and the lateral digits in particular

are relatively very stout, so as to recall in some degree the feet of the hippopotamus.

The second metacarpal is short and heavy, with a small head, which bears a narrow

convex head for the trapezoid and on the postero-external side a small facet for the

magnum. There is no anterior contact with the magnum, this bone being excluded

from the second metacarpal by the extension of the third to the trapezoid. On the

postero-external angle of the head is a small facet for the trapezium. The shaft is

somewhat contracted in the middle and is broadest just above the distal trochlea,

which is very unsymmetrical in shape. In M. cuenopus the second metacarpal is

decidedly more slender and compressed than in the species before us.

The third metacarpal is much the stoutest bone of the series and its shaft is of

almost uniform breadth throughout, though slightly expanding towards the distal

end. The head bears a large number of facets and is very completely and perfectly

interlocked with the surrounding bones. On the radial side is a flat, horseshoe-

shaped surface for the second metacarpal, and above this a small, triangular facet for

the trapezoid, which surface, however, is confined to the dorsal moiety of the bone,

dying away towards the palmar side and allowing the second metacarpal to reach the

magnum. The magnum facet is deeply concave from side to side and convex from

before backward; the antero-external angle is drawn out into a heavy process, which

overlaps the head of mc. iv and abuts against the unciform. The posterior facet for

the fourth metacarpal is large and somewhat oblique, so as to extend slightly under-

neath that bone. The distal trochlea is low and broad; its carina is very prominent

but does not extend upon the dorsal side.

The fourth metacarpal is of about the same length as the third and the shaft has

the same antero-posteriorly compressed shape, though it is not so wide transversely.

Although the fourth metacarpal is actually no longer than the third, it extends be-

yond it distally, for the third rises higher at the proximal end. In Oreodon, mc. iii

considerably exceeds mc. iv in length and projects beyond it both proximally and

distally. The surface for the unciform is not very broad and towards the palmar

side it becomes obliquely lateral in position. The fifth metacarpal is somewhat

A. P. S.—VOL. XVIII. U.
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shorter than the second and is heavier, especially towards the distal end ; the facet

for mc. iv is oblique in position. While the median metacarpals are closely applied

to and run parallel with each other, the lateral ones, mc. ii and mc. v, diverge quite

strongly from the median axis, and thus give a foot with a very broad base.

The phalanges are short, broad, much depressed and flattened. Unguals are not

preserved in any of the specimens.

Except for its increase in size and weight, the femur differs but little from that

of the older genera of the family. Compared with the femur of JSjJoi'eodon, the fol-

lowing changes may be observed. The head is rather more sessile and projects more

upward and forward and the pit for the round ligament is larger and deeper. The

neck is less constricted and the bridge connecting the head with the great trochanter

is thicker and more rugose. The great trochanter, though massive and extended

antero-posteiiorly, is rather low, not rising so high as the head; it encloses a very

deep digital fossa. The second trochanter is smaller and less prominent. The shaft

is broader and less rounded and the medullary cavity is larger, with thinner walls.

The deep pit above the external condyle for the origin of the plantaris muscle is

more conspicuously marked. As in the John Day genus, the condyles are of nearly

equal size and are separated by a wide and deep groove. The rotular trochlea is

somewhat more modernized, being wider and less symmetrical; the external border

is more prominent and continued farther distally than the internal.

The proximal end of the tibia is not known. The distal end is very heavy; the

external fossa for the astragalus is considerably broader and less deeply incised than

the internal one, and the malleolar process is remarkably long and heavy; on the

external side is a small concave facet for the fibula. The fibula has a shaft which is

very large in the antero-posterior dimension, though very thin and compressed lat-

erally. In the upper Loup Fork species, 31. ccenojnts, the shaft is much more slender

and reduced to almost thread-like proportions. The distal end is expanded into a

very heavy external malleolus, which, like the shaft, has its greatest diameter antero-

posteriorly. On the inner side is a projection which fits into a groove on the tibia, and

distal to this is a large plane surface for the astragalus, which does not, however,

occupy all of the tibial side of the malleolus. The calcaneal facet is narrow and

slightly concave transversely, but extended in the fore-and-aft direction.

The tarsus is lower and broader and the individual elements more massive than

in the earlier genera of the Oreodontidce, but otherwise there is little change. The

astragalus is low and broad; the external proximal condyle is considerably larger

than the interna], but the difference is less extreme and the intercondylar groove is

narrower and deeper than in 31. ccenopus. On the distal trochlea the navicular sur-
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face is wider and the cuboidal narrower than in the last named species. The

calcaneum is short and massive and is remarkable for the sessile character of the

sustentaculum; in the other members of the Oreodontidm the sustentaculum projects

but very little beyond the tuber, though in none of them, except Merychyus, is this

so marked as in Merycochoerus. The fibular facet is elongate antero-posteriorly,

narrow and arched. The navicular is relatively wider than in M. ccenojms, but is so

nearly like that of the older well-known genera as to require no detailed description.

The cuboid is low and broad and differs from that of Oreodon in the relative width

of the proximal facets, the astragalar being wider than the calcaneal, while in the

White River genus the calcaneal is the broader. The difference in M. montanus is

not, however, so marked as in the species from the upper Loup Fork. The calcaneal

facet is not only narrower than in Oreodon but of different shape, the external border

being straight and not projecting beyond the body of the bone. The facet for the

astragalus is not so deeply concave as in the more ancient genera of the family, the

dorsal and plantar margins not rising so high. On the tibial side are two facets for

the navicular, which are separated by a deeper sulcus than in Oreodon. The distal

side is almost completely taken up by the large facet for the fourth metatarsal ; that

for mt. v is very small and rather lateral than distal, while in Oreodon it is altogether

distal. The posterior hook of the cuboid is very massive.

The entocuneiform is quite a large nodular bone, which articulates with the

navicular and mesocuneiform and abuts against the plantar side of the head of the

second metatarsal, which it holds firmly in place. As in all the known members of

the Oreodontidce, the meso- and eetocuneiforms are coossified, and, since the former

has less vertical height than the latter, the compound bone appears to have a step

cut in its distal side, which receives the head of the second metatarsal and prevents

the third from reaching the mesocuneiform.

The metatarsus departs less from the family type than does the metacarpus, both

in its proportions and in its mode of articulation with the podials. The median

metatarsals are, however, relatively shorter and more massive and the laterals more

reduced than in the more ancient genera. The slenderness of the laterals and their

parallelism with the medials are in striking contrast to the lateral metacarpals, which,

though shorter than the median pair, are nearly as heavy, and which diverge strongly

from the axis of the manus. The second metatarsal is not only proportionately, but

even actually, shorter than in the much smaller Oreodon Culbertsoni, and is the shortest

of the series. The head articulates with all three of the cuneiforms ; on the posterior

side is a facet for the entocuneiform, the proximal end is supported by the mesocu-

neiform, and since the latter is of less height than the ectocuneiform, the fibular side
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of the head of the metatarsal is in contact with the ectocuneiform element of the

compound bone. The shaft has considerable dorso-plantar diameter, but is very

much compressed laterally, and therefore, when seen from the front, appears to be

exceedingly slender. The third metatarsal is considerably longer than the second,

though relatively very much shorter than in the other genera of the family, and is

very massive. The proximal facet is almost plane and articulates only with the

ectocuneiform ; a process on the fibular side slightly overlaps mt. iv, but appears not

to reach the cuboid ; if it does, the contact is very slight. The fourth metatarsal is

somewhat longer and rather heavier than the third, and by its broad, plane proximal

surface occupies nearly the entire distal side of the cuboid. The fifth metatarsal is

somewhat longer and not so compressed and slender as the second ; its contact with

the cuboid is small and rather lateral than distal.

The phalanges do not differ in any important respect from those of the manus

;

they are somewhat longer and narrower, and those of the lateral digits are smaller.

In particular, the unguals of these digits are very small.

CYCLOPID1US Cope.

Proceedings Amer. Philos. Soc, Vol. XVII, p. 221.

The distinction of this genus from Leptauclienia is an obscure one. Cope defines

Cyclopidius in brief as being " Leptauclienia without superior incisor teeth;" but

this character appears not to be altogether constant, for some specimens show a small

alveolus in each premaxillary, and others, described below, have two minute upper

incisors on each side. All the peculiarities of Leptauclienia are exaggerated in this

genus. The lower incisors are reduced to two in each ramus. The upper canine is

usually very small and extends but little below the level of the premolars; the latter,

especially the two anterior ones (
p.i and M), are, in the typical species, reduced in

size and simplified, but none are lost. The molars are more prismatic than in Lep-

tauclienia, and in the upper series the external pillars or styles are more prominent.

The first lower premolar retains the form and function of the canine, but is only

slightly larger than in the canine proper. The facial region of the skull is much

shortened and the vacuities enlarged ; the brain-case is small and narrow, but the

great expansion of the roots of the zygomatic processes makes the cranial region

very broad and low. The auditory meatus is very long and its opening has a more

elevated position than in Leptauclienia. The frontal zone is very short and the

front als form but little of the cranial roof. The nasals are short and slender rods,

expanding somewhat anteriorly, where they meet the ascending processes of the

maxillaries and premaxillaries ; the latter are very small.
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Cyclopidius incisivus Scott.

Amer. Naluraliit, 1893, p. 661.

This species might with almost equal propriety be referred to Leptauchenia,

since it is, in many respects, a connecting link between the two genera; it is much

like C. simus, on the one hand, and L. decora of the "White River beds on the

other. It differs from the latter species principally in the much more reduced incisor

teeth aud in the larger premolars, and from the former in the presence of two incisors

in the premaxillary, the larger upper canine and premolar teeth and in details of

skull construction. As in all the species of Leptauchenia, the infraorbital foramen

is very small and placed above p-j). The upper incisors, two in number, are extremely

small, especially the median one, which is hardly more than a rudiment; the second

incisor is almost twice the width of the first and has an obliquely truncate cutting

edge. The two incisors of each side are implanted very close together, the first

somewhat overlapping the second, while a considerable gap separates the median

pair. The canine is larger than in the typical species of the genus, though this

character may be sexual, and is followed by a short though distinct diastema, which

about equals the fore-and-aft diameter of the canine. The premolars increase in

size posteriorly. The first is very small and simple; p^2 has a low internal ridge

representing the deuterocone, which in pJ) becomes very distinct and is connected by

a ridge with the postero-external angle of the crown, the valley opening in front.

The first three premolars have convex external faces, and are so inserted as to pro-

ject slightly backward as well as downward. The molars increase in antero-posterior

diameter from the first to the third, m. 8 markedly exceeding m. a in this dimension, as

the latter exceeds m. 1 ; in transverse width, however, m. 3 is the least of the series

and has much the highest crown.

The nasals are more expanded anteriorly at their junction with the maxillaries

than even in Leptauchenia decora. The nasal opening is terminal, presenting ante-

riorly, and is of heart-like shape, with the apex downward. The premaxillae are of

somewhat peculiar form; the alveolar portion is insignificant, but the ascending

rami form quite a high symphysis and present their broad surfaces anteriorly, while

the superior expansions are twisted, so as to present laterally. The palate is long,

broad, and concave from side to side, the two molar series being almost parallel,

while the premolars converge anteriorly. The palate is carried farther behind the

last molar than in L. decora and, compared with that species, the posterior nares have

been shifted backward. The incisive foramina are very small and anterior in position.
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Measurements.
M.

Length of molar-premolar series 064

Length of premolar series 029

P. 1, length . 005

P. 1, width 004

P. 2. length 007

P. 2, width 005

P. 3, length 008

P. 3, width 006

P. 4, length 007

P. 4, width 007

Length of molar series 037

M. 1 , length 009

M. 1, width 010

M. 2, length 013

M. 2, width 010

M. 3, length 015

M. 3, width 009

The type of this species was found by Mr. E. Stevenson in the upper beds.

PlTHECISTES Cope.

Proceedings Araer. Philos. Soc, Vol. XVII, p. 219.

In this genus, which is as yet very imperfectly known, the Leptauclienia series

of oreodonts appears to have reached its culmination. The lower incisors are reduced

to one, the canine has resumed its original functions, and the caniniform premolar

has disappeared. The other premolars are greatly reduced in size and the mandible

is extremely shortened in consequence. .

Found only in the upper beds of the Deep River valley.

Mutual Relations of the Oreodont Genera.

In my paper upon this family (No. 32), lack of material compelled me to leave

many questions with regard to the mutual relations of its genera unsolved and even

unattempted. The newly discovered material will. enable us to answer some of these

questions with a reasonable degree of probability. We may first consider the origin

of Merychyus.

The relationship of Mesoreodon to the typical Eporeodons of the Oregon John

Day is very obvious and need not be dwelt upon, the only difference of taxonomic

value between the two genera being in the structure of the manus, and indeed there

is much to be said in favor of giving Mesoreodon only subgcneric rank. Neverthe-

less, in the skull and, to a less degree, in the dentition, we may observe numbers of
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slight and subtle changes which are all in the direction of Merychyus. If such spe-

cies of the latter genus as M. zygomaticus and M. pariogonus be taken into account,

the transition from Mesoreodon is seen not to be very great or abrupt, though as

regards dentition and skull structure there still remains a considerable gap between

the two genera, which is only one of the many signs that point to a hiatus between

the lower and upper beds of the Deep Eiver deposits. In the Merychyus species

from the lower Loup Fork (upper Deep River), M. zygomaticus and M. pariogonus,

the face has become deeper and the cranium shorter and the wing-like posterior pro-

cesses of the parietals are reduced; the nasals are shortened and a fontanelle is

formed between the frontal, lachrymal and maxillary. The premaxillaries are de-

pressed, flattened, and ankylosed at the symphysis. In foot structure, Mesoreodon

has already attained the condition of Merychyus, especially if the more slender and

elongate foot ofM intermedins be regarded. In the dentition the principal change

consists in a modification of the premolars and a rearrangement of the adjacent horns

of the internal crescents on the upper molars, for Merychyus pariogonus shows that

the hypsodont molars have been acquired within the limits of the genus. We may,

therefore, provisionally at least, regard Mesoreodon as ancestral to Merychyus, and

the line of descent would then be : Oreodon—Eporeodon—Mesoreodon—Merychyus.

If this view of the case be correct, then the relationship of Merychyus to Mery-

cochcerus must be strictly one of parallelism, by which the articulation of the third

metacarpal with the trapezoid and the depressed and ankylosed premaxillaries have

been independently attained in the two genera. Merychyus has also run parallel to

Leptauchenia in the development of facial vacuities and in the disposition of the cres-

cents of the upper molars as well as their hypsodont character. Yet, now that we

know the skull structure of these two genera, no one could seriously maintain that they

are genetically connected, though Leidy's suggestion of such connection was natural

enough from the material at his command. To unite Merychyus and Merycochcexus

into a single genus, as Leidy proposed in his later work (ISTo. 24, p. 201), a sugges-

tion which Bettany adopted (No. 1, p. 262), would be to construct an unnatural

polyphyletic group, unless genera are to be artificial assemblages united only by

certain common characters, the morphological value of which is unimportant. It

must be remembered that Merycochoerus is a much older form than Merychyus, its

peculiarities having all been established in the John Day. To derive the latter genus

from the former, it would be necessary to make some highly improbable assumptions.

(1) We should have to assume that the face had become depressed upon the basi-

cranial axis, only to again straighten out and lie in a line with that axis. (2) That

the face, after having elongated more than in any other genus of the family, had
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once more become shortened. (3) That the orbit, after retreating backward so as to

be almost entirely behind the line of the molar teeth, had again advanced over those

teeth. (4) That the zygomatic arches, after having attained an extraordinary degree

of size, massiveness and rugosity, had dwindled to proportions even smaller and

lighter than those of Oreodon. (5) That the posterior nares had first been pushed

back to a remarkable extent, and had again resumed their original position. (6) That

the metapodials, after becoming short and massive to a very unusual extent, had

attained a degree of length and slenderness which is equally unusual in this family.

We have, it is true, already found reason to believe that, in the horses, progress

in the main is accompanied by a certain amount of oscillation in the minor details of

structure and that even a certain degree of specialization in a direction away from

that taken by the phylum as a whole, may be overcome and suppressed, as, for

example, in the case of the elbow joint of Mesohippus. Nevertheless, we know of no

facts which would justify us in assuming oscillations of such amount as would be

involved in the derivation of Merychyus from Merycochcerus. If we reject Mesoreodon

from the ancestry of the former genus, then we must admit parallelism in the struc-

ture of its manus, and thus, whichever horn of the dilemma be accepted, the fact

that " adaptive " reduction of the manus has occurred twice independently within

the limits of the family cannot be avoided, for to regard Mesoreodon as in any way

descended from Merycochcerus is a manifest absurdity. The simplest and most prob-

able conclusion is therefore that Merychyus and Merycochcerus represent two inde-

pendent branches of the oreodont stem, which in some respects have paralleled each

other, the former not attaining until the Loup Fork the structures which the latter

had already developed in the John Day.

Recent discoveries have also thrown some light upon the relationships of the

Leptauchenia series. Leidy ascribed that genus to the White River formation, while

Cope believed that it was confined to the Deep River beds, though it had not been

found in the typical (Montana) locality of that horizon. In my former paper I fol-

lowed Cope's determination, chiefly on the ground that no member of this series has

ever been obtained in the John Day beds. It is now proven, however, that Leidy's

determination is the correct one. Dr. Wortman informs me that he has found Leptau-

chenia in the upper White River beds, and during the past summer (1893) the Prince-

ton party found them in great numbers at the same locality. The morphological

difficulty, that all three members of the Leptauchenia series were found only in the

same horizon is thus removed, but we are still in the dark with regard to the ancestry

of this line, which must be sought for in the lower White River beds. We may,

however, confidently remove it from all connection with Merychyus.
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Fam. Indet.

HYPERTRA.GULUS CALCARATITS Cope.

Bull. U. S. Geol. and Qeogr. Sure., No. 1, 1874, p. 26.

A mandible, which is indistinguishable from that of the species named, was

found in the lower beds of the Deep River valley, and some specimens from the

upper, or Loup Fork, beds of the same locality seem to indicate that the same or a

closely allied genus was continued up into the latter series, but the specimens are too

fragmentary for certain reference.

BLASTOMEEYX Cope.

U. S. Qeogr. Sun. W. of lOOlli Mer., Vol. IV, PI. II, p. 350.

The status of this genus is very 'obscure and uncertain. The name was origi-

nally applied to ^TS of a small animal from the upper Loup Fork of Colorado and

ISTew Mexico, which appears to be very much like Cosoryx, differing from the latter

in the shortness of the molar crowns and better development of the basal pillar. So

very little is known of the dentition of this animal that its relationships are quite

indeterminate beyond the obvious fact of its alliance with Cosoryx. The much

larger and more robust species from the lower Loup Fork or Deep River, which has

been referred to this genus, not improbably represents a very different one, but

materials are lacking for an exact comparison. This Deep River species is in many

ways similar to the larger species of Palceomeryx from the upper Miocene of Europe,

and perhaps should be referred to that genus, though in the present state of knowl-

edge it would be premature to do so. This doubt is justified by the fact that the

mandibular dentition of B. oorealis is still unknown, and we cannot therefore deter-

mine whether the lower molars possessed the very characteristic " Palseomeryx fold,"

and it is uncertain whether the type of the European species had developed horns.

Schlosser does not regard the presence or absence of horns as a character of generic

value, but with this view I am unable to agree. Further, the character of the horns

and the shape of the occiput are different from anything which has been observed in

the European types. For these reasons, the name Blastomeryx may be provisionally

retained. However, by whatever name we call it, there can be little doubt this genus

represents a more or less modified migrant from the Old World, not only because of

its close similarity, or even identity, with some of the genera of that region, but also

because it represents a new element in the American fauna, no form being known

from the White River or John Day formations from which it could be derived. That

an interchange of mammals between the two continents took place at some time

A. p. s.—VOL. XVIII. v.
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subsequent to the John Day and before the beginning of the Loup Fork is made

evident by such types as Ancliitherium, Blaslomeryx and Mastodon.

BliASTOMERYX BOREALIS Cope.

Proceedings Amer. Philos. 8oc., Vol. XVII, p. 222.

This species is quite a large one, though somewhat smaller than the Palwomeryx

mognus and P. sansaniensis of Sansan. The skull is remarkable for the high and

narrow occiput, the upper portion of which is drawn out into a long, backwardly

projecting process composed of the parietals and supraoccipital, which is very

similar to the corresponding part of the occiput in the Oreodontidce. The horns are

trihedral at the base, gradually becoming rounded distally, and are of remarkable

length ; they are perfectly simple and unbranched, and in no specimen which I have

seen is there any trace of a burr. The surface of the horns is faintly marked by

vascular impressions, but is on the whole remarkably smooth, much more so than in

the antlers of the deer, and, as Cope has suggested, they were doubtless covei'ed with

skin throughout the lifetime of the animal. "At the base of the horn on each side

a wing-like expansion extends outward posterior to the orbit " (Cope). The upper

premolars, three in number, have the internal crescent or deuterocone complete

;

Pj_2 and pjs are massive and oval in section, while M is more extended transversely.

The molars are very brachyodont and are covered with very rugose and strongly

wrinkled enamel ; the internal crescents are complicated by accessory spurs, which

invade the valleys. The internal pillar or style is very variable, being sometimes

quite large, while in many specimens it is absent from one or other of the molars.

Blastomeryx antilopinus Scott.

Amer. Naturalist, 1893, p. 662.

The type of this species is represented by a mutilated skull, three cervical ver-

tebras and various bones of the fore and hind limbs. It diners from the foregoing

species principally in size, being decidedly smaller; the median ribs of the external

crescents on the upper molars are less prominent. Other differences are to be ob-

served, but they are perhaps rather apparent than real and due to the imperfect con-

dition of the specimen. The muzzle is broken away, not only in this, but in all

known specimens of B. oorealis as well, and hence nothing is known as to the pres-

ence or absence of the upper canine. No isolated teeth have as yet been found in

the Deep River beds which can be regarded as the upper canines of Blastomeryx,

and Filhol reports the same fact with regard to the Palaiomeryx of Sansan (No. 13,

p. 251). On the other hand, Fraas (ISTo. 16, p. 38) refers the muntjak-like canines
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which he obtained at Steinheim to the species of Palceomeryx occurring at that

locality.

In the type specimen ofB. antilopinus all the premolars are more or less injured
;

p-i appears to be altogether absent ; M is represented only by the fangs, but enough

remains of pjs and p^ to show that they differ only in size from those of B. borealis.

Compared with the corresponding teeth of such European species as Palceomeryx mag-

nus and P. sansaniensis, these premolars are distinguished by the better development

of the deuterocone, the narrower valleys and the character ofthe cingulum, which is but

faintly marked on M and absent from pj?. The latter tooth is the largest of the

series, exceeding M not only in antero-posterior but also in transverse diameter.

The molars increase progressively in size from the first to the third, and in all the

transverse width is but slightly less than the antero-posterior length, and the cingu-

lum is confined to the front face of the antero-internal crescent. The anterior and me-

dian external pillars (para- and mesostyles) are prominent. The median rib on the outer

face of the antero-external crescent is also conspicuous, though on m. t this ridge is less

prominent than in B. borealis ; the rib of the postero-external crescent is almost

obsolete. The internal pillar increases in size from m. \ to m. 3, being much larger on

m. 3 than on either of the other molars ; in B. borealis this pillar is very small or

absent on m. 3 and larger on m. l and m. a . The internal crescents of the molars are

much like those of B. borealis; the anterior one is less complete than the posterior,

its hinder horn being especially shortened; on m. 3 the adjacent horns of the two

internal crescents are curiously crenulate, in a way that recalls the transverse crests

on the upper molars of some of the extinct horses. In B. borealis this does not

appear to be the case. The upper molars of the Sansan species differ from those of

the Montana forms principally in the much better developed cingulum, which em-

braces the entire crown of the tooth except on its outer side, and in the less devel-

'

oped internal pillar, which is hardly more than indicated in Fil hoi's figures. The

inner crescents are not crenulate and are less complicated by spurs which invade the

valleys, and the valleys themselves are more widely open. The P. furcatus from

Steinheim which Fraas has figured (ISTo. 1G, PI. VIII, Fig. 9) is more like the

American species in regard to the structure of the upper molars, so far as can be

judged from the drawings. This species is also of interest as showing a mode of

formation of the internal crescent of M, which I have elsewhere shown to be charac-

teristic of Procamelus. (No. 34, p. 436), viz, by the coalescence of two distinct ridges

in the median transverse line, instead of what is much more usual in the Artiodactyla

and universal in the case of M, by the extension of ridges from the internal cusp or

deuterocone.
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Measurements.
M.

Length of premolar-molar series 079

Length of premolar series 037

P. 2, length 013

P. 3, length 013

P. 4, length 011

Length of molar series 043

M. 1, length 014

M. 1, width 013

St. 2, length 010

M. 2, width 015

M. 3, length 017

M . 3, width 016

2K B.—It will be observed that the length of the molar series is less than the sum of the lengths of the

individual teeth. This is due to the slight overlapping of the successive molars.

The general aspect of the skull (PI. VT, Fig. 48) is quite similar to that of An-

tilocapra, though there are many important differences, which, as would naturally be

expected, are in the direction of more primitive conditions. The cranium is very

long and the face relatively short, as compared with that of most recent ruminants,

though long in proportion to the more ancient forms of the group. In correspond-

ence with this, the orbit is placed quite far forward, its anterior rim extending almost

to a line above m. 2, and the zygomatic arch is decidedly longer than in the prong-

buck. The upper contour of the skull is almost straight, there being hardly any

descent at the forehead and little arching of the cranium. In some respects the

skull of Bla&tomeryx is more modernized than that of existing hornless deer, such as

Hydropotes and Mosclms, especially in the backward shifting of the orbit. In Hy-

drojiotes the orbit is almost entirely over the molars and in Mosclms its front border

extends nearly as far as the posterior border of m. 1 . In both genera, and especially

in Moschus, the orbit is raised much higher above the molar alveolus than in Blasto-

meryx. On the other hand, the recent genera have a proportionately shorter and more

rounded and capacious cranium, the upper contour of which is much more decidedly

arched from before backward, and the occiput is lower and without wing-like exten-

sions of the parietals. The paroccipital processes are not advanced in front of the

occipital condyles ; the zygomatic arch is much shorter and the glenoid cavity more

elevated above the plane of the molars, indicating a higher ascending ramus of the

mandible.

The specimens do not indicate that in Blastomeryx the face was bent down the

basicranial axis, as in the recent Cavicornia and some other artiodactyls, but appears

rather to have been in the same line with it. The occiput is very broad at the base;
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in the median line, above the foramen magnum, is a wide convexity bounded on each

side by a shallow fossa. Towards the summit of the inion this convexity passes

into a shallow concavity with a faint median keel, inclosed between processes of the

supra occipitals and parietals. These processes are broken away in the specimen, so

that their length cannot be determined. Apparently, however, they were not so long

and prominent as in B. borealis, in which the occiput is utterly unlike that of any

existing ruminant and has more the peculiar shape characteristic of the Oreodontidm.

Neither Filhol nor Fraas give figures of this region of the skull in Palceomeryx, but

Dicroceros has an entirely different occiput (see Filhol, ISTo. 13, PI. XXXIV, Fig. 4)

which is broad and low and forms a nearly vertical plane.

The paroccipital processes in Blastomeryx are long, laterally compressed, and

broad at the bases, which are closely applied to the tympanic bullae. Between the

condyle and the paroccipital process the inferior surface of the exoccipital displays a

large, deep fossa, which is much larger and more deeply impressed than in Antilo-

cajwa, and the process stands much more in advance of the condyle than in that

animal. The mastoid is exposed upon the surface of the skull and forms quite an

area between the squamosal and exoccipital ; its lower end forms a dense rugose

mass, though there is no proper mastoid process. The relations of the mastoid are

very much the same as in the prong-buck, except that it is more advanced in front

of the condyle in position and descends lower upon the paroccipital process. The

cranium is long and quite full and rounded, though more slender and less capacious

than in Dicroceros. The parietal zone is very long and roofs nearly the entire cranial

cavity; obscurely marked temporal ridges pass backward from the bases of the horns

and converge to form a low but distinct sagittal crest, which is longer than in the

European genus. The postorbital constriction is not strongly marked, though much

more so than in the existing genera of horned ruminants. The squamosal is very

large and makes up nearly the whole side wall of the cranium ; the root of the zygo-

matic process forms a thin, depressed plate, which is much extended in the antero-

posterior direction and is pierced by a large venous foramen. The zygomatic arch is

slender and depressed, and though the distance from the postglenoid process to the

last upper molar is nearly the same as in Aniilocapra, yet, owing to the more ante-

rior position of the orbit, the zygomatic arch is considerably longer than in the

modern genus. The glenoid cavity is thoroughly ruminant in character, though the

anterior convexity and posterior concavity are more decided and the postglenoid

process somewhat longer than in the prong-buck. The tympanic bullae are small

and of the shape usual in the antelopes, with a deep groove for the attachment of
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the hyoid apparatus, a feature which is cervine rather than antelopine ; the auditory

meatus is a long tube which is directed more posteriorly than in Antihcapra.

The frontal zone extends considerably in front of the orbits, though but little

behind them, and hence takes but a small part in roofing the brain-chamber; these

bones lie in nearly the same plane throughout their length, and the descent at the

forehead is slight, very much less than in the prong-buck and apparently less than

in Dicroceros. Apart from the horns, the upper contour of the skull is thus almost

a straight line. The horns are very peculiar and quite unlike those of any other

known genus, fossil or recent. At the base the section forms a spherical triangle,

the three sides of which present forward, backward and inward; the anterior face is

concave, a feature which is much more marked in this species than in B. borealis ; the

other faces are convex. In the specimen before us the horns are broken away about

three inches above the base, but Prof. Cope's numerous skulls of the larger species

show that in that form, at least, the horns were remarkably long, perfectly simple and

non-deciduous, none of them exhibiting any burr or any tendency to branch. The

young stages of Dicroceros have a very similar unbranched horn, but the many

known skulls of Blastomeryx show that this simplicity is not a transitory character

in this genus (see Filhol, No. 13, PI. XXXIV, Fig. 3). Faintly marked grooves

and ridges may be seen on the surface of the horns, but their smoothness indicates,

with great probability, that they were permanently covered with skin. The external

angle of the base of the horn is in B. borealis continued into a wing-like process

which extends outward behind the orbit. In the type of B. antilopinus this process

is broken away, but it can hardly have been so prominent as in the larger species.

As in Dicroceros and AnlilocajJra, the horns rise directly above the orbits, but are

more erect than in the former genus ; the postorbital process is given off from the

base of the horn. A large foramen, the supraorbital, pierces the base of the horn

and two smaller ones perforate the frontal in advance of the latter; these foramina

have a more anterior position than in the prong-buck.

Between the frontal and the lachrymal there is a narrow, slit-like fontanelle, the

incipient stage of the much larger vacuity which occurs in the deer and many ante-

lopes. Cope's figure of B. borealis (No. 7, Fig. 16) does not show this vacuity; if

it be really absent in that species it will form an important specific distinction. The

nasals, premaxillaries, and most of the maxillaries are destro}xed, but enough of the

latter remains to show that the alveolar portion is very low in correspondence with

the extremely brachyodont character of the dentition and that the facial portion is

high. In consequence of this, the face is deep vertically, quite as much so as the

cranium, and the line from the molars to the occipital condyle is straight and nearly
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parallel with the straight upper surface of the skull. There is no trace of a lachry-

mal pit in front of the orbit. In B. borealis, and doubtless in the present species

also, the maxillaries are sharply constricted in front of the premolars. The infra-

orbital foramen occupies a slightly less advanced position than in Moschus, opening

above the internal between M and pjj, while in the existing genus it is over the mid-

dle of pj*. The palate is broad and gently arched from side to side ; between the

molars it is of nearly uniform width, but it narrows anteriorly, the two premolar

series converging slightly forward. The posterior nares extend to about the middle

of n^j and are very long from before backward, in correspondence with the length

of the cranium and zygomatic arches. As contrasted with the base of the sknll in

Antilocapra, the principal difference to be observed is the elongation of the posterior

portion, especially the region between the occipital condyles and paroccipital pro-

cesses, which points to a greater development of the cerebellum and medulla oblon-

gata and is very usual in the crania of primitive mammals. The orbit is also much

lower down and farther forward in the face, its upper border not projecting above the

superior contour of the cranium.

Nothing is known of the mandible in either species, except some uncharacteristic

fragments.

From the foregoing description it will be at once evident that while the skull of

Blastomeryx is in many respects more primitive than that of any of the recent Pecora,

yet it is manifestly of that type and, in some details, such as the character of the

occiput and the wing-like processes from the bases of the horns, the genus is special-

ized in a way peculiar to itself and which renders it somewhat doubtful whether

any existing form is to be derived from it. *

Measurements.

BLASTOMBRYX ANTILOPINUS. ANTILOCAPRA AMEUICANA.

M. M.

Width of occiput at foramen magnum 078 .079

Distance lrom crest of inion to middle of horn 104 .085

Antero-posterior diameter of horn base 036 .041

Transverse diameter of horn base 046 .024

Depth of face at m. 3 . 067 .070

Distance from foramen magnum to postglenoid process 051 .045

Distance from postglenoid process to m. 3 073 .069

Width of palate at m. 3 036 .052

The vertebral column is represented by the second, third and fourth cervical

vertebrae. The axis is completely modernized in character and differs only in details

from that of Cervus or Antilocapra. The centrum is broad anteriorly, where it
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expands to form the atlanteal surface ; behind this it contracts, to expand again

slightly towards the posterior end ; the hinder face is concave and there is a strongly

marked hypapophysial keel. The articular surface for the atlas does not rise quite

so high upon the sides of the neural canal as in Cervus ; its inferior border is more

curved and the median notch more deeply cut. The neural canal is lower and broader

anteriorly, posteriorly its opening is notably small; the pedicels of the neural arch

are perforated for the second pair of spinal nerves, but the foramina are smaller than

in Cervus ', in its anterior portion the neural arch is thin and plate-like, but gradually

thickens until, at the level of the postzygapophyses, it becomes massive and dip-

loe'tic. The spine is so broken that its shape cannot be determined, but it appears

to have been thicker and heavier than in Cervus elaphus. The transverse processes

are also broken away, but it can be seen that they were slender and probably short.

The odontoid process is completely spout-shaped but has a somewhat greater vertical

thickness than in the smaller species of Cervus. The postzygapophyses are small

and present outward as well as downward. As compared with the axis of Antilo-

capra, that of Blastomeryx is of almost the same antero-posterior length, but the

surface for articulation with the atlas is wider, the median contraction less pro-

nounced and the whole centrum more massive ; the base of the spine is also thicker.

But these differences are slight ; in general, the axis is very much the same in the

two forms.

The third and fourth cervical vertebra3 are likewise of very similar construction

to those of the prong-buck; the centra are of almost exactly the same length as in

that animal, but the neural arches are somewhat shorter, and thus the gaps between

the successive arches are larger; the arches are also distinctly wider transversely.

The zygapophyses project more beyond the pedicels of the arch. The neural spines

are very low, though better developed than in A:ntilocapra ; on the third vertebra the

spine is anteriorly a single ridge, which projects beyond the front of the neural arch

and behind bifurcates into two ridges, one running to each of the postzygapophyses.

On the fourth the posterior ridges are low, but the anterior rises into a distinct but

very short spine. On the corresponding vertebrae of the prong-horn these ridges are

indicated only in the feeblest way.

Measurements.

B. ANTILOPINUS. A. AMERICANA.

M. M.

Length of centrum of axis 062 .064

Width of anterior face of axis 048 .044

Third cervical, length of centrum 050 .052

Fourth cervical, length of centrum 054 .051
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The fore limb is represented by a broken humerus, with the ulna, radius and

cannon-bone nearly complete. The length of the humerus cannot be determined, as

the proximal end is missing, but apparently it was about equal to that of Antilocapra.

On the other hand, the shaft is heavier, especially in the transverse dimension, than

in that animal and the deltoid ridge much more roughened and prominent and de-

scending farther. The anconeal fossa is deep, but notably small, and the supratroch-

lear fossa is shallower and less distinctly marked than in the modern genus. The

trochlea is wider and the intercondylar ridge even more prominent and has a more

oblique course, downward and inward ; the external condyle for the radius is rela-

tively somewhat broader ; the internal epicondyle is distinctly larger. The distal

end of the humerus is much like that of Dicroceros in the less uniform vertical height

of the trochlea, which tapers towards the outer side, and in the more external posi-

tion of the intercondylar ridge (ef. Filhol, No. 13, PI. XXXVIII, Fig. 4).

The ulna is somewhat more reduced than in Palceomeryx furcatus and less so

than in the American antelope, and, so far as can be judged from the only available

specimen, was not coossified with the radius at any point. The olecranon is missing,

but appears to have projected more decidedly backward than in Antilocapra. The

proximal radio-ulnar articulation is very different from that of the last-named genus,

especially in its much greater vertical diameter and in the larger size of the external

radial facet, which, however, is set off less distinctly from the body of the bone.

The radio-cubital arcade is longer than in the prong-buck, but owing to the shape of

the ulnar shaft is narrower. The shaft is very thin and compressed, but proximally

has a considerable antero-posterior diameter, which diminishes rapidly as we pass

downward. The distal end has but a slight fore-and-aft dimension, but is somewhat

thickened transversely and is deeply notched to receive the external angle of the

radius.

The radius (PI. VI, Fig. 49) is but little shorter than that of Antilocapra, but

has quite a different shape ; the lateral and antero-posterior curvatures of the bone

are very much as in the recent genus, while the shaft is much broader and less

rounded, of oval transverse section and more uniform diameter, much compressed

antero-posteriorly, except for the lower one-third of its length. Filhol's figure of

the radius of Palaiomeryx magnus (No. 13, PI. XXVIII, Fig. 3) shows a very simi-

lar shaft, except for a more pronounced lateral flexure which approximates a sigmoid

curvature and for a narrower proximal end. The radius of Blastomeryx, so far as

its general shape is concerned, is more like that of the fallow deer than of the prong-

buck. The trochlea is wider than in the latter, the groove for the intercondylar

ridge of the humerus is narrower and emarginates the anterior border more deeply,

A. p. s.—VOL. xviii. w.
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and the ridge external to that notch is wider in correspondence with the more mesial

position of the intercondylar ridge. The process for the attachment of the external

ligament is a sharp, compressed ridge, which is not so prominent as the massive

tubercle of the prong-horn's radius, and hence the latter, though having a narrower

trochlea, measures more across the proximal end than does that of Blastomeryx.

The distal end differs little from that of the prong-horn, though owing to the broader

shaft it expands relatively less ; on the anterior face is a broad sulcus for the extensor

tendons, bounded by sharp ridges, the inner one of which bifurcates near the distal

face, forming a second and much narrower sulcus. The carpal facets are very modern

in character, except for the less width of the lunar surface, and run very obliquely

across the distal face from before backward and mesially ; the scaphoid and lunar

facets are separated throughout by a sharp ridge and both are reflected far up upon

the posterior side of the radius. As in existing ruminants, the radius has expanded

so as to come into contact with the cuneiform, though the facet for that bone is much

smaller than in the prong-bnck.

Nothing is known of the carpus, but it may be inferred from the facets of the

radius that the lunar is relatively less expanded than in most existing Pecora.

The metacarpus (PI. VI, Fig. 50) is in the shape of a well-defined cannon-bone,

consisting of the coalesced third and fourth metacarpals ; no trace of the laterals

(ii aud v) is preserved, but they were nevertheless probably present in very reduced

form, as may be confidently inferred from the condition in Cosoryx. The cannon-

bone is considerably shorter than that of the prong-buck, is distinctly stouter and

of quite different shape. In AniilocafAXi, Cosoryx and Blastomeryx gemmifer the

proximal end is much compressed in the antero-posterior direction, but in B. antilo-

jrinus this compression is slight, the transverse diameter but little exceeding the

fore-and-aft. The latter diameter diminishes steadily towards the distal end, increas-

ing slightly above the phalangeal trochlea; the groove on the posterior face of the

shaft is deeper in its proximal portion than in the prong-horn, but is not continued so

far down. As in the ruminants generally, the distal venous foramen on the anterior

face is extremely small. The trochleas for the phalanges are somewhat lower than in

most existing Pecora, but the carinas are complete, extending over the entire dorsal

face of the trochleas.

No phalanges are associated with the specimen.

Measurements.
B. ANTILOPIKUS. A. AMERICANA.

M. IT.

Humerus, breadth of distal end 041 .033

Humerus, depth of shaft above aneoneal fossa 023 .017
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B. ANTELOPINUS. A. AMERICANA.

M. M.

Radius, length 198 .205

Radius, breadth of proximal end 033 .036

Radius, breadth of distal end 037 .033

Radius, breadth of middle of shaft 024 .021

Cannon-bone, length 181 .206

Cannon-bone, breadth of proximal end 026 .027

Cannon-bone, depth of proximal end 021 .019

Cannon-bone, breadth of distal end 032 .026

The femur is badly mutilated, having lost the articular portions of both extremi-

ties, and yet the part which remains is longer than the entire femur of Antilocapra

;

the shaft is arched forward, compressed and deep, and is decidedly heavier and of

less cylindrical shape than in the recent type. The distal portion is trihedral in sec-

tion and quite massive; the supracondylar fossa is more deeply marked and rugose

and the linea aspera is more prominent.

The tibia is very similar to that of the prong-horn and of almost exactly the

same length, but heavier and of more massive construction throughout. The spine

is lower and less distinctly bifid, the cnemial crest heavier, more prominent and de-

scending lower upon the shaft. On the posterior face the roughened lines for mus-

cular attachment are much more prominent and rugose. The lower portion of the

shaft is less rounded, broader and more oval in section ; the distal end is broad and

heavy ; the fibular facet is altogether distal and shows that the fibula was reduced

to a mere nodule. The internal malleolus is very long, the posterior intercondylar

ridge or tongue is better developed than in the prong-horn, and the sulcus for the

flexor tendons is rather more deeply incised.

The tarsus (PI. VI, Fig. 51) is completely modernized and may be briefly passed

over, as it presents but few characters of interest. The astragalus is both higher

and wider than in Antilocapra and in general outline is very similar to Fraas' figure

of Pakeomeryx furcatus (No. 16, PI. VIII, Fig. 13). The pit for the distal median

tongue of the tibia is much shallower than in the recent form and the facet for the

internal malleolus less deeply incised. The articular surface for the sustentaculum

is very large and passes without interruption into the distal trochlea ; the latter is

almost equally divided between the cuboid and navicular surfaces.

The calcaneum is remarkably long, much more so than in the prong-buck or

Palaiomeryx furcatus ; this elongation, however, chiefly affects the tuber, the portion

distal to the sustentaculum being of nearly equal length in all three species. The

tuber is deeper (dorso-plantar diameter) and of more uniform depth than in Antilo-
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copra, tapering less towards the free end. The sustentaculum, fibular and calcaneal

facets present no noteworthy peculiarity.

As in the Pecora generally, the cuboid and navicular are coossified ; the com-

pound bone is somewhat broader and of about the same vertical height as in the

prong-horn. The distal facets on the cuboid portion are quite different from those

of rdloeomeryx furcatus as figured by Fraas (ISTo. 16, PI. VIII, Fig. 12) ; the surface

for the main part of mt. iv is broader, especially in front, while that for the posterior

hook of the same metatarsal is very much smaller.

The length of the hind cannon-bone cannot be determined, as none of the speci-

mens are complete. It is evident, however, that it exceeded the fore cannon-bone in

this respect more than is usually the case in the prong-horn. The proximal end is

of subquadrate shape, the breadth and depth of the head being nearly equal and of

the same dimensions as in the specimen of Antilocapra which has been employed for

comparison. The hind cannon-bone clearly shows that the portion which articulates

with the entocuneiform is the rudiment of the second metatarsal ; mt. v is probably

represented also, but this is not so obvious. The proximal portion of the shaft is

narrow and deep ; the groove on the anterior face is strongly marked and terminates

distally in a large venous foramen.

Measurements.
B. ANTILOFINUS. A. AMERICANA.

M. M.

Femur, length (est.) .252 .223

Tibia, length 256 .256

Tibia, depth of proximal end 046 .041

Tibia, depth of distal end 037 .033

Tibia, width of distal end 034 .030

Astragalus, length 039 .032

Astragalus, width of distal end 024 .021

Calcaneum, length 084 .075

Calcaneum, length of tuber calcis 051 .045

Cubo-navicular, breadth 030 .027

Cuboid, height 016 .017

Hind cannon-bone, width of proximal end 025 .025

Hind cannon-bone, depth of proximal end 024 .024

Restoration. In general appearance and size Blastomeryx antilopinus must have

been very like the existing American antelope. The simple, straight and erect horns

constitute one striking difference between the two species, and the fossil animal had

heavier limbs, lacking the extreme lightness and elegance which are so characteristic

of the prong-horn. In the latter the fore and hind legs are of nearly equal length,

while in Blastomeryx the hind limbs must have been considerably longer than the

fore. The differences are, however, less obvious than the resemblances.
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Camelidae.

POEBROTHERIUM Leidy.

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1847, p. 322.

The lower beds yielded a number of more or less fragmentary remains of this

genus, the teeth showing perhaps a stronger tendency to assume the prismatic form

than do the earlier species from the White River and Oregon beds.

PROTOLABIS Cope.

Proa. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., XXVIII, p. 145.

From the upper beds were obtained several specimens of small camels which

should probably be referred to this genus. Only one of these is worthy of more than

passing notice. This specimen is an axis (PL VI, Figs. 52, 53) which is of interest

as demonstrating the mode of development of the spout-shaped odontoid in the

camels. I have elsewhere shown that while Procamelus has a spout-like odontoid

quite similar to that of the existing tylopodans, the White River Poebrotherium has

a fiat or semiconical process. In the specimen before us the margins have become

slightly elevated, giving the process a somewhat concave upper surface and repre-

senting the same stage as that shown by the John Day genus, Miolvippus, among

the horses. So far as the odontoid process is concerned, the horses and camels thus

form exactly parallel series, though all the steps of the change did not occur contem-

poraneously in both lines.

PROCAMELUS Leidy.

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858, p. 89.

This genus is represented by a number of fragmentary specimens from the

upper beds, but they add nothing whatever to our knowledge of the genus.

PEOBOSCIDEA.

Mastodon proavus Cope.

Synopsis of New Vertebrata from the Tertiary of Colorado, 1873, p. 10.

Some vertebras and fragments of limb bones, which doubtless belong to this

species, confirm Cope's statement that this is the oldest horizon containing Mastodon

which has yet been found in America. The bones were found in position only in the

uppermost beds, but loose fragments were found in the middle of the upper series.

Except stratigraphically, these specimens are of no especial interest.
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Summary.

It will be convenient to sum up briefly here the principal results of this investi-

gation.

(1) The beds of the Deep River valley belong to two horizons, as originally

pointed out by Grinnell and Dana. These horizons differ widely in lithological

character and even more markedly in their contained fossils, and are almost certainly

separated by an unconformity of erosion, which represents a considerable lapse of

time. The lower series should be placed at the summit of the John Day and the

upper at the base of the Loup Fork, where they form a well-marked subdivision (the

Ticholeptus beds of Cope). This subdivision is not certainly known in other regions

than the present one, and the deposits in Oregon, Nebraska and Wyoming which

have been referred to it most probably belong to the Loup Fork proper.

MAP OF UPPER SMITH BIVER VALLEY, MONTANA.

Drawn by W. B. Harris from a sketch by 0. C. Mortson.

(2) The nearest European equivalent of the upper Deep Eiver beds appears to

be the upper Miocene of Sansan and Simorre.

(3) In the genus Gynodesmus, which has the dentition of Canis combined with

the skull and brain of the more ancient genera of the phylum, we find an important

link in the genealogy of the dogs, leading back to the White River form, Daphczmis,

through some as yet unknown genus of the lower John Day, which, however, must

have been not unlike the so-called Temnocyon josejjhi. The abundance of Miocene
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dogs in North America, contrasted with their absence or unimportance in Europe,

renders it very probable that the family originated in the former continent.

(4) The name Anchitherium has been improperly applied to American equines

from the White River and John Day, and should be replaced by Mesohippus and

Miohippus, the latter genus extending through the John Day and into the Loup Fork.

(5) Desmatippus is a new genus of equines which nearly fills the gap between

Miohippus and ProtoJiippus, the molar teeth being intermediate in character between

the two, brachyodont, and yet with a thin deposit of cement in the valleys.

(6) A quite unexpected discovery is that of a species of Anchitherium, of the

type of the European A. aurelianense. The genus is very probably of American

origin, and, as Schlosser and Mme. Pavlow have suggested, was almost certainly not

in the direct line of equine descent, but it has paralleled the true horses in many
interesting ways, such as the spout-shaped odontoid, etc.

(7) Surveying the series of equine genera, which there is such good reason to

believe constitute an actual line of descent, we find a steady advance in differentia-

tion in the main, accompanied by alternating progression and regression in minor

details. It is also very probably true that a slight degree of specialization in a

direction away from that taken by the main line, is not incompatible with a place in

that line, as is exemplified by the peculiar character of the elbow joint in Mesohippus,

which is greatly diminished in Miohippus and dies out in succeeding genera.

(8) Some of the accessory tubercles in both the American and European species

of Anchitherium appear to favor the view of " indeterminate variation."

(9) The rhinoceroses of the Old World separated at a very early period from

those of the New and cannot well have any common ancestor nearer than the Acera-

theria of the Oligocene ; the American series has, however, run parallel to the

European in many important details of structure.

(10) Mesoreodon, a new genus of oreodonts from the lower beds, agrees with

Eporeodon of the John Day in most characters of skull and dentition (though with

some resemblances to Merychyus) while the feet are altogether like those of the latter

genus. Very curious features of this genus are the presence of an ossified thyroid

cartilage of the larynx, a rudiment of the bony clavicle and a metacromial process

of the scapular spine. It is suggested that the large acromion of the artiodactyls,

and its absence in even the Eocene perissodactyls, may be correlated with the earlier

loss of the clavicle in the latter group.

(11) The skeleton of the oreodont genus, Merycochoerus, is now almost com-

pletely known, which permits exact comparison with other members of the group.

(12) Merychyus is probably to be derived from Oreodon through Eporeodon and
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Mesoreodon ; its resemblances to Merycochosrus are due to parallelism and not to

relationship. Hence it is impossible to unite these two genera, as has been proposed.

(13) Leptauchenia is a White River genus, and the difficulty caused by suppos-

ing the three genera of this line to be contemporaneous thus disappears.

(14) A second and somewhat smaller species of Blastomeryx is described from

the upper beds, and considerable portions of the skeleton show that this species was

in size and general appearance very similar to the prong-horn antelope, though with

many cervine features. The genus is shown to be closely allied to the European

PalcBomeryx and was doubtless derivedfrom the Old World, nothing being known

in the John Day or White River beds from which it could be descended. The pecu-

liarities of the horns and the occipital region are such as to render it doubtful

whether this genus can be ancestral to any existing form. At most, it may be so

related to Antihcapra.

(15) The axis of Protoldbis has an odontoid process which may be described as

in the incipient stage of the spout-shape and corresponding to that of Miohippus

among the horses. The evolution of this structure proceeded by exactly- similar

steps in the horses and camels and is to be correlated with the increasing length of

the neck and the increased angle included between the axes of the cranium and of

the cervical vertebrae.
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Explanation of the Plates.

Plate I

Fig.
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Plate IV

Fig. 30. Anehiiherium equinum : Radius and ulna of left side, external view. X J.

Fig. 31. " Left manus. X J. Sc, scaphoid ; Id, trapezoid ; P, pisiform, from the outside.

The curvature of the metacarpals and the strong divergence of the lateral digits from the median are due to

distortion.

Fig. 32. Mesoreodon chelonyx : Skull, rear view. X f . Lower beds of Deep River.

Fig. 33.
" " Left scapula of supposed female. X f. Mt, metacromion.

Fig. 34.
" Block containing cervical and thoracic vertebra?, scapula, etc., referred to same

individual as male skull (PI. V, Fig. 35). 4, 5, O 6, fourth, fifth and sixth cervical vertebra?. R 1, US,

first and second ribs of left side ; cl, supposed rudimentary clavicle.

Plate V
Fig. 35. Mesoreodon chelonyx : Skull of supposed male, side view. X f . Lower beds of Deep River.

Fig. 36. " " Upper dentition of left side, crown view, natural size. Second individual.

Fig. 37. " " Left humerus, front view. X 1-

Fig. 38.
" " Left ulna and radius. X |.

Fig. 39.
" " Right manus. X f.

Fig. 40. " " Left manus, from inner side. X |. Tm, trapezium.

Fig. 41. " " Right pes. X f.

Fig. 42. " " Phalanges of third digit of pes, natural size.

Fig. 43. Mesoreodon intermedins : Mc. iii and inc. iv of right manus. X f. Lower beds of Deep River.

Fig. 44. " " Phalanges of iii digit of pes, natural size. Second individual.

Fig. 45. MerycJiyus zygomaticus Cope : Skull of type specimen, from the side. X |. Cope collection. The double

infraorbital foramen is conjectural. Upper beds of Deep River.

Plate VI

Fig. 46. Mesoreodon chelonyx : Pelvis, from ventral side. X f

Fig. 47. " " Left os innominatum. X f.

Fig. 48. Blastomeryx antilopinus : Skull, from left side, x $ Upper beds of Deep River. F V, facial vacuity, or

fontanelle.

Fig. 49. " " Left radius and ulna, from the front, xi
Fig. 50.

" " Cannon-bone of left manus. x £•

Fig. 51. " " Right pes. X i- Cb + N, coalesced cuboid and navicular. The cannon-bone

is from a second individual.

Fig. 52. Protolabis sp. : Axis, from the side. X f . Upper beds of Deep River.

Fig. 53. '* " The same, front view. X |.



ARTICLE III.

THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE OPHIDIA.

BY E. D. COPE.

Read before the American Philosophical Society, September 21, 1894.

Owing to the absence of limbs and other points in which diversity is usually

apparent, the classification of the snakes has always presented difficulties to the zool-

ogist. An order which dates from Cretaceous time and has spread over the entire

world, must have differentiated in structure, if its history has been like that of other

orders of Yertebrata. Yet the researches of anatomists have only resulted in finding

characters which define five' suborders, and about a dozen families. Of the natural

groups thus defined, one family, the Colubridse, embraces three-fourths of the species,

and is of cosmopolitan distribution. So long as this was the principal result attained,

it remained clear that the stronghold of the order had not yet been taken.

The primary divisions above referred to are defined by peculiarities of the skele-

ton, and these were mostly originally described by Johannes Miiller. In the prepara-

tion of their Herpetologie Generale, Dumeril and Bibron made a full study of the

dentition. The results they obtained were important, but they were very far from

expressing an exact and clear-cut classification. The greatest defect of their defini-

tions based on the teeth is that they too often fail to define. One type passes by easy

gradations into another, so that in many cases it is impossible to determine what type

a given dentition represents. In most cases it is clear that, among Colubrid snakes at

least, no higher groups than genera can be predicated on dentition, and frecpiently not

even these. Under snch circumstances further structural characters had to be sought

for if we are to have any clear idea of the affinities and phylogeny of this curious

branch of the Eeptilia. In any case, no systematic arrangement can be regarded

as final until the entire anatomy is known.

In 1864 * I pointed out that certain snakes, notably the water snakes, have the

* Proceedings Academy of Natural Sciences, Philada.
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vertebral hypapophyses continued to the tail, as in the truly venomous forms. Bou-

lenger has since found this character in a good many forms which I had not examined

and -which have no affinity to the water snakes. This character, while important,

presents the same evanescent stages in certain types that the dental characters before

noticed exhibit. It had long appeared to me that the only prehensile organs possessed

by serpents, the hemipenes, might probably present structural variations expressive of

affinity or diversity. In 1893 * I examined these structures in many of the leading-

types and was gratified by the discovery of a great many structural characters. In

fact these organs exhibit a variety of ornamentation and armature beyond any part of

the anatomy in the Ophidia, and I am satisfied that they furnish more important indi-

cation of near affinity than any other part of these reptiles yet examined. 'No one

hereafter can be sure of the place of a serpent in the system until the hemipenis has

been examined.

Still another part of the structure remained to be studied. The assymmetry of

the lungs of snakes had often been noted by anatomists, but very little was known as

to the range of variation. Accordingly, when I undertook f a study of the pulmonary

organs, I was able to confirm observations previously made by Schlegel and Stannius,

and to correct some others, and to add a great number of facts as to species not pre-

viously examined. I give the details observed in the following pages. One result is

that I am able to confirm the conclusion of Boulenger, i. e., that the Colubriform

venomous snakes, the Proteroglypha (cobras, Elapes, etc.), do not differ in any funda-

mental respect from the non-venomous Colubridae, aud that they cannot be character-

ized as a suborder. The suborders then are:

Catodonta (Type Glauconia).

Epanodonta (Type Typhlops).

Tortricina (Ilysiidse and Rhinophidse).

Colubroidea (Peropoda, Asinea, Proteroglypha and Platycerca).

Solenoglypha (Typical venomous forms).

I. THE HEMIPENIS.

The hemipenis is a projectile organ in the form of a hollow tube whose base is on

one side of the middle line and which opens into the anus. When retracted it lies

beneath the tail, extending for a greater or less distance, and terminating in a cylin-

drical muscle. This has considerable length and is finally inserted on a caudal verte-

bra. When the organ is projected this muscle is drawn forwards so as to evaginate the

* American Naturalist, 1893, p. 477 ; 1894, p. 831.

\ Proa. Amer. Philos. Soc, 1894, p. 217.
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tubular organ. Thus the inside of the tube becomes the outside, and the entire organ

projects freely from its base anteriorly. It finds its way into the corresponding

oviduct of the female, and when once in place it cannot be retracted in most species

without invagination. This is performed by the contraction of the now internal re-

tractor muscle. This is inserted on the internal face of the apex, and draws it in-

wards, so that it soon assumes the original ensheathed position beneath the tail. It

cannot be withdrawn from the oviduct without invagination, because it is generally

set with strong bony spines which diverge backwards. They have a perfect grip on

the walls of the oviduct and would, in some instances, lacerate that organ if the two

bodies should be forcibly drawn apart. In other cases the hemipenis would be torn

off at the base. Snakes sometimes partially project this organ, apparently in some

instances for defense, as the spines are very pungent and are sometimes curved like

cats' claws. Snakes are, however, very careful not to present these organs fully

evaginated so as to expose the delicate structures near the apex. I have never seen

this to be the case in an alcoholic specimen (with one possible exception), and I should

judge that this was the general experience, from the figures given by authors.

The hemipenis of the Ophidia is traversed by a groove which divides the super-

ficial investment to the internal integument (or external integument when the organ is

retracted), which commences at the base internally and soon turns to the external side

of the organ and continues to its extremity. This is the sulcus spermaticus (s s in

PI. XXVII). This sulcus is always bifurcated in venomous snakes, and I find it to

be equally bifurcated in many harmless snakes (Figs. 2, 3, 7). The investing tissues

may or may not correspond with this bifurcation. Thus the hemipenis may be more

or less bifurcate (Figs. 1, 2, 7, 9, 10, 11). Schlegel states that it is bifurcate in ven-

omous snakes, but it is not so in the sea snakes Hydropliis and Uydrus, nor in Buvgarus

semifasciatus, Hojrtocephalus coronatus, etc., while it is bifurcate in many non-venom-

ous forms. Xext to the bifurcation of the sulcus in importance is the nature of the

surface of the external investment (internal when retracted). In the most perfect

types, both venomous and non-venomous, this surface is reticulate like tripe, the

enclosed areas forming calyces, which may have a suctorial function (Figs. 6, 9, 10,

11). Their borders are often papillose, and are sometimes so deeply divided into

papilla? as to lose their original character. These papilla? may be the seat of osseous

deposit, becoming bristles or spines (sp), which become larger towards the middle of

the length and lose their mutual membranous connections. These isolated spines may

extend to the apex, but they rarely extend to the base. The surface may, however, be

laminate and not reticulate, and the lamina? may be longitudinal (Figs. 4, 7) or trans-

verse (Figs. 1, 2, 3, 5). In either of these cases they may not be spiniferous. The
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apex or apices of the organ may be furnished with a rigid papilla (Fig. 5) or awn, or a

membranous disc.

In the Tortricina and Peropoda (the constrictors) the hemipenis is not spinous and

the sulcus is bifurcate (Figs. 1, 2, 3), and in the Boidae the hemipenis is bifurcate

also, although in some genera (Xiphosoma, Ungualia) the branches are very short.

The external integument is never reticulate, but is always laminate with elongate

papilla? at the extremities, in Epicrates (Fig. 2), and Xiphosoma. The laminae are

pinnate from the sulcus as an axis in Morelia, Boa, Eunectes, Enygrus, Lichanura and

Eryx, and are transverse (flounced) in Charina (Fig. 3). In Uysia they are pinnate

(Fig. 1), with a few longitudinal plicae below. In the Colubroidea the majority of

genera are calyculate and spinous. Nevertheless, the Calamarinse are smooth or

papillose, and certain Tropical American forms are disciferous instead of calyculate.

Some are spinous to the tip. Among these, the Xatricinae have the spines minute,

but their weakness is offset by the presence of a few large hooks at the base of the

organ. The sulcus is either simple or bifurcate in the Colubroidea.

Gradations in the characters of the hemipenis similar to those found in the Colu-

broidea are to be seen in the types of venomous snakes. Thus in the Proteroglypha

this organ is spinous to the tip, on a calyculate basis, in Hydrophis, Hydrus and

Elaps. It is reticulate at the extremities and spinous below in Dendraspis, Aden-

iophis (bivirgatus), Naja (Fig. 9), Acanthophis, Bungarus and Sepedon, the apex

with a smooth apex in the genus first named.

In Solenoglypha, in the genus Atractaspis, the apex is calyculate plicate and the

remainder is spinous on a longitudinally laminate basis. In Causus the calyculate

structure is well developed. In the Viperidae and Crotalidse the spines are on a

flounced basis. The apices are calyculate in Bitis, Clotho (Fig. 10) and Yipera, and

spinous in Cerastes. They are calyculate in Crotalida? in Bothrops, Ancistrodon,

Crotalophorus and Crotalus (Fig. 11).

The spines are not ossified in young snakes, and some may retain their flexible

condition to half-grown dimensions. The calyces are also tenuous and lacking in

papillae in young individuals. Hence it is important that adults be selected for exam-

ination. It is useless to expect to find the organs projected in any number of alcoholic

specimens ; and when projected, the terminal portion is not everted, but the spinous

portion only is exhibited. This part of the organ is apparently used sometimes for

defense. I have also found that females are two or three times as abundant in collec-

tions as males, a fact which would indicate that they are more easily captured. I have

failed, up to this writing, to secure males of a number of genera of which I have

access to females, which accounts for their omission from this paper.
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In examining the structure of the hemipenis the organ must he laid bare in situ

and split lengthwise along the exposed (inferior) middle line before it is removed.

This is necessary to avoid cutting it along the sulcus, which extends along the side.

II. THE PULMONARY STRUCTURES.

The condition of knowledge as to the lungs of snakes was stated by Stannius, in

1856, as follows :
" The detailed accounts as to the single or double character of the

lungs leaves much to be desired. Among Ophidia Angiostomata there possess a single

sack, lihinophis and all Typhlopidae which have been examined ; as to the Tortricidse

[Ilysiida?] there are apparently species with two lungs (T. xenopeltis) [= Xenopeltis

unicolorj and others with a single lung (T. scytale) [= Ilysia scytale]. Among
Eurystomata, all the Peropoda (Boa, Python, Eryx) possess apparently two lungs,

The Calamarina that have been investigated have one lung. Among Colubrina and

Glyphodonta there are great variations. All the CoronellaB of Sehlegel possess,

according to Sehlegel, a single lung. I find the lung single in RhacModon scaber

[Dasypeltis]. Trojndonotus matrix [Natrix vulgaris] has a very small rudiment of a

second lung. Coluber [Spilotes] variabilis possesses, according to Sehlegel, the rudi-

ment of a second lung. According to the statement of Meckel, this rudiment is

common in Coluber. The Xenodons have, according to Sehlegel, a single lung (X.

severus and X. rliabdocplialus). In Heterodon I find a rudimental second lung. The

Lycodons, according to Sehlegel, possess a single lung, as also do Psammophis and

Homalopsis. In DendrojJiis colubrina Sehlegel found the rudiment of the second

lung. In Dipsas, according to Sehlegel, there are variations ; but he states that

D. muUimaculata, D. Icevis and D. annulata \_Sibon annulatum] have but one lung.

The Aehrochordina have but one lung. Among Hydrophidas I found in three species

of Hydrophis the lung-sack simple. Meckel states that Platurus has a very small

rudiment of a second lung. Among the remaining poisonous snakes there is an

insignificant rudiment of the second lung in the Elapina and Crotalina, while the

Viperina possess an entirely simple lung." *

An examination of about one hundred and fifty species of nearly all types yielded

the following results

:

The snakes with rudimental posterior limbs (Peropoda) show in the character of

their lungs what they show in the rudimental limbs themselves and in the hemipenis,

the nearest relationships to the Lacertilia. They possess, with an exception to be

noted later, two well-developed lungs, one of Avhich is larger than the other. The

* Stannius, Zootomie der Amphibien, p. 108.
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smaller lung lies to the right side and ventrally, while the larger one lies to the left

side and dorsally. In some species the dorsal and ventral relation is more pronounced

than in others. In the Colubroidea the right or ventral lung is generally present, but

of very much reduced proportions, the usual size being from two to five millimetres in

length. It is connected with the other lung by a foramen which perforates the trach-

eal cartilage at a point a little beyond the apex of the heart and opposite to the prox-

imal part of the dorsal lung. It is sometimes connected to the dorsal lung by a

short tube, in which cartilaginous half rings are seen in but two of the genera ex-

amined, viz., Heterodon and Conophis. The lumen of the rudimental lung may be

lined by the same reticulate structure as is seen in the dorsal lung, or its walls may

be smooth. In some Colubroidea the rudimental lung is absent, but such species are

relatively few.

The dorsal lung may present proximally alongside of the trachea an auricle or

pocket, and this is so developed in the genus Heterodon as to reach to the head with-

out communication with the trachea other than that furnished by the normal portion

of the lung. In the Solenoglypha, without exception, this extension of the dorsal

lung is present, and extends to the head, and its lumen is continuous with the trachea

throughout its length. The same structure exists in the genera Hydrus and Hydro-

phis, and also in the West Indian peropodous genus Ungualia, which differs besides

from other Peropoda in having but one posttracheal lung. Finally the tracheal

lung, as I have called it, is distinct from the true lung in the water snakes Platurus

and in Chersydrus. In the former of these genera the trachea is not separate from

the lumen, while in Chersydrus it is distinct. It, however, communicates with

the cells of which the lung consists in this genus by a series of regularly placed for-

amina on each side. There is no lumen in the tracheal lung of Chersydrus. In the

blind burrowing Typhlops we have a still further modification of the tracheal lung*.

It is without lumen, and -is composed of coarse cells of different sizes. These have no

communication with the trachea or lung that I can discover. It has occurred to me
that this structure, which extends from the heart to the throat, may not be a pul-

monary organ.

I have referred to the dorsal and ventral positions of the two lungs. The rudi-

mental lung is to the right of the dorsal lung in the Colubroidea, hut in the Ilysiida;

it is to the left. It is quite questionable which lung this rudiment in this family

really represents. In the Typhlopidse the single lung is on the right side and extends

from the heart to the liver. It has the position of the rudimental lung of the Colu-

broidea and may represent it. I cannot decide this question without further material.

In Glauconia there is but one true lung, and this is ventral in position and originates

A. p. s.—VOL. XVIII. Y.
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to the right of the heart, so that in this genus also it may represent the rudimental

lung of the Colubroidea. There is here no tracheal lung or organ.

The rudimental lung is often concealed from view and difficult to discover. The

best test of its presence is the foramen which connects it with the trachea, which will

generally be found piercing the cartilage of the latter near the apex of the heart. The

rudimental organ may then be found by inserting a bristle and observing its destina-

tion through the more or less transparent tissues. In but one instance have I found a

rudimental lung without a connecting foramen, viz., in the Mexican Ficimia olivacea.

On the other hand, the foramen may terminate in a small blind sac.

The pulmonary characters may be determined without much dissection. The

position of the heart must be first ascertained and a longitudinal median incision made

in the abdominal wall. In all forms except the Epanodonta and Catodonta the trachea

will be found passing to the left side of the heart and entering the lung near its apex.

By splitting the trachea, not too near its abdominal border, on turning the free margin

upwards as the snake lies on its back, the foramen bronchial? will be seen and its lumen

can be explored. The trachea is concealed by the oesophagus, which must be drawn

to the left side of the body in order to make the examination. The examination of

the tracheal lung requires the division of the abdominal wall further towards the head

The tracheal lung greatly extends the surface available for blood aeration. This

is useful to snakes for the reason that the huge masses of food which they ingest

so compress the true lung that another organ is necessary. Most snakes, whether

they have a tracheal lung or not, have the pulmonary organ greatly elongated, so that

while one portion is compressed by the contents of the alimentary canal another part

is free to function. The tracheal lung enables the snake to inflate the anterior

part of the body. This is conspicuous in the true venomous species (Solenoglypha).

In the same way Heterodon inflates its huge diverticulum. In the marine water

snakes Acrochordus and the Hydrophidse these organs serve as floats. In the fresh-

water snakes (ISTatricinse) there is no tracheal lung.

III. HISTORY AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.

The first paper which called attention to the importance of the penial characters

as indications of affinity in the Ophidia was published by me in the American Natur-

alist for December, 1893. The relations of the pulmonary structures to the systematic

relations of the Ophidia were first pointed out by me in a paper published in the Pro-

ceedings of the American Philosophical Society for June, 1891. In the American

Naturalist for October, 1894, I published an amended classification of the two sub-

families, Xenodontinse and Philodryadinae. In the Proceedings of the Philadelphia
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Academy I published, in January, 1895, descriptions of the penial characters of sev-

eral genera which I had not previously observed. The present memoir presents a

number of modifications of the system as proposed by me in 1893. I have ceased to

regard the more important penial structures observed as definitive of families, but

rather of subfamilies. I hive come to regard the flounced structure as of less impor-

tance than at first appeared, and I find it to be characteristic of genera and groups of

genera only. On the other hand, I find the disciferous type to be quite distinct from

all others and distinguish by it two subfamilies, the Xenodontinse from the Dromicinse,

and the Erythrolamprina?. from the Philodryadinae. I have combined the supposed

Pseudaspidinre with the Lycodontinre. I have found the genus Chrysopelea to resem-

ble the Dipsadinae more closely than I had at first thought and have cancelled the

supposed subfamily Chrysopeleinae.

In preparing this memoir I have examined material belonging to the Museum of

the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, to the United States National

Museum, and to the Philadelphia Museums, to whose officers my thanks are especially

due. I wish to acknowledge also my indebtedness to Prof. Alexander Agassiz for the

opportunity of examining some Australian species; to Prof. Charles S. Dolley for a

collection from Hainan, China ; and to Prof. Wright, of Oberlin, O., for a small but

valuable collection from So ,th Africa ; to Mr. George K. Cherrie for a fine series

from Costa Rica, and Drs. Ferrari-Perez, Bernad, Dugds and Yillada for Mexican

species. To Messrs. J. B. Wood and George Pine I am indebted for collections from

Florida ; to Prof. W. T. Cummins for material from Texas ; and to Dr. Jos. Corson,

U. S. A., for specimens from Mobile, Ala. I am also especially indebted to the

Zoological Society of Philadelphia and its Superintendent, Mr. Arthur E. Brown, for

specimens from the Gardens.

IV. SYSTEMATIC CONCLUSIONS.

Diversity of lung structure accompanies the primary groups which are character-

ized by peculiarities of the skeleton to such a degree that we are warranted in accord-

ing it a high systematic value. Thus angiostomatous and peropodous snakes have

two lungs, while the Colubroidea have one and a rudiment, and the Solenoglypha

always have a tracheal lung. Exceptions and variations from these rules thus become

of importance. Thus I have no doubt of the propriety of the separation of the

Ungualiidae from the other Peropoda, on account of its pulmonary characters. Nor

is there any doubt in my mind of the necessity of the separation of the Leptognathinre

from the Dromicinse, on account of its large tracheal lung. The very marked char-

acters of the genus Acrochordus characterize the family, as well as the osteological
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features. It remains to be seen whether the family I termed the Nothopidse, but

which Boulenger unites with the Acrochordida?, agrees with it in pulmonary characters.

The remarkable tracheal lung- or gland distinguishes the Epanodonta from the Cato-

donta, emphasizing the differences observed in the osteology of the skull. The huge

diverticulum of Heterodon serves to distinguish the genus from its allies. The extra-

ordinary transverse dilatation of the trachea in Thrasops establishes the genus as

distinct.

The value of the rudimental right lung as a character of the Colubroidea is

increased by my investigations. In only two genera have I found it present or absent,

viz., Halsophis and Pityophis. I am not sure but that I may yet find it in the P.

melanoleitcu->, where I have failed hitherto, but I am sure that it is present in some

species of Halsophis and wanting in others. A natural group of American Colubrinse

appears to be characterized by its absence, viz., Rhinochilus, Cemophora and Ophibo-

lus, all genera with an entire anal shield. The development of cartilages in the bron-

chial foramen or tube of the rudimental lung, is not a constant character. I found it

in one Helerodon platyrMnus and not in another ; it is present in Conoi)Ms jjulcher, but

absent in C. sumiclirastii.

The numerous characters presented by the hemipenis have various values. Sev-

eral very distinct types are distinguishable, but they are continuous at some point

through intermediate forms. This is, however, the history of all characters which

distinguish organic beings, especially of those which have been relied on as characters

of the minor divisions and genera of the Ophidia. The characters which I have dis-

covered in the hemipenis have added greatly to our resources in the attempt to learn

the relationships and hence origin of the members of the Ophidia.

In a broad way we may distinguish as leading types the following : The smooth,

the plicate or flounced, the calyculate or ruched, and the disc-bearing. Any of these

may have the sulcus spermaticus simple or bifurcate, and they may have the middle

part of the organ spinous or not. The spines may extend to the apex so as to oblit-

erate the pattern, and the total organ may be bifurcate or not. As regards the indi-

cations of affinity presented by these types, it may be said that the nearer we

approach the Lacertilia the less spinous is the organ, and the farther away the form

the more certainly will the ruched structure prevail. The tendency to bifurcation is

present in most groups, but it is universal in but one suborder, the Solenoglypha, or

specialized venomous snakes.

In the Oriental region we have the smoothest type of Colubroidea, which includes

the genera really allied to Calamaria, many of which have had hitherto widely differ-

ent positions in the systems. Owing to the scarcity of specimens of this type in
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American museums, I have not been able to investigate them fully. The great Colu-

brine division is remarkably constant in its undivided sulcus and abundant calyces.

In degenerate types the calyces become less numerous. The groove-toothed Dipsa-

dines have the same structure. Except one Australian genus (Acanthophis), all the

disciferous types are [Neotropical, and all have a double sulcus. The other Neotropical

types with double sulcus may be calyculate or spinous, and they present a great

variety of detail. Here again the glyphodont and aglyphodont types are quite

parallel to each other. The structure in the water snakes is again different and char-

acteristic. The organ is feebly spinous from the base to or near to the apex, possess-

ing no calyces, disc or transverse plicae, and the prehensile function is maintained by

one or a few large hook-shaped spines at the base. In 1864 I referred several genera

which had been placed in the Calamarina? to the water snakes on account of the con-

tinuation of the hypapophyses to the tail. I was much gratified on examining their

hemipenis to find that they (genera Tropidoclonium, Virginia and Haldea) present

exactly the characters of group to which the vertebrae indicated that they should be

referred. On the other hand, the characters of the hemipenis in Ablabes (baliodirus)

led me to suspect that it possesses the vertebral characters of the Natricinse, and on

examination this proved to be the case. In like manner I have been able to refer gen-

era supposed to belong to the Calamarinse to almost every natural division of the

Colubroidea by the study of the hemipenis. The old Calamarinse of authors is simply

an aggregation of burrowing or degraded forms of several natural groups.

The Natricine (water snake) group is connected with the groove-toothed water

snakes (Homalopsinse), and both of these groups pass probably into the Lycodontine

series, in the typical forms of which the spines are arranged in flounces. It is difficult

as yet, and perhaps may not become easy, to distinguish some members of the Lyco-

dont group from certain ground snakes with totally spinous hemipenis, especially certain

African genera, as Elapops, Grayia and others. These questions remain for future

research.

I have found the characters of the hemipenis as constant as those of any other

part of the organism. Occasional irregularities are to be looked for, but the only one

which I have met with is in the case of a specimen of Boaodon infernalis from South

Africa, in which the hemipenis is shortly bifurcate on one side and not so on the other.

There is a tendency to bifurcation in some individuals of Ophibolus getidus which is

not conspicuous in others. It is a tendency only. There are seen in many species of

all groups with calyces, ribs or welts having a longitudinal direction. On these the

calyces are crowded and closed, and they are sometimes rudimental or distorted. I

have not yet ascertained the constancy of these structures in species and genera,
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excepting when they occur as borders of the sulcus spermaticus, where they are con-

stant. These must not be confounded with temporary longitudinal folds of the struc-

ture, which can be removed by stretching.

I now give the exact definitions of the divisions as far as definable with present

information. The definitions of the suborders are those of Miiller, modified by myself*

An examination of the osteology of the skull led me, in 1859,f to place the genera

Causus and Atractaspis in the order Solenoglypha. The former had been placed in

the Proteroglypha by Dumeril and Bibron, and the latter was made the type of a

family " with permanently erect fangs " as division C of the second section of the

Ophidia, the " Colubrinse," by Gunther.J My arrangement has been adopted by

all later authors.

Authors have differed as to the homology of the bone which supports the quad-

rate in the Ophidia. Huxley§ has identified it as the element he called squamosal in

the Lacertilia, a conclusion to which I have demurred
||

for two reasons. The first of

these is that this element is one of the bones of the brain-case in the Angiostomatous

snakes, where it is intercalated between the exoccipital, parietal and petrosal. The

second is, that the bone called by Huxley squamosal in the Lacertilia has no such in-

tercalary relation, but is one of the segments of the primitive roof of the temporal

fossa. In the degenerate snakelike forms of the Lacertilia this element disappears, and

I believe that it does not exist in the Ophidia. I add that I agree with those osteolo-

gists who do not regard it as the homologue of the squamosal of the Mammalia, and

who give it the name, after Owen, of supratemporal.^l

If we now remove the supratemporal from the skull of a Lacertilian we have the

condition which exists in the Ophidia. We observe beneath the position of its posterior

end, and between the exoccipital, parietal and petrosal, an element which corresponds

with the bone in question in the Ophidia. This element has received various names,

among the rest that of squamosal. I think I have shown, however, in view of the

characters which it presents in the Pythonomorpha, that it is the paroccipital. By the

lengthening of the exoccipital in the Lacertilia the paroccipital has been carried far

from the brain-case and supports the quadrate behind. By its elongation posteriorly

it has carried the quadrate posterior to the other bones of the skull in the Eurystomat-

* Proceeds. Academy Philada., 1864, p. 230; Proceeds. Amer. Philos. Soc, 1886, p 479.

f Proceeds. Academy Philada., 1859, p. 335.

X Oatal. Golubrine Snakes Brit. Museum, 1858, pp. 1 et 239.

§ Anatomy of Vertebrated Animals, 1872, pp. 189 and 203.

[ "On the Homologies of the Cranial Bones of the Reptilia," Proceeds. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Science, 1871, pp. 174

and 217.

1f Transactions Amer. Philos. Soc, 1892, p. 20.
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ous Ophidia. Huxley called the paroccipital of the Reptilia the opisthotie, hence in

my first determination (in 1871) I used the latter term for it in the Ophidia.

A. Paroccipital intercalated in the cranial walls (Angiostomata).

* No ectopterygoid
;
palatines bounding choanse posteriorly ; ethmoturbinal forming part of roof

of mouth ; rudiments of pelvis ; two lungs.

I. Maxillary bone fixed to prefrontal and premaxillary ; a pubis Catodonta.

II. Maxillary bone vertical and free from all others ; no pubis Epanodonta.

** An ectopterygoid
;
palatines not bounding choante posteriorly.

III. Maxillary bone free, horizontal Toktricina.

B. Paroccipital attached scale-like to cranial walls and produced freely ; ectopterygoid present

[Eurystomata).

IV. Maxillary bone horizontal, not forming a ginglymus with prefontal Colubrotdea.

V. Maxillary bone vertical and articulating with the prefrontal by a ginglymus ; a tracheal lung.

SOLENOGLYPHA.

Within these suborders the pulmonary characters define superfamilies and families.

The penial characters, as already remarked, have various values, generally defining

subfamilies and genera or groups of genera. These are given in the analytical tables

under the family and subfamily heads. On examining these tables it will be seen that

the genera brought into close juxtaposition are frequently not most closely allied in

general appearance. The keys are chuflij intended to 'present the penial characters, and

do not always display the serial or other relationships of the genera among themselves.

The intimate filiations of the genera among themselves are not yet sufficiently Avell

known to make it possible to do otherwise at present.

EPANODONTA.

I have nothing to add to what has been already stated regarding this suborder

(p. 191).

CATODONTA.

What is known of this suborder has been already mentioned (p. 191).

TORTRICINA.

In Ilysia the hemipenis is deeply bifurcate and the surface of each branch is flounced.

The flounces are oblique to the sulcus and are spineless. Below the bifurcation the

surface is smooth, excepting a wart (Plate XIV, Fig. 1).

COLUBROIDEA.

Five well-marked divisions are embraced in this suborder, as follows :

I. Chevron bones open inferiorly.

Rudimental pelvis and posterior limbs ; no grooved teeth
;
generally two lungs Peeopoda.

No rudimental pelvis or limbs nor grooved teeth ; one lung rudimental Aglyphodonta.
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No rudimental pelvis or limbs ; a posterior maxillary tooth or teeth, grooved ; one lung rudimental.

Glyphodonta.

No rudimental pelvis or limbs ; an anterior tooth with tube for poison duct ; one lung rudimental.

Peotekoglypha.

II. Chevron bones complete, the lateral halves united below.

No rudimental limbs ; a tubular tooth in front of mouth ; one principal normal lung and a tracheal

lung Platycerca.

It is questionable whether the A glyphodonta and Glyphodonta should he retained

as distinct from each other. Most of the penial characters found in the one occur in

the other, and it remains to ascertain whether these, or the grooving- or not of the

teeth, are to be considered to be of primary importance. For the present I follow the

example of Dumeril and Bibron and Boulenger.

PEEOPODA.

I find here three distinct families, as follows

:

Two pulmonary lungs, no tracheal lung ; nasal bones distinct ; a coronoid bone : hemipenis plicate.

Boidm.

Two pulmonary lungs ; no tracheal lung ; nasal bones coossifled ; no coronoid bone ; hemipenis

plicate Charinidm.

One pulmonary lung, a tracheal lung ; two nasal and a coronoid bone ; hemipenis smooth.. * Ungualiidm.

Boidse.

"Within this family the characters of the hemipenis vary considerably. The

plica? are more or less undulate, and in some genera they fuse at intervals, producing

pockets which sometimes approach the character of calyces. The sulcus and generally

the entire organ are bifurcate. The plicse may also be represented at the apex by dis-

tinct papillae. The genera which I have examined present the following characters :

I. Sulcus double.

a. Hemipenis single.

Plicate and not papillose \ Eryx Daud.

aa. Hemipenis furcate.

Entirely plicate % Boa Linn
; § Eunectes Wagl.

C ||
Lichanura Cope.

More or less pocketed \ T Python Daud.

I
** Enygrus Wagl.

Apex papillose \\ Epicrates Wagl.

II. Sulcus single.

Apex papillose , \\ Ohilabothrus D. and B.

The sulcus in the Chilabotlirus sfriatus examined is divided for a short distance

when the branches reunite ; PI. XV, Pig. 3.

* Cope, Proceeds. Amer. Philos. Soc, 1894, p. 220.

f E. jaculus. | B. constrictor. § E. murinus.
\\
L. trivirgata.

|P, (Morelia) argus. ** E. carinatus. \\ E. angulifer. %\ G. striatus.
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Several forms of this family I have not been able to examine, as Chondropython,

Sanzinia, Bolieria, Trachyboa, etc.

Charinidae.

In Charina the sulcus is bifurcate, but the organ is simple. The surface is plicate,

the plicae distant towards the apex, and the apex smooth (PI. XIV, Fig. 3).

Ungualiidae.

In Ungualia there are no plicae, and in U. melanura there are only four small

papillae symmetrically arranged. The sulcus and organ are furcate (PI. XV, Fig. 8).

AGLYPHODOXTA.

The three families of the Aglyphodonta are defined as follows :

Two pulmonary lungs ; no tracheal lung ; a coronoid bone Xenopeltidm.

One pulmonary lung and a tracheal lung ; no coronoid bone ;
postfrontal bone produced forwards over

the orbit Acrochordidce.

One pulmonary lung, with a rudiment of a second ; rarely a tracheal lung ; no coronoid bone
;
post-

frontal bone not produced over orbit Oolubridm.

I have been unable to determine the penial structure of the only species of the

Xenopeltidae, the Xenojieltis unicolor Reinwt. as all of the four individuals accessi-

ble to me are females.

Acrochordidaj.

There are two subfamilies of this family.

No gastro- or urosteges Achrocliordinm.

Of the members of this subfamily I have only examined the hemipenis of

AcrocJwrdusjavanicus and A. granulatus Cuv. This is bifurcate but not deeply, and

the surface below the bifurcation is smooth. The branches are delicately and not

closely spinous (PI. XV, Fig. 13). It is not certain that the Xothopinae belong to

this family or to a distinct one ; the cranial structure is identical. They differ from

the Achrochordime as follows :

Gastro- and urosteges present Nothopince.

Colubridae.

The natural divisions of this family are clearly indicated by the characters of the

hemipenis for the greater part. The characters of the vertebras cannot, however, be

neglected ; and the dentition, in a general way, corresponds with the results thus

attained. Thus the type of penis with simple sulcus and well-developed ruches

A. p. s.—VOL. xviii. z.
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includes the large isodont ground snakes and their allies, a very few of which (Zam-

enis sj).) are diacranterian. The types with furcate sulcus with ruches or disc are

nearly always diacranterian in dentition. The JSatricine hemipenis is always asso-

ciated with continued vertebral hypapophyses. The smooth or plicate hemipenis is

very seldom associated with such hypapophyses.

I repeat here in the main the groups indicated in my prodromus of 1893, with

the omission of the glyphodont genera. As I have not had access to some of the

Oriental and African genera, it may be necessary to introduce some changes into

some of the groups which include them.

I. Hypapophyses restricted to the anterior part of the vertebral column.

a. No tracheal lung.

Hemipenis spineless, smooth, plicate or papillose only Calamarinm.

Hemipenis with apical disc ; no calyces ; spinous ; sulcus furcate Xenodontinm.

Hemipenis calyculate, spinous ; sulcus furcate ; no disc DrpmiciiKB.

Hemipenis calyculate, spinous ; sulcus simple ; no disc Oolubrince.

aa. A tracheal lung.

Hemipenis as in Dromicinse Lepiognatldna.

II. Hypapophyses present to the caudal region. Hemipenis without calyces.

Hemipenis smooth, not spinous Anoplopliallina.

Hemipenis spinous, without enlarged basal hook Lycodontince.

Hemipenis minutely spinous, with enlarged basal hook or hooks Nairicinw.

CALAMAKINiE.

The genera of this group are of various external form and the hemipenis presents

considerable variety of structure.

I. Fusiform.

Hemipenis smooth, simple ; sulcus furcate * Calamaria Boie.

Hemipenis transversely plicate ; sulcus simple ; extremity with two papilla? jOligodon Boie.

Hemipenis smooth or nearly so ; apex membranous ; sulcus simple % Holarchus Cope.

Hemipenis similar to Holarchus, but sulcus furcate § Dicraulax Cope.

II. Colubriform.

Hemipenis single, apex papillose Orayia Gthr.

HI. Dipsadiform.

Hemipenis bifurcate, with papillae at the middle, and smooth apex
||
Pareas.

It is probable that several genera allied to Calamaria resemble it in characters,

and that Simotes D. and B. belongs near to Holarchus. From their general resem-

blance it is also probable that Anoplodipsas Pet. and Amblycephalus Kuhl belong

near to Pareas. The subfamily is entirely Oriental, except Grayia, which is African.

* Species examined : C. gervaisii. \ 0. subquadratus. \ II. ancorus, H. dolleyanus.

%D. purpurascens triuotalvs.
||
P. moellendorjjii Boettg.
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XENODONTIN^E.

After the subtraction of the Dromi'cinse, a limited number of genera are referable

here. They are all Neotropical.

<p. Rostral plate not recurved.

Hemipenis undivided ; no scale-pits Aporophia Cope.

Hemipenis divided ; no scale-pits Opheomorplius Cope.

Hemipenis divided ; one scale-pit * Xenodon Boie.

<p<p. Rostral plate recurved.

Hemipenis divided ; one scale-pit Lystrophis Cope.

DROMICIN.^.

A. No proximal diverticulum of the left lung.

I. Hemipenis transversely plicated (divided)
;
(Flabelluti).

Plica: not papillose ; diacranterian ; colubriform Eelicops Wagl.

Plica; not papillose ; isodont ; fusiform Pseudoeryx Fitz.

Plies papillose ; isodont ; fusiform Rhabdosoma D. & B.

II. Calyculate and not capitate (Calyculati).

<p. Hemipenis undivided.

Fusiform ; isodont , • Oarphophiops Gerv.

Colubriform; isodont; two nasals Eiadoplris B. & G.

Colubriform ; diacranterian ; one nasal. Amastridium Cope.

Colubriform ; diacranterian ; two nasals
' Hyp&irhynchus Gthr.

<p<p. Hemipenis double.

Fusiform ; isodont Farancia Gray.

Colubriform ; diacranterian ; no scale-pits Dromicm Bibr.

Colubriform ; diacranterian ; one scale-pit. iMonobothru Cope.

Colubriform ; diacranterian ; two scale-pits Halsophis Uope.

III. Capitate (or pocketed at base of calyculate portion) (Capitati).

<f<p.
Hemipenis undivided.

Scale-pits single ; scales smooth Plioeercus Cope.

No scale-pits ; scales smooth Rhadinaa Cope.

Scales keeled
;
prenasals in contact Tretanorhinus D. & B.

<p<p. Hemipenis divided.

Rostral normal ; isodont Ninia B. & G.

IV. Calyculate with spinous bands to apex (Calycispinosi).

Hemipenis bifurcate ; spines not ossified to apex ; diacranterian ; colubriform % Tamiophallus Cope.

Hemipenis bifurcate ; subisodont ; attenuate Uromacer D. & B.

V. Exclusively spinous to apex
;
(diacranterian) (Spinosi).

Anterior teeth wanting Enulius Cope.

Anterior teeth present ; internasals fused ; fusiform § Hydrops Wagl.

Anterior teeth present ; anal divided ; no scale-pits ; colubriform ; not bifurcate. . .|| Echinanthera Cope.

Anterior teeth present ; anal entire ; one scale-pit ; colubriform ; bifurcate Aeanthophallus Cope.

AA. Left lung with a proximal diverticulum extending to the throat.

VI. Calyculate and capitate.

Rostral recurved ; hemipenis divided ; diacranterian .
. Eeterodon Beau v.

* Includes Liophis Wagl. t TyPe Eromicus chamissonis Auct.

X Type Lygophis nicagus Cope. Pockets separate the spinous bands from the calyces.

§ H. martii Wagl. examined.
II
Type Aporophis cyanopleurus Cope.
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The species of this subfamily are all American and mostly Neotropical. The

following genera are found in the Nearctic fauna : Carphophiops, Diadophis, Farancia,

Rhadinsea (Dromicus flavilatus Cope, from the Southeast Atlantic region, belongs to

this genus : PI. XXVII, Fig. 6), Heterodon. Of these all are characteristically

Nearctic, except Rhadinsea, which is Neotropical. I have given a synopsis of the

genera of Dromicinse in the American Naturalist for October, 1894, p. 840.

LEPTOGNATHDSrM

.

The three genera of this family are distinguished as follows

:

Gular region with two longitudinal pairs of plates Petalognathus D. & B.

Gular region with numerous paired plates LeptognatJms D. & B.

Gular region with a median plale Mesopeltis Cope.

The hemipenis in the subfamily Leptognathinse is not bifurcate, but the sul-

cus is deeply so. It is calyculate from the bifurcation of the sulcus to the extremity

and the calyces are fringed. Below them the organ is furnished with hooked spines

half way to the base. Below these the surface is smooth. In Mesopeltis sanniolus

the calyces have longer papillae than in the other species which I have examined.

COLUBBIN^.

This subfamily includes representatives of the Calamarinse, Coronellinse, Lyco-

dontinse, Colubrinse and Dryaclinse of authors, and includes burrowing, ground and

arboreal types. The group is especially characteristic of Palearctica and Nearctica,

but numerous forms occur also in the Oriental, Ethiopian and Neotropical realms.

There is a general similarity in penial structure, the diversities being of minor impor-

tance, and some of them not yet fully understood. I have been able to abolish the

division Coronellinse, which never had any real standing, and also to show that Hal-

lowell was right when he referred the Lycodon rufozonatus of authors to the neighbor-

hood of Coronella. The genera of burrowing habits and generally small size which

were variously referred to the Calamarinse and Coronellinse, generally have the ruching

of the hemipenis reduced and replaced by spines. This is conspicuous in Stylosoma

and especially in Conopsis, where there is but one row of calyces, and in Adelphicus

and Trimetopon, where the cups are replaced by unossitied papillae. In the species of

Ophibolus the calyces are much reduced in number and replaced by spines. Some

genera have the borders of the calyces conspicuously papillose, while in others they

are smooth, but intermediate conditions connect them. In some forms there are smooth

patches on the apex of the organ, but the value of this character is uncertain. In

Cynophis I have found a remarkable apical awn, but as I have had the opportunity of
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examining but one individual, 1 am not sure how constant it is. In the Trojridocloaium

liaeatum, where a similar character is present, I have found it to be entirely constant.

Boulenger distinguishes two principal divisions of ground Colubridse as genera,

under the names Zamenis and Coluber, on dental characters. In the former the max-

illary teeth increase in size posteriorly, while in the latter the posterior teeth are not

longer, and may be shorter than the anterior. That this distinction is valid in many

instances is well known, but it is admitted by Boulenger that in other instances the tran-

sitions are complete. An examination of the penial characters leads me to the opinion

that each of these groups is a series of genera rather than a single genus. Thus in

the Zamenis gemonensis, the type of the genus, we have the normal colubrine struc-

ture, from which two divergent lines may be traced. In one of these, represented by

the Z. ventrimaculatus, the calyces preserve their character, but the few papillae are

ossified as acute spines, the character defining the genus Acanthocalyx. In another

direction the walls of the calyces are thickened and support several series of pajiillse.

This is seen in the' Z. ravergierii. In the next type these numerous papillae are ossi-

fied, giving us the genus Gonyosoma. A greater modification is seen in the Z. jioru-

lentus. Here the thickening of a part of the calyx walls is greatly increased, while

other walls, including all of the longitudinal ones, disappear. The result is a mass ofpap-

illose pads, a character quite different from anything else in the order, and one which

defines the genus Tylanthera. The explanation of this structure is rendered possible

by that of the Zamenis ravergierii (PI. XVI, Fig. 4).

The North American species referred to Zamenis by Boulenger have been sepa-

rated under the name Bascanium by Baird and Girard. Most, if not all, of these

species differ from the typical Zamenis gemonensis in possessing one or two large

hooks at the proximal part of the spinous tract (PI. XVIII, Fig. 1) which remind one

of the Xatricinse, and which are not found in the typical forms of Zamenis.* The

Drymobius pulclierrimusf Cope possesses a similar peculiarity, which separates it from

the typical species of that genus. It differs from the species of Bascanium, however,

in having the large spines distad to the spinous tract and not proximad (PI. XVIII,

Fig. 4).

In the species of Coluber there are distinct naked tracts or bands extending more

or less downwards from the apex (PL XYI, Fig. 2; PI. XXI, Fig. 3). There is one

strongly pronounced in C. cmoryi and there are two less extensive in C. dbsohtus.

*This character is present in B. flagelliforme, B. laterale, B. mentovarium and B. mexicanum (Zamenis D. & B.).

In B. constrictor it is sometimes present and sometimes absent (see PI. XIV, Fig. 6).

•(The species figured and described by Bocourt {Miss. Sci, Mexique, p. 725, PI. XLIX, Fig. 3) under this name is

quite distinct. It is much larger, has but two preoculars, four bands instead of two, and is olive and brown instead

of black and white with a green head. I propose to call it Drymobius lemniscatus.
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I give the following synopsis of the genera so far as I have been able to examine

them

:

I. Hypapophyses not piercing (Esophagus.

* Apical calyces of hemipenis present.

A. Calyces with the borders spinous.

Spines at angles of calyces only ; colubriform ; scuta normal ; teeth longest posteriorly.

*Acanthoealyx Cope.

Spines numerous, bordering the calyces ; colubriform ; scuta normal ; teeth equal. . . . Gonyosoma Wagl.

AA. Calyces with spines on the internal walls.

Calyces numerous, fringed ; scuta normal ; one nasal plate f Entechinus Cope.

AAA. The calyces, excepting the inferior marginal ones, not furnished with spines.

a. No apical awn or papilla.

/?. Calyces normal ; i. e,, small and deep.

y. Hemipenis not capitate.

<}. Calyces mingled with large pockets.

Isodont ; attenuate ; ventrals keeled Dendrophis Boie.

88. Calyces without large pockets ; ventrals not keeled.

£. Rostral normal or compressed
;
pupil round.

if . Anterior teeth not longer than posterior.

rj. Two median rows of scales.

Colubriform ; isodont ; anal double % Herpetodryas Boie.

Colubriform ; isodont ; anal single § Spilotes Wagl.

rjTj. One median row of scales.

0. Trachea enormously expanded transversely.

Subisodont ; dipsadiform Ihrasops Hallow.

00. Trachea normal.

i. Calyces numerous, fringed.

/.. One nasal plate.

Isodont ; colubriform ; anal divided Oyclophis Gthr.

Isodont ; coronelliform ; anal divided Contia B. & G.

v./.. Two nasal plates.

Anal divided ; no epiglottis ; attenuate LeptopJds Bell.

Anal divided ; no epiglottis ; colubriform ; teeth longer posteriorly Zamenis Wagl.

Anal divided ; no epiglottis ; colubriform ; teeth equal Coluber Lim.

As Coluber, but anal entire I
Compsosoma D. & B.

As Compsosoma, but rostral prominent and compressed RhinecMs Wagl.

As Compsosoma, but an epiglottis EpiglottopMs Copa.

A.nal entire ; rostral prominent, produced backwards ; four prefrontals ; an epiglottis.
.
.Pityophis Holbr.

Anal entire ; plates normal ; coronelliform Osceola B. & G.

a. Calyces numerous, not fringed.

Attenuate ; dipsadiform ; isodont Bucephalus Smith.

Posterior teeth longer ; coronelliform ; anal divided ; one scale-pit Goronella Laur.

Teeth subequal ; coronelliform ; anal divided ; two scale-pits
;
pupil round Proterodon Hallow.

Colubriform ; anal divided ; inlernasal and nasal united Symphimus Cope.

*Type Zamenis ventrimaculatus Gray.

t Type Cyclop his major Gthr.

\ Zaocys Cope is apparently allied to this genus, but I do not know the penial structure.

§ Includes Herpetodryas fuscus, where the anal is sometimes divided.

I This is Phrynonax Cope, Boulenger. Compsosoma has priority, and the penial structure is identical.
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tu. Calyces few, apical.

Subisodont ; coronelliform : two nasals ; a loreal ; anal entire OpJiibolus B. & G.

Isodont ; fusiform ; one nasal ; no loreal ; anal entire Stylosoma Brown.

? f. Median and posterior teeth longer than the others.

Coronelliform
;
pupil erect ; calyces not fringed Dianodon D. & B.

££. Rostral plate produced or recurved.

? . Rostral not free laterally
; pupil round.

tj. Subcaudals one-rowed.

Internasals distinct ; calyces few RhinocJtilus B. & G.

Tjyj. Subcaudals two-rowed.

0. Internasals fused with nasals.

Fusiform ; isodont ; rostral depressed ; calyces fringed C'hilomeniscus Cope.

60. Internasals not fused with nasals.

Rostral trihedral ; internasals present ; anal entire ; calyces not fringed Oemophora Cope.

Rostral recurved ; no internasals ; calyces numerous, fringed ; anal divided Ficimia Gray.

Rostral not recurved ; nasals distinct from labials ; calyces numerous ; anal divided * Oeagras Cope.

Rostral not recurved ; nasals distinct from labials ; calyces very few Conopsis Gthr.

££ . Rostral plate free laterally
; pupil erect.

Colubriform ; subisodont Phyllorhynchus Stejn.

yy. Hemipenis capitate.

Pupil round ; rostral free laterally Salvadora B. & G.

Pupil erect ; rostral normal Hypsiglena Cope.

PP. Calyces basin-like, large and shallow.

Isodont ; colubriform ; anal divided \ C'aeoealyx Cope.

aa. An awn-like apical papilla.

Colubriform ; scuta normal CynopJds Gray.

** Calyx borders represented by tufts, which arc divided into numerous papillae.

Teeth longer posteriorly ; scuta normal ; colubriform X Tylanthera Cope.

*** Calyces split up into separate papillae.

A preocular and one prefrontal plate Trimetopon Cope.

No preocular and two prefrontals Adelphicus Jan.

II. Anterior hypapophyses piercing the walls of the oesophagus.

a. Spines in transverse or flounced rows.

Calyces numerous, fringed ; scuta normal ; one nasal ; dipsadiform Dasypeltis Wagl.

ANOPLOPHALLrN^I.

Sulcus undivided ; surface with transverse papillose flounces ; colubriform ; anterior teeth longer.

§ Anoplophattus Cope.

LYCODONTINJE.

This group is intermediate in penial character between several others. It is allied

to the Calamarinse through Grayia, and to the Dromicinse through Homalosoma. Pseu-

daspis shows resemblance in the hemipenis to the Natricina?, and Anomalodon is

* &. frontalis Cope examined. fType Drymobius percarinatus Cope, Costa Rica.

:tType Zamenis florulentus Geoffr., Western Asia. § Possibly this is Nymphophidium Gthr.
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similar to Homalopsis. I find that the flouncing of the penial structure is not sufficient

to define the group as I at first thought.

I. Sulcus sperraaticus undivided.

a. Teeth continuous, longer posteriorly.

Hemipenis spinous to apex, flounces indistinct; pupil round, nostril in prenasal ; fusiform. *Elapops Gthr.

aa. Teeth interrupted ; longer in front.

Hemipenis flounced at apex ; pupil erect ; colubriform Lycodon Boie.

II. Sulcus spermaticus double.

a. Teeth longer anteriorly. (Hemipenis bifurcate.)

Hemipenis spinous to apex, not flounced ; nostril in prenasal \ Lycopliidium Fitz.

Hemipenis spinous, flounced ; anterior teeth separated from posterior by a space Boaodon D. & B.

Hemipenis spinous, flounced ; maxillary teeth in a continuous series Lamprophis Fitz.

aa. Teeth not longer anteriorly. Hemipenis not flounced.

Hemipenis not bifurcate Homalosoma Wagl.

Hemipenis bifurcate Pseudaspis Cope.

aaa. Teeth much longer posteriorly. (Hemipenis bifurcate.)

Colubriform ; rostral normal ; spines very sparse ^Dromicodryas Boul.

Coronelliform ; rostral trihedral, prominent ; spines very numerous Anomalodon Jan.

The ahove genera are all Ethiopian, except Lycodon, which is Oriental.

We have here a well-defined and homogeneous group, which is distributed in the

Northern Continents and the Oriental region. A species is said to be found in the

Ethiopian, but I have not yet been able to examine its penial characters. I have

ascertained that the genus Ablabes (type A. baliodirus by exclusion) belongs to this

subfamily, and is characterized by an entirely unique penial structure, which places it

in a section by itself.

I. Enlarged basal spines in symmetrical fasciculi. Sulcus undivided.

Two fasciculi on each side of the sulcus, the proximal pair nearly surrounding the base ; both containing

spines which are closely packed and issue from their fleshy margins ; hemipenis undivided ;
scuta

normal . . .Ablates D. & B.

II. Enlarged spines isolated and more or less unsymmetrical.

A. Sulcus undivided.

a. Two large apical papillae.

Scuta normal ; anal entire Tropidoclonmm Cope.

aa. No apical papilla?.

/S. No prcocular plate.

One internasal ; anal divided ; scales keeled Haldea B. & G.

Two internasals ; scales keeled ; anal divided Amphardis Cope.

Two internasals ; scales smooth ; anal divided Virginia B. & G.

/3/J. Preocular present.

No loreal ; anal divided ; two internasals Storeria B. & G.

* Vertebra? not seen. f L. laterale Hallow, examined. % Lianthera Cope, Amer. Naturalist, 1893, p. 482.
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A loreal ; anal entire ; two internasals Eutmnia B. & G.

A loreal ; anal divided ; one internasal Liodytes Cope.

A loreal ; anal divided ; two internasals * Natrix Laur.

AA. Sulcus bifurcate. (Hemipenis furcate.)

Two apical papillae
; plates as Natrix Ceratophallus Cope.

No papillae ; plates as Natrix \Bothrodytes Cope.

No papillae ; one prefrontal plate % Trimerodyles Cope.

GLYPHODONTA.

This superfamily presents no such diversity of character as to indicate that it

embraces more than one family, the Dipsadidae. The subfamilies of the Dipsadidae

correspond quite closely with those of the Colubridse. They are denned as follows

:

I. Hypapopliyses of vertebrae anterior only; hemipenis spinous.

Calyculate ; sulcus undivided Dipsadina.

Calyculate ; sulcus bifurcate , Scytalince.

Not calyculate
; an apical disc Erythrolamprince.

II. Hypapopliyses extending throughout column.

Not calyculate
; no basal hook nor apical disc Homalopsina.

These subfamilies correspond with those of the Colubridse as follows:

COLTJBRID^l. DIPSADID/B.

Xenodontinse, Erythrolamprinee,

Dromicinae, Scytalinse,

Colubrinae, Dipsadinae.

Jjycodontinae. Homalopsinae.

The distribution of the subfamilies of corresponding pairs is nearly identical.

Thus the first two of both columns are South American, and the third of both col-

umns is nearly cosmopolitan. The fourth group of each column is restricted to the

African and Oriental regions. Still closer correspondences will be pointed out in

the characters of some of the genera of corresponding subfamilies.

ERYTHKOLAMPKIN^.

In this subfamily the sulcus and hemipenis are bifurcate in the known genera.

I. Hemipenis generally spinous ; disc at the extremity of the sulcus.

Coronelliform
; scuta normal ; disc smooth Erythrolamprus Boie.

II. Hemipenis with spines in two bands only ; disc at one side of the sulcus.

Attenuate ; scuta normal ; disc papillose ; spines joined by a longitudinal membrane. . .%LygopMs Tsch.

SCYTALE5L/E.

I. Hemipenis transversely or obliquely plicate (divided). (Flabellati.)

No calyces ; rostral plate normal Jaltris Cope.

i at apex ; rostral plate produced Conophis Peters.

Including Amphiesma D. & B. f Including Diplophallus Cope. % Proceeds. Acad. Phila., 1894, p. 426.

\ Cope, definition, Amer. Naturalist, 1894, p. 84.

A. P. S.—VOL. XVIII. 2 A.
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II. Calyculate and not capitate. (Calyculati.)

f. Hemipenis divided.

Rostral recurved Rhinostoma

Rostral normal ; pupil erect Oxyrrhopus Wagl.

Rostral normal
;
pupil round PMlodryas Wagl.

(pip. Hemipenis undivided.

Rostral normal Thamnodynastes Wagl.

III. Capitate (also calyculate). (Capitati.)

Hemipenis undivided ; colubriform Coniophanes Hallow.

Hemipenis undivided ; fusiform Hydroealamus Cope.

IV. Spinous to apex (divided). (Spinosi.)

Two nasal plates TacJiymenis Wiegm.

One nasal plate Tomodon D. & B.

V. Bands of spines extending to apex. (Calycispinosi.)

Spines of bands minute ; caudal scuta one-rowed Scytale Wagl.

The groups into which this subfamily is divided correspond closely with those

which are found in the subfamily Dromicinse. The group VI, including only the

genus Heterodon, is the only one of the latter which is not represented in the former.

Apart from penial characters, the genera of the corresponding groups sometimes

resemble each other, but frequently they do not. Thus Alsophis resembles Philodryas,

and Rhadinaea resembles Coniophanes, and Acanthophallus resembles Tomodon in

general characters.

dipsadin^:.

I. Apex flounced. (Flabellati.)

a. Fusiform.

Internasals distinct ; flounces spinous ; subcaudals one-rowed Lrieclds Pet.

Internasals distinct ; flounces spinous ; subcaudals two-rowed Urobelus Rhdt.

Internasals and nasals fused ; flounces not spinous ; subcaudals two-rowed Stenorhina D. & B.

aa. Attenuate.

Calyces large, irregular
; gastrosteges angulate Ohrysopelea Boie.

II. Calyculate, not capitate. (Calyculati.)

a. Dipsadiform (head short, very distinct from neck).

/5. No spines on hemipenis.

Calyces numerous * Dipsadomorphus Gthr.

/?/? Spines present.

Calyces numerous Dipsas Laur.

Calyces very few Crotaphopeltis Fitz.

aa. Attenuate.

ft. No diverticulum.

Pupil horizontal Cladophis Dum.

Pupil round Oxybelis Wagl.

/5/?. Hemipenis with a diverticulum.

Pupil round Dryophis.

* Liophallus Cope, Proceeds. Acad. Phila., 1894, p. 437.
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aaa. Fusiform.

/?. A loreal plate.

Tail abbreviated, rough Procinura Cope.

Tail normal ; one nasal * Elapmnorphus Wieg.

Tail normal ; two nasals ScolecopJiis Cope.

AS. JSTo loreal.

Two pairs of genials Tantilla B. & G.

One pair of genials Pogonaspis Cope.

III. Calyculate and capitate. (Capitati.)

Calyces numerous ; colubriform ; anal double Sibon Fitz.

IV. Spinous to apex. (Spinosi.)

Fusiform ; rostral prominent ; anal divided Ogmius Cope.

V. Apex with longitudinal plicae ; calyces few and irregular.

Spines few ; head very distinct ; anal scutum double Trimorphodon Cope.

The groups of Dipsadime from I to IV inclusive correspond in penial characters

to the groups similarly numbered in the Dromicinte and Scytalina? respectively. Group

aa of Division I resemble in the same characters the Lycodontime, with which I at

first associated them.

HOMALOPSIN^E.

I. Flounced ; sulcus bifurcate.

Hemipenis bifurcate ; spines -numerous, small ; one internasal ; nasal plates not in contact behind rostral.

Oantoria Gird.

Hemipenis as in Cantoria, except that there are large spines below bifurcation ; nasal plates in contact

behind rostral \ Hypsirhina Wagl.

II. Not flounced ; sulcus bifurcate (hemipenis bifurcate).

a. No tentacles on muzzle.

Spines numerous ; one internasal plate
;
parietals undivided Homalopsis Kuhl.

Spines numerous ; two internasal plates ; parietals subdivided Cerberus Cuv.

aa. Tentacles on muzzle.

Spines numerous ; one internasal
;
parietals undivided ; tentacles lateral ; robust Eerpeton Lac.

Spines feeble, minute ;
parietals undivided ; tentacle median ; attenuate Langaha Brug.

PROTEROGLYPHA.

I have been able to examine a limited number of species of this superfamily, and

must therefore present an imperfect synopsis of the genera. I have examined enough

of the species to affirm that they present variations of type similar to those seen

among the superfamilies already considered. All the forms that I have seen have a

bifurcate sulcus and all are spinous.

There are three families, as follows :

A postfrontal bone ; fang grooved Najidm.

No postfrontal bone ; fang grooved Mapidm.

A postfrontal ; fang not grooved in front Dendraspididm.

* Phalotris and Apostolepis probably belong here.

)• H. bocourlii Vaill. examined.
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Najidae.

I. Apex of heinipenis smooth, with ruched free margin. (Disciferi.)

No solid maxillary teeth ; suhcandals one-rowed ; hemipenis bifurcate Acanthophis Daud.

II. Apex with calyces. (Calyculati.)

a. Spinous below calyces.

Subcaudals one-rowed ; vertebral row enlarged ; hemipenis not divided Bungarus Daud.

Subcaudals two-rowed ; vertebral row not enlarged
;
poison gland far posterior to head ; hemipenis not

divided ; no solid teeth Adeniophis Meyer.

Hemipenis divided ; calyces not fringed ; no flounces ; subcaudals two-rowed ; no solid teeth.

Bepedon Merr.

Hemipenis divided, the brauches extensively flounced below calyces ; solid teeth Ophiophagus Gthr.

aa. Not spinous below calyces.

Hemipenis bifurcate ; calyces fringed ; anterior ribs elongate, erectile Naja Laur.

Hemipenis bifurcate ; anterior ribs not elongate or erectile ; solid teeth *Diemenia Gray.

III. Apex papillose.

Hemipenis simple ; urosteges one-rowed ; rostral normal ; solid teeth IToplocephalus Cuv.

Dendraspididfe.

The single genus of this family is characterized as follows :

Sulcus bifurcate ; hemipenis simple ; calyculate, becoming spinous at middle ; no teeth behind fang
;

attenuate \Dendraspis Schl.

Elapidie.

The only genera of this family which I have examined are Elaps and Vermicella.

The hemipenis is alike in both, i. e., it is bifurcate, with each half with a spinous apex.

The extension of the spines downwards differs with the species. Thus they extend

but a short way in JElcq)s corallinus, but extend far down in M surinamemis and E.

imperator (see Pis. XXXI, XXXII).

PLATYCERCA.

But one family, the Hydropllida?, is included in this division. I have been able

to examine but two genera, Hydras and Hydrophis. Specimens of Platurus at my
disposal are all females.

Hemipenis undivided ; spinous to near apex, where it is papillose Hydroplm Daud.

Hemipenis undivided, spinous to apex ffydrus Shaw.

SOLENOGLYPHA.

The families of the Solenoglypha are the following

:

Maxillary bone not excavated ; fang not grooved in front ; no postfrontal bone Atractaspididm Gthr.

Maxillary bone not excavated ; fang grooved in front ; a postfrontal Causidm Cope.

Maxillary bone not excavated ; fang not grooved ; a postfrontal Viperidm Gray.

Maxillary bone excavated by a large chamber ; fang not grooved in front ; a postfrontal . Urotalidce Gray.

* Only species examined, D. annulala, (Naja) Buch. and Peters, West Africa. \ D. jamesonii Traill.
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The penial characters of the Solenoglypha are like those of the more specialized

members of the Colubroidea, and vary in the same way, except that the sulcus and

the organ are always bifurcate.

Atractaspididae.

The genera of this family are the following

:

I. No internasal plates.

Urosteges one-rowed ; anal entire Braclvycranium Hallow.

II. Internasals present.

Uroateges one-rowed ; anal entire Atractaspis Smith.

Urosteges more or less two-rowed ; anal divided * Olothelaps Cope.

The only genus in which the hemipenis is known is Brachycranium. Here the

sulcus and entire organ are furcate, and spinous to near the extremity. The latter is

furnished with wrinkled lamina?, which enclose a few irregular calyces at the apex, and

below these are transverse farthest from the sulcus and longitudinal nearest to it. The

spines are in longitudinal series. The only species examined (B. coi'pulentum Hallow.)

is not deeply bifurcate, and the bifurcation of the sulcus corresponds with that of

the organ (PL XXXII, Fig. 6).

Causidae.

Subcaudals two-rowed ; anal entire ; scales keeled ; rostral prominent, witli recurved border.

Heterophis Pet.

Subcaudal and anal plates double ; scales keeled ; rostral normal Gausus Wagl.

Subcaudals and anal entire ; scales smooth ; rostral normal ; a loreal Dinodipsas Pet.

Subcaudals two-rowed ; anal entire ; scales smooth ; rostral normal ; a loreal, and one nasal plate.

AzemiopJiis Boul.

The only genus which I have been able to examine as to the penial structure is

Causus. The sulcus and organ are deeply and equally bifurcate and the branches are

extensively calyculate, while the median portions are spinous. The calyculate region

is traversed by a deep groove, which is bound on one side by a longitudinal ala. The

calyces are replaced in the groove by depressed laminse, while the opposite side of the

ala supports the usual structure. The borders of the calyces are serrate in the

a rhombeatus (PI. XXXII, Fig. 7).

The characters are in general like those of the typical Solenoglypha.

Viperidse,
I. Urosteges two-rowed.

a. Apex of hemipenis calyculate.

No flounces ; calyces deeply fringed ; nostril between two plates Vipera Laur.

" Nostril between three plates " (Gthr.) •• Daboia Gray.

*Type Atractaspis hildebrandtii Peters ; second species, A. congica Peters.
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No flounces ; calyces moderately fringed ; nostril surrounded by scales and a supranasal ; no supraocular

nor nasal horns Bitis Gray.

Flounced ; spines below flounces ; apex with calyces not fringed ; nostril surrounded by scales and a

supranasal, some of which are produced into horns Clotho Gray.

aa. Apex of hemipenis spinous.

Nostril surrounded by scales and a nasal ; horn-like supraocular scales Cerastes Wagl.

II. Urosteges one-rowed.

Body and tail cylindric Eclds Merr.

Body and tail compressed and prehensile Aiheris Cope.

I am unacquainted with the penial structure of the last two genera.

Crotalidae,

Two subfamilies are readily distinguishable, viz.

:

No jointed caudal appendage Coplriinm.

A jointed caudal appendage Crotalinm.

COPHIIN^E.

/?. Urosteges two-rowed.

Top of head scaled ; urosteges four-rowed at end ; a caudal spine Laahesis Wagl.

Top of head with small scales ; tail normal * C'opJdas Merr.

Top of head with large imbricate shield-like scales Peltopelor Gthr.

Top of muzzle scaled ; rest of head shielded Hypnale Cope.

Top of head with nine shields ; scales carinate Trigonoeephalus Oppel.

Top of head with nine shields ; scales smooth C'alloselasma Cope.

j3fi. Urosteges one-rowed.

Body and tail cylindric, not prehensile ; head scaly Bothriopsis Pet.

Body and tail compressed, prehensile ; head scaly, scales normal BoihriecMs Pet.

As Bothriechis, but a horn-like produced scale over eye Ophryacus Cope.

Body and tail compressed, prehensile ; head scaly ; a row of scales outside the superciliary shield.

Ttleuraspis Cope.

Body and tail not prehensile ; nine normal head-shields Ancistrodon Beauv.

The genera of the above series which I have examined are Cophias, Trigono-

eephalus, Ophryacus, Bothriopsis, Teleuraspis and Ancistrodon. In all, the hemipenis

is calyculate, excepting in Ancistrodon ; here it is flounced above the spinous region,

with a tendency to form calyces next to the sulcus in A. piscivwus. In Trigono-

eephalus (Halys) Mmalayanus the calyces are not fringed and are restricted to the

distal portion of each branch.

CKOTALIN^.

Only two genera of this subfamily are known.

Head with nine normal shields Crotalophorus Gray.

Head scaled above ., Crotalus Lim.

* Bothrops Wagl., Trimesurus Lacep. Peters.
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In Crotalophorus the heraipenis is finely flounced, as in Ancistroclon, adding- this

point of resemblance to the possession of similar head-shields. In Crotalus the organ

is strongly calyculate, the lower rows becoming flounces in 0. basiliscus and C. con-

fluenlus, but not in G. horridus, C. durissus nor C molossus. My statement that the

spines are not ossified in the C. durissus was due to the fact that I examined a specimen

not fully grown, although it was not a very small one. It is represented on PI.

XXXIII, Pig. 11.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

The figures, excepting Fig. 9 of PI. XXIV, represent the hemipenis of a side split open so as to show the

structures that are exhibited by the entire circumference. Each figure is therefore twice as wide as the organ in

its normal condition. Where the organ is bifurcate, one branch only is split, the other being represented as iuvag-

inated, and with a portion of the retractor muscle continuous with its apex. The letters on the plates have the

following significance :

Ss, sulcus spermaticus ; cl, calyculi or ruches
; /, flounces ; sp, spines ; spl, spinules ; bh, basal hook

; p,

papilla: ; I, laminae.

Plate XIV
Hemipknes of Different Types.

llysia scytale L., Brazil. X 3.

Epicrates angulifer D. & B., Cuba. X §.

Charina bottce Blv., Oregon. X 3.

Holarchus ancorus Gird., Philippine Ids. X 2.

Oligodon subquadratus D. & B., Java. X 3.

Bascanium constrictor L., N. America, x 2.

Opheomorphus alticolus Cope, Peru. X 3.

Natrix fasciata sipedonL., N. America. X 3.

Naja haje L. melanoleuca Hall., W. Africa. X 2.

Bitis arietans L., S. Africa. X 2.

Crotalus confluentus Say, Texas. X 2.

Plate XV
Pebopoda, Achochoedid^:, Calamarin^b.

Boa constrictor L., Brazil. X f-

Eunectes murinus L., Brazil. X f.

Ohilobothrus striatus Fisch., Hayti. X 2.

Enygrus bibronii D. & B., Fejee Ids. X 2.

Liahanura trivirgata Cope, Low. California. X 2.

Eryx jaculiis L., W. Asia. X 3.

Python spilotes Lacep., Australia, x 3.

Ungualia melanura D. & B., Cuba. X 4.

Galamaria gervaisii D. & B., Philippine Ids. X 6.

Fig.
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Fig. 10. Holarchus dolleyanus Cope, Hainan. X 4.

Fig. 11. Dicraulax purpurascens Schl., Malaysia. X 4.

Fig. 12. Pareas moellendorffii Boetch., Hainan. X 3. Both branches split.

Fig. 13. Acrochordus granulalus Merr. , Siam. X 3.

Plate XVI
COLUBIiIN/E.

Fig. 1. Drymobius bifossatus Raddi, Brazil. X 2.

Fig. 2. Coluber flavescens Laur., Italy. X 2.

Fig. 3. PilyopHs sayi Schl., W. N. America. X 2.

Fig. 4. Zamenis ravergieriMenetr., Persia. X 2.

Fig. .5. Zamenis korros L., Siam. X 2.

Fig. 6. Cynophis Iielence Daud., Ceylon. X 3.

Fig. 7. Spilotes sebastus Cope, Surinam. X 2.

Plate XVII.

COLUBRlNiE.

Fig. 1. C'ompsosoma corais Cuv., Brazil. X 3.

Fig. 2. Gornpsosoma virgatum Schl., Asia. X 2.

Fig. 3. C'ompsosoma pwcilostoma Wied., Brazil. X |.

Fig. 4. Gonyosoma oxycephalum Reims, India. X 2.

Fig. 5. Serpetodryas carinatus Linn., Brazil. X 2.

Fig. 6. Grossanthera melanotropis Cope, Costa Rica. X 2.

Fig. 1. Cyclopias modestus Mart., W. Asia. X 4.

Fig, 8. Contia mitis B. & G., California. X 4.

Plate XVIII
COL.UBRISL3S.

Fig. 1. Bascanium flagelliforme Laur., Florida. X 3.

Fig. 2. Drymobius retiaulatus Peters, Peru. X 3.

Fig. 3. Drymobius boddmrtii Seetz., Mexico. X 3.

Fig. 4. Drymobius puleherrimus Cope, Nicaragua. X 4.

Fig. 5. Zamenis hippoerepis Linn., Italy. X 2.

Fig. 6. Entechinus major Gthr., China. X 4.

Fig. 7. Salvadora bairdii Jan., Mexico. X 4.

Fig. 8. Macroprotodon cucullatus D. & B , Algiers. X 4.

Fig. 9. Geagras frontalis Cope, Yucatan. X 3.

Fig. 10. TPioimia olivacea Gray, Mexico. X 4.

Fig. 11. Chilomeniscus ephippicus Cope, California. X 4.

Fig. 12. Stylosoma extenuatum Brown, Florida. X 3.

Fig. 13. Eypsiglena ochrorhynchus Cope, Texas. X 4.

Plate XIX.

Coltjbrin^e.

Fig. 1. Drymobius margaritiferus Schl., Mexico. X 3.

Fig. 2. Cacocalyx percarinatus Cope, Costa Rica. X 3.



Fig.
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Fig.
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Fig. 6. Garphophiops amoena Say, N. America, x 4.

Fig. 7. Echinanthera eyanopleura Cope, S. Brazil. X 4.

Fig. 8. Rhadinma decorata Gthr., Mexico, x 4.

Fig. 9. Plioeercus elapoides Cope, Mexico, x 4.

Fig. 10. Ninia atrata Hallow., Mexico. X 4.

Fig. 11. Iretanorhinus variabilis D. & B., Cuba, x 3.

Fig. 12. Abastor erythrogrammus Daud., Georgia, N. Amer.

Leptognathin^e.

Fig. 13. Petalognathus nebulata L., Costa Rica, x 4.

Plate XXVI.
Xenodontin^e.

Aporopliis anomalus Giinth., Paraguay. X 3.

Xenodon almadensis Wagl., Brazil, x 3.

Opheomorphus typhlus L., Brazil, x 3.

"
cobella L., Brazil, x 4.

Xenodon severus L., Brazil. X 4.

Lystrophis orbignyi D. & B., S. Brazil, x 3.

DROMICIN/E.

Liun., Brazil, x 2.

Cope, Brazil, x 3.

Rhabdosoma badium Boie, Upper Amazon, x 4.

" elaps Gthr., Upper Amazon, x 3.

AcanthopJiallus eolubrinus Giinth., Brazil. X 4.

Uromacer oxyrhynchus D. & B., Hayti. x 3.

Amastridium veliferum Cope, Panama, x 4.

Diadophis regalis B. & G., Arizona. X 4.

Plate XXVII.

Xenodontin^;.

Xenodon reginm L. var. Venezuela. X 3.

Opheomorphus braehyurus Cope, Brazil, x 4.

Dromictn^e.

Hydrops martii Spix., Brazil. X 4.

Taeniophallus nicagus Cope, Brazil, x 4.

Monobothris ehamissonis Wiegm., Peru, x 3.

Rhadinma flavilatus Cope, Florida, X 3.

Scytalin^e.

Eydrocalamus quinqaevittatus T>. & B., Mexico. X 3.

Philodryas viridissimus L., Brazil. X 4.

Thamnodynastes strigatus Gthr., S. Brazil. X 3.

Thamnodynastes nattererit Mik., S. Brazil, x 4.

Tachymenis peruvianus Wiegm., Peru, x 3.

lomodon ocellatus D. & B., Uruguay. X 4.

Rhinostoma nasuum Wagl., S. Amer. X 3.

Fig.
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Fig. 14. Seytale coronatum Schneid., S. Amer. X 4.

Fig. 15. Langaha nasuta Shaw, Madagascar. X 3.

Fig. 16. Grayia smythii Leach, W. Africa. X 2.

Fig.
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PREFACE.

The publication of the history of the American Expedition to N/uffar, announced

in the Preface to the first part of the present work, has been delayed by unforeseen

circumstances. In view of the increased interest 1
in these excavations, it seems now

necessary to summarize the principal results'
2 and submit them to a wider circle of

students.

The expedition left America in the summer, 1888, and has continued to the pres-

ent day, with but short intervals required for the welfare and temporary rest of the

members in the field and for replenishing the exhausted stores of the camp. The

results obtained have been extraordinary, and, in the opinion of the undersigned editor,

have fully repaid the great amount of time and unselfish devotion, the constant sacri-

fice of health and comfort, and the large pecuniary outlay, which up to date has reached

the sum of $70,000. Three periods can be distinguished in the history of the exca-

vations.

1 Cf. especially the official report on the results of the excavations sent by Hon. A. W. Terrell, the United States

Minister in Constantinople, to his government in Washington, summer, 1894.

2 For details cf. the "Bibliography of the Expedition," in Part I, p. 45. To the list there given may be added

Peters, "Some Recent Results of the University of Pennsylvania Excavations at Nippur," in The American Journal

of Archcsology X, pp. 13-46, 353-368 (with copious extracts from Mr. Haynes' weekly reports to the Committee in

Philadelphia) ; Hilprecht, "Aus Briefen an C. Bezold," in ZeitschrifI fur Assyriologie YIH, pp. 386-391 ; Assyriaca,

Sections I, III-VI. A brief sketch of the history and chief results of the " American Excavations in Nuffar " will be

found in Hilprecht, Recent Research in BMe Lands, pp. 45-63.

a. p. s.

—

vol. xvin. 2 c
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First Campaign, 18SS-18S9—Staff: John P. Peters, Director; II. V. Hil-

precht and R. F. Harper, Assyriologists ; J. H. Haynes, Business Manager, Commis-

sary and Photographer; P. H. Field, Architect; D. Noori an, Interpreter ; Bedry

Bey, Commissioner of the Ottoman Government. 1 Excavations from February 6 to

April 15, 1889, with a maximum force of 200 Arabs. Principal results: Trigonomet-

rical survey of the ruins and their surroundings, examination of the whole field by

trial trenches, systematic excavations chiefly at III, Y, I and X.2 Many clay coffins

examined and photographed. Objects carried away : Over 2000 cuneiform tablets and

fragments (among them three dated in the reign of King Ashuretililani of Assyria),

a number of inscribed bricks, terra-eotta brick stamp of Xaram-Sin, fragment of a

barrel cylinder of Sargon of Assyria, inscribed stone tablet (PI. 6), several fragments

of inscribed vases (among them two of King Lugalzaggisi of Erech), door-socket of

Kurigalzu; c. 25 Hebrew bowls ; a large number of stone and terra-cotta vases of

various sizes and shapes; terra-cotta images of gods and their ancient moulds; reliefs,

figurines and toys in terra-cotta ; weapons and utensils in stone and metal
;
jewelry in

gold, silver, copper, bronze and various precious stones ; a number of weights, seals

and seal cylinders, etc.

Second Campaign, 1889-1890.—Staff: J. P. Peters, Director ; J. II. Haynes,

Business Manager, Commissary and Photographer; D. Noorian, Interpreter and Su-

perintendent of Workmen; and an Ottoman Commissioner. Excavations from January

14 to May 3, 1890, with a maximum force of 400 Arabs. Principal results : Examina-

tion of ruins by trial trenches and systematic excavations at III, "V and X continued.

Row of rooms on the S. E. side ofthe ziggurrat and shrine of Bur-Sin II excavated. Ob-

jects carried away : About 8000 cuneiform tablets and fragments (most of them dated

in the reigns of Cassite kings and of rulers of the second dynasty of Ur) ; a number of

new inscribed bricks ; 3 brick stamps in terra-cotta and three door-sockets in diorite of

Sargon I ; 1 brick stamp of JSTaram-Sin ; 61 inscribed vase fragments of Alusharshid

;

2 vase fragments of Entemena of Shirpurla ; 1 inscribed unhewn marble block and

several vase fragments of Lugalkigubnidudu ; a few vase fragments of Lugalzaggisi

;

2 door-sockets in diorite of Bur-Sin II ; over 100 inscribed votive axes, knobs, intag-

lios, etc., presented to the temple by Cassite kings ; c. 75 Hebrew and other inscribed

bowls ; 1 enameled clay coffin and many other antiquities similar in character to those

excavated during the first campaign but in greater number.

'D. G. Prince, of New York, was the eighth member of the expedition, hut during the march across the Syrian

desert he fell so seriously sick that he had to be left behind at Bagdad, whence he returned to America.

2 These numbers refer to the corresponding sections of the ruins, as indicated on the plan published in Part I,

PI. XV.
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Third Campaign, 1893-1896.—Staff: J. H. Haynes, Director, etc.; and an Ot-

toman Commissioner; Joseph A. Meyer, Architect and Draughtsman, from June to

November, 1891. Excavations from April 11, 1893, to February 15, 1895 (with an in-

terruption of two months, April 4 to June 4, 1891), with an average force of 50-60

Arabs. Principal results : Systematic excavations at III, I, II, VI-X, and searching

for the original bed and banks of the Shatt-en-jS"il. Examination of the lowest strata

of the temple, three sections excavated down to the water level ; critical determination

of the different layers on the basis of uncovered pavements and platforms; the later

additions to the ziggurrat studied, photographed and, whenever necessary, removed

;

the preserved portions of Ur-Gur's ziggurrat uncovered on all four sides ; systematic

study of the ancient system of Babylonian drainage; the two most ancient arches of

Babylonia discovered ; structures built by Naram-Sin and pre-Sargonic buildings and

vases unearthed ; c. 400 tombs of various periods and forms excavated and their con-

tents saved. Objects carried away: About 21,000 cuneiform tablets and fragments

(among them contracts dated in the reign of Dungi and of Darius II and Artaxerxes

Mnemon) ; many bricks of Sargon I and Naram-Sin ; the first inscribed brick of

Dungi in Nippur; 15 brick stamps of Sargon I, 1 of Karain-Sin; inscribed torso of a

statue in diorite (f of life size, c. 3000 B.C.) and fragments of other statues of the

same period ; incised votive tablet of Ur-Enlil ; 3 unfinished marble blocks of Lugal-

kigub-nidudu and over 500 vase fragments of pre-Sargonic kings and patesis ; c. 60 in-

scribed vase fragments of Alusharshid, 1 of Sargon, 3 of Entemena ; 1 door-socket

and 1 votive tablet of Ur-Gur ; 1 votive tablet of Dungi ; a number of inscribed lapis

lazuli discs of Cassite kings ; fragment of a barrel cylinder of the Assyrian period

;

fragments of an Old Babylonian terra-cotta fountain in high relief; water cocks, drain

tiles, a collection of representative bricks from all the buildings found in Nippur ; c.

50 clay coffins and burial urns, and many other antiquities of a character similar to

those excavated during the first two campaigns but in greater number and variety.

"With regard to the wealth of its results this Philadelphia expedition takes equal

rank with the best sent out from England or France. The systematic and careful

manner of laying bare the vast ruins of the temple of Bel and other buildings in

Nuffar, with a view to a complete and connected conception of the whole, is equal to

that of Layard and Victor Place in Assyria and something without parallel in previous

expeditions to Babylonia. Only an exhaustive study and a systematic publication of

selected cuneiform texts, which will finally embrace twelve volumes of two to three

parts each, can disclose the manifold character of these documents—syllabaries, letters,

chronological lists, historical fragments, astronomical and religious texts, building

inscriptions, votive tablets, inventories, tax lists, plans of estates, contracts, etc. The
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results so far obtained have already proved their great, importance in connection with

ancient chronology, and the fact that nearly all the periods of Babylonian history are

represented by inscriptions from the same ruins will enable us, in these publications,

to establish a sure foundation for palseographie research.

Each of the three expeditions which make up this gigantic scientific undertaking

has contributed its own peculiar share to the total results obtained. The work of the

first, while yielding many inscribed documents, was principally tentative and gave us

a clear conception of the grandeur of the work to be done. The second continued in

the line of research mapped out by the first, deepened the trenches and gathered a

richer harvest in tablets and other inscribed monuments. But the crowning success

was reserved for the unselfish devotion and untiring efforts of Haynes, the ideal Baby-

lonian explorer. Before he accomplished his memorable task, even such men as were

entitled to an independent opinion, and who themselves had exhibited unusual cour-

age and energy, had regarded it as practically impossible to excavate continuously

in the lower regions of Mesopotamia. On the very same ruins of Nippur, situated

in the neighborhood of extensive malarial marshes and "amongst the most wild

and ignorant Arabs that can be found in this part of Asia," 1 where Layard himself

nearly sacrificed his life in excavating several weeks without success,
2 Haynes has

spent almost three years continuously, isolated from all civilized men and most of the

time without the comfort of a single companion. It was, indeed, no easy task for any

European or American to dwell thirty-four months near these insect-breeding and pes-

tiferous Affej swamps, where the temperature in perfect shade rises to the enormous

height of 120° Fahrenheit (= c. 39° Reaumur), where the stifling sand-storms from the

desert rob the tent of its shadow and parch the human skin with the heat of a furnace,

while the ever-present insects bite and sting and buzz through day and night, while

cholera is lurking at the threshold of the camp and treacherous Arabs are planning rob-

bery and murder— and yet during all these wearisome hours to fulfill the duties of three

ordinary men. Truly a splendid victory, achieved at innumerable sacrifices and under

a burden of labors enough for a giant, in the full significance of the word, a monumen-

ium aere perennius.

But I cannot refer to the work and success of the Babylonian Exploration Fund

in Philadelphia without saying in sorrow a word of him who laid down his life in

the cause of this expedition. Mr. Joseph A. Meyer, a graduate student of the De-

partment of Architecture in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, in Boston,

1 Layard, Nineveh and Babylon, p. 565.

2 Layard, I. c, pp. 556-562. " On the whole, I am much inclined to question whether extensive excavations car-

ried on at Niffer would produce any very important or interesting results" (p. 562).
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had traveled through India, Turkey and other Eastern countries to study the history

of architecture to the hest advantage. In May, 1894, he met Mr. Haynes in Bagdad

and was soon full of enthusiasm and ready to accompany him to the ruins of ISuffar.

By his excellent drawings of trenches, buildings and objects he has rendered most

valuable service to this expedition. But in December of the same year his weakened

frame fell a victim to the autumnal fevers on the border of the marshes, where even

before this the Syrian physician of the second campaign and the present writer had

absorbed the germs of malignant typhus. In the European cemetery of Bagdad, on

the banks of the Tigris, he rests, having fallen a staunch fighter in the cause of

science. Even if the sand-storms of the Babylonian plains should efface his solitary

grave, what matters it? His bones rest in classic soil, where the cradle of the race

once stood, and the history of Assyriology will not omit his name from its pages.

The Old Babylonian cuneiform texts submitted in the following pages have again

been copied and prepared by my own hand, in accordance with the principle set forth

in the Preface to Part I. The favorable reception which was accorded to the latter by

all specialists of Europe and America has convinced me that the method adopted is

the correct one. I take this opportunity to express my great regret that this second

part of the first volume could not appear at the early date expected. The fact that

two consecutive summers and falls were spent in Constantinople, completing the reor-

ganization of the Babylonian Section of the Imperial Museum entrusted to me ; that

during the same period three more volumes were in the course of preparation, of which

one is in print now
;

1 that a large portion of the time left by my duties as professor

and curator was to be devoted to the interest of the work in the field ; that the first

two inscriptions published on Pis. 36-42 required more than ordinary time and labor

for their restoration from c. 125 exceedingly small fragments ; and that, finally, for

nearly four months I was deprived of the use of my overtaxed eyes, will, I trust, in

some degree explain the reasons for this unavoidable delay. In connection with this

statement I regard it my pleasant duty to express my sincere gratitude to George

Friebis, M.D., my valued confrere in the American Philosophical Society, for his un-

ceasing interest in the preparation of this volume, manifested by the great amount of

time and care he devoted to the restoration of my eyesight.

The publication of this second part, like that of the first, was made possible by

the liberality and support of the American Philosophical Society, in whose Transac-

tions it appears. To this venerable body as a whole, and to the members of its Pub-

lication Committee, and to Secretary Dr. George H. Horn, who facilitated the print-

1 Vol. IX, Tablets Dattd in the Reigns of Darius II and Artaxerxcs Mnemon, prepared in connection with my pupil,

Rev. Dr. A. T. Clay, now instructor of Old Testament Theology in Chicago.
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ing of this work in the most cordial manner, I return my heartiest thanks and my

warm appreciation.

No endeavor has been made to arrange Nos. 85-117 chronologically. Although

on palteographic evidence certain periods will be readily recognized in these texts, the

cuneiform material of the oldest phase of Babylonian history is still too scanty to allow

of a safe and definite discrimination. In order to present the monumental texts from

Nippur as completely as possible, the fragment of a large boundary stone now in Ber-

lin has found a place in these pages. For permitting its reproduction and for provid-

ing me with an excellent cast of the original, Prof. A. Erman, Director of the Royal

Museums, has my warmest thanks. I acknowledge likewise my obligations to Dr.

Talcott Williams of Philadelphia and to Rev. Dr. W. Hayes Ward of New York for

placing the fragment of a barrel cylinder of Marduk-shabik-zsrim and the impression

of a Babylonian seal cylinder respectively at my disposal. If the text of the latter had

been published before, Prof. Sayce would not have drawn his otherwise very natural

inference (The Academy, Sept. 7, 1895, p. 189) that the Hyksos god Sutekh belongs

to the language and people of the Cassites. 1 I do not need to offer an apology for in-

cluding the large fragment of Naram-Sin's inscription (No. 120), the only cuneiform

tablet found in Palestine (No. 147) and the first document of the time of Marduk-

ahe-irba,2 a member of the Pashe dynasty, in the present series. In view of the great

importance which attaches to these monuments, a critical and trustworthy edition of

their inscriptions had become a real necessity.

The little legend, No. 131, the translation of which is given in the " Table of

Contents," will prove of exceptional value to metrologists. At the same time I call

the attention of Assyriologists to the interesting text published on PI. 63, which was

restored from six fragments found among the contents of as many different boxes of

tablets.

Nos. 124 and 126, which were copied during the time of the great earthquakes in

Constantinople, 1894, belong to the collection designated by me as Coll. Rifat Bey.

Together with several hundred other tablets they were presented to the Imperial Otto-

man Museum by Rifat Bey, military physician of a garrison stationed in the neigh-

1 Prof. Sayce's view rests on Mr. Pinches's hasty transliteration made in connection with a brief visit to America in

1893 and published in Dr. Ward's Seal Cylinders and Other Oriental Seals (Handbook No. 12 of the Metropolitan

Museum of Art in New York), No. 391, where the Cassite god S/iugab (= Nergal, cf. Delitzseb, Eoss'der, p. 25, 1. 12)

was transliterated incorrectly by Shu-tah. I called Dr. Ward's attention to this apparent mistake and gave the correct

reading in my Assyriaca, p. 93, note.

2 A boundary stone. The inscription has suffered much from its long exposure to the rain and sun of Babylo-

nia. The original, which the proprietor kindly permitted me to publish, is in Constantinople. The stone is so import-

ant that it should be purchased by an American or European museum. My complete transliteration and translation of

this text and of Nos. 151 and 152 will appear in one of the next numbers of Zeitscliriftjur Assyriologie.
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borhood of Tello, and were catalogued by the undersigned writer. His Excellency,

Dr. Hamdy, Director General, and his accomplished brother, Dr. Halil, Director of

the Archaeological Museum on the Bosphorus, who in many ways have efficiently pro-

moted the work of the American Expedition, and who by their energetic and intelli-

gent efforts have placed the rapidly growing Ottoman Museum on a new, scientific

basis, deserve my heartiest thanks for permitting the publication of these texts, and

for many other courtesies and personal services rendered during my repeated visits to

the East.

For determining the mineralogical character of the several stones, I am greatly

indebted to my colleagues, Profs. Drs. E. Smith and A. P. Brown, of the University

of Pennsylvania.

The systematic excavations of the last decenniums have revolutionized the study

of ancient history and philology, and they have opened to us long-forgotten centuries

and millenniums of an eventful past. Hieroglyphics and cuneiform inscriptions were

deciphered by human ingenuity, and finally the brilliant reasoning and stupendous

assiduity of Jensen in Marburg have forced the " Hittite " sphinx to surrender

her long-guarded secret. He who has taken the pains to read and read again and

analyze the results of Jensen's extraordinary work critically and sine ira et studio,

must necessarily arrive at the conclusion as to the general correctness of his system.

I am neither a prophet nor the son of a prophet, but I see the day not very far, when the

world will wonder—-just as we wonder now when we glance back upon the sterile years

following Grotefend's great achievement—that at the close of the nineteenth century

years could elapse before Jensen's discovery and well-founded structure created

any deep interest and received that general attention which it deserves. The beautiful

marble slab recently found near Malatia1 has offered a welcome opportunity to test the

validity of his theory. But the great desideratum seems to be more material than is

at present at our disposal. Excavations in the mounds of Malatia would doubtless

yield it. But what European government, what private citizens, will furnish the

necessary funds ? May the noble example given by a few liberal gentlemen of Phila-

delphia find a loud echo in other parts of the world, and may the work which they

themselves have begun and carried on successfully and systematically for several

years in Nippur, never lack that hearty support and enthusiasm which characterized

its past history. The high-towering temple of Bel is worthy of all the time and labor

'May 23, 1894, together with two other smaller fragments, and now safely deposited in the Imperial Ottoman Mu-

seum. With Hamdy Bey's permission published in Hilprecht, Recent Research in Bible Lands, p. 160. Cf. also Ho-

garth in Recueil, XVII, p. 25 f. The inscription cannot be older than 750-700 B.C. The artist took as his motive a

huDting scene from the royal palaces of Nineveh. A critical analysis of the well-preserved text will be given by Jen-

sen in the next number of Recueil.
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and money spent in its excavation. Though now in ruins, the vast walls of this most

ancient sanctuary of Shumer and Akkad still testify to the lofty aspirations of a by-

gone race, and even in their dreary desolation they seem to reecho the ancient hymn

once chanted in their shadow :

Shadu rabu iCuBel lmharsag

ska res7iashu shamami shanna

aphu ellim -ihurshudu ushshushu

ma matati kima rimi ekdu rabsu

karnashu kima sharur iluShamas7i shittananbitu

kima kakkab shame nalu malu sihali.

(IV R. 27, No. 2, 15-24.)

O great mountain of Bel, Imkharsag,

whose summit rivals the heavens,

whose foundations are laid in the bright abysmal sea,

resting in the lands as a mighty steer,

whose horns are gleaming like the radiant sun,

as the stars of heaven are filled with lustre.

H. V. HlLPEECIIT.
February 15,



INTRODUCTION.

I.

THE LOWEST STRATA OF EKUR.

The vast ruins of the temple of Bel are situated on the E. side of the now empty

hed of the Shatt-en-Nil, which divided the ancient city of Nippur into two distinct

parts.
1 At various times the space occupied by each of the two quarters differed in

size considerably from the other. Only during the last centuries before the Christian

era, when the temple for the last time had been restored and enlarged on a truly grand

scale by a king whose name is still shrouded in mystery,2 both sides had nearly the

same extent. This became evident from an examination of the trial trenches cut in

different parts of the present ruins and from a study of the literary documents and

other antiquities obtained from their various strata. As long, however, as the temple

of Bel existed, the E. quarter of the city played the more important role in the history

of Nippur.

Out of the midst of collapsed walls and buried houses, which originally encompassed

the sanctuary of Bel on all four sides and formed an integral part of the large temple en-

closure, there rises a conical mound to the height of29 m. 3 above the plain and 15 m. above

the mass of the surrounding debris. It is called to-day Bint-el-Amir ("daughter of

the prince ") 4 by the Arabs of the neighborhood and covers the ruins of the ancient

ziggarratu or stage tower of Nippur, named Imgarsag 5 or Sagasli 6 in the cuneiform

'Layard {Nineveh and Babylon, p. 551) and Loftus {Trawls and Researches, p. 101) stated this fact clearly. Not-

withstanding their accurate description, on most of our modern maps the site of the city is given inaccurately by

being confined to the E. side of the canal.

2 He cannot have lived earlier than c. 500 B.C., and probably later.

8 Loftus's estimate of seventy feet (I. c, p. 101) is too low.

4 Layard, I. c, p. 557. Cf. Loftus, I. c, pp. 102f.

'"Mountain of heaven," pronounced later Imursag. Cf. Jensen in Schrader's Keilinschriftliche Bibliotheh III,

Part 1, p. 22, note 5, and Hommel, Sumerische Lesestucke, p. 26, No. 306.

6 " High towering " (on the ending sh cf. Hommel, I. c, p. 141, 2a). Cf. II B. 50, 5-6 a, b. A third name existed

but is broken away on this tablet (4 a). For Imgarsag cf. also IV B. 27, No. 2, 15 and 17.

A. P. S.—VOL. XVIII. 2 D.
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inscriptions (cf. Pis. XXIX and XXX). A number of Babylonian kings 1 applied

themselves to the care of this temple by building new shrines, restoring old walls and

repairing the numerous drains and pavements of the large complex, known under the

name of Ekur ("mountain house").2 But the three great monarchs who within the

last three millenniums before Christ, above all others, 3 devoted their time and energy

to a systematic restoration and enlargement of the ziggurrat and its surroundings, and

who accordingly have left considerable traces of their activity in Xuffar,4 are Ashur-

banapal (G68-626 B.C.),5 Kadashman-Turgu (c. 1250 B.C.) 13 and Ur-Gur (c. 2800

B.C.). 7 The structures of each of these builders have been, one after the other,

cleared, measured, photographed and examined in all their details by Mr. Haynes, the

intrepid and successful director of the American expedition during the last four years.

He is soon expected to communicate the complete results of his work, illustrated by

numerous drawings and engravings, in Series B of the present publication. There-

fore, referring all Assyriologists to this proposed exhaustive treatise on the history of

the excavations, I confine myself to a brief examination of the lowest strata of ancient

Ekur, which will enable us to gain a clearer conception of the earliest phase of Baby-

lonian history. "Whenever it seems essential, Haynes's own words will be quoted from

his excellent weekly reports to the Committee in Philadelphia.

UR-GUR.

At the time of King Ur-Gur the ziggurrat of Nippur stood on the X.-W. edge

of an immense platform, which formed the pavement of the entire temple enclosure.

It was laid about 2.5 m. above the present level of the plain and had an average thick-

ness of 2.40 m. In size,
8 color and texture the sun-dried and uninscribcd bricks of

1 Among them Dungi (PI. 52, No. 123, cf. his brick legend in Part III of the present work), Ur-Ninib (PI. 18,

No. 10, and PI. XXIII, No. 65), Bur-Sin I (PI. 11, No. 19), Ishnie-B-agan (PI. 9, No. 17, cf. his brick legend

in Part III), Bur-Sin II (Pis. 12f., Nos. 20-22), Kurigalzu (PI. 20, No. 38), Banim* n-shumusur (PI. 28,

No. 81), Esarhaddon (cf. Vol. X of the present work and Hilprecht in Z. A., VIII, pp. 390f.). As to the

earliest builders cf. below.

2 Cf. PI. 1, No. 1, 8 ; PI. 2, No. 2, 10 ; PI. 20, No. 38, 7 ; PI. 28, No. 81, 8 ; PI. 29, No. 82, 8 ; PI. 51, No. 121, 8

;

also Jensen, Jxosmologie, pp. 18511.

3 With the exception of the unknown builder above referred to, who enlarged the base of the early ziggurrat con-

siderably and changed its form entirely by adding a peculiar cruciform structure (each arm being 16.48 m. long by

6.16 m. wide) to the centre of its four sides. Each side appeared to have a gigantic wing.

4 Cf. Part I, p. 5, note, and Noldeke in Hilprecht, Assyriaca, p. 86, note 1.

5 Cf. PI. 29, No. 82, and Hilprecht in Z. A., VIII, pp. 389ff.

6 Cf. PI. 24, No. 8, 8. His brick legend will be published in Part III.

'Cf. I R. 1, No. 8f., and Pis. 51f. of the present work.

8 23 X 15 4 x 7.7 cm., practically the same size as Urdu's bricks found in the Buioariyya of Warka. Cf. Loftus,

I. c, p. 168.
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this pavement are identical with the mass of crude bricks forming the body of the

ziggurrat, while in size and general appearance they closely resemble the burned bricks

which bear the name of Ur-Gur. The natural inference would be that Ur-Gur him-

self erected this large terrace to serve as a solid foundation for his lofty temple. Yet so

long as the inside of the massive ruins has not been thoroughly explored, there remains

a slight possibility that the body of the ziggurrat and the pavement existed before

Ur-Gur, and that this king only repaired and restored an older building, using in the

manufacture of his bricks the mould of his predecessor. On the basis of the present

almost convincing evidence, however, I favor the former view and, with Haynes, doubt

very much whether before Ur-Gur's time a ziggurrat existed in ancient Nippur. 1

The base of Ur-Gur's ziggurrat formed a right-angled parallelogram nearly 59 m.

long and 39 m. wide.2
Its two longest sides faced 1SJ.-W. and S.-E. respectively,

3 and

the four corners pointed approximately to the four cardinal points.
4 Three of the

stages have been traced and exposed (cf. PI. XXX). It is scarcely possible that

formerly other stages existed above.5 The lowest story was c. 6| m. high, while the

second (receding a little over 4 m. from the edge of the former) and the third are so

'The ancient name of the temple, Ekar, in use even at Sargon's time, proves nothing against this theory. On the

basis of Taylor's, Loftus's and his own excavations, Haynes inclines to the view that Ur-Gur was the first builder of

ziggurrats in Babylonia. As these two English excavators however did not examine the strata below Ur-Gur's ter-

races, it will be wiser to suspend our judgment for the present, although the absence of a ziggurrat in Tello favors

Haynes's view.

2 In size practically identical with Ur-Gur's structure in Muqayyar (ratio of 3 : 2). Cf. Loftus, I. c, p. 139.

3 The longest sides of the ziggurrat in Ur faced N. E. and S. W. respectively. Cf. Loftus, I. c, p. 128.

4 "The N. corner is 12° E. of N." (Peters in 1'he American Journal of Archaeology, X, p. 18). The Babylonian

orientation was influenced by the course of the Euphrates and Tigris, as the Egyptian by the trend of the Nile valley

(Hagen in Beitrage zur Assyriologie II, p. 216, note). The Assyrian word for "North," ish(l)tanu, means "No.

1." From this fact, in connection with the observation that in the Babylonian contract literature, etc., in most cases

the upper smaller side (or front) of a field faces N., it follows that the Babylonians -looked towards N. in determining

the four cardinal points, and accordingly could not very well designate " West" by a word which means originally

"back side " (Delitzsch, Assyrisches Hin,d>oorterbueh, p. 44f, and Schrader in Sitzungsberichte der Konigl. Premsisch.

Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1894, p. 1301) like the Hebrews, who faced E. Besides, it is grammatically scarcely

correct to derive mix, a Babylonian loan-word in the Talmud, from a supposed Babylonian aha(u)rru instead of

avurru, [for this very reason I read the bird mentioned in II R. 37, 12 e. f., not a-ha,v-sh>i-nu (Delitzsch, I. c, p. 45) but

<z-mur-s7jtt-reK=:SUtjmx (cf. Halevy in Reoue Semitiquelll, p. 91)]. Consequently the only possible reading is am(v)urru,

"West," as proposed by Delattre, in view of mdtaA-mu ri and <tiuA-mu-ur-ra in the Tell el-Amarna tablets (cf. also a

Babylonian (sic !) village or town A-mu-ur-ri-i k 't- in Meissner, Beitrage zum, Altbabylonischen Privatrecht, No. 42, 1 and

21). Independently a similar result was reached by Hommel in ZeiUchrift der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Oesellschaft

XLIX, p. 524, note 3.

5 No trace of a fourth story could be discovered, and the accumulation of debris on the top of Bint-el-Amir is not

large enough to warrant the assumption of more than three stages. In Ur Loftus discovered but two distinct stages

Q. c, p. 128).
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utterly ruined that the original dimensions can no moi*e he given.1 The whole ziggur-

rat appears like an immense altar, in shape and construction resembling a smaller one

discovered in a building to the S.-W. of the temple.

As stated above, the body (and faces) of the ziggurrat consist of small, crude

bricks,2 with the exception of the S.-E. side of the lowest stage, which had an exter-

nal facing of burned bricks of the same size.
3 To preserve such a structure for any

length of time it was necessary to provide it with ample and substantial drainage.

Thanks to the untiring efforts of Haynes, who for the first time examined the ancient

Babylonian system of canalisation critically, we learn that the ziggurrat of Xippur

had water conduits of baked brick 4
in the centre of each of the three unprotected

sides. They were found in the lower stage and possibly existed also in the upper 5

ruined portions. On all four sides around the base of the walls was a plaster of bitu-

men,6 2.75 cm. wide and gradually sloping outward from the ziggurrat towards a

gutter, which carried the water away (cf. PL XXIX, Xo. 74).
7 By this very simple

arrangement the falling rain was conducted to a safe distance and the unbaked brick

foundations were thoroughly protected.

Unlike the ziggurrat of Sin in Ur, which had its entrance on the X.-E. side,
8 the

ascent to the different stages in Xippur was at the S.-E. Two walls of burned bricks,9

3.40 m. high, 16.32 m. long and 7 m. distant from each other, ran nearly parallel,
10

at

1 The surface of these stages " was covered with a very tenacious plaster of clay mixed with cut straw," in order

to protect them against storm and rain. "In places this plaster is still perfect, while in other places several coatings

are visible, plainly showing that from time to time the faces of the ziggurrat were replastered" (Haynes, Report of

Sept. 1, 1894).

2 Cf. above, p. 230, note 8, "Traces of decayed straw were discovered in these bricks " (Haynes, Report of Feb.

9, 1895).

3 In Ur the exterior of the whole lower story was faced by Ur-Gur with baked bricks (Loftus, I. c, pp. 129f.),

while in Warka "unlike other Babylonian structures" the lower stage of the Buwariyya "is without any external

acing of kiln-baked brickwork " (Loftus, I. c, p. 167).

4 Each c. 1 m. wide by 3.25 deep. To judge from the height of the " buttresses " in Warka, the true meaning of

which Loftus failed to recognize, the lowest stage of the Buwariyya had the same height as that of the ziggurrat of

Nippur. Cf. Loftus, I. c, p. 169.

5 Cf. Loftus, I. c, p. 129.

6 This plaster rested upon "a level pavement of two courses of bricks also laid in bitumen, and was 28 cm. thick

where it flanked the walls, and 7.7 cm. at its outer edge " (Haynes, Report of Feb. 10, 1894).

'The projecting casing wall at the base (1.38 m. high) consists of sixteen courses of (stamped) bricks and was

built by Kadashman-Turgu around the three unprotected sides of the ziggurrat. In the middle distance of the picture

is seen a section of the latest crude brick superstructure (cf. above, p. 230 and note 3) with a tunnel tracing the face of

the lowest stage of Ur-Gur's and Kadashman-Turgu's ziggurrat.

"Loftus, I. c, p. 129.

9 Many of which were stamped with Ur-Gur's well-known legend I R. 1, No. 9.

10 Where they joined the wall of the ziggurrat the distance between them (7 m.) was 1.65 m. greater than at their

outer end.
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right angles from the face of the ziggurrat, into the large open court, which extended

to the great fortification of the temple. This causeway * was filled up with crude

bricks of the same size and mould and formed a kind of elevated platform, from which

apparently steps, no longer in existence, led up to the top of the ziggurrat and down

into the open court in front of it.

The whole temple enclosure was surrounded by a large inner and outer wall built

of sun-dried bricks. To the N.-W. of Ekur " 30 courses of these bricks are still

plainly visible."
2 They compose the ridge of the outer wall and, like the pavement

of Ur-Gur's ziggurrat, rest on an older foundation. The complete excavation of i the

inner wall will be undertaken in connection with the systematic examination and

removal of the ruins around the ziggurrat.

SARGON AND NARAM-SIN.

Immediately below " the crude brick platform of Ur-Gur," under the E. corner

of the ziggurrat, was another pavement consisting of two courses of burned bricks of

uniform size and mould.3 Each brick measures c. 50 cm. in square and is 8 cm. thick.

This enormous size is quite unique among the more than twenty-five different forms of

bricks used in ancient Nippur, and enables us to determine the approximate date of

other structures built of similar material in other parts of the city. Fortunately

most bricks of this pavement are stamped. A number of them contain the well-

known inscription of Shargani-shar-ali, while the rest bears the briefer legend of

Naram-Sin (Part I, Pis. 3 and II). This fact is significant. As both kings used

the same peculiar bricks, which were never employed again in the buildings of Nip-

pur, and as they are found near together and intermingled in both courses of the same

pavement, the two men must necessarily be closely associated with each other. This

ancient brick pavement becomes therefore a new and important link in the chain of my
arguments in favor of the identity of Shargani-shar-ali 4 with Sargon I, father of

1 Both the walls of the causeway and those of the ziggurrat were battered, the batter of the former (1 : 8) being

exactly half the batter of the latter (1 :4), according to Haynes's Report of Feb. 9, 1895. Cf. Loftus, I. c, p. 128.

J Haynes, Report of Sept. 8, 1894.

3 Niebuhr's very recent remarks on the historicity of Sargon I and Naram-Sin (Chronologic der Oeschichte Israels,

JEgyptens, Babyloniens und Assyriens, Leipzig, 1896, p. 75) should never have been made after the publication of their

inscriptions in the first part of the present work. His insinuations against the priests of Nippur read like a carnival

joke, in the light of the facts presented in the following sketch.

4 Oppert's proposed reading of this name as Bingani sar-iris (Revue d'Assyriologie III, pp. 25f.) is impossible and

was declined in Assyriaca, p. 30, note 1. The original picture of the sign Shar in our name is not " l'hieroglyphe de

l'arbre en feuilles" (Oppert, I. c), but an enclosed piece of land covered with plants, in other words a plantation,

garden, orchard (kiru). Cf. Benin, Origin and Development of the Cuneiform Syllabary, p. 7.
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Naram-Sin 1 (Part I, pp. 16-19). It was apparently laid by Sargon and relaid by bis

son, Naram-Sin, who utilized part of his father's bricks, and it must therefore be rec-

ognized as the true level of the Sargon dynasty in the lower strata of the temple at

Nuffar. No bricks of either of the two kings have been found below it, nor in fact

any other inscribed objects that can be referred to thenio
2 But another, even more

powerful witness of Naram-Sin's activity in Nippur 3 has arisen from some ruins in

the neighborhood of Ekur.

On the plan of Nuffar published in Part I, PI. XV, a ridge of low insignificant-

looking mounds to the N.-W. of the temple' is marked VIL They represent a portion

of JfTiviit-MarduTc, the outer wall of the city.
5

Its upper part, as stated above, was

constructed by Ur-Gur. During the summer of 1895 Mr. Haynes excavated the

lower part of this rampart. He selected a piece of 10 m. in length and soon after-

wards reported the following surprising results. The foundation of the wall was placed

on solid clay c. § m. below the water level or c. 5 m. below the plain of the desert. It

was "built of worked clay mixed with cut straw and laid up en masse with roughly

sloping or battered sides " to a total height of c. 5.5 m. Upon the top of this large

base, which is c. 13.75 m. wide, a wall of the same enormous width, made of sun-dried

'More recently (Altorientalisclie Forschungen III, p. 238) Winckler refers to Shargani-shar-ali as the possible his-

torical basis of "the mythical Sargon of Agade." I trust the day is not very far when he will regard Sargon as histori-

cal and identical with Shargani-shar-ali, as I do.

2 The brick stamp of Sargon, mentioned below, p. 243, as having been unearthed underneath the wall of Ur-Gtur's

archive, indicates that this underground archive or cellar existed at Sargon's time at that very spot and was rebuilt

by Ur-Gur.

8 Inscribed burned bricks of Naram-Sin were also found in mound X, on the W. bank of the Shatt en-Nil at a very

low level. All the stamped bricks of Narani-Sin "show evident traces of red coloring on their under or inscribed

face" (Haynes, Report of Nov. 24, 1894).

1 Originally these mounds continued a little farther N. W. than they can be traced on the map, until suddenly

they turned to the W., reaching the Shatt en-Nil apparently not far from II. A large open space, " 414 m. long by

276 m. wide and covering more than 26 acres of ground," was enclosed by this wall, by the mounds called VIH and

by the temple complex (III). As far as the present evidence goes, this court was never occupied by any brick build-

ings. Its real purpose can therefore only be surmised. According to Haynes (Report of August 3, 1895) it served as

a caravanserai for the accommodation and safety of pilgrims and their animals. Such a view is possible, but it seems

to me more probable to regard this enclosed place as a court where the numerous cattle, sheep, etc., received by the

temple administration as regular income and for special sacrifices, were kept and sheltered. Perhaps it served both

purposes. Besides in the time of war the inhabitants of Nippur readily found a safe refuge behind its walls. On the

N. E. side of this court, "at the foot of the enclosing wall, a bubbling spring was discovered. On either side of the

spring are still seen the brick platforms and curbs where the water pots rested." From the size of the bricks, which

"appear to be the half bricks of Naram-Sin," the spring existed at the time of this great builder. " After the court

had become filled to a depth of about 1 m , a diagonal wall of burned bricks, 5£ m. long, six courses high, placed on

a raised base of clay, was built before the spring to divert the course of drifting sand and debris from the court."

5 Cf. II R. 50, 29 a, b. The inner fortification (duru) was called Imgur-Marduk {ibidem, 28 a, b). Cf. Delilzsch,

Wo lag das Paradies ? p. 221. Both names seem to be of comparatively late date and cannot be applied to NaramSin's

fortifications. According to II B. 50, 30f, a, b, two other names existed for the outer wall (s7iaUj.il).
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bricks, was raised to an unknown height.1 We may well ask in amazement, "Who was

the builder of this gigantic wall, constructed, as it seems, ana um sate f Nobody else

than the great Karam-Sin, whom Niebuhr of Berlin finds hard to regard as a histori-

cal person ! Perhaps this scholar will now release me from presenting " wirkliche

Inschriften politischer und als solcher glaubhafter 2 Natur, damit man ihrer [namely,

Sargon's and !Naram-Sin's] einstmaligen Existenz vollkommen traue." 3 The bricks

had exactly the same abnormal size as the burned bricks of the pavement below the

ziggurrat and, in addition, although unbaked, bore Naram-Sin's usual stamped inscrip-

tion of three lines. " They are dark gray in color, firm in texture and of regular form.

In quality they are unsurpassed by the work of any later king, constituting by far the

most solid and tenacious mass of unbaked brick that we have ever attempted to cut

our way through." 4 A large number of " solid and hollow terra-cotta cones in great

variety of form and color,"
5 and many fragments of water spouts were found in the

debris at the bottom of the decaying wall. The former, as in Erech, 6 were used for

decoration, the latter apparently for the drainage of the rampart.7 Possibly there

were buildings of some kind on the spacious and airy summit of the wall,
8 although

nothing points definitely to their previous existence.

'I Lave summarized the details of Haynes's report, according to which the original base was c. 5 m. high and

c. 10.75 m. wide. " Directly upon this foundation Naram-Sin began to build his wall, 10.75 m. wide and six coursea

high. For some reason unknown to us, the builder changed his plan at this point and widened the wall by an addition

of c. 3 m. in thickness to the inner face of the wall, making the entire thickness or width of the wall c. 13.75 m.

This addition, like the original foundation, was built of worked clay mixed with cut straw, and from the clay bed was

built up to the top of the moulded brick wall, making a new and wider base, c. 5.5 m. high by c. 13.75 m. wide. Upon

this new and widened base a new wall of equal width was built by Naram-Sin, whose stamped bricks attest his work-

manship. In the construction of the original base, c. 5 m. high and c. 10.75 in. wide, there is nothing to furnish a clue

to its authorship" (Report of August 3, 1895). In the same letter Haynes argues very plausibly, as follows :
" Had

the superstructure been built upon the original base, as it was begun, it would naturally appear that the entire struc-

ture from its foundation was the work of Naram-Sin ; yet because Naram-Sin changed the proportions of the wall, it

may with some show of reason be assumed that Naram-Sin himself began to build upon the foundation of a prede-

cessor, perhaps of his father Sargon.with the intention of completing the original design, and that his own ideas then

began to fix upon a different or at least upon a larger plan requiring a wider base to build upon."

2 1 am afraid Niebuhr's use of " politisch " und " glaubhaft " as two corresponding terms is very " unhistorisch."

Apparently he has a very curious conception of the significance of an inscribed Babylonian brick as a historical doc-

ument over against the " political inscriptions " too often subjectively colored. Cf. Maspero, The Dawn of Civiliza-

tion, p. 626, with whom I agree.

3 Carl Niebuhr, I. c, p. 75.

4 Haynes, Report of Sept. 8, 1895.

5 "Red and black color are abundant. The hollow cones are of larger size than the solid cones" (Report of July

27, 1895).

6 Cf. Loftus, I. c, p. 187ff.

'It is doubtful whether the cones and spouls belonged to NaramSin's or Ur-Gur's structure; the water spouts

point to the time of the former, however.

8 Haynes inclines strongly to the view that there existed "a tier of rooms flush with the outer face of the wall,

and a broad terrace before them overlooking the great enclosure" (Report of Aug. 3, 1895). This view is closely
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The construction of so gigantic a fortification by Naram-Sin proves the political

importance of Nippur at an early time, and reveals, in its own peculiar way, the relig-

ious influence which Ekur exercised in the ancient history of the country. A number

of scattered references in the oldest cuneiform inscriptions extant—as, e. g., the fact

that the supreme god of Lagash is called gad Inlil by several kings and governors of

Tello,
1 that Edingiranagin2 bears the title mupadx Inlila-ge, that Urukagina3 as well as

Entemena 4
built a shrine to Inlil, that the rulers of Kish, 5 Erech6 and of other early

Babylonian centres,
7 who lived about the period of the kings of Shirpurla, paid their

respect to Bel, repeatedly making valuable offerings and numerous endowments, and

claimed as patesi gal Inlila 8 the right of chief officer in his sanctuary and domain

—

and the interesting passage in the bilingual text of the creation story,
9 where Nippur

seems to be regarded as the oldest city of Babylonia, find a welcome confirmation in

the results obtained by our systematic excavations.

A comparatively small portion of the enormous temple area has so far been thor-

oughly examined, although for more than five years the constant hard labor of fifty to

four hundred Arabic workmen has been devoted to its exploration. The results have

already been extraordinary ; they will become more so when our work shall be com-

pleted. That no independent buildings of Sargon have as yet been discovered will be

partly explained in the light of the statement just made. The large number of Sar-

gon's brick stamps 10 excavated at different times chiefly within the temple enclosure,

connected with his theory as to the use of the court, above referred to. "In a hot country, infested with robbers and

swarming with insects, the rooms on the wall and the terrace in front of them would have offered admirable sleeping

quarters for the hosts of pilgrims at Bel's most famous shrine (ibidem)."

1 E. g , by Urukagina [De Sarzec, Decouvertes en Chaldee, p. XXX, squeeze (cf. p. 109f.), col. I, 2 ; and PI. 5,

No. 1, 2f. (also Amiaud, on p. XXX)], Enanatunia I [inscription published by Heuzey in Revue d'Assyriologie

III, p. 3', 2], Entemena [De Sarzec, Z. c, PL 31, No. 3, col. I, 2 ; and Revue d' Assyriologie II, p. 148, col. I, 2],

Enanatuma II [De Sarzec, I. c, PL 6, No. 4, 2].

2 De Sarzec, I. c, PL 31, No. 2, col. I, 5f. (cf. Revue d'Assyriologie II, p. 81).

s De Sarzec, I. c, PL 5, No. 1, 35-38 ; PL 33, col. Ill, 1-3 ; squeeze (p. XXX), col. Ill, 7-9.

i De Sarzec in Revue d' Assyriologie II, p. 149, col. IV, 4-7 (to be supplemented by De Sarzec, Decouvertes, pas-

sages quoted in the preceding note).

6 Hilprecht, Old Babylonian Inscriptions, Part II, PL 43, No. 3. Cf. PL 4G, No. 108.

6 Hilprecht, I. c, Pis. 38-42, No. 87.

' E. g., Ur, cf. Hilprecht, I. c, Pis. 36f., No. 86 ; PL 42, No. 88 and No. 89. Cf. also PL 42, No. 90 ; PL 43,

Nos. 91f.

8 Lugalzaggisi. Cf. Hilprecht, I. c, PL 38, No. 87, col. I, 15f.

9 Pinches in Records of the Past2
, Vol. VI, p. 109, 6.

10 Not less than eighteen (either whole or fragmentary) terracotta stamps have been unearthed, seven of them

within one fortnight in December, 1895. Most of them are without handles. Apparently several broke while in use

at Sargon's time and were then thrown away. Others were doubtless broken intentionally in connection with the

disastrous event mentioned below, p. 244.
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his stamped bricks 1 found under the platform of Ur-Gur, and the regular title bdni 2

Ekur bit Bil in Nippur occurring in all his inscriptions from Nuffar 3 indicate that

important structures, similar to those of his son, must have existed in some part of

these high and extended accumulations. The perplexing question is, at which partic-

ular spot have we to search for them ? And shall we ever really find them ? Just as

the bricks of Ur-Gur lie directly upon the splendid structure of Naram-Sin in the

large enclosing wall (Nimit-Marduk), so " the great crude brick platform of Ur-Gur's

ziggurrat practically rests upon Naram-Sin's pavement." 4 This fact is of importance,

for we draw the natural conclusion from it that all the buildings that once stood upon

this latter pavement were razed by Ur-Gur, in order to obtain a level ground for his

own extended brick pavement, which served as the new foundation for Ekur.

THE PRE-SARGOiNTIC PERIOD.

The average accumulations of debris above the pavement of Naram-Sin measure

a little over 11 m. in height and cover about 4000 years of Babylonian history. Have

any traces of an earlier temple beneath the pavement of the Sargon dynasty been

found in Nuffar? Several sections on the S.-E. side of the ziggurrat have been exca-

vated by Mr. Haynes down to the water level.
5 I am therefore fully prepared to make

the following statement, which will sound almost like a fairy tale in the ears of Assyr-

iologists and historians who have been accustomed to regard the kingdom of Sargon

as legendary and the person of Naram-Sin as the utmost limit of our knowledge of

ancient Babylonian history. The accumulations of debris from ruined buildings, partly

preserved drains, broken pottery and many other remnants of human civilization

between Naram-Sin's platform and the virgin soil below, are not less than 9.25 m.

The age of these ruins and what they contain can only be conjectured at the present

'The fragment of the first Sargon brick excavated in Nuffar at the beginning of 1894 is published on PI. XXI,

No. 63. It proves that Sargon did not only stamp his legend upon the bricks but sometimes wrote it. For a stamped

specimen cf. Part III.

2 Written ba- 01M= (ba-)bani or (fia-)ban, in other words expressed by an ideogram and preceding phonetic com-

plement (the earliest example of this kind in Semitic cuneiform texts). Cf. Hilprecht, Assyriaca, p. 70, note (end).

Examples for this peculiar use of a phonetic complement are extremely rare and will be found in Assyriacti, Part II.

3 Pis. 1-3, Nos. 1-3.

4 Haynes, Report of Aug. 3, 1895. In advance I warn all those who seem to know Babylonian chronology

better (?!) than KingNabonidos of Babylon, not to use this fact against the king's 3200 years, and to keep in mind

that also Ur-Gur, Kadashman-Turgu and Ashurbanapal follow each other immediately in their work at the ziggurrat.

5 To illustrate the amount of time, patience and labor needed for the systematic exploration of these lowest strata,

it may be mentioned that one of the sections excavated contained "more than 60,000 cubic feet " of earth, which had

to be carried away in basketfuls a distance of 120 m. and at the same time to be raised to a height of 15-24 m. Haynes,

Report of Oct. 5, 1895.

A. P. S.—YOL. XVIII. 2 E.
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time. But as no evidence of an ancient ziggurrat previous to Ur-Gur and Naram-

Sin has been discovered, the accumulations must have necessarily been slower and

presuppose a longer period than elapsed between Naram-Sin aud the final destruction

of Ekur in the first post-Christian millennium. I do not hesitate, therefore, to date

the founding of the temple of Bel and the first settlements in Nippur somewhere

between 6000 and 7000 B.C., 1 possibly even earlier. I cannot do better than repeat

Haynes' own words, written out of the depth of this most ancient sanctuary of the

world so far known :
" We must cease to apply the adjective earliest to the time of

Sargon or to any age or epoch within 1000 years of his advanced civilization."
2 "The

golden age of Babylonian history seems to include the reign of Sargon and of Ur-

Gur." 3

Somewhat below the pavement of Naram-Sin, between the entrance to the zig-

gurrat and the E. corner, stood an altar of sun-dried brick, facing S.-E. and 4 m. long

by 2.4G m. wide. The upper surface of this altar
4 was surrounded by a rim of bitu-

men (18 cm. high), and was covered with a layer of white ashes ((3.5 cm. thick),

doubtless the remnant of burned sacrifices. To the S.-W. of it IJaynes discovered a

kind of bin built of crude brick and likewise filled with (black and white) ashes to the

depth of c. 30 cm. 3 At a distance of nearly 2 m. from the altar (in front of it) and

c. 1.25 m. below the top was a low wall of bricks, whose limits have not yet been

found. Apparently it marked a sacred enclosure around the altar, for it extended far

under the pavement of Naram-Sin 6 and reappeared under the W. corner of the ziggur-

rat.
7 The bricks of which this curb was built are plano-convex in form.s They are

laid in mud seven courses (=45 cm.) high,9 the convex surface, which is "curiously

creased lengthwise," being placed upward in the wall.

At a distance of 4.02 m. outside of this low enclosure and c. 36 cm. below its

bottom stood a large open vase in terra-cotta with rope pattern 10
(cf. PI. XX Vir, No.

72). It will serve as an excellent specimen of early Babylonian pottery in the fifth

millennium before Christ. Undisturbed by the hands of later buildei s, it had remained

'A similar conclusion -was reached by Peters in The American Journal of Archeology X, pp. 45f.

2 Report of August 30, 1895.

'Report of August 3, 1895.

4Which was 0.92 m. below the level of Nararn-Sin's pavement.
5 Haynes, Repoit of Feb. 17, 1894 (also Aug. 24, 1895). Hayncs's chemical analysis of the white ashes showed

evident traces of bones.

6 The facts concerning this curb have been gathered from Haynes's Reports of Feb. 17 and March 17, 1894;

Aug. 3, 1895.

7 Cf. Peters, The American Journal of Archeology X, pp. 31 and 44.

8 With an average length and breadth of 24.5 x 18 cm.
9 "Being placed lengthwise and crosswise in alternate courses" (Haynes, Report of March 17, 1894).

10 Haynes, Report of Aug. 24, 1895.
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in its original upright position for more than 6000 years, and it was buried under a

mass of earth and dSbris long before Sargon I was born and Xaram-Sin fortified the

temple of Nippur. 1

A second vase of similar size but different pattern 2 was discovered 77 cm. below

the former and nearly double the distance from the ancient brick curb. There is little

doubt in my mind that both vases, which stood in front of the altar, on its S.-S.-E.

side, one behind the other as one approached it, served some common purpose in con-

nection with the temple service at the pre-Sargonic time.

Another section of earth adjoining the excavation which had yielded these

remarkable results was removed by Haynes.

To the S.-E. of the altar described above, almost exactly under the E. corner of

Ur-Gur's ziggurrat and immediately below the pavement of RTaram-Sin, stood another

interesting structure.3 It is 3 38 m. high,4 7 m. square, " with a symmetrical and

double reentrant angle at its northern corner and built up solidly like a tower." Its

splendid walls, which exhibit no trace of a door or opening of any kind, are made

of large unbaked bricks of tenacious clay a somewhat smaller in size than those of

Naram-Sin's rampart. While examining the surroundings of this building, Haynes

found ten basketfuls of archaic water vents and fragments thereof on its S.-E. side

and on a level with its foundation. His curiosity was aroused at once, and after a

brief search underneath the spot where the greatest number of these terra-cotta vents

and cocks had been gathered, he came upon a drain which extended obliquely under

the entire breadth of this edifice. At its outer or discharging orifice he found the

most ancient keystone arch yet known in the history of architecture. The question

once asked by Perrot and Ohipiez 6 and answered by them with a "probably not," has

been definitely decided by the American expedition in favor of ancient Chaldsea. The

bottom of this valuable witness of pre-Sargonic civilization 7 was c. 7 m. below the

level of Ur-Gur's crude brick platform, 4.57 m. below the pavement of Nar&m-Sin,

and 1.25 m. below the foundations of the aforesaid building. The arch is 71 cm. high,

elliptical in form, and has a span of 51 cm. and a rise of 38 cm. Cf. PI. XXVIII,

'It stood 3.05 m. below the pavement of Karam-Sia.

2 la the form of a large jar, its diameter in the centre being larger than that at the top (Haynes, Report of Aug.

24, 1895).

3 The following facts have been gathered from Haynes's Reports of Oct. 13, Nov. 24, 1894.

4 Its foundations are therefore 3.38 m. below the level of Naram-Sin's pavement.

6 "Thoroughly mixed with finely cut straw and well kneaded."

6 A History of Art in Chaldxa and Assyria, Vol. II, p. 234.

7 Haynes, Reports of Oct. 13, 20, Nov. 24, 1894 ; Jan. 12, March 2, 1893.
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~No. 73.
J The bricks of which it is constructed are well baked, plano-convex in shape,

and laid in clay mortar, the convex side being turned upward. A few months after

its discovery the arch was forced out of shape, " probably from the unequal pressure

of the settling mass above it, which had been drenched with rain water."

Whether the altar, the two large vases and the massive building, under which the

ancient arch was found, had any original connection with each other, is at present

impossible to prove. Accoiding to my calculations and our latest news from the field

of excavation, the bottom of the lower vase and the foundation of the massive build-

ing were not on the same level. The difference between them is nearly 0.5 m. As
the highest vase, however, stood 77 cm. above the other, and as the section S.-B. from

them has not yet been excavated, it is highly probable that a third vase stood at some

distance below the second. However this may be, so much we can infer from the

facts obtained even now, that an inclined passage from the plain led alongside the

two vases to the elevated enclosure around the solitary altar. I am therefore disposed

to assign to the tower-like building, the character of which is still shrouded in mys-

tery, the same age as the altar, curb and vases. The keystone arch and drain, on the

other hand, are doubtless of a higher antiquity. Whether the 3200 years given by

Nabonidos as the period which elapsed between his own government and that of

Sargon I, be correct or not, the arch cannot be placed lower than 4000 B.C., and in all

probability it is a good deal older.

The two sections which contained all the buildings and objects described above

were carried down to the virgin soil, where water stopped our progress. A third

section removed in their neighborhood yielded similar results. But it is impossible to

enumerate in detail all the antiquities which were uncovered below the S.-E. side of

the ziggurrat. The lowest strata did not furnish any treasures similar to those found

in the upper layers; they showed a large proportion of black ashes and fine charcoal

mingled with earth, but they also produced many smaller objects of great interest and

value, especially fragments of copper, bronze and terra-cotta vessels. Several pieces

of baked clay steles, bearing human figures in relief upon their surface, will be treated

at another place and time.
2 An abundance of fragments of red and black lacquered

1 A kind of pointed arch of unbaked brick (60 cm. high and 48 cm. wide at the bottom) was found by Haynes in

mound X (cf. PI. XV), on the S. W. side of the canal bed. From the depth in which it was discovered, Haynes

reasoned correctly that it was older than 2000 B.C. From the inscribed objects excavated in connection with it, I

determined that it must have existed at the time of the dynasty of Isin (c. 2500 B.C.). In all probability it dates back

to Ur-Gur's period. For the wall in which this arch is placed was built of the same sun-dried bricks which compose

the body of the ziggurrat (Haynes, Reports of April 27, Dec. 21, 1893). Tor the general form of this pointed arch

cf. Perrot and Chipiez, I. c, p. 229, Fig. 92.

2 One of them was found at a depth of 7 m. below the pavement of Naram-Sin and 2.44 m. lower than the bottom

of the aich, within about 2 m. of the lowest trace of civilization (Haynes, Report of Sept. 7, 1895). Another was

discovered 7.70 m. below Naiam-Sin's pavement (Report of Sept. 14, 1895).
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pottery was discovered at a depth of 4.G m. to 8 m. below the pavement of Naram-

Sin. 1 " Had these pieces been found in the higher strata, one would unhesitatingly

declare them of Greek origin, or at least ascribe them to the influence of Greek art."

For they are, as a rule, of great excellence and in quality far superior to those found

in the strata subsequent to the period of Ur-Gnr.

The results of our excavations in the deepest strata of Ekur will change the cur-

rent theory on the origin and antiquity of the arch, will clear our views on the devel-

opment of pottery in Babylonia, and will throw some welcome rays on one of the

darkest periods of history in the valley of the Tigris and Euphrates. But first of all,

they again have brought vividly and impressively before our eyek the one fact that

Babylonian civilization did not spring into existence as a deus ex machina ; that behind

Sargon I and lv"aram-Sin there lies a long and uninterrupted chain of development cov-

ering thousands of years ; and that these two powerful rulers of the fourth millennium

before Christ, far from leading us back to " the dawn of civilization," are at the best

but two prominent figures from a middle chapter of the early history of Babylonia.

1 A vase of ordinary gray pottery, 33 cm. high, was found 7.40 m. below this pavement " directly beneath the line

of the very ancient curb, and near to a perpendicular let fall from the E. corner of the altar." The stratum which

produced this vase, according to Hayues, " was literally filled with potsherds of small size and generally brick red in

color" (Report of Sept. 14, 1895).
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II.

THE INSCRIBED MONUMENTS OF SARGON'S
PREDECESSORS.

Although more than 500 l mostly fragmentary antiquities of Sargon and his

predecessors have heen excavated in Nuffar, it may at first seem strange that nearly

all of them were discovered out of place, ahove the platform of Ur-Gur. But if we
examine the details more closely, we will easily find the explanation of this remarkable

fact. Almost all these monuments that, on the basis of strong palseographic evi-

dence and for various other reasons, must be ascribed to this early phase of Babylo-

nian history,2 were found in a stratum on the S.-E. side of the ziggurrat, between the

facing of the latter and the great fortified wall which surrounded the temple. This

stratum varies in thickness. " In some places it lies directly upon the crude brick

pavement of Ur-Gur, while in other places it reaches a height of c. 1 m. above this

platform." 3 Few of the objects found were whole, the mass of them was broken and

evidently broken and scattered around on purpose. Most of the fragments are so

small that during the last three years it needed my whole energy and patience, com-

bined with much sacrifice of the eyesight, to restore the important inscriptions pub-

lished on the following pages (particularly Pis. 36-42). The apparent relation in

which this stratum stands to a peculiar building in its immediate neighborhood will

furnish the key to the problem.

AN ANCIENT TEMPLE ARCHIVE.

Directly below the great fortification wall of the temple to the S.-E. of the zig-

gurrat, Mr. Haynes discovered recently a room 11 m. long, 3.54 m. wide and 2.60 m.

high. It showed nowhere a door or entrance in its unbroken walls, and there can be

no doubt "that the room was a vault entered by means of a ladder, stairway or other

perishable passage from above." This structure " was erected on the level of

Naram-Sin's pavement," and yet it was made of the same bricks which compose the

1 Stamped bricks beiDg excluded.

2 Cf. proof below.

3 Haynes, Report of Dec. 14, 1895.
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body of Ur-Gur's ziggurrat and platform. How is this discrepancy to be explained?

By the simple assertion, suggested already by the absence of a door in the walls of the

building, that the room was underground, a cellar reaching from the top of Ur-Gur's

platform down to the level of Naram-Sin's pavement. 1 The access from above being

on the Ur-Gur level, it is clear that the vault was built by this king himself. Our

interest, in the unearthed building is still increased by the discovery of another smaller

room of exactly the same construction and material below it. Separated from the

later vault by a layer of earth and dehris 60 cm. deep, it lies wholly below the level

of ISTaram-Sin's platform. In its present form this lower cellar cannot, however,

antedate Sargon, nor was it built by this king himself or by his immediate successor.

From the fact that the bricks of both rooms are identical "in size, form and general

appearance," 3 and that a brick stamp of Sargon was discovered beneath the founda-

tions of the lower walls, we draw the following conclusions : (1) At the time of Sargon

a cellar existed at this very spot, as indicated by the presence of his stamp below the

level of his dynasty

;

4
(2) Ur-Gur found and used this cellar, but rebuilt it entirely

with his own bricks. And as he raised the foundation of his ziggurrat far above the

old level, he also raised the walls of the old chamber to the height of his new platform.

(3) For some unknown reason—probably because the pressure of the neighboring

temple fortifications from above, together with the yearly rains, the principal enemies

of Babylonian sun-dried brick structures, had ruined the vault 5—he changed its foun-

dation afterwards and laid it on a higher level, at the same time widening the space

between its two longer walls.

It can be easily proved that this underground building was the ancient storeroom

or archive of the temple. "A ledge c. 0.5 m. wide and 0.75 m. above the floor extended

entirely around the room, serving as a shelf for the storage of objects in due form aud

order." 3 "A circular clay tablet together with two small tablets of the ordinary form

and five fragments were found on it,"
7 and five brick stamps without handles were

lying within its walls. And finally a similar room filled with about 30,000 clay tab-

lets, inscribed pebbles, cylinders, statues, etc., was discovered by de Sarzec, 1894, in a

1 The height of its walls agrees with the distance between the tops of Ur-Gur's and Naram-Sin's platforms.

2 It is only 2.15 m. wide, and the walls are 92 cm. high in their present ruined condition.

3 Haynes, Report of Dec. 14, 1895.

4 Cf. above, p. 235, note 2.

5 On this theory it can be easily explained why a few tablets were found on the ledge of the lower room and

brick stamps without handles were discovered on the floor of the same room.

6 Haynes, Report of Dec. 14, 1895. This ledge existed in both chambers. It was built up with the walls and

consisted of crude bricks capped by a layer of burned bricks (Report of Dec. 21, 1895).

'In the lower vault (Haynes, Report of Dec. 21, 1895). In the midst of this lower chamber was " a hemispheri-

cal basin of pottery set in a rim of stone," the original use of which is still unknown (Report of Dec. 14, 1895).
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small mound at Tello,1 by which the true character of our building is determined be-

yond question. The French explorer was more fortunate than Mr. Haynes in finding

his archive undisturbed, but it will always remain a serious loss to science that the

contents of the archive of Tello could not have been saved and kept together. 2

The vault of Nippur had been robbed by barbarians of the third millennium before

Christ, as I infer from the following facts and indications

:

1. Nearly all the objects above referred to were excavated from a well-defined

stratum in the neighborhood of this storeroom. From the position in which they were

found, from the fact that none, except door-sockets in diorite, were whole, and from the

extraordinarily small size of most fragments, it becomes evident that the contents of

the archive were broken and scattered intentionally, as previously stated.

2. Three of the rulers of the dynasty of Isin built at the temple of Nippur, 3 and

an inscribed brick of Ur-Ninib was found among the fragments recovered from this

stratum. • It is therefore clear that the destruction of the vases, brick stamps, etc., did

not antedate Ur-Ninib's government. As no document later than his time has been

rescued from this stratum, it is also manifest that the deplorable disaster occurred not

too long after the overthrow of his dynasty.

3. The archive existed however as late as the second dynasty of Ur. For Bur-

Sin II wrote his name on an unhewn block of diorite, presented to Bel many centuries

before by Lugal-kigub-nidudu, a pre-Sargonic4 king of Ur and Erech, and turned it into

a door-socket for his own shrine in Nippur. That the archive could not have been de-

stroyed in the brief interval between Ur-Ninib and Bur-Sin II, so that the latter

might have rescued his block from the ruins, results from a study of the general his-

tory of that period, however scanty our sources, and of the history of the c\tj of Nip-

pur at the time of Ine-Sin, Bur-Sin II and Gimil (Kat)-Sin" in particular. All the

1 Cf. Heuzey, Revue d' Assyriologie III, pp. 65-68. The description of this archive chamber excavated in Tello

may find a place here :
*' Ces plaquettes de terre cuite, regulierernent superposees sur cinq ou six rangs d'epaisseur,

remplissaient des galeries 6troites, se coupant a angle droit, construites en briques crus et garnies des deux cotes de

banquettes, sur lesquelles s'etendaient d'autre couches de semblables monuments. Les galeries formaient deux

groupes distincts, mais voisins l'un de l'autre."

2 The thievish Arabs seem to have scattered their rich harvest everywhere. So far, I have examined about 2000 of

these tablets myself. But not less than c. 10,000 have been offered to me for sale by dealers of Asia, Europe and

America within the last year. They all come from Tello. Cf. Ililprecht, Recent Research in Bible Lands, p. 80.

3 Cf. Part I, pp. 27 f. and above, p. 230, note 1.

4 For the proof of this statement cf. below.

6 Cf. PI. 13, No. 21, and Part I, "Table of Contents," p. 49. Bur-Sin II repeated only what had been done by

Sargon I long before. Cf. Part I, "Table of Contents," p. 47 (No. 1), and below.

6 That Gimil-Sin was the direct successor of Bur-Sin II follows from PI. 58, No. 127, and that Ine-Sin was the im-

mediate predecessor of Bur-Sin was inferred by Scheil from a contract tablet (Recueil XVII, p. 38, note 3). The men-

tion of the devastation of Shashru on this Tello tablet is only of secondary importance in itself, as the same event
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three kings mentioned devoted their attention to the interests of Inlil and Ninlil and

other gods worshiped in Nippur, as we learn from excavated bricks and door-sockets

(PI. 12 f.),
1 from two chronological lists (PI. 55, No. 125, and PI. 58, No. 127),

2 and

from the large number of dated contracts discovered in Tello, Numtr and other Babylo-

nian mounds.* That the country as a whole was quiet and enjoyed peace and prosper-

ity under their government, is evident from the many business contracts executed

everywhere in Babylonia and from certain statements contained in them. The con-

stant references to successful expeditions carried on by Ine-Sin against the countries of

KarharH, Harshiki

, 8imurramu
,

i Luldbuki

, Anshan11 and 8hashrau
,

h by Bur-Sin II

occurred at other times (e. g., in Bur-Sin's sixth year, PI. 58, No. 127, Obv. 6). But the fact that this conquest is

placed between Bur-Sin's accession to the throne and a very characteristic event at the close of Ine-Sin's govern-

ment (cf. Pi. 55, No. 125, Rev. 18-21) settles the question. Ine-Sin ruled at least forty-one years, according to the

chronological list on PI. 55. As, however, a part of it is wanting, it will be safe to assign a reign of c. 50 years to

him. Bur-Sin II ruled at least twelve years (PI. 58, No. 127), and in all probability not more than sixteen to eighteen

years. That the events mentioned on the two tablets are arranged chronologically, is beyond question. For (1)

events which happened more than once are quoted in their consecutive order, but often separated from each other by

other events which occurred between them. Cf. PI. 55, Rev. 3 and 10 ; Rev. 4, 5 and 11, and especially Obv. 5 and

Rev. 15 (between the two similar events lie twenty-eight years!). (2) In case a year was not characterized by an

event prominent enough to give it its name, such a year is quoted as "joined to" or " following" the previous year in

which a certain event took place (ush-sa). Cf. PI. 55, Rev. 7-8, 11-12, 13-14, 16-17, 18-20. (3) As we expect in a

list arranged chronologically, PI. 58, No. 127, opens with "the year in which Bur-Sin became king." If the king

accomplished something worth mentioning in the year of his accession, this deed was added. Cf. PI. 58, No. 127,

Rev. £: MudingirQimil-<i''>girSin lugal Urumki-ma-ge mada Za-ap-sha-liki mu-'gul-a "In the year when (Gimil-Sin

became king and =) King Gimil-Sin brought evil upon the land of Zapshali."

1 Cf. also Peters in The American Journal of Archeology X, p. 16 f.

2 Cf. No. 125, Obv. 2, 4, 10, 17, 18 (Ine-Sin), No. 127, Obv. 3, Rev. 3 (Bur-Sin II).

3 Cf. for the present Scheil in Recueil XVII, p. 37 f.

4 On a tablet in Constantinople written at the time of Ine-Sin, we read the following date : mu Simu-ur-ru-umki Lu-

lu bu'"ba-gul. From the fact that Simurru and Lulubunre here mentioned together, Scheil (Recueil XVII, p. 38) draws

the conclusion that "Siumru setrouvait done dans les m§mes parages que la ou la stele de Zohab fixe lepaysdefjulubi."

This assertion is by no means proven. The king may have conquered two countries far distant from each other in the

same year. I call attention to Scheil's theory in order to prevent conclusions similar to those which for several years

were drawn from the titles of Nebuchadrezzar I (col. I, 9-11 : sha danna »«?<" Lulubi ushamkitu ina kakki, kashid

matuAmurri, shalilu Kashshi) and led to curious conceptions about the land Amurri (cf. e. g. Eduard Meyer, Geschichte

des Alterthums, p. 329, and especially Winckler, Untersuchungen, p. 37, note 2). Hommel's identification of Simurru

with Simyra in Phenicia is by far more probable (Aim der babylonischen Altertumskunde, p. 9).

6 PI. 55, No. 125, Rev. 3 ; resp. Rev. 6, 10 ; resp. Rev. 4, 5, 11 ; resp. Scheil, I. c, p. 37 (beginning); resp. Rev. 13

;

resp. Rev. 21. In connection with Anshan it may be mentioned that Scheil in Recueil XVII, p 38 (especially note 6),

translated PI. 55, No. 125, Rev. 9 : mu dumu-sal lugal pa te-si An-sha-anki-ge ba-tug by "annee ou la fille du roi

tlevint patesi dans le pays d'Anshan." Notwithstanding that Hommel (Aus der babylonischen Altertumskunde, p. 9)

and Sayce (in The Academy of Sept. 7, 1895, col. b) reproduce this translation, which grammatically is possible, I

reject it on the ground that there is no evidence that in ancient Babylonia women were permitted to occupy the high-

est political or religious positions independently, and translate : "In the year when the patesi of Anshan married, a

daughter of the king (tug = abazu, "to take a wife, to marry," cf. Delitzsch, Assyrisches Handwbrterbuch, p. 42).

A. P. S—VOL. XVIII. 2 F.
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against Urbillumli

, Shasliruli and Hite-tar(?')huH,

1 and by Gimil (Kat)-Sin against

ZopshaW,- testify to the same effect. Moreover, a number of other tablets which

belong to members of the same dynasty, but cannot yet be referred to definite kings,

mention KirnashH, JHumurti" and Huhu{nu)ruk' 3 as devastated or invaded by Babylo-

nian armies. 4
Several of these cities and districts were situated on the east side of

the Tigris and must be sought in Elam and its neighboring countries. "We begin now

to understand why the Elamites soon afterwards when they invaded Babylonia made

such a terrible havoc of the temples and cities of their enemies; they simply retaliated

and took revenge for their own former losses and defeats.

4. "When the Cassite kings conquered Babylonia, the site of the ancient archive

chamber was long forgotten and buried under a thick layer of debris. Their own store-

room, in which all the votive objects published on Pis. 18-27 and Pis. CO f, ISTos. 133-

142, were discovered, was situated at the edge of a branch of the Shatt-en-Nil outside

of the great S.-E. wall of the temple of Bel. 5 The destruction of the archive under

discussion must therefore have taken place between the ovei throw of the second

1 PI. 58, No. 127, Obv. 2 ; resp: Obv. 6 ; resp. Obv. 7.

2 PI. 58, No. 127, Rev. 4.

3 Cf. Scbeil, I. c, p. 38. The city of Mark ashi (in N. Syria, according to Hommel, I. c, p 9) is mentioned in con-

nection with a daughter of Ine-Sin on PI. 55, No. 125, Obv. 14.

*In view of all tbese facts above mentioned, Hommel will doubtless change his view (that the kings of the second

dynasty of Ur "were apparently confined to this city, as they did not possess Sumer and also lost Akkad '•'). That

they were Dot confined to Ur, but possessed the whole south is proven by their buildings in Eridu (I. R. 3, No. XII, 1, 2)

and in Nippur (cf. also the statements of the two chronological lists). If Winckler's theory as to the seat of the shariut

kibrat irbitti was generally accepted (Hommel apparently does not accept it), the second dynasty of Ur by this very

title would also have claimed N. Babylonia. Whatsoever our position may he as to the meaning of this and other

titles, as a matter of fact, the kings of the second dynasty of Ur possessed the south of Babylonia, and it is impossible

to believe that kings who were the lords of S. Babylonia and conquered parts of Arabia, Syria, Elam and other dis-

tricts between the four natural boundaries defined in Part I, p. 25, note 4, and who doubtless in consequence of their

conquests assumed the proud title " king of the four quarters of the world," should not have been in the possession of

all Babylonia (the case of Gudea is entirely different). The kings of the second dynasty of Ur changed the title of their

predecessors, not because they had lost Sumer and Akkad, but because they owned more than the old title indicated.

The title of Sumer and Akkad—as I understand its meaning—is practically contained in that of "king of the four

quarters of the world" (Part I, pp. 24 f.), and the kings of the second dynasty of Ur dropped it therefore for the

same reason as Dungi. when he assumed 1he title sliar kibrat arba'im (Z. A., Ill, p. 94). As to the meanings of the

different titles, Hommel (whose latest opinion is briefly stated in Aus der babylonisclien Altertumskunde, p. 8) and I agree

entirely, differing from Winckler especially in his interpretation of shar kibrat arba'im and shar mdtuSIiumeri u

Akkadi in the oldest Babylonian insciiplions down to Hammurabi. Notwithstanding that, or rather because I read

and studied his Altorientalische Forschungcn III, pp. 201-243, and all his previous papers on the same subject sine

ira et stutlio again and again, I have been unable to convince myself of the correctness of his views.

Tiele (Z. A., VII, p. 368), Lehmann (Shamashshttmuliin, pp. 68 ff.), Hommel (I. c.) and I apparently reached similar

conclusions on this important question.

5 Cf. Part I, "Table of Contents," p. 48 (PI. 8, No. 15). Cf. also Peters in The American Journal of Arclweology

X, p. 15.
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dynasty of Ur and the beginning- of the Cassite rale in Babylonia. The history of the

temple of Bel during this period is enveloped in absolute darkness. No single monu-

ment of the members of the so-called first and second Babylonian dynasties has yet

been excavated in Nuffar. Apparently our temple did not occupy a very prominent

place during their government. And how could it be otherwise ? Their rule marks

the period of transition from the ancient central cult of Bel in Nippur to the new

rising cult of Marduk in Babylon. Bel had to die that Mardnk might live and take-

ins place in the religious life of the united country. Even the brief renaissance of the

venerable cult of " the father of the gods " under the Cassite sway did not last very

long. It ceased again as soon as the national uprising under the dynasty of Pashe

led to the overthrow of the foreign invaders, who had extolled the cult of Bel at the

expense of Marduk in Babylon, 1 and to the restoration of Semitic power and influence

in Babylonia, until under the Assyrian kings Esarhaddon and Ashurbanapal a last

attempt was made to revive the much neglected temple service in the sanctuary of

Nippur.

5. The breaking and scattering of the vases point to a foreign invasion and to a

period of great political disturbance in the country. No Babylonian despot, however

ill-disposed toward an ancient cult, and however unscrupulous in the means taken to

suppress it, would have dared to commit such an outrage against the sacred property

of the temple of Bel. In all probability therefore the ancient archive chamber of the

temple was ransacked and destroyed at the time of the Elamitic invasion (c. 2285 B.C.),

when Kudur-Nankhundi and his hordes laid hands on the temples ofShumer and Akkad.

That which in the eyes of these national enemies of Babylonia appeared most valu-

able among its contents was carried to Susa2 and other places ; what did not find favor

with them was smashed and scattered on the temple court adjoining the storehouse.

From the remotest time until then apparently most gifts had been scrupulously pre-

served and handed down from generation to generation. Only those movable objects

which broke accidentally in the regular service, or which'purposely were buried in con-

nection with religious rites, may be looked for in the lowest strata of Ekur.

AGE OF THE INSCRIBED MONUMENTS.

Having explained why the most ancient documents so far excavated in Nuffar were

found in pieces above the platform of Ur-Gur's ziggurrat, I now proceed to determine

the general age of these antiquities and their relation to the inscriptions of Sargon I.

l Cf. Parti, pp. 30 f.

2 Cf. Parti, p. 31.
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The inscriptions Nos. 86-112 have many palseographic features in common and doubt-

less belong to the same general period, the precise extent of which cannot be given.

Two groups, however, may be clearly distinguished within it, differing from each other

principally in the forms used for mu (Briinnow, Last 1222) and dam {ibid., 11105).

Instead of the two familiar Old Babylonian characters, in mu the two pairs of parallel

lines found at or near the middle of the horizontal line, sometimes cross each other

(Nos. 92, 5 ; 98, 3 ; 99, 4 ; 101, 3, etc.), while dam occasionally has a curved or straight

line between the two elements of which it is composed (No. Ill, 3 and 6 ; No. 98, 2

and 5 ; cf. No. 94, 3).
1 This peculiar form of dam has so far not been met with outside

of a very limited number of inscriptions from Nippur; that of mu occurs also on the

barrel cylinder of Urukagina, 2 although in a more developed stage. Whenever one

of these characters has its peculiar form in an inscription of Nippur, the other, if

accidentally occurring in the same inscription, also has its peculiar form as described

above (cf. No. 94, 3 and 4 ; No. 98, 2 (5) and 3 ; No. Ill, 3 and 6). The two char-

acters represent therefore the same period in the history of cuneiform writing, to the

end of which the cylinder of Urukagina also belongs. This period has not yet been

definitely fixed. As various historical considerations seemed unfavorable to placing this

ruler after the other kings of Shirpurla, Jensen provisionally placed him before them

;

3

Heuzey was less positive
;

4 Hommel 5 and Winckler 6 regarded him as later, while Mas-

pero, without hesitation, but without giving any reasons, made him " the first in date

of the kings of Lagash." 7 Aside from the reasons given by Jensen, and a few simi-

lar arguments which could be brought forth in favor of his theory, the following palse-

ographic evidence proves the chronological arrangement of Jensen and Maspero to be

correct

:

1. The peculiar form of mu occurs in inscriptions from Nippur which, if deter-

1 This short line, about the significance of which I refer to rny greater work, Qesehiclite und System der Keilschrift,

was originally curved, became then straight and was later placed at the end of the character (No. 93, 6 ; 96, 4 ; 113,

12), finally developing into a full sized wedge (De Sarzec, Decouvertes en Ghaldee, PI. 26, No.l, col. II, 1; Heuzey

in Revue d' Assyriologie II, p. 79, No. 1, 13 [a duplicate of this inscription is in M. I. O., Constantinople], and the

present work, No. 123, Obverse, 1). Sometimes this line is entirely omitted (No. 112, 6).

2 De Sarzec, I. c, PI. 32, col. I, 7 ; col. II, 1, 4, 12 ; col. Ill, 3, 7. The form of mu is more developed in Uruka-

gina's inscription, indicating that the latter is somewhat later than the corresponding Nippur texts. On the other

monuments of Urukagina the regular Old Babylonian form is used exclusively.

3 In Schradcr's KeilinseJiriflliche Bibliothek, Vol. Ill, Part 1, p. 8.

* Formerly he regarded him as decidedly later than the other kings of Lagash (in De Sarzec, Decouvertes en Chal-

dee, pp. 110, 112). More recently he expressed himself as doubtful :
" II en resulte que le roi Ourou-ka-ghi-na doit

etre tenu, soit pour appartenir a une dynastie anterieure a celle du roi Our-Nina, soit pour avoir, apies l'apparition

des premiers patesi, releve' le titre royal a Sirpourla" {Revue d' Assyriologie II, p. 84).

5 Qesehiclite Babyloniens und Assyriens, pp. 290f.

6 Gescldchte Babyloniens und Assyriens, p. 41.

7 2 he Daicn of Civilization, p. 604.
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mined by the character of dam alone, must be classified as older than the royal in-

scriptions of Tello.

2. The form of mu employed in Urukagina's cylinder does not occur in any other

inscription of Tello. The cylinders are therefore to be regarded as older than the

other monuments, if it can be shown that this peculiar form of mu represents a more

ancient stage of writing 1 and did not originate from an accidental prolongation of

certain lines in mu by a careless scribe.
2

3. The very pronounced forms cut in stone vases (as, e. g., found in JSTo. 98, 3

;

101, 4 ; 92, 5, and first of all in No. 94, 4) force us to eliminate the element of acci-

dent. But, besides, it can be proved by an analysis of the character mu itself that the

regular Old Babylonian sign is only a later historical development of a more ancient

form. The correct interpretation of the original picture will, at the same time, enable

us to catch an interesting glimpse of certain prehistoric conditions in ancient Shumer.

According to Houghton, 3
a close relation exists between the character for mu and hu

(Briinnow, I. c, 2014) and the first part of the character for nam (ibid., 2087). I trust

no Assyriologist of recent date has ever taken this attempt at solving a palseographic

problem very seriously. The sign for nam has no connection with the other two char-

acters and is no compound ideogram, but, in its original form, represents a flying bird

with a long neck. 4 Since in Babylonia, as in other countries of the ancient world, the

future was foretold by observing the flight of birds, this picture became the regular

ideogram for "fate, destiny" (shimtu) in Assyrian. The original picture for mu, on

the other hand, is no bird, but an arrow whose head formerly pointed downward, and

whose cane shaft bears the same primitive marks or symbols of crossed lines as are

characteristic of the most ancient form of arrow used in the religious ceremonies of

the North American Indians.5 As the shaft was represented by a single line in Baby-

1 This argument 19 conclusive, as the theory, according to which later writers occasionally imitate older forms of

cuneiform (or linear) characters, in the sense generally understood by Assyriologists, is without any foundation and

against all the known facts of Babylonian palaeography. Cf. my remarks in Part I, pp. 12f.

2 Jensen's hesitation, so far as founded upon the form of the character ka, can be abandoned, as the form of this

character is surely far older than Gudea.

3 In the Transactions of the Society of Biblical Archaeology VI, pp. 464f.

4 This fact becomes evident from a study of the oldest forms in the inscriptions of Tello and Nippur. The original

picture is still found on the most ancient Babylonian document in existence, unfortunately scarcely known among

Assyriologists. It is (or was) in the possession of Dr. A. Blau and was published by Dr. W. Hayes Ward in the

Proceedings of the American Oriental Society, October, 1883. The bird represented is therefore no "swallow " (Horn-

mel, Sumerische Leseslucke, p. 6, No. 67), but a large bird with a long neck, such as a goose or a similar water bird

found on the Babylonian swamps. Later our picture was also used as the ideogram for " swallow," designating her

as the flying bird par excellence, as the bird nearly always in motion when seen at day time.

6 As I learned through the courtesy of Mr. Frank Hamilton Cushing of the Bureau of American Ethnology in

the Smithsonian Institution at Washington. After a correspondence on this subject it became evident that we had
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Ionian writing, the original mark carved upon its surface had to be drawn across it.

Instead of >- ^C ^">, we find, therefore, - ^XX^ y
> , from which, by short-

ening the crossed lines, the regular form —^>—^> developed at a later time. The

correctness of this explanation is assured by the otherwise inexplicable absence of an

ideogram for ussu, " arrow," in Assyrian. For it is impossible to conceive that a people

using the bow in their system of writing should have altogether excluded the arrow,

which played such a conspicuous role in the daily life and religious ceremonies of

ancient nations in general. But how is it to be explained that our ideogram does not

mean "arrow" at all, but signifies "name?" Just as the picture of a flying bird in

writing proper was used exclusively with reference to its religious significance, in order-

to express the abstract idea of " fate, destiny," so the arrow with the marks or symbols

of ownership (originally two crossing lines
1

) carved on the shaft became the regular

ideogram for " personality " or " name." The same association of ideas led to exactly

the same symbolism and usage among the North American Indians, with whom " the

arrow " is the symbol of personality.
2

It becomes now very evident that the Babylo-

nian seal-cylinder, with its peculiar shape and use, has developed out of the hollow3

shaft of an arrow marked with symbols and figures, and is but a continuation and

elaboration in a more artistic form of an ancient primitive idea.

From palteographic and other considerations it is therefore certain that Urukagina

lived before the ancient kings of Shirpurla, while the inscriptions published in the

present work as Nos. 90, 91, 92, 94, 98, 99, 101, 111 are still older than Urukagina.

The interval between him and the following rulers of Tello who style themselves

" kings " cannot have been very great, however. They all show so many pala?ographic

features in common that they must be classified as an inseparable group. To the

both reached the same conclusions as to the oldest form and significance of the arrow in picture writing by pursuing

entirely different lines of research. My arguments, corroborated by Mr. Cushing's own investigations and long resi-

dence among tribes which still practice many of the ancient primitive rites and customs, become therefore conclusive

in regard to the original form of the character mu. I quote from Mr. Cushing's letter the interesting fact that the

above drawn arrow with two pairs of crossing lines on its shaft is called by the Zimi a'tldua "speeder (commander)

of all " (namely, of all the other arrows used in their religious ceremonies). A tieatise on the ceremonial use of the

arrow among the Indians, by Mr. Cushing, is in press.

1 Still used with the same significance in Europe and America by persons who cannot write, if they have to affix

their names to legal documents. The crossed lines on the Indian arrows have a deep religious significance, according

to Cushing.

2 Cf. on this whole subject Culin, Korean Games, pp. XXIf. To Prof. Dr. Brintou and Mr. Stuart Culm I am

indebted for recent information on this subject.

3 Because made of bulrushes, growing abundantly along the marshes and canals of lower Babylonia.
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same age doubtless belong most, if not all, of the other inscriptions published on Pis.

3(3-47 (No. 112). I shall prove my theory in detail by the following arguments

:

I. Palseographically they exhibit most important points of contact with Uruka-

gina, Ur-Nina, Edingiranagin, Enanatuma I, Entemena, Enanatuma II, especially

with the first three mentioned.

a. Characteristic signs are identical in these Nippur and Tello inscriptions. Cf

,

e. g., gish, No. 87, col. I, 10, col. II, 37, No. 110, 4 f. e., with the same sign in the

texts of Ur-Nina and Edingiranagin
j

1 ban, No. 87, col. I, 10, col. II, 37 (cf. No.

102, 2) with the same sign in the texts of Edingiranagin ; a, No. 86, 8 ( Var.), 1 f. e.,

No. 87, passim; No. 96, 2; No. 104, 3; 106, 4; 110, 8 f. e., 112, 7, with the sign

used by Ur-Nina, Edingiranagin, Enanatuma I, Entemena (cf. also the present work,

No. 115, col. J, 7, col. II, 1, 2, etc.) ; sh.il, No. 87, col. Ill, 34 (and Var.) with Uru-

kagina, Edingiranagin ; da, No. 86, 7, No. 87, col. I, 19, col. II, 18, 20, 29, etc., with

the sign used by UivNina, Edingiranagin, Entemena; a (ID), No. 87, col. II, 41

(Var.) with Entemena (No. 115, col. I, 5) ; ta, No. 87, col. I, 46, col. II, 4, 12, with

the same sign used by Urukagina, Ur-Nina, Edingiranagin, Entemena ; ma, No. 88,

col. Ill, 2, with the same sign used by Urukagina, Endigiranagin y ma, No. 87, col.

II, 40 ff., with the same sign used by Urukagina, Edingiranagin ; and many other-

characters.

b. The script is almost entirely linear like that of Urukagina,3 Ur-Nina and

Edingiranagin.

c. They show certain peculiarities in the script, which so far have been observed

only in the most ancient texts of Tello: (1) Lines of linear signs running parallel

to a separating line (marking columns and other divisions) frequently fall together

with this latter so that the character now appears attached to the separating line

above, below, to the light or left. Sometimes characters are thus attached to two sep-

arating lines at the same time. Cf. No. 87, col. I, 5 (ma), 12 (lea), col. II, 9 (shu), 17

(la), 29 (U), col. Ill, 36 (ur), No. 106, 2 (nin), and many others written on different

fragments of No. 87.
4

(2) In accordance with this principle two or more characters

J In these quotations, as a rule, I shall abstain from giving the exact passages, as I expect that everybody who

examiues my arguments has made himself familiar with the palaeography and contents of the most ancient inscriptions

of Tello before, and to those who have not done so, I do not intend to give introductory lessons in the limited number

of pages here at my disposal, in fact for those I do not write.

2 Also used by Naram-Sin, cf. No. 120, col. II, 4.

3 Except of course his barrel cylinder, which has cuneiform characters, as it was inscribed with a stylus.

4 For this paloeographic peculiarity in the inscriptions of Tello, cf. Urukagina (De Sat zee, Decouvertes, PI. 32,

col. II, 9, 10, col. Ill, 2, 5, col. IV, 3, 9, col. V, 2, 4) ; Ur-Nina (De Sarzec, I. c, PI. 2, No. 2, col. I, 1, 3, Berne d'As-

syriologie II, p. 84, 3 and 4
; p. 147, col. I, 3, 5, col. Ill, 3, 6, col. IV, 3, 5); Edingiranagin (De Sarzec, I. e , PI. 4,

Frag. A, col. I, 6, col. II, 3, 4, 5, 10, etc.; PI. 31, No. 2, col. I, 1-4, 6, col. II, 1-3, 5, etc.); Enanatuma I (Revue
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standing in close proximity to each other frequently enter into a combination, forming

so-called ligatures.
1 Cf. No. 86, 5 Var. (ma-na), 8 (tab-ba, cf. also Variants), 15

Tar. (M-gub) ; Part I, PI. 14, 2 (du-du) ; No. 87, col. II, 9 (ma-shu), 20 Var. (da-

ga), 34 (ki-ag), 45 (da-gi, cf. Var. gi-gi),
2
col. Ill, 21 (ba-dag)* 34 (PA [first half

of the character sibf-gal) ; ."No. 93, 7 (Shul-pa) f No. 94, 1 (Ma-din-dug (?) )
j"

1 No. 98,

2 (dam-dumu) ; No. Ill, 6 (na-da)j On the monuments of Tello this tendency to

unite two characters into one is almost entirely confined to the inscriptions of Ur-

Nina.8 The best illustration is afforded by the writing of the name of his son, Nina-

shu-banda. The four signs which compose the name are contracted into one large

sign, the earliest example of a regular monogram in the history of writing (De Sar-

zee, I. c, PI. 2 bis
, No. 1). A number of signs which occurred always9 in the same

d'Assyriologie III, p. 31, 1-5, 9, 11, 14 f.); Entemena (De Sarzec, I. c, PL 5, Nos. 2, 4'and 5 ; PL 31, No. 3, col. I,

2, 4, 5, col. II, 3 ff ; Revue d'Assyriologie II, p. 148, col. I, 1-6, etc.) ; Eiianatimia II (De Sarzec, I. c, PL 6, No.

4, 2-5, 7 f.) For other examples of Enternena's text in the present work, cf. Nos. 115-117. Apparently Dr. Jastrow

had not seen a Tello inscription when he wrote his remark in Z. A. VIII, p. 217.

'In a limited measure the same peculiarity occurs in several Assyrian inscriptions, c. 3000 years later. Cf., e. g.,

i-na, in the inscription of Tiglathpileser I (I B., 9 ff.), inapa, Sain. Obel., 1. 160, 176 (Hilprecht, Assyriaca, p. 27,

note), etc.

2 Col. II, 43. ki-nin UnugM-ga, 44. ganam-gad-sTiakir-a-dim, 45. sliig mu-da-gi-gi. The last character in 1. 38,

which remained unidentified for such a long time (cf. Amiaud et Mechineau, Tableau Compare, No. 122, Jensen in

Schrader's K. B. Ill, part 1, p. 16, note 4 ; Scheil in Beeueil XV, p. 63 ; Hommel, Sumerische Lesestucke, p. 32, No.

376) is identical with Briinnow, List 5410. It has in the ancient inscriptions the two values ga and ma (for the latter

cf , e. g., No. 87, col. II, 19 (kalam-ma), 29 ( UrumM -ma) ). On PL 50, col. II, 4, read NA-GA = islikun (and col. Ill,

4 f., KI-GAL (= kigalla) ish-pu-uk, against Scheil in Beeueil XV, 62 f.).

8 Col. Ill, 19. nam-ti-mu, 20. nam ti, 21. ga-ba-dag-gi—"unto my life he may add life."

'PA-gal LO sag gud, read sib (PA-LU sag-guda-gal, "the shepherd having the head of an ox" = "the ox-

headed shepherd," a synonym of king, according to Jensen.

5 On the god Shul pa-ud-du, cf. Jensen, Eosmologie, pp. 126 f., and in Schrader's K. B., Ill, part I, p. 65, note 11

{Umun-pauddu). Oppert read Dun-pa-e.

6 "The goddess who destroys life," an ideogram of Bau or Gula (Briinnow, List 11084, cf. Ill B., 41, col. IT,

29-31 ; III B., 43, col. IV, 15-18, and the present work, PL 67, col. Ill, 1-5). The same deity is mentioned No. 95, 1,

No. 106, 1, No. Ill, 1. On the value of dug cf. Hommel, Sumerische Lesestucke, p. 5, No. 55, and p. 12, No. 145.

' Cf. No. 99, 5.

8 Cf. Bevue d'Assyriologie II, p. 147, col. Ill, 6 and 7, col. V, 1, 3, 6.

9 Cf. No. 87, col. I, 5, 40, 42, etc. The linear sign is composed of e (canal) + gi (reed) and originally denotes a

piece of land intersected by canals and covered with reeds (cf. No. 87. col. Ill, 29). The land par excellence with

these two characteristic features was to the Babylonians their own country, which therefore was called by the oldest

inhabitants Ki + e -f gi — Kengi, "the land of canals and reeds." From this correct etymology of Kengi and its use

in the earliest texts {bur bar Kengi, No. 87, col. II, 21, and Enshngsagana en Kengi, No. 90, 3) it follows that the name

does not signify "low-lands" or" Tiefebene " in general in the ancient inscriptions, which alone have to decide its

meaning (against Winckler in Mitteilungen des Akademisch- Orientalistischen Vereins zu Berlin, 1887, p. 12), but that it

is the geographical designation of a well-defined district, Babylonia proper. As, however, Babylonia and low-

lands are equivalent ideas, Kengi could also be used in a wider sense for "low-lands " (malu) in general.
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combination and served to express but one idea or object, were regularly contracted

at this early time and became compound ideograms, e. g., kalami " country," gijJuNn1

" wine," etc. (3) Lines of linear signs which run parallel to a separating line are

often omitted, even if the sign is not directly connected with this latter. Cf. JSTo.

1 The peculiar way in which it is written in the oldest inscriptions of Tello, leaves no doubt as to its composition

(gish -j- din). The analysis of this ideogram by Pinches (Sign List, No. 76 a = hash -)- din), accepted by Delitzsch

(Assyrisches Handworterbuch, p. 354), Jensen (in Schrader's K. B. Ill, part 1, p. 27, note 6), Houimel (Sumerische

Leseslucke, No 180) and others, must therefore be abandoned. For examples cf. Edingiranagin's inscription un-

earthed in London (Proe. Soc. Bibl. Arch., Nov. 1893), col. IV, 3, 7, col. V, 3 : gishdin zu-zu-a; or Gudea D (DeSarzec,

I.e., PI. 9): 6. Mii-ganM, 7. Me-lug-gaki, 8. Ou-biki, 9. kurNitugkl, 10. gu gish mu na gal la-a-an, 11. m,ani-shru-a

gishdin (sic !), 12. Shir-pur-la^-shu, 13. mu-ni-ium— "Magan, Meluha. Gubi, Dilmua, each (an) of which possesses

every kind of tree, brought a ship (laden) with timber and wine to Shirpurla." Jensen's question (in Schrader's iT.

B. Ill, part 1, p. 13, note 12), as to what Aniiaud may have read in Ur-Nina's inscription (De Sarzec, I. c, PI. 2, No.

1, col. IV, 1-3, which Jensen left untranslated) is answered by jeferring him to the Gudea passage just translated,

and to Revue d' Assyriologie II, p. 117, col. V, 3-6, together with De Sarzec, I c, PI. 2Ms, No. 1 (lower section, charac-

ters standing immediately before the king). Amiaud, however (in Records of the Past- I, p. 65), as well as Oppert (in

Revue d' Assyriologie I[, p. 147) and Heuzey (in Revue d'Assyriologie III, p. 16, and Decouvertes en Ohaldee, p. 170)

wrongly read gish din (notwithstanding the passage from Gudea just quoted, lines 6 and 10, where the two respective

characters are very different from each other !) as gat (kan) finding the name of Magan in the first line. The passage

reads rather : 1. ma gishdin, 2. kura-ia, 3. gu gish gal, 4. mu-tum (?)—"a ship (laden) with wine he brought from the

country which possesses every kind of tree." We are now enabled to understand the full significance of Ur-Nina's

perforated bas relief (De Sarzec, I. c, PI. 2bis) which remained obscure to Heuzey in his treatise mentioned below.

These bas-reliefs and incised slabs (cf. the present work, PI. XVI, Nos. 37 f.) did not serve "a maintenir dresses, sur

des autels ou sur des massifs de hriques, divers eugins consacie* aux dieux et partieuliereinent des masses d'armes

votives" (Heuzey, Les Armoiries Ghaldeennes de Sirpourla, pp. 11 f., cf. pp. 6 f.). For they would have been too small

and weak for such a purpose. The true facts are rather these : (1) They accompanied donations of any kind made to

the temple. But while such donations were consumed in the interest of the temple service (cf. Hilprecht, Z. A. VIII,

p. 191 f.) or decayed in time (buildings) or died (slaves), etc., these tablets were preserved in the temple as lasting

memorials to their munificent donors and served at the same time to induce other worshipers to similar acts of piety.

(2) The hole in the middle of the tablets served to fasten it, by the aid of a nail, in the wall or floor of the temple,

possibly on the altar itself. (3) The scenes, objects and inscriptions on these tablets generally illustrate and describe

the person and work of the donor in relation to his deity. Ur-Nina's more elaborate votive tablets (of which the

smaller is only an excerpt, cf. De Sarzec, I. c, PI. 2bis, pp. 168-173), accordingly represent two sides of the king's

work undertaken in the service of his god. In the upper section he has the dupshig (= dupshikhu), the symbol of

masons, upon his head (exactly as Nabopolasser describes himself in the present work, PI. 33, col. II, 57 ff.), and is

surrounded by his children and page (Da-ni ta "at his side " = " page," not "in his hand,"—Oppert in Revue d'Assyr-

iologie Hi, p. 16, note 1). This picture illustrates the accompanying statement :
" Ur-Nina, king of Shirpurla, son of

Nigalnigin, built the temple of Ningirsu, built the abzubanda (cf. Jensen in K. B. Ill, part 1, p. 13, note ff), buiitthe

temple of Nina." In the lower section the same king, seated and surrounded by his children and his chief butler

(Sagantug "he is the chief"), offers a libation of wine. This picture illustrates the words standing below the cup, "a

ship of wine he brought from the country which possesses every kind of tree." The inscription of the bas-relief published

by Heuzey in Les Armoiries Chaldeennesde Sirpourla reads : 1. Lag (D\J-T)U= abalu "to bring," nazazu "to set up ")

2. sanga (Briin now, List 5980) mag, 3. dingir Mn gir su-ka, 4. dingir Nin-gir-sii, 5. E-ninnura, 6. lag, 7. sanga (cf.

the present work, No. 87, col.T, 30, and No. 113 ,3) dingir Nin gir-su-ka ge, 8 K ta, 9. mu-na-ta-uddu, 10. GAG
+ GISH (not gisal, Hommel, Sum. Lesest., No. 205) ura-sh'i, 11. mu-na gim—"Gift of the high-priest of Ningirsu to

Ningirsu of the temple Eninnu. The gift of the priest of Ningirsu he brought from .... and worked it into a . . .
."

A. P. S.—VOL. XVIIL 2 G.
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86, 3 Var. (ra), 4 Yar. (It), 5 Yar. (no) ; No. 87, col. I, 4 (Uaug), 14 and 20 Var.

(dingir), 19 Yar., col. 31, 37 Yar., 45, III, 34 Yar. (da), 40 Yar. (Jccdama) ; col. II,

31 Yar. (cjim) ; col. IIT, 2 (urn), 23, 41 Var. («), 29 (win), 37 Yar. (nam)j etc. Out-

side of the Nippur texts this peculiarity is almost confined1
to the inscriptions of Ur-

Nina. Cf., e. g., De Sarzec, I c, PI. 2 bis
, No. 2, upper section (da in the name of Ab-

da), ibid. ( Ur in the name of Ur-Nina), lievue d'Assyriologie II, p. 147, col. Y, 4.

II. The palseographic evidence brought forth is conclusive. Nos. 86, 87 and the

other texts referred to above, show all the characteristic features of the inscriptions of

Urukag'ma, Ur-Nina and Edingiranagin. But besides they exhibit a number of palseo-

graphic peculiarities which are altogether absent from the inscriptions of Tello, and

must be regarded as characteristic features of an earlier stage of writing. They will

be treated in full at another place.
2

I confine myself here to a brief statement of the

following fact. A number of signs have a form representing almost the original pic-

ture, others have at least a more original form than the inscriptions from Tello, even

those of Urukagina not excepted. Cf. sum (No. 87, col. I, 17, the ear of a corn, cf.

also 1. 45), gi (Hid., col. I, 3, a reed, bulrush) 3

, a (Hid, col. I, 31 in egi-a, a tattooed

forearm with hand), 4 bar (ibid., col. II, 21; No. 98, 4 (the skin of an animal or) a

coarse rug), 5 lah (ibid., col. 1, 21, water poured out, therefore, "to wash"),'
1 ra (ibid.,

' One example is lound in a text of Entemena (ne, cf. Bevve d'Assyriologie II, p. 149, col. IV, 2). The way in

which Ur is written in the name of Urukagina (De Sarzec, 1. c, PI. 32, col. 1, 1), furnishes the key to the origin of this

peculiarly. For details en this subject I rtfer to my Geschiclite Und System der KHUcUrift, which has been in prepa-

ration for the last nine years.

2 In advance I warn Assyriologists not to regard a fourth palasographic peculiarity (so far confined to these Nippur

texts) as a mistake of the scribes : (4) If two linear signs which are to be connected grammatically stand close

logether in writing, yet without touching each other, frequently one liDe of the second running parallel to a line in

the first is omitted entirely and has to be supplemented from the first sign. Cf. No. 87, col. Ill, 37 : ta-ni (sic!), 39 :

ogani (.sic!), 40 Var. : mu-na, (sic!) ; No. 103, 3 : mana, (sic!).

8 In order to obtain a clear conception of the original picture, this sign must not be turned to the left (as Hough-

ton, 1. c, p. 473, and others did). For it is a law in cuneiform writing "that the characters are all and always

reversed in the same way ; what (originally) was the right hand side became (later) the top" (Bertin, I. c, p. 6).

The triangle on the left of our picture does not represent the lower end of the stem of a reed, but rather ils top

or cob. Cf. the corresponding pictures on the Assyiian monuments published in Layard, The Monuments of Mneveli,

Second Series, e. g., PI. 12, No. 1 (reproduced by Maspero in The Dawn of Civilization, p. 5G1).

*The crossed lines do not represent "an ornamented sleeve" (Berlin, I. c, p. 9), but marks of tattooing (cf.

Berger, "Rapport sur les tatouages TunisienF," in Hetue d'Assyriologie III, pp. 33-41). The cuneiform sign without

these marks means "side" {da); with them, it denotes him who is at somebody's side for assistance ; he who has

the same marks of tattooing upon his arm, therefore has become his "brother." The sign for shesh, "brother,"

denotes a person as the second child of the same family, while the former expresses tribal relations represented by a

common symbol.

6 According to Oppert (Expedition en Hesopotamie, Tome II, p. 64) and Bertin (I. c, p. 8) an altar. Impossible !

It represents the skin of an aniaal or better a coarse rug spread upon the ground for persons of rank (and images

of deities) to sit upon
; in other words, it denotes the place of honor, in exact harmony with the custom prevailing

in the tents of Arabia and Mesopotamia to-day. Lehmann (Shamashshumulin, p. 122) is therefore correct in giving
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col. I, 37 Tar., col. Ill", 15 Yar., "canal" + "to fill" (si = horn), i. e., "to irri-

gate"), 1 lugal (ibid., col. I, 1-3, the sign shows the remnant of the original arm.2 Cf.

also the ideogram zag (ibid., col. I, 3, 3S, etc.), gur (ibid., col. Ill, 42 Yar.),3 Kish

(No. 92, 3; No 102, 3; 103, 4),
1 ag (No. 83, 11 and 14),

5 and many others for whose

explanation I must refer to my Gescliiclite und System der Keilschrift.
6 All the stone

inscriptions of Urukagina have the regular Old Babylonian sign for mn,7 just as the

Nippur texts here treated. On the other hand, the Nippur texts have a large number

of far more original forms of signs than the Urukagina and Ur-Nina inscriptions

published. 8 In view of these facts I can only draw one conclusion—that most of these

Nippur texts are older than those of Urukagina.

III. Another important fact corroborates my determination of the age of these

to bara(g) the original meaning, "seat," instead of "chamber." This sign occurs frequently in the contracts of

Nuffar (in a much more develjped form) and was identified with bar by Scheil independently of me. Cf. Becueil

XVII, p. 40d.

6 Suk(k)attu denotes the servant (gal) who pours out (su) [namely water over his master's hands and feet]. A
word with similar meaning (zu) is apparently contained in zu-ab, "ocean," which Hommel translated half correctly

"house of water (?)," cf. Sumerische Leseslucke, No. 6. Originally zu and su had the same ideogram, which repre-

sents a vessel (cistern?) into which water flows. Zu means, therefore, "to flow into," or trans., "to pour into, to

add," then figur., "to increase one's knowledge, to learn, to know." Zu-ab denotes "the house (abode) into which

all the waters flow." Sukkallu may be translated "chamberlain" (Kammerer), later it received a more general

meaning.

1 Oppert already recognized the general significance of the picture (I. c, p. 64). But the exact analysis of the

compound ideogram, which I discovered long before we excavated in Nuffar, remained obscure to him, Houghton,

Sayce (Transactions of Soc. Bibl. Arch. VI, p. 475) and others. Cf. a very curious form, which is but a mutilated

"ra," in col. I, 37, second Var.

2 The two elements lu -\- gal appear separated in No. 86, 2 Var., 13 Var.; No. 101, 7 ; No 105, 7.

3 Successfully analyzed by Ball in Proc. Soc. Bibl. Arch. XV, p. 49. The line which continues beyond the head

is, however, no continuation of the forearm, but represents the cushion between the head and the vessel upon which

the latter rests. Originally the arm reached further to the rim of the vessel, as in the corresponding Egyptian hiero-

glyphics and as illustrated by PI. XVI, No. 37, of the present work.

4 It closely approaches the original picture explained by a Babylonian scribe on the famous fr. from Kuyunjik,

col. in, 6 (Trans. Soc. Bibl. Arch. VI, p. 455).

6 Cf. also the same sign on the very ancient monument preceding Urukagina's time (De Sarzec, I. c, PI. Ibis b.,

col. IV, 1).

6 As I have to dispose of more urgent matters at present, some years may still pass before its publication.

'Only his barrel cylinder in clay exhibits traces of the older form for rnu, as shown above.

8 Nobody can object that a few characters in these Nippur inscriptions seem to show the beginning of wedge-

writing and that a few others seem to have a later form. Lugalzaggisi presented c. 103 large inscribed vases, all

apparently bearing the same long inscription here published, to Iulil of Nippur. Every stonecutter available was

employed. Several of them understood but little of writing, and consequently some very ridiculous forms were

produced. Cf., e. g., col. II, 16 (second variant), dug-a (sic!), 29 (second variant) da, 39 (variants) aga, 42 gur,

44 (fourth variant) ganam, 45 shig, and others. In order to understand the enormous difficulties which I had to over-

come in restoring this text, Assyriologists will bear this fact in mind.
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inscriptions very strongly. In the inscriptions of Edingiranagin, or Edingiranatum,1

the grandson of Ur-Nina, a city, generally transliterated as Is-ban 1

', plays a very

important role. In fact the annihilation of the power of this city in S. Babylonia is the

one prominent feature which characterizes his government, and to which (in connection

with Erech, Ur and some other cities) the king refers again and again.2 The most

interesting object yet found in Tello, the so-called stele of vultures, was doubtless set

up by this sovereign in commemoration of his great victory over ^'''BAN1''. 3 How-

ever this may be, so much is certain that at some time previous to Edingiranagin, a

foreign power whose centre was ""''BAN'''', had succeeded in invading and conquering

a large portion, if not the whole, of Babylonia, Erech and Ur included. The same

city of ""'BAN11
is also mentioned in the long Nippur text No. 87, and here again it

occurs in connection with Erech and Ur (and Larsam). We learn at the same time

from this very important historical document that Lugalzaggisi, son of a certain Ukush

"patesi of ""'BAN''" 1

(col. I, 3,<), 10) had conquered all Babylonia and established

an empire extending from the Persian Gulf to the Mediterranean Sea, in size there-

fore not inferior to that founded much later by Sargon I. This first "king of the

world" (lugal Jcalama, col. I, 4, 36-11, col. Ill, 4.) of whom Babylonian documents

give us information, selected Erech as his capital, and by his great achievements raised

""''BAN 1
', his native city, "to great power" (a mag rnu-um-gur, col. II, 41f). The

two documents, Nippur, No. 87, and the stele of vultures from Tello, belong closely

together and supplement each other, the one giving a resume of the rise and height of

the power and influence of ""'BAN*', the other illustrating its downfall. The former

must therefore antedate the monument of Edingiranagin. As doubtless some time

elapsed between the rise and downfall of this foreign power ; as, moreover, Shirpurla

is not mentioned in Lugalzaggisi's inscription, apparently because it did not as yet

exercise any political influence
;

5 and finally as palseographically this inscription from

Nippur shows more traces of originality than the texts of Urukagina and Ur-Nina, as

1 In view of De Sarzec, I. c, PL 31, No. 2, col. Ill, 5 (E dingira-na-tum-ma= "Brought into the house of his

god " (by his parents after his birth).

3 Cf. De Sarzec, I. c, PI. 3, Fragm. A, col. I, 5, 8, col. II, 4, 13, col. Ill, 5 ; PL 4, Fragni. A, col. II, 2, 11 :

Fragm. B, col. Ill, 3, col. V, 4 ; PI. 31, No. 2, col. I, 6.

3 For details cf. Heuzey's explanation of the figurative representations in his work, Les Origines Orientates.

pp. 49-84, and in De Sarzec, I. c, pp. 174-184. I agree with this scholar that the people whose defeat is illustrated on

this monument belong to the city (and country) of c^BAN*' (De Sarzec, I. c, pp. 183).

4 This was the original reading of 1. 10 ; the traces preserved on two fragments establish my text restoration of

this line beyond doubt.

"The fragment of an inscribed object, apparently dedicated by a king of ff'«''BAN'« to Ningirsu, was found in

Tello (De Sarzec, I. c, PL 5, No. 3, and p. 119). From the character used for "king" I draw the conclusion (with

Heuzey) that the object belongs to a somewhat later period. Apparently s's'lBANfc' played a second important role in

the Babylonian history.
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stated above, we are justified in placing Lugalzaggisi before these two rulers of Shir-

purla and in regarding most of the inscriptions published as ISos. 86-112 as older than

the earliest royal inscriptions from Tello. 1 At any rate, they are not later than these.

A question of fundamental importance for our correct conception of the earliest

phase of Babylonian history has been repeatedly discussed within the last ten years : In

which relation did Sargon I (and Naram-Sin) stand to the early kings of Tello ? Did

he antedate or succeed them ? Winckler and Maspero 3 expressed themselves decidedly

in favor of the former view, 4 while Hommel,5 Heuzey ° and myself (Part I, p. 19),
7 with

more or less emphasis placed Sargon I and his son after Ur-Nina and Edingiranagin

I will now briefly give the definite proof of the validity of our theory.

1. The results of the exploration of the lowest strata of Ekur will have convinced,

us that Babylonian civilization had a history antedating the kingdom of Sargon I by

several thousand years. This pre-Sargonic period must have had a system of writing

;

for the earliest texts at our disposal, however closely approaching the original picture in

a number of cases, presuppose an earlier stage of writing, such as is testified to have

existed in Babylonia by the monument " Blau " 8 and by the famous fragments from

Kuyunjik.9 Pieces of inscribed objects unearthed below the Sargon level prove posi-

tively that writing existed in Nippur long before Sargon I. It seems, therefore, at the

very outset, impossible to believe that not one document antedating the highly devel-

oped style of writing in Sargon's monuments should have been excavated in Nuffar

or Tello. In fact, it would be altogether unreasonable to regard the inscriptions of

Sargon and Naram-Sin as the first written records of the ancient Babylonian civili-

zation.

2. Everybody who has studied the earliest inscriptions of Babylonia from their

originals, and has devoted that special pains to all the details of palaeography, which

J Tlie little fragment No. 107 cannot be referred to the time of Entemena, the only other ruler of Tello who,

according to our present knowledge, presented an inscribed vase to Inlil. Perhaps it is the first indication of

the rising of Shirpurla in the South and of the extending of its sphere of influence northward at the expense of

ffisftBANM.

2 Untersuchungen, p. 43 ; Oeschichte, pp. 40f. (but cf. on the other side p. 42 !) ; Allorienlalische Forschungen III,

pp. 236ff.

3 In Recueil XV, pp. 65f. ; The Dawn of Civilization, p. 605, note 3 (end).

* Recently adopted by Rogers, Outlines of the History of Early Babylonia, Leipzig, 1893, p. 11, note 1 [but given

up again after hearing my address, Contributions to the History of Sargon I and His Predecessors, before the Oriental

Club of Philadelphia].

5 Ztitschrift fur KeilschriftforscJiung II, p. 182 ; Qesehichte Babyloniens und Assyriens, p. 291.

6 Cf., e. g., Les Origines Orientates, pp. 50, 84 ; Revue d' Assyriologie III, pp. 54, 57.

7 Cf. also Recent Research in Bible Lands, pp. 66f.

8 Called so for the sake of brevity. Cf. above, p. 249, note 4.

'Published by Houghton in Trans. Soc. Bibl. Arch., p. 454, and reproduced in several other works.
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I have a right to expect from those who criticise my statements on this subject, must

necessarily come to the conclusion that a much longer period of development lies be-

tween Lugalzaggisi, Urukagina, Ur-Nina and Edingiranagin, on the one hand, and

Sargon and Naram-Sin, on the other, than between the latter and TJr-Ba'u Gudea,

Ur-Gur, etc. It is surely remarkable that Monsieur Heuzey 1 and myself, who have

devoted years of constant study to the paleography of the earliest original inscriptions

of Babylonia, quite independently of each other, have reached exactly the same

conclusions. It is out of regard for the view of those who do not accept Nabonidos'

3200 years as correct, that on palgeographic evidence alone I assign to Lugalzaggisi

the minimal date of 4000 B.C. My own personal conviction, however, is that he can-

not have lived later than 4500 B.C.

3. That my determination of the age of Lugalzaggisi is not too high is proved

by the discovery of an uninscribed vase of precisely the same material and character-

istic shape'
2 as most of the vases which bear Lugalzaggisi's inscription. It was found

1.54 m. below the pavement of Naram-Sin, and must therefore considerably antedate

the rule of the latter.

4. From palteographic and other reasons, I came to the conclusion above, that the

inscriptions of Lugalzaggisi and of the other kings, patcsis, etc., from Nippur

grouped together with them, are surely older than Edingiranagin. Jleuzey, on the

basis of other arguments, had inferred that the stele of vultures and the reliefs of Ur-

Nina are "surely older than Naram-Sin." Hence it would follow, that if Ileuzey's

judgment of the age of these specimens of art is correct, also the monuments of Lu-

galzaggisi, etc., antedate Naram-Sin. I am now in the position to prove the correct-

ness of Ileuzey's view beyond question. Since a specimen of the workmanship of the

artists at Naram-Sin's time was recently discovered (cf. PL XXII, No. 61), showing

exactly the same high degree of execution as the script on his monuments, every Assyri-

ologist is enabled to judge for himself as to the value of Ileuzey's judgment. There

are, however, a few fragments of a relief in clay lately discovered in Nippur, which must

be regarded as the strongest evidence in favor of the French scholar's determination.

While Heuzey declared Ur-Nma's and Edingiranagin's reliefs to be of greater anti-

1 It is needless to quote passages from Mi-

. Heuzey's works in addition to those given on p. 237, note 6. In connec-

tion with his discussion of the age of the stele of vultures he makes the emphatic statement, "le type line lire do

l'ecrilure est assurement plus ancien que celui des inscriptions de Naram-Sin.etc." (cf. Les Origines Orieniales, p. 50).

2 Haynes reported on this vase, August 10, 1895, expressing the hope that I might he able to use it in support of

my theory as to the age of most of the other ancient vase fragments from Nippur. He found it covered with earth

and black ashes. It consists of white Cdlcite stalagmite and has a very characteristic shape never found at a later period

in Nippur again. In general this class of vases resembles a flower-pot, the diameter at the top being larger than that

at the bottom, while the walls frequently recede a little at the middle. The size of the above-mentioned vase is : h.,

26.5 ; d. at the top, 18 ; at the bottom, 14.8 ; at the middle, 13.8 cm.
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quity than JYaram-Sin's monuments, he characterized the relief which opens the splen-

did series of De Sarzec's finds (PI. I, No. 1), and has several points of contact with

the art exhihited in the stele of vultures, as " plus primitif, merae que celui de la

grossiere tablette du roi Our-Nina " [De Sarzec, I. c, PI. 1, No. 2], and as "une ceuvre

d'une antiquite prodigieuse, un monument des plus precieux, que nous devons le placer

avec respect tout a fait en tete des series orientales, comme le plus ancien example

connu de la sculpture, chaldeenne." These words of a true master of his subject have

found a splendid confirmation in the clay reliefs of Nippur just referred to, which

in their whole conception and execution show a striking resemblance to the oldest spe-

cimen of art recovered from Tello. They were found 7-7.70 m. below the level of

Naram-Sin's pavement, and within about 1.50 m. of the lowest trace of Babylonian

civilization.
1 Truly the genius and critical penetration of Heuzey could not have won

a more brilliant victory.

o. In connection with my examination of the pre-Sargonic strata of Ekur, I twice

called attention to the fact that baked bricks found below Naram-Sin's pavement are

plano-convex in form. 2
I might have added that no other form of baked brick has so

far been discovered anywhere in the lowest strata of JSTippur, and that these bricks as

a rule bear a simple thumb mark upon their convex side. The form of these baked

bricks, until the contra ly has been proved, must therefore be regarded as a character-

istic feature of all structures previous to the time of Sargon I and Naram-Sin. It is

quite in accordance with this view that the only inscribed bricks of Tello which show

this peculiar form, bear the legend of Ur-Nina, whom on other evidence I placed before

Sargon and Naram-Sin.

6. We draw a final and conclusive argument from a door-socket of Sargon him-

self. In Part I, PI. 14, Nos. 23-25, I published three brief legends of a king whom,

influenced by Pinches's reading (Garde), I read Gande (pp. 28 fl\), and whom I

regarded as identical with Gandash, the founder of the Cassite dynasty. All that I

brought forward in favor of this identity I herewith withdraw ; when I wrote those

'Cf. above, p. 240, note 2. They will be published in Series B of the expedition work edited by myself.

2 The bricks of the ancient curb around the altar, p. 288, and the bricks of the ancient arch, p. 240. In his report

of Oct. 26, 1895, Haynes refers to the discovery of a terra-cotta floor with a rim a little below the pavement of Naram-

SiD. He regards it as a combination of bath and closet, "proving that the present customs and methods of preparing

the body for worship, as practiced by Moslems [in the immediate neighborhood of their mosques], is of very great anti-

quity. The drainage from this floor was conducted into a large vertical tile drain, which is 2 m. long and has an

average diameter of 85 cm." This tile drain is "supported by a double course of bricks, plano-convex in form, with

finger marks on the convex side." For a specimen of Ur-Nina"s bricks cf. De Sarzec, I. c, PI. 31, No. 1. Specimens

of this class of Nippur biicks were given by Peters in The American Archaeological Journal X, p. 34 (two drawings

from the hand of the late Mr. Mayer, \ 20 Dec, 1894, in Bagdad). The peculiar shape of these bricks in the arch i3

scarcely distinguishable on PI. XXVIII of the present work.
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pages, I was still somewhat influenced by the current view of Assyriologists, that

later .kings occasionally imitated older patterns in their script. Since then I have

completely shaken off this old theory as utterly untenable when contrasted with all the

known facts of Babylonian paleography. The observation, however, which I made on

p. 29, note 2, that the characters represent the peculiarities of Ur-Nina's inscriptions

was entirely correct. Since then a large number of vase fragments have been exca-

vated, by which I was enabled to confirm and strengthen my previous judgment based

upon the study of a few squeezes of badly effaced inscriptions and to analyze the pal-

seographic peculiarities of this whole class of ancient texts completely. I arrived at

once at the result that the three legends published on PI. 14 were written by Lugal-

kigub-nidudu, "lord of Erech, king of Ur," who left us No. 86. Among other gifts,

such as vases, dishes, etc.,
1

this sovereign presented a number of unhewn diorite,'

calcite, stalagmite and other blocks2
to the temple as raw material for future use 3 At

the time of Bur-Sin II several of these blocks, of which one is published on PI. XVII,

were still unused.4 They had been handed down from a hoary antiquity and scrupu-

lously preserved for c. 1500-2000 years in the temple archive. Bur-Sin II selected a

diorite block from among them, left the few words of its donor respectfully on its side,
5

turned it into a door-socket, wrote his own inscription on its polished surface and pre-

sented it in this new form to the temple. But something similar happened many hun-

dred years before. According to Part I, p. 29, sectionT,
6 the same rude inscription is

scratched upon the back side of a door-socket of Sargon I. From the analogous case

just treated it follows that Lugal kigub-nidudu must have lived even before Sargon J,

and consequently that all other inscriptions which have the same pakcographic peculi-

arities as his own can only be classified as pre-Sargonic.

1 Cf. PI. XVIII, 40-48.

2 Cf. Part I, p. 29.

3 These blocks received therefore only a kind of registering mark scratched merely upon their surface [Dingir En-

lil(-la) Lugal-hi-gub nidudu (ne) amu-na-shub, "To Inlil L. presented (this" —ne)). The inscription on the block,

PI. XVII, No. 39, had originally 8 li. according to the traces left. On the diorite blocks these inscriptions are well

preserved; on the calcite blocks however, whose surface corroded and crumbled in the course of six millenniums, they

have suffered considerably. Cf. on the whole question of presenting stones as raw material to the temple, Hilprecht

in Z. A. VIII, pp. 190 ff.

4 As shown above.

5 Cf. The curses on the statue B of Gudea, col. VII, 59 ff., on the door-sockets of Sargon, PI. 1, 12 ff., PI. 2, 13 ff.,

on the lapis lazuli block of Kadashman-Turgu, PI. 24, pp. 14-20. In the latter case the lapis lazuli was likewise pre-

sented as raw material to be used in the interest of the temple. But the inscription—this was the intention of the

donor—was to be preserved (a thin piece of lapis lazuli being cutoff, cf. PI. XI, No. 25) in remembrance of the gift.

6 Cf. Parti, "Table of Contents," p. 47.
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CONTENTS AND HISTORICAL RESULTS.

In the briefest possible way I will indicate the general results which I draw from

a combined study of the most ancient Nippur and Tello inscriptions. With the very

scanty material at my disposal this sketch can only be tentative in many points. For

every statement, however, which I shall make, I have my decided reasons, which will

be found in other places.
1

At the earliest period of history which inscriptions reveal to us, Babylonia has a

high civilization and is known under the name of Kengi, "land of the canals and

reeds,"
2 which includes South and Middle Babylonia and possibly a part of the North.

Its first ruler of whom we know is " En-shagsag-ana, lord of Kengi." 5 Whether he

was of foreign origin or the shaykh of a smaller Babylonian " city " which extended its

influence or the regular descendant of the royal family of one of the larger cities, can-

not be decided. It is therefore impossible to say whether he belonged to the Sumerian

or Semitic race, or traced his origin to both. That the Semites were already in the

country results, aside from other considerations,4 from the fact that the human figures on

the stele of Ur-Enlil, which belongs to about the same period,
5 show the characteristic

*In Assyriaca, part II, in Z. A., and in response to a repeated invitation from the President and Secretary of the

Philosophical Society of Great Britian, in the Transactions of the latter society, where I expect to give a more

complete sketch of the political and social conditions of ancient Babylonia.

z Cf. No. 90, 4 (also No. 87, col. II, 21) and above p. 252, note 9.

3 His inscriptions (Nos. 90-92) have the oldest form of mu, have older forms for saj and show other characteristic

features of high antiquity. His name signifies "lord is the king of heaven."

4 Cf. for the present only the important argument drawn from Lugalziggisi's inscription Nj. 87, oil. Ill, 35. Here

we have the same writing DAUB, which from the inscriptions of Nebuchadrezzar II and other latest Babylonian

kings, is known to be a Semiticisrn for da.ru. Of. Delitzsch, Assyrisches Handworterbach, p. 213.

5 It has the most ancient forms for dam and mu and shows a very characteristic feature of the oldest period of

writing by contracting the name of Nindin duj(-ga), or Ba'u (cf. above p. 252) into a monogram. The primitive

style of art, and such details as the headdress of the god, the short garment of the two persons following the sheep

and goat, the nakedness of Ur-Eulil, the fact that his figure and the other two have their hair shaved off, corrob-

orate my determination of the age of this monument. On the other hand, this stele and No. 38 of the same plate,

which doubtless belongs to the same age, show us a real Old Babylonian master, who produced a beautiful ensemble

with a few simple lines, and knew how to breathe life into his very realistic but very graceful figures. Cf. the great

skill he exhibits in his drawing of the graceful outlines of a gazel, and his remarkable knowledge of animal locomo-

tion ! The two animals in No. 37 "represent very characteristically two species, the near one a goat and the far one a

sheep. The goat shows more characteristics of the wild species of Eastern Persia and Afghanistan than of the Per-

sian, and so may be a domestic hybrid between the two (£. e., Caprafalconerii and Gipra cegagrus). The sheep is

probably also derived from Eastern Persia and is perhaps the ' urial ' Oois vignei, which is an ally of the domestic

sheep. It has resemblance also to the Armenian wild sheep Oois gmelinii, but the rugosity of the horns is too great,

and the lines are too vertical " (communication from my colleague, Dr. Edward D. Cope, Professor of Zoology and

Compaiative Anatomy, who kindly examined the monument).

A. P. S.— VOL. XVIII. 2 H.
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features of a mixed race.
1 The capital of this early kingdom is likewise unknown.2

In all probability it was Erech. 3 The religious centre of Kengi was the sanctuary of

Inlil at Nippur.4 It stood under the especial care of every ruler who claimed supreme

authority over the country, and who called himself patesi gal Inlil? to define his posi-

tion as being obtained by divine authority. The chief local administrator of the tem-

ple in Nippur seems to have had the title damkar gal.
6 This I infer from my analysis

of the meaning of damhar and from the inscriptions of Nos. 94 and 95 in connection

with No. 96, where a certain Aba-Inlil (= Klsliit-Bel) who has the title of damkar,

presents a vase to Ninlil '' for the life of Ur-Inlil, patesi of Nippur." 7 Urs and Larsam''

and doubtless other places whose names are not yet known from inscriptions, were

prominent cities in this early Babylonian kingdom. They had their own sanctuaries,

which stood under the control of a pateai. This title characterizes its bearer, according

to his religious position, as sovereign lord of a temple and chief servant of the god

worshiped in it. The fact that a patesi, in addition, often occupied a political position

as king or governor, does not interfere with this view. He is first of all the highest

official of his god, representing him in his dealings with his subjects ; in other words,

1 Prof. Cope 'wrote me on this subject : "The shortness of the jaws however is certainly not a Semitic character in

human faces, and this character renders the physiognomy very peculiar. The hooked nose and large eyes on the con-

trary are Semitic. As a result I should say the figures represent an Aryan race with some Semitic tendencies. The

identification of such a race is of much interest [indeed it is of vital importance for the whole Sumerian question !

— H.]. The people evidently have no Mongolian tendencies."

2 It may have stood in No. 90, 5, lugal . . . . , which is only preserved in part. The traces do not point to the ideo-

gram of TJnug, more to kalama.

3 Cf. Nos. 86, 4-14 ; also the fact that Erech is the capital of Lugal kigub-nidudu and Lugalzaggisi and is promi-

nently mentioned in Edingiranagin's inscriptions. Cf. also Hommel, QescMchte, p. 206, and especially p. 800, observe

the important position which Erech holds in the titles of the kings of the dynasty of Isin en {shega) Unuga^i [N. B.

Winckler's reading of Pait I, No. 26, 3, as Sin-ga-mil, is an absolute palseographic impossibility. If anything, the

reading of this line as Unugkiga-ge is sure beyond question (against Winckler, Altorientalische Forschungen III, p.

274)].

4 Cf. above, p. 236, and among other points, especially No. 87, col. I, 36-41.

6 Cf. No. 87, col. I. A similar title occurs in the inscriptions of Tello, patesi gal Ningirsu (Entemena and his son

Enanatuma). Apparently at an early time the god Ninib received the title paled gal Inlil (PI. 55, Obv. 17), and the

kings and governors were satisfied with the title patesi Inlil.

6 Cf. No. 94: 1. Dingir Mn-din-dug, 2. Ur-dingir En-lil, 3. damkar gal, 4. a-mu shvb, "To Ba'u Ur-Enlil the chief

agent (scil. of Inlil) devoted (il)-" The current translation of damkar, "merchant," is too narrow in many passages.

Cf also No. 95 : 1. [Dingir J\"\in-din-dugga 2. Ur-Ma-ma 3. [d]am-kar 4. [fl»JS]n-[Z(J] 5. \a-mu-na shub], "To Ba'u Ur-

Mama, agent of Enlil presented it." For dingir Ma-ma cf. the ideogram of Gula, dingir Me-me in later texts {e.g.,

Strassmaier, Cambyses, 145, 3) and the goddess Mauri II B. 51, 55«, and in old Babylonian contracts (the last two

references I owe to Jensen). From the fragment of an inscribed stone in Bagdad I copied the phrase "damkar
dingirDUN-GI, preceded by the titles of a king of the secoud dynasty of Ur, and followed by dingir Uru^-ka.

7 Cf No. 97, which seems to have been devoted by ibis very [TJrj-Enlil, patesi of Nippur, to B§1.

8 Of. Nos. 86 and 87, col. II, 30-32, mentioned also by Edingiranagin.

9 Cf. No. 87, col. II, 33-37.
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he is the legitimate possessor of all the privileges connected with this title. These

privileges vary according to the sphere of power which a god exercises beyond the

limits of his temple or city, and depend chiefly upon the popularity of his cult, the per-

sonal devotion and energy of his human representative, and, more than anything else,

upon the strength and valor of the city's army. In order to define them accurately, it

is first of all necessary to determine the political power of the god's city in each indi-

vidual case. As soon as we have a clear conception of the latter, we have the key to

a correct understanding of the position and privileges of its patesi. But the title itself

does not express any reference either to the political dependence or independence of its

hearer. 1

A troublesome enemy of Babylonia at this early period was the city of Kish,

which therefore did not form part (any longer?) of Kengi proper. It had apparently

its own peculiar cult and stood under the administration of a patesi,
2 who was eager to

extend his influence far beyond the limits of his city, and sought every opportunity to

encroach upon the territory of his southern neighbor. For Kish is styled gul shag 3

" wicked of heart," or ga tjul
4 " teeming with wickedness." The very fact that one

1 Winckler, Altorienlalisehe Forschungen III, pp. 232ff. gives a very good analysis of the relation of a god to his

city and of the origin and growth of Oriental states in general, and of the Babylonian kingdom in particular, but his

view as to the meaning and use of the word patesi is entirely incorrect ("diegebrauchliche Bezeiclmung fur die unter-

worfenen Konige ist in Babylonien patesi," p. 234). An interesting monument from Tello, recently published by

Heuzey in Bevue a" Assyriologie, serves as an excellent illustration of the correctness of my definition, which I share

with Tiele (Z. A. VII, p. 373), Hommel (Oeschichte, p. 294 f.) and other Assyriologists. The inscription to which I

refer had defied the united efforts of Oppert, Heuzey and myself for a long while. But I am now able to offer the

following correct interpretation. Sal Lugal Kish, sanga Ui'Ni>i-su-gir (sic/) H-uNin su-gir mu-gin, Lugal-kurum-zigum

pa-te-si Shir-[pur~i-l[aki], "Decision ! Ninsugir has appointed the king of Kish as priest of Ninsugir. Lugal-kurum

zigum is patesi of Shiipurla." This valuable document is important in more than one way. The whole phraseology

seems to be Semitic rather than Sumerian (cf. also sangi artificial ideogram composed of sa -f- ga). The name means

Sharru-kurumat-shame, " The king is food of heaven " (" Der Konig ist Himmelsspeise "). A foreign conqueror of

Shirpurla, who is already a king, in addition styles himself patesi of Lagash, expressly declaring that Ningirsu him-

self, the highest gud of the city, called him to fill this office. The condition of affairs is here plain. The conqueror

seeks to represent to the people and to the priesthood his violent act as having been committed in the service of their

god and carrying out his decision. Therefore he does not call himself king—which lie already was—nor patesi in the

sense of our governor, because he cannot designate himself as his own subject, but patesi as the highest official of the

god Ningirsu, in the care of his temple and in the administration of that territory over which Ningirsu ruled ; in

other words as the legitimate possessor of all the privileges which, up to the timeof his conquest, had been connected

with this title. Cf. Hilprecht, Recent Research in Bible Lands, pp. 71 ff.

2 Cf. Nos. 108 and 109 (portions of the same vase). The beginning (No. 108) is to be restored as follows:

1. DingirZa [ma-ma~\ 2. U-dug- .... 3. pat\_esi\ 4. .£»[>&*"»].

3 No. 92, 4.

4 No. 102, 4. Oa is written phonetically for ga(n), Brunnow, List 4039, as becomes clear from a comparison of

No. 113, 4 with 8 and No. 112, 4. No. 1 12 reads as follows : 1. D^igirMn-lil 2. ^«wlrFn,-Ul-la(l) 3. dumu ad-da-ge

4. ga tilla-shu 5. nam-ti 6. damdumuna-shu 7. a-mu-na-shub, "To Ninlil and Inlil the son of the ada (scil. of the

temple of Inlil, No. 113, 6f.) presented it for abundance of life, for the life of his wife and child." Apparently a son
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patesi of Kish presented a large sandstone vase to Inlil of Nippur, shows us that tem-

porarily he was even in possession of an important part of Kengi, including the sanc-

tuary of Btl. Enshagsagana himself waged war against his northern enemy, and

presented the spoil of this expedition to Inlil of Nippur. 1 The same was done by an-

other king of Kengi, who lived shortly before or after. He infested Kish and defeated

or even captured its king, Enne-Ugun.- " His statue, his shining silver, the utensils,

his property," he carried home victoriously, and deposited in the same sanctuary as his

was bom unlo him, and the happy father presented a vase to the temple. Cf. Jensen in Schrader's K. B. Ill, part 1,

p. 25, II (where Jensen and Amiaud, however, misread the name of the donor. As the separating lines clearly prove,

the name is not TJr-Enlil but L'r-Enlil-dabi-dudv). No. 113 reads: 1. D'W"'Mn-lil-ra 2. Uruna-badabi 3. sang

(Amiaud et Mechineau, Tableau, No. 134) dingirEnlil 4. gan-tilla-shu 5. Ur-Simug (Amiaud et Mechineau, I. c, No.

117) -ga (<<i
,>>9ir£imvga= Ea.\) 6. dubsar ada 7. e^wirLn-hlkage 8. ga-tila-shu 9. nam-ti 10. ama dug(sic!)-zi-shu

11. nam-ti 12. dam-dvmu-riashu 13. a mu-na-shvb, "ToNinlil Urunabadabi, priest of Inlil, for abundance of life,

and Ur-Siniuga ('servant of Ea'), scribe of the ada of the temple of Inlil (ada e identical with the frequent title of

the later contract literature abu lilil), for abundance of life presented it for the life of his (distributive = their !) good

and faithful mother, and for the life of his (their) wife and child." Apparently two brothers who held two different

positions in the temple of Bel presented together this beautiful vase for their mother, wives and children. Cf.

also No. 106: 1. l>i-»3ir]!iin-d[iri~\ dvg-ga 2. Mn-en-nu (cf. Lvgal-en-nu, No. 114, 5) 3. ga-til-la-shu 4. a-mu-

na[-s7iub], "ToBa'u Ninenmi((or en-nun= na>aru !) presented it for abundance of life." My constant transliteration

of the postposition " ku" by shu needs a word of explanation. I believe with Jensen, that no Sumerian postposition

ku exists, and that the old Babylonian sign of this postposition transliterated by ku is rather identical with the charac-

ter in Part I, PI. 1, 13 ; PL 2, 13, which I identified as shu (I. c, pp. 13 f).

1 Cf. Nos. 91 and 92, which supplement each other: 1. [DingirE]n-lil-la 2. En-shag sag-an-na 3. nig-ga Eishki

4. gul shag 5. a-mu-na-shub, " To Inlil E. presented the property of Kish, wicked of heart (referring to Kish)." Iu

connection with this text I call attention to the fact that the word namrag "spoil," the etymology of which was ob-

scure (cf. Part I, p. 21) is purely Sumerian, being composed of nam-\-ri-\-ag (V R. 20, 13c), corresponding to Assyrian

shallatu shalcdu (cf. Delilzsch, Assyr. Gram., gg 73, 132), a synonym of shallatu " spoil."

2 Several vase fragments mention this event, hut the whole inscription cannot yet be restored from them. Nos.

103-)- 110 belong to the same vase. Nos. 104 and 105, which contain portions of the same inscription and supplement

part of the text, belong to two other vases. The fragment of a fourth vase, No. 102, contains part of the same inscription.

For C. B. M. 9297, which has remnants of 1. 1-4 of No. 102, agrees in thickness, material and characters of writing

entirely with Nos. 103 -(-110 and belonged doubtless to the same vase. No. 105 had a briefer inscription than the rest.

Of the longer inscription the beginning is wanting, the first preserved portion, No. 103, is to be supplemented by No.

104, to be continued by No. 102, 2, and (after a break of several lines) to be closed with No. 110. I restore the in-

scription as follows : 1. [DmgirEn.uiia 2. [Ivgal lvr-hvr-ra 3. Name of the king 4. [en Ei-en-gi'] 5. (No. 103 begins)

[lv]gal .... 6. vd ai>wr[En-lil-K] 6. ma-nani-gun-a (cf. No. 86, 1-5) 7. Eishki 8. mu-gvl 9. En-ne-TJgun (Biiin-

now, List 8862, cf. Jensen in Z. A. I, p. 57f.) 10. Ivgal EishM 11. mu-dur 12. Ivgal erim srisi'BA~NM-ka-ge 13. lugal

Ehhki-ge 14. vru-na ga (written phonetically -=gon, Bninnow, list 4039, for cf. No. 113, 4, with 8 and No. 112, 4)

gul 15. nig-ga 16 HI 17-18 (or more) wanting 19. mu-ne-gi 20. alana-bi (observe the peculiar sign for bi in

Nos. 105 and 110 !), 21. azag-zagina-bi 22. gish nigga-bi 23. dingirEn-Ul-la 24. [E~\n-W-i-shu 25. a mu-na-shub ["To

Inlil, lord of lands, N. N, lord of Shumer (king of Erech)]—when he had looked favorably upon him (=nashu sha

eni, Briinnow, List 10545), he infested Kish, he cast down (or bound? cf. Jensen in Schrader's A'. B. Ill, parti,

p. 48) Enne-Ugun, king of Kish ; the king of the hordes of ff''s''BAN^, king of Kish—his city teeming with ma-

lignity, the property .... he burned, .... he brought back, and his statue, his shining silver, the utensils (isu—
anu, II B. 23, 9 e.f.), his property, he presented unlo Inlil of Nippur." The reading of the name of the king of Kish

is of course only provisional. He was apparently a Semite.
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predecessor. It is highly interesting to learn from the votive inscription with which

the Babylonian ruler accompanied his gift (No. 102), that the king of Kish apparently

had connections with the city of "'BAN". For he is styled " king of the hosts of

jWBA]\T';i

, king of Kish." In other words, we find the two mentioned cities in exactly

the same close association as they appear on Edingiranagin's famous stele of vultures.

It is therefore evident that the king of Kish was not only an ally of ""'BAF'', hut as

commander of an army of this country, was in all probability himself a native of

ff ' s/'BAN,a
'. In other words, I infer from this and other passages, that Kish (which I

believe formed originally part of Kengi) at this early time was already under the

control of a foreign people, which came from the North, appeared at the threshold of

the ancient Sumerian kingdom of Kengi, and was constantly pushing southward.

Kish formed the basis of its military operations, and at this time was, in fact, the ex-

treme outpost of the advancing hordes of 5IS'BAF'', serving as a border fortification

against Kengi. The success of the Babylonian monarch who defeated Enne-Ugun,

cannot have lasted very long. For another king of Kish, Ur-Shulpauddu, 1 presented

several inscribed vases " to Inlil, lord of lands, and to Ninlil, mistress of heaven and

earth, consort of Inlil " (No. 93), and was therefore in the possession of Nippur. He

must have dealt a fatal blow to the kingdom of Kengi, for besides his usual title lugal

Kisli he assumed another, which unfortunately is broken away. 2 To judge from the

analogy of other inscriptions of this period, I have no doubt it contained the acquired

land or province of which Kish had now become the capital,
1

scarcely, however, Kengi

itself. How long he ruled, how far his kingdom extended, and whether he was able to

hold his conquests, we do not know. So much is certain, the great centre in the

North which controlled the movements of its warriors in the South, continued to send

out its marauding expeditions against Bab) Ionia. And even if a temporary reaction

occasionally should have set in, the weakened South could not withstand the youthful

strength and valor of its northern enemies for any length of time. At last
J
'

s/,BANH

was prepared to deal the final blow to the ancient kingdom of Kengi, however little

of it there may have been left. The son of " Uknsh, patesi of S 'S/'BAN A"',4 was this

time himself the chief commander of the approaching army. Erech opened its doors,

and the rest of Babylonia down to the Persian gulf fell an easy prey to the conquer-

ing hero. A hero indeed, Lugalzaggisi was, if we can trust his own long inscription

1 "Servant of Shulpauddu." The same Dame occurs occasionally in the early contracts of Nippur and Tello. Cf.

Scheil in Receuil XVII, p. 41.

2 Traces of lugal are clearly visible in 1. 8.

3 No. 87, col. I, 5.

4
1, e., "The king is filled with unchangeable power." Cf. Nimrod Ep., 12, 39; Gilgamesh gitmalu en,uku. The

name is possibly to be read Semitic.
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of 132 lines,
1 carved over 100 times on as many large vases, which he presented to the

old national sanctuary of the country in INippur.

The titles themselves with which he opens his dedication are a reflex of the great

achievements he could boast of : Col. I, 3. " Lugalzaggisi, 4. king of Erech, 5. king

of the world, 6. priest of Ana, 7. hero 8. of Nidaba, 9. son of Uknsh, 10. patesi of

o^'BAN™, 1 1. hero 12. of Nidaba, 13-14. he who was favorably looked upon by the

faithful eye of Lugalkurkura (i. e., Inlil), 15. great patesi 16. of Inlil, 17. unto whom
intelligence was given 18. by Enid 2 (= Ea), 19. he who was called (chosen) 20. by

Utu, 21. sublime minister 3
22. of Enzu (— Sin), 23. he who was invested with power

24. by Utu,4
25. fosterer of ]S"inna. 2G. a son begotten 27. by Nidaba, 28. he who was

nourished with the milk of life 29. of Kin-harsag,5
30. servant of Umn, priestess of

Erech, 31. a slave brought up 32. by ]Sln-a-gid-ga
r,

-du, 33. mistress of Erech, 34. the

great cibardkku of the gods." 7 He was one of the greatest monarchs of the ancient

'It is the longest complete inscription of the fourth and fifth pre-Christian millenniums so far obtained from Baby-

lonia, and as a historical document of this ancient period it is of fundamental importance. The text published on Pis.

38-42, No. 87, was restored by myself from 88 fragments of 64 different vases under the most trying circumstances. The

work was just as much a mathematical task as it was a pala:ographical and philological problem. On the basis of

pal oeographical evidence I selected c. 150 pieces out of aheap of c. 600 fragments and particles. Then I succeeded in

placing the five fragments on PI. XIX, No. 49, together. By doing this I obtained the beginnings and ends of each

column. I noticed that the lines of each of the first two columns must be identical, as the separating lines run from

the first to the last column. The difference of the numbers of lines between the second and third lines I could easily

determine by a simple calculation. It was more difficult to find out the exact number of lines of which the first and

second columns originally consisted. By calculating the original circumference, and making a number of logical

combinations, I arrived at the conclusion, which finally proved to be correct, that each of the first two columns had

forty-six and the third only forty lines. Then followed the tedious work of arranging the little fragments and deter-

mining their exact position, although often enough not more than a few traces of the original characters were left to

guide me. I had the complete translation prepared for this volume, but I am obliged to withdraw it from want of

space. In the previous and following pages nearly two-thirds of the whole inscription have been treated, according to

the passages needed. A complete coherent transliteration and translation will be found in another place very soon.

Since the restoration of my text, Haynes has found many duplicates, which in every case confirmed the correctness of

my arrangement. Col. Ill, 25f. can now be restored completely.

a Cf. Jensen in Schrader's K. B. Ill, Part 1. The titles of Lugalzaggisi are not unsimilar to those of kings and

patesis of Tello.

3 Cf. above, p. 255, note 6.

4 One expects rather the ideogram for shakkanakku (Briinnow, List 9195). Ne ("power ") -f gish ("man")
apparently is its synonym. Cf. sag-gish, I B., 2, No. 5, 1 (and 2), 3 ; the present work, Part I, No. 81, 7.

5 Literally "ate" (akalu) or "was filled with " (shuznunu).

6 The variant is a peculiar form of ga (not =»(?£), cf. col. Ill, 21, 23 and variants.

7 No. 87, col. I, 1. £,«W>En-lil 2. lugal kar kur-ra 3. Lugal-zag-gi si 4. lugal UnugM-ga 5. lugal kalam-ma 6. sliib

An-ria 7. galu mag 8. dinglrNiduba 9. dumu TJ-kush 10. \_pa-f\e-si gishBANki 11. gala may 12. dingirp/idaba-ka 13. igi zi

bar-rali. imgir-Lugalkur kur-ra 15. pa lesi gal 16. dingirEn-lil 17. gish-Pl-SHU-sum-ma 18. dingirgjy.Xi 19. mu-pad-

da 20. dingirlftu 21. lug mag 22. dingirKn-zu 23. ne-gish 24. dingir{jtu 25. u-a dingirMnna 26. dumutu-da 27. dingirM-daba

28. gaziku-a 29. dingirfiin-har'sag 30. galu dingirijmu savga UnitgM-ga 31. sag eyi-a 32. dingirflin-a-gid-yadu 33. nin

UnugM -ga-ka 34. iii (?) may 35. dingir-ri-ne-ra.
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East, and yet his very name had been forgotten by later generations. He lived long

before Sargon I founded his famous empire, and he called a kingdom his own which

in no way was inferior to that of his well-known successor, extending from the Persian

Gulf to the shores of the Mediterranean. I quote the king's own poetical language

:

""When Inlil, lord of the lands, invested Lugalzaggisi with the kingdom of the

world and granted him success before the world, when he filled the lands with his

renown (power) (and) subdued (the country) from the rise of the sun to the setting

of the sun—at that time he straightened his path from the lower sea of the Tigris and

Euphrates to the upper sea and granted him the dominion of everything (?) from the

rise of the sun to the setting of the sun and caused the countries to rest (dwell) in

peace." 1 It becomes evident from this passage, in which Lugalzaggisi declares him-

self to have been invested with the kingdom of the world by Inlil of Nippur, ' s lord

of the lands," that only Nippur can have been the ancient seat of the sharrut hibrai

arbaHm, which manifestly is but the later Semitic rendering of the ancient Sumerian

nam-lugal lalama. I have examined all the passages in the fresh light of this text

and find that Nippur fulfills by far better the required conditions than Kutha or any

other city which has been proposed in Northern Babylonia. But, be it remembered, to

the early kings of Babylonia this title meant more than a mere possession of the city

whose god claimed the right of granting the sharrut kibrat arbaHm. Down to the

time of Hammurabi only those 2
laid claim to this significant title who really owned

territory far beyond the north and south of Babylonia, who, in the Babylonian sense

of the word, had conquered a quasi worldwide dominion, defined by the four natural

boundaries (Part I, p. 25). The later Babylonian and Assyrian inscriptions are of

value for the determination of the meaning of this title at their own time, but they

have little importance for the question as to its origin and earliest localization, if the

title must be localized at all hazards.

According to the manner of usurpers, 3 Lugalzaggisi retained Ereeh, the old

metropolis of the country, as his own new capital of this first great Oriental state, of

which Kengi became now the chief province. Babylonia, as a whole,4 had no fault

1 Col. I, 36. Ud dingirEn-lil 37. lugal kur-kur-ra 38. Lugalzaggisi 39. nam-lugal 40. kalam-ma 41. mana-summa-a

42. igi kalam-ma-ge 43. sima-na-di-a 44. kur-kur(a)ne na 45. ma-ni-sig ga-a 46. Utu e(a)-ta. Col. II, 1. Utu shu(a)-

shu2. gu na-na-gar-ra-a 3. uda-ba 4. a-ab-ba 5. sig-ta-ta 6. Jdigna 7. Buranunu{ without determ. )-&»(= "and ") 8. a-

abba 9. igi nim-ma-shu 10. gira-bi 11. si-mi-na-di 12. Utu e(a)-ia 13. Utu shu{a)-shu 14. [dingirE~\n-lilU 15 nin

16 mu-ni-dug 17. kur kur(.a) u sal-la 18. mu-da-na.

2 Of Dungi we know too little to call him an exception. Of the kings of the second dynasty of Ur, who assumed

the proud title, we know now from Pis. 55 and 58 (cf. above, p. 246 and note 4) that they had made conquests as far

as Syria and Elam.
3 Well stated by Winckler, Altorientalische Forschungen III, p. 234.

4 Cf. col. II, 19. kalam-ma 20. a- ul-la mu-da-ga (— shakaim) 21. bar-bar Ki-en-gi 22. pa-le-si kur hurra, etc., etc.
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to find with this new and powerful regime. The Sumerian civilization was directed

into new channels and prevented from stagnation ; the ancient cults between the lower

Tigris and Euphrates began to revive and its temples to shine in new splendor. Erech,

Ur, 1 Larsa 2 and Nippur 3 received equal attention from their devoted patesi. But first

of all, '"''BAX1
'
1

itself, the native city of the great conqueror, was raised by his energy

and glory to a position of unheard-of influence and political power. Lugalzaggisi

stands out from the dawn of Babylonian history as a giant who deserves our full

admiration for the work he accomplished. He did not appear unexpectedly on the

scene of his activity. We had been prepared for the collapse of the ancient monarchy

on the Persian Gulf, with its long but unknown history, by the preceding invasions

and victories of the Northern hordes to which he belonged. And yet when suddenly

this great empire of Lugalzaggisi stands before our eyes as a fait accompli, we can

scarcely conceive, whence it came and how it arose.

There is no doubt in my mind that Lugalzaggisi's achievements in Babylonia

represent the first signal success of the invading Semites from the North. On the

previous pages we have seen how these hordes were pushing gradually southward.

After for a number of years they had concentrated their attacks upon the border forti-

fications of Northern Babylonia and had established a military station and kingdom in

Kish, it was but a question of time when the whole country in the South had to suc-

cumb to their power. The oldest written monuments of Babylonia do not designate

these enemies by any single definite name: they are the hordes of the city of ff 's/'BAN**

and Bash combined, apparently but two centres of the same powerful people which

was roaming over the fertile steppes of Mesopotamia, and whose chief stronghold

doubtless was gW'BAN*'. What ancient city, then, is this """BAN*1'? That we have

not to place it "in Susian territory," as Maspero 1

is tempted to do, is beyond question.

The ideogram for lugal on an inscribed object of Tello and presented by a king of

ff
''s*BAN*; (De Sarzec, I. c, PL 5, No. 3), points with necessity to the north for the

location of our city. As this peculiar form of the character for lugal so far has only

been found in such cuneiform inscriptions as contain Semitic words written phoneti-

cally, or in other texts which are written ideographically, but, on the basis of strong

arguments 5 must be read as Semitic, we are forced to the conclusion that this charac-

1 Col. II, 30-32. Urumki -ma guda-gim sag ana-sliu mu-um-gur, "Ur like a steer he raised to the top of heaven."

2 Col. II, 33-37. Larsam)d ur ki-ag dingirjjtu.ge a-ne-gul-la mu-daga. Forff«*BAN>" cf. ibidem, 38-42.

3 As becomes evident from his titles and from the extraordinary number of vases presented to Inlil.

4 The Dawn of Civilization, p. 608. Cf. also Heuzey in De Sarzec, I. c, p. 182.

5 Cf. for the present above, p. 263, note 1. More on this subject and on "the Semitic influence in early cuneiform"

writing in general in another place. My above statement is the result of a complete and exhaustive examination of

all the published cuneiform material in which the peculiar form of lugal occurs.
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ter, while doubtless derived from the well-known Sumerian form, was invented and

employed by a Semitic nation. Furthermore, I call attention to the important fact

that Lugalzaggisi, who was surely a Semite, 1 shows his nationality in various ways,

such as the use of certain phrases, which look very suspicious in an ancient Sumerian

inscription,2 and especially in his use of the ideogram da-ur, doubtless of Semitic

origin (= ddru), for " eternal." 3 There is only one ancient place in Northern Meso-

potamia which could have been rendered as " the city of the bow " ideographically by

the Sumerians, namely Harran, with which jMBAjSth is doubtless identical. For

according to Arabic writers, especially Alblruni (ed. Sachau, p. 204),
4 the ground-plot

of Harran resembled that of the moon (i. e., the crescent or half-moon), and Sachau,

who gave us the first accurate sketch of this city, finds it very natural that " Arabic

writers could conceive the idea of comparing it with the form of the half-moon." 5

Excellent, however, as this Arabic description is, and valuable as it proves for our final

location of '"BAN''', the ancient Babylonian ideographic rendering as " city of the

bow " was a more faithful description of the peculiar way in which Harran was built

than any other, as everybody can easily convince himself by throwing a glance upon

Sachau's plan in his Reise in Syrien und Mesopotamien. This correct solution of a

vexed problem becomes of fundamental importance for our whole conception of the

history of the ancient East. First of all, I have furnished a better basis for Winckler's

ingenious theory of the original seat of the sharrut JcislisJiati. All that could be gath-

ered from later historical sources, beginning with the end of the second millennium

before Christ, "Winckler brought together to formulate a view which never found much

favor with Assyriologists and historians.
6 I opposed it myself 7 on the ground that his

reasons proved nothing for the ancient time, because Harran was never mentioned in

a text before the period just stated, and that in view of the total absence of a single

•If he did not adopt a Sumerian name when ascending the throne of Kengi and of the "kingdom of the world,"

which is very probable, the name of the king must be read something like Sh-irru-maliemuki-keni (emiiku is masc.

and fern, in the singular). But the name cannot be regarded as the prototype of Sargon I (= Sharru-kenu) , because,

aside from other reasons, this kind of abbreviation of a fuller name is without parallel in the history of Assyrian proper

names. They are abbreviated at the beginning or end, but not in the middle. Cassite names, etc., are foreign names.

2 Cf., e. ff.,
" from the lower sea of the Tigris and Euphrates to the upper sea," "from the rising of the sun to the

setting of the sun " and others, which remind us forcibly of the phraseology of the latest Assyrian monarchs.

3 Col. Ill, 36. da-ur ye-me, "he may pronounce (speak) forever !"

4 Cf. also Mez, Oesehichle der Stadt Harran in Mesopotamien, p. 9. The remark of the Arabic writer is therefore

more than a " Treppenwitz," and is of great historical importance, showing us that not only the ancient Babylonians

but other peoples were struck by the remarkable form in which Harran was built.

6 Sachau, Reise in Syrien und Mesopotamien, p. 223.

6 Cf. especially Winckler, Altorientalische Forschanyen I, pp. 75ff. ; III, pp. 201 ff.

'Part I, pp. 23 f. I was supported in this, e. ff., by Jensen in Z. A. VIIi, pp. 228 ff.

A. P. S.—VOL. XVIII. 2 I.
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reference to this city in our whole ancient literature previous to 1500 B. C, we could

not speak of it as the seat of a kingdom until we first proved that the city really ex-

isted. From the fact that (1) Kisli and Kisli (shatu) did not only sound alike but

were even used interchangeably in the inscriptions, 1

(2) that many other ancient

Babylonian cities (cf. Shirpurla) 2 are frequently written without a determinative, (3)

that the city of Kish played a very important role in the inscriptions of Edingirana-

gin,
3
(4) that all the ancient empires arose from city kingdoms, and from several other

considerations,
4 1 inferred that shar KISH meant originally " king of Kish," a com-

bination which Winckler himself regarded " naheliegend. "5 But notwithstanding

the great importance which must be attached to the kingdom of Kish in connection

with the final overthrow of the ancient empire of Kevgi, Kish was not the principal

leader in this whole conquest, but was controlled by a greater power in the North,

Harran, as I have shown above. Having therefore demonstrated the existence of the

city of Harran at the threshold of the fifth and fourth pre-Christian millenniums, which

Winckler failed to do, although Edingiranagin's inscriptions, which necessarily formed

the starting point of my operations, had been at his disposal for some time, and hav-

ing furthermore indicated the powerful position which Harran must have occupied as

the great Semitic centre of the ancient Orient, I am now prepared to accept Winckler's

theory of the original seat of the sharrut TcisTisTiati without reserve. I regard the title

as the Assyrian equivalent of the Sumerian nam-lugal Tcalama. In view of the lead-

ing part that Harran had taken in the establishment of the first " kingdom of the

world " under Lugalzaggisi, Harran became the seat of the Semitic sharrut TcisTisTiati

just as Nippur was the centre of the Sumerian nam-lugal Tcalama. "When after many

vicissitudes under Sargon I and Naram-Sin finally the northern half of ancient

Kengi, including Nippur, was definitely occupied by a Semitic population, which

spoko and wrote its own language, the old Sumerian title nam-lugal Tcalama, which

carried the same meaning for the inhabitants of Babylonia as sTiarrfd TcisTisTiati did for

> Cf. Winckler, I. c, pp. 144 f.

2 In the inscriptions of Ur-Nina written without ki.

3 Not only in his stele of vultures, but also in the inscription unearthed in London (Proc. Soc. Bibl. Arch., Nov.,

1890). Hommel was of the opinion {Vie Jdentitat der allesten babylonischen und agyptischen Qottergenealogie, p.

242), that the passage in Ihe latter text escaped my attention. I simply had no use for it : (1) lugal Kisli an ki is some-

thing entirely diQerent from lugal an-vb-da tab-tab-ba or lugal KISU; for if it was possible to say so in Sumerian, it

could only mean "king of the whole heaven and earth," which the king of course did not want to say. (2) The test

does not offer this at all, hut must be translated lugal KishM -bi-na-dib-bi, "and the king of Kish," inotherwords Jiis

copula = "and," connecting Kh7tki with what stood before. Cf. in the present work, PI. 87, col. II, 7 ("and " the

Euphrates).

*Cf. Parti, pp. 23 f.

6 Altorienlalische Forschungen II, p. 145, note 1.
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the Semites of Northern Mesopotamia, disappeared and was translated into the Sem-

itic sharrut Jcibrat arba'im. The later Sumerian nam-lugal a"ub-cla-tab-tab-ba is

nothing but a translation from the Semitic title back into the sacred Sumerian lan-

guage by Semitic scribes of the third millennium B. C

.

Not long after Lugalzaggisi's death a reaction seems to have set in. Sugir gen-

erally transliterated as Girsu, which Urukagina or one of his predecessors raised from

the obscurity of a provincial town to the leading position in the new kingdom of Shir-

purla, must be regarded as the centre of a national Sumerian movement against the

Semitic invaders. " The lord of Sugir," Nin-Sugir, became the principal god, and

his emblem —the lion-headed eagle with outspread wings, occasionally appearing in

connection with two lions, which are victoriously clutched in its powerful talons
1—be-

came the coat-of-arms of the city and characterizes best the spirit of independence

which was fostered in its sanctuary. Urukagina's successors, especially Ur-Nina,

devoted their time to building temples and fortifying the city of Shirpurla and, as

faithful patesis, impressed the power and glory of their warlike deity upon their sub-

jects. The cult of Nin-Sugir cannot be separated from the national uprising which

started from his sanctuary. Edingiranagin at last felt strong enough to shake off the

obnoxious yoke of the Semitic oppressors of Kish and Harran. The decisive battle

which was fought must have been very bloody. The Sumerians won it, and they cel-

ebrated their victory, which restored a temporary power and influence over the greater

part of Kengi to them, in the famous stele of vultures set up by Edingiranagin.

Erech and Ur played a prominent part in this national war. The former retained its

place as the capital of the nam-en (of Kengi), but Ur seems to have furnished the

new dynasty, as I infer from No. 8 15.

Although No. 86 of my published texts belongs doubtless to the same general

period as No. 87, a detailed examination of its palseographic peculiarities leads me to

place it somewhat later, and to regard it as about contemporary with the inscriptions of

the kings of Shirpurla, especially with those of Edingiranagin. We learn from it the

following :'2 " When Inlil, the lord of the lands, announced life unto Lugal-kigub-

nidudu, when he added lordship to kingdom, establishing Erech as (the seat of) the

lordship (the empire) and Ur as (the seat of) the kingdom, Lugal-kigub-nidudu pre-

sented this for the great and joyful lot (which he received) unto Inlil, his beloved

*Cf. Heuzey's treatise Les Armoiries Ohaldeennes.

2 Five different legends have been found of this ruler: (1) A brief legend of three lines (cf. PI. 14), (2) one

of seven or eight lines (cf. PI. XVII No. 39), (3) one of nineteen lines, ( t) an even larger one of c. thirty lines, (5)

No. 83. Of the third class a fragment was excavated after the preparation of my plates, which contained the closing

lines 17-19. The precise connection between the upper and lower portions on PI. 37 cannot be given at present.
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lord for his life."
1 In Lugal-kigub-nidudu2 and his son (?) Lugal-kisal-si3 we have

therefore the first representatives of the first dynasty of Ur. Ur-Gur and Dungi, etc.,

who lived about 1000 years later, must hereafter be reckoned as members of the second

dynasty of Ur. 4 The relation of this dynasty to Edingiranagin is shrouded in absolute

mystery. It is not impossible that its members ruled before him and were Semites

who overthrew the dynasty of Lugalzaggisi.

How long the restored Sumerian influence lasted we do not know. Apparently

the Semites were soon again in possession of the whole country. The old name

Kengi continued to live as an ideogram in the titles of kings, but the name of Shumer,

by which Southern Babylonia was known to the later Semitic populations, was derived

from the city of Sugir or Sungir,5 which was the centre of the national uprising of

the South against the foreign invaders from Kish and Harran. Sargon I finally

restored what had been lost against Edingiranagin. In his person and work we see

but a repetition of that which had happened under Lugalzaggisi centuries before.

From the city of Agade," which became the capital of the Sargonic empire, I derive

Akkad, the name of Northern Babylonia. The names of Shumer and Akkad are

therefore but the historical reflex of the final struggle between the Sumerian and Sem-

itic races, and they were derived from the two cities which took the leading part

in it.
7

1
1. DingirEn-lil. 2. lugal kur-kur{a)-ge. 3. Lugal-ki-gub-ni-du-dura 4. ud dingirEn-lil-li 5. gu-zi ma-na-de a

6. nam-en 7. namlugal(_a)-da 8. ma-na-da-tab-ba-a 9. UnugMga 10. nam-en 11. muag-ge 12. UrumH-ma 13. nam-

lugal 14. mu-ag-ge 15. Lugal-ki-gvbni-du-dune 16. nam gal-gul-la-da 17. dingh-En-lil lugal ki-a[ga-ni 18. nam-ti-

la-ni-shu 19. a-mu-na-shub~\. The use of da = shu, "unto, for," in this test is interesting, cf. 1. 7 and 1. 16. We
meet the same use in No. Ill : 1. DingirMn-din-dugga 2. amanin 3. dam 4. ff. . . . . 3 f. e. Lugal-shirge 2. f.e.

nam-ti 1 f. e. dam- dumu-na-da, a-mu-shub.

' "The king finished the place" = Sharru-manzazu-ushaklil.
3 Or Lugal- si-kisal, i. «., "The king is the builder of the terrace," Sharru shapikkisalli. From the close connec-

tion in which Lugal-kigub-nidudu, who left many fragments of vases in Nippur, stands with Lugal-si-kisal on PI. 37,

No. 86, 11 f. e.—1, I am inclined to regard them as father and son. Cf. also No. 89.

4 Cf. Hilprecht, Recent Research in Bible Lands, p. 67.

5 Cf. already Amiaud in The Babylonian and Oriental Record I, pp. 120 ff. On the reading of Sugir instead of Girsu

cf. also Hommel, Oeschichte, pp. 290, 292, 296, etc., and Jensen, in Schrader's K. B. Ill, part 1, pp. 11 f. (note).
6 With George Smith, Amiaud, Hommel and others (against Lehmann, Shamashshumukln, p. 73). That Agade

can go over into Akkad philologically, I can prove from other examples. But even if this was not the case, the clear

statement of George Smith (cf. Delitzsch, Parodies, p. 198) should be sufficient. I cannot admit the possibility of a

original mistake on the part of George Smith. Master in reading cuneiform tablets as he was, he could not have made
a blunder which would scarcely happen to a beginner in Assyriology.

'That Akkad became finally identical with "the Babylonian empire in its political totality and unity," was dem-
onstrated by Lehmann, I. c, pp. 71 ff.
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I. Autograph Eeproductions.

Plate. Text. Date. Description.

36 86 Lugal-kigub-nidudu. Fragm. of a large vase in serpentine, 20.5 x 9.45 X 2.8, orig. d. c. 25.4.

Nippur III, beneath the rooms of T. on the S. E. side of Z., a

little above Ur-Ninib's pavement in the same stratum as has pro-

duced nearly all the fragments of the most ancient stone vases so

far excavated in Nuffar (approximately therefore the same place

as PI. 1, No. 1). Inscr. 15 (orig. at least 30) li. C. B. M. 9825.

Portions of these 15 li. preserved on the follow. 21 other fragm.

of vases in caleite stalagmite (from which the text had been

restored before 9825 was found and examined): C. B. M. 9657 +
9607 + 9609 (cf. PI. XV1-II, Nos. 41-43), 95S1 + 9643, 9608+ 9679

+ 9391 (belonging to the same vase as 9900, cf. PI. .37 and PI.
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Plate. Text. Date. Description.

XVIII, No. 47), 9901, 9902, 9903, 9904 (cf. PI. 37), 9905, 9632 (be-

longing to the same vase as 9635 + 9620 + 9627 + 9606, cf. PI. 37),

9605 (cf. PI. XVIII, No. 44), 9599, 9633, 9680, 9703, 10001 (cf. PI.

XVIII, No. 48). Cf. also 9634 (cf. PL 37 and PI. XVIII, No. 46).

37 86 Lugal-kigub-nidudu. The same inscr. continued. On the scale of fr. 9325 restored from 16

fragm. of vases in white calcite stalagmite. Nippur III,

approximately same place as PI. 36. C. B. M. 10001 (cf. PI. 36

and PI. XVIII, No. 48), 9900 (cf. PI. XVIII, No. 47, belonging

to the same vase as 9608 + 9679+ 9591, cf. PI. 36), 9904 (cf . PI.

36), 9620 + 9627 + 9635 + 9006 (belonging to the same vase as

S632, cf. PL 36), 9601, 9630, 9631,9917 (red banded), 9639,9644.

Cf. also 9634 (cf. PL 36 and PL XVIII, No. 46), 9607 (cf. PL 36

and PL XVIII, No. 41), 9613 (cf. PL XVIII, No. 40).

38 87 Lugalzaggisi. Five fragm. of a vase in white calcite stalagmite (glued together),

16 X 13 X 1.9. Nippur III, approximately same place as PL 36,

No. 86. Inscr. 3 col., 13 + 17+ 8=38 li. C. B. M. 9914+ 9910

+ 9915 + 9913 + 9320. Cf. PL XIX, No. 49. On the basis of

these five fragm. the complete text published on Plates 38-42 has

been restored by the aid of the follow. 83 other fragm. belonging

to 63 different vases: C. B. M. 8614, 8615, 9300, 9301, 9304, 9306,

9307 + x + 9668, 9308, 9309 + 9924 + 9311 + 9316 + 9314 + 9916,

9312 (cf. PL XIX, No. 59), 9317, 9318 + 9645, 9583, 9584 + 9315,

9587, 9595, 9598, 9601 + 9305, 9602, 9611 + X + 9610 (cf. PL XIX,

Nos. 50, 51), 9619, 9624, 9625, 9628 (cf. PL XIX, No. 53), 9638,

9642, 9646 + x + 9310, 9651 + 9911, 9654, 9656 + 9685 (cf . PL XIX,

No. 58), 9659 + 9660 + 9319, 9662+ 9665, 9663, 9666, 9667, 9670,

9671, 9673,9674,9683 (cf. PL XIX, No. 60), 9687 (cf. PL XIX,

No. 61), 9689, 9692 (cf. PL XIX, No. 56), 9695 (cf. PL XIX, No.

57), 9696+ 9637 (cf . PL XIX, No. 52), 9697 + x + 9927, 9698, 9700

(cf. PL XIX, No. 55), 9701 , 9702, 9903, 9905, 9906, 9907, 9908, 9912

+ 9658, 9921 + 9313, 9922, 9923, 9925 (cf. PL XIX, No. 51), 9926,

9928, 9929.

The same, continued.

The same, continued.

The same, continued.

The same, continued.

Lugal-kigub-[nidudu]. Fragm. of a vase in white calcite stalagmite, 2 7 x 10 X 2. Nippur

III, approximately same place as PL 36, No. 86. Inscr. 3 col., 1 +
3 + 2= 6 li. C.B. M. 9900.

Two fragm. of a vase in white calcite, probably stalagmite (glued

together), 4.85 X 4.9 x 2. Nippur III, approximately same place

as PL 1, No. 1. Inscr. 4 li. C. B. M. 9648 a and b. Cf. PL 37,

No. 86, li. 7-5 f. e.

90 Ensbagsag(?)-anna. Fragm. of a vase in white calcite stalagmite, 5.8 X 7.8 X 1.8. Nippur

III, approximately same place as PL 36, No. 86. Inscr. 5 li. C.

B. M. 9930.

91 En-shagsag(V) anna. Two fragm. of a vase in white calcite stalagmite (glued together), 4.8

X 5.5 x 1.2. Nippur III, approximately same place as PL 36,

39
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Plate. Text. Date.

43 92 En-shagsag(?)-anna.

43 93 Ur-Shulpauddu.

43 94 Ur-Enlil.

43 95 Ur-Mama.

44 96 Aba-Enlil.

44 97 [Ur?]-Enlil.

44 98 Same Period.

44 99 Same Period.

44 100 Same Period.

44 101 Same Period

.

45 102 Time of Ur-Shulpauddu.

45 103 Same Period.

Description.

No. 86. Inscr. 3 (orig. 5) li. C. B. M. 9963 -f 9998. For the end

of the inscr. cf . PI. 43, No. 92.

Fragm. of a vase in white calcite stalagmite, 4.5 X 9 x 1.6. Nippur

III, approximately same place as PI. 1, No. 1. Inscr. 3 (orig. 5)

li. C. B. M. 9618. For the beginn. of the inscr. cf. PI. 43,

No. 91.

Two fragm. of a vase in white calcite stalagmite (glued together),

12.5 x 6 XI. Nippur III, approximately same place as PI. 1, No.

1. Inscr. 8 li. U. B. M. 9616 + 9931 (the former excavated 1890',

the latter 1893). Parts of li. 2-7 written also on O. B. M. 9622.

Votive tablet in impure bluish gray limestone, round hole in the

centre, 2 groups of figures and an inscription incised ; 20.6 x
19.3 X 2.6, d. of the hole 3.2. Nippur X, found out of place in

the loose earth along the S. W. side of the Shatt-en-Nil, c. i m.

below surface. Between the figures of the upper group 4 li. of

inscr., beginning on the right, the last 2 li. separated by a line.

Sq. Cf. PI. XVI, No. 37.

Fragm. of a vase in brownish limestone with veins of white calcite,

5.8 x 6.9 X 1. Nippur III, approximately same place as PI. 1,

No. 1. Inscr. 4 (orig. probably 5) li. C. B. M. 9652.

Two fragm. of an alabaster bowl (badly decomposed), 12.2 X 7.2 X
1.1. Nippur III, approximately same place as PI. 1, No. 1. Inscr.

10 li. C. B. M. 9621+9617.

Fragm. of a vase in white calcite stalagmite, 5.1 X 3.3 x 1.4. Nippur

III, approximately same place as PI. 36, No. 86. Inscr. 4 li. C.

B. M. 9932.

Two fragm. of a vase in white calcite stalagmite (glued together),

8.4 X 6.9 X 1. Nippur III, approximately same place as PI. 36,

No. 86. Inscr. 7 li. C. B. M. 9952+ 9699 (the former excavated

1893, the latter 1890).

Fragm. of a vase in white calcite stalagmite, 9.7 X 6.3 X 1.6.

Nippur III, approximately same place as PL 36, No. 86. Inscr.

6 li., beginn. of each li. wanting. C. B. M. 9953.

Fragm. of a vase in white calcite stalagmite, 3.8 x 5.8 x 1.1.

Nippur III, approximately same place as PI. 1, No. 1. Inscr. 2

li. C. B. M. 9636.

Fragm. of a vase in white calcite stalagmite, 4.2 X 4.5 x 0.5.

Nippur III, approximately same place as PI. 1, No. 1. Inscr. 3

li. C. B. M. 9686.

Fragm. of a vase in white calcite stalagmite, 8.5 X 9.5 x 2.7.

Nippur III, approximately same place as PI. 1, No. 1. Inscr. 7

li. C. B. M. 9614. Parts of li. 1-4 written also on C. B. M. 9297

(dark brown sandstone), which apparently belongs to the same

vase as PI. 45, No. 103 and PI. 46, No. 110.

Two fragm. of a vase in dark brown sandstone (glued together), 7.6

X 4.3 X 1.3. Nippur III, approximately same place as PI. 36,

No. 86. Inscr. 5 li. C. B. M. 9954 + 9924. To the same vase be-

longs PI. 46, No. 110. Text supplemented by the follow, two

Nos.
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Plate. Text. Date

45 104 Same Period.

45 105 Same Period.

45 106 Same Period.

45 107 A patesi (?) of Shirpurla.

46 10S A patesi of Kish.

109 A patesi of Kish.

46 110 Time of Ur-Shulpauddu.

47 111 Time of Ur-Enlil.

47 112 Time of Ur-Shulpauddu.

47 113 A little later.

47 114 Same Period.

48 115 Entemena.

116 Entemena.

117 Entemena.

Desckiption.

Fragm. of a vase in dark brown tufa (decomposed igneous rock), 7.4

X 7.3 X 1. Nippur III, approximately same place as PI. 36, No.

86. Inscr. 7 li. C. B. M. 9951. Text supplemented by PL 45,

Nos. 103, 105 aud PI. 46, No. 110.

Fragm. of a vase in dark brown tufa, 5.4 X 4.9 X 0.8. Nippur III,

approximately same place as PI. 1, No. 1. Inscr. 5 li. U.B.M.9623.

Text supplemented by PI. 45, Nos. 103, 104 and PI. 46, No. 110.

Two fragm. of a vase in bluish banded calcite stalagmite (glued

together), 4.4 x 6.1 x 0.8. Nippur III, approximately same place

as PI. 1, No. 1. Inscr. 4 li. C. B. M. 9682 + 9629.

Fragm. of a vase in grayish calcite stalagmite, 3.1 X 5.6 X 0.8.

Nippur III, approximately same place as PI. 1, No. 1. Inscr. 2

li. C. B. M. 9597.

Fragm. of a vase in dark brown sandstone, 13.3 X 7.5 X 1.7. Nippur

III, approximately same place as PI. 1, No. 1. Inscr. 4 li. C. B.

M. 9572. To the same vase belongs the follow. No.

Two fragm. of the same vase (glued together), 13 x 14.5 X 1.7.

Nippur III, approximately same place as previous No. Inscr. 4

li. C. B.M. 9571 + 9577.

Three fragm. of a vase in dark brown sandstone (glued together),

16.7 X 11 X 1.5. Nippur III, approximately same place as PI. 1,

No. 1. Inscr. 9 li. O. B. M. 9574+ 9575 + 9579. To the same

vase belongs PI. 45, No. 103. Text supplemented by PL 45, Nos.

104, 105.

Two fragm. of a vase in white calcite stalagmite, orig. h. c. 14, d. at

the bottom c. 16.5. Fragm. 9302 : 9.5 X 8.9 X 1.9. Fragm. 9600

:

8.2 X 11.8 X 1.9. Nippur III, approximately same place as PL 36,

No. 86. Inscr. (beginn. and end) 3 + 3= 6 li. C. B M. 9302,

9600.

Fragm. of a vase in bluish banded calcite stalagmite, inside black-

ened, 13.2 x 15.4 X 2.3, orig. d. 17.4. Nippur III, approximately

same place as PL 36, No. 86. Inscr. 8 X 4.5, 7 li. C. B. M. 9329.

Fragm. of a vase in brownish gray calcite stalagmite, 17.1 X 11x1.35,

orig. d. at the centre 17.3. Nippur III, approximately same

place as PL 36, No. 86. Inscr. 10 X 3, 13 li. C. B. M. 9330.

Fragm. of a vase in white calcite stalagmite, 6.8 X 6.5 X 1.1. Nippur

III, approximately same place as PL 1, No. 1. Inscr. 6 li. C. B.

M. 9655.

Two fragm. of a large vase in white calcite stalagmite, outside black-

ened, 13.4 X 14.8 X 3. Nippur III, approximately same place as

PL 1, No. 1. Inscr. 2 col., 8+ 6= 14 li. C. B. M. 9463+ 9690

(both excavated 1890). To the same vase belong the follow, two

Nos.

Fragm. of the same vase, 9.4 X 7.2 x 2.7. Nippur III, approximately

same place as PL 36, No. 86. Inscr. 2 col., 4+ 3= 7 li. C. B. M.

9328 (excavated 1893).

Two. fragm. of the same vase, 7.1 X 9.9 X 2.6. Nippur III, approxi-

mately same place as previous No. Inscr. 2 col., 5 + 2= 7 li. C.

B. M. 9919 + 9920 (both excavated 1893).
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Plate. Text. Date.

49 118 Dyn. of Kish.

49 119 Sargon I. (?)

50 120 Naram-Sin.

51 121 Ur-Gur.

52 122 Ur-Gur.

52 123 Dungi.

53 124 Dungi.

54 124 Dungi.

55 125 Ine-Sin.

56 126 Bur-Sin II.

57 126 Bur-Sin II.

58 127 Gimil (Kat)-Sin.

58 128 Rim-Aku.

A. P. S.—VOL. XVIII. 2 J.

Description.

Fragm. of a vase in coarse-grained diorite, 12 X 12.2 X 1.6. Nippur

III, approximately same place as PI. 36, No. 86. Inscr. 6 li. C.

B. M. 9918.

Fragm. of a vase in white calcite stalagmite, 4.8 X 8.4 X 1. Nippur
III, approximately same place as PI. 36, No. 86. Inscr. 4 (orig.

6) li. C. B. M. 9331.

Fragm. of an inscribed bas-relief in basalt, 52.5 X 39.7 x 8.5. Diar-

beMr. Inscr. 19.1x18.4, 4 col., 2 + 6 + 8 + 8= 24 li. Ca. Orig.

M. I. O., Constantinople. Cf. PL XXII, No. 64 ; also Scheil in

Recueil XV, pp. 62-64, Maspero, ibid., pp. 65f. and The Dawn of

Civilization, pp. 601f., Hilprecht, Recent Research in Bible Lands,

pp. 87-89.

Door socket in a black dense trachytic rock, 41 x 25 X 18. Nippur
III, 12i m. below surface, underneath the W. corner of the S. E.

buttress of Z. Inscr. 19.7 X 7.5, 10 li. Sq.

Gray soapstone tablet, Obv. flat, Rev. rounded, 12.2 x 7.7 x 1.7.

Nippur III, approximately same place as PI. 36, No. 86. Inscr.

5 li. (identical with that on his bricks). C. B. M. 9932. Cf. I

R. 1, No. 9.

Dark gray soapstone tablet, Obv. flat, Rev. rounded, 8.3 x 5.6 x 1.6.

Nippur X, found out of place in the rubbish at the foot of a

'

mound, e. 1 m. above the surface of the plain. Inscr. 6 (Obv.)

+ 2(Rev.)=81i. Sq.

Fragm. of a baked clay tablet, reddish brown with black spots, Obv.
flat, Rev. rounded, 20.1 X 18.5 X 4.3. Tello. Obv., 6 col. (23 +
30+ 35 + 22+ 22 + 25 =) 157 li. Orig. in M. I. O. , Constantino •

pie (Coll. Rifat Bey, No. 242), copied there 1894. PI. f of orig.

size.

The same, Rev., 6 col. (21 + 15+ 10 + 27 + 35+18 =) 126 li. Copied

in Constantinople 1894. PI. | of orig. size.

Two fragm. of a baked clay tablet, light brown (glued together), Obv.
flat, Rev. rounded, 12.8 x 6.1 X 2.8. Nippur X. Inscr. 19 (Obv.)

+ 22 (Rev.)=411i. Orig. in M. I. O., Constantinople, copied

there 1893. Cf. Hilprecht, Assyriaca, pp. 22f., Scheil, in Recueil

XVII, pp. 37f.

Baked clay tablet, reddish brown , Obv. flat, Rev. rounded, 20.5 x
19.9x3.8. Tello. Obv., 7 col. (parts of col. I-III, VI, VII
wanting, 32 + 19 + 32 + 31 + 31 + 30 + 21 =) 196 li. Orig. in M.
I. O., Constantinople (Coll. Rifat Bey, No. 256), copied there 1894.

PI. | of orig. size.

The same, Rev., 7 col. (part of col. I wanting, 30 + 23 + 21 + 20 + 23

+ 15 + 10=) 142 li. Copied in Constantinople 1894. PI. f of

orig. size.

Fragm. of a clay tablet, slightly baked, dark brown, Obv. flat, Rev.
rounded, 7x5x2. Nippur X. Inscr. 9 (Obv.) + 4 (Rev.)= 13

li. C. B. M.
Fragm. of a baked clay phallus, light brown, h. 14.3, largest circum-

ference 14.7. Nippur X. Inscr. 17 li. Orig. in M. I. O., Con-
stantinople, copied there 1893.
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Plate. Text. Date.

59 129 Ammizaduga.

00 130 Cassite Dyn.

60 131 c. 2500 B.C.

60 132 Burnaburia&b.

60 133 Kurigalzu.

61 134 [Kujrigalzu.

61 135 Kurigalzu.

61 136 [NaziJ-Maruttash.

61 137 Nazi-Maruttash.

61 138 [Kadashman]-Turgu.

61 139 Cassite Dyn.

Description.

Two fragm. of a clay tablet, slightly baked, brown, 11.6 X 10.8 x 3.2.

Nippur X. Obv., 3 col. of inscr., middle col. Sumerian in Old

Babylonian characters, first and third col. Semitic Babylonian in

Neo-Babylonian script, Bev. badly damaged, traces of second

and third col. The tablet was written c. 600 B.C. Orig. in M. I.

O., Constantinople.

Fragm. of a slab in white marble with reddish veins, 24.5 X 21 X 6.7.

Nippur III, approximately same place as PL 36, No. 86. Inscr.

2 col., 6+ 5=11 li. Ca. (C. B. M. 9794). Orig. in M. I. O.,

Constantinople.

Brown hematite weight, ellipsoidal and symmetrical, complete, weight

85.5 grams, length 7.3, d. 2.1. Nippur X (June, 1895). Inscr.

1.9 X 1.8, 3 li. (1. X shiklu 2. din hurasi 3. dam-kar= "10

shekels, gold standard of merchants ; " according to this standard

1 mana= 513 gr.). Sq., sent from the ruins.

Seal cylinder in white chalcedony, length 3.4, d. 1.5. Babylonia,

place unknown. A bearded standing figure in a long robe, one

hand across the breast, the other lifted. A border line at the

top. Inscr. 9 li. Impression on gutta percha (in possession of

the editor). Orig. in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
York. Cf. Hilprecht, Assyriaca, p. 93, note, Ward, Seal Cylin-

ders and other Oriental Seals (Handbook No. 12 of the Metropol.

Mus.),No. 391.

.Fragm. of a lapis lazuli disc, 3.2 x 3. Nippur X, found in the loose

debris on the slope of a mound, and near to its summit (1895).

Inscr. 6 (Obv.) + 6 (Rev.) = 12 li. Pencil rubbing, sent from

the ruins.

Fragm. of an agate cameo, 3.95 X 1. Nippur III, same place as PL 8,

No. 15. Inscr. 3 li. Orig. in M. I. O., Constantinople, copied

there 1893.

Fragm. of an agate cameo, 2.8 X 1. Nippur III, same place as PL 8,

No. 15. Inscr. 3 li. Orig. in M. I. O., Constantinople, copied

• there 1893.

Fragm. of an axe in imitation of lapis lazuli, 6.75x4.25x1-5.

Nippur HI, same place as PL 8, No. 15. Inscr. 7 li. Orig. in M.

I. O., Constantinople, copied there 1893. To the same axe belongs

the follow. No.

Fragm. of the same axe, 4.2 X 3.6 X 1.1. Nippur III, same place as

PL 8, No. 15. Inscr. 4 li. Orig. in M. I. O., Constantinople,

copied there 1893.

Lapis lazuli disc, 2.75 x 0.3. Nippur III, same place as PL 8, No. 15,

Inscr. of 5 li. (1. \_A-na~\ iluNusku 2. be-R-shu 3. [Ka-dash-man]

-

Tur-gu 4. a-[na 6a]4 [a-ti-sh~]u 5. i-[ki].ish) erased in order to

use the material. Orig. in M. I. O., Constantinople, copied there

1893.

Agate cameo, hole bored parallel with the li., 2.4 X 1.65 X 0.8. Nip-

pur III, same place as PL 8, No. 15. Inscr. DfogirEn-lil. Orig.

in M. I. O., Constantinople, copied there 1893.
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Plate. Text. Date.

66
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Plate. Text.

XVIII 40-18

Date.

Lugal-kigub-nidudu.

XIX 49-61 Lugalzaggisi.

XX 62

XXI 63

XXII 64

XXIII 65

Al-usharshid.

Sargon I.

Naram-Sin.

Ur-Ninib.

XXIV 66, 67 c. 1400 B.C.

XXIV

XXV 69

XXV 70

Marduk-shabik-zerim.

c. 1100 B.C.

Unknown.

Description.

Fragm. of vases in white calcite stalagmite, from which (together

with others) the text on Plates 36, 37 has been restored. Nip-

pur. C. B. M. 9613, 9607 + 9657 -4- 9609, 9605, 9634, 9900, 9606,

10001. Cf. Plates 36, 37, No. 86.

Fragm. of vases in white calcite stalagmite, from which (together

with others) the text on Plates 38-42 has been restored. Nippur.

C. B. M. 9914 + 9910 + 9915 -f 9913 + 9320, 9611 + x + 9610, 9696

+ 9637, 9628, 9925, 9700, 9692, 9695, 9685, 9312, 9683, 9087. Cf.

Plates 38-42, No. 87.

White marble vase, an inscribed portion (containing parts of li. 8,

9, 11-13 and the whole of li. 10) broken from its side. Nippur

III, approximately same place as PL 36, 37, No. 86. Inscr. 20.6

X 5.6, 13 li. Orig. in M. I. O., Constantinople. Pho. taken

from a ca. (C. B. M. 9793). Cf. PI. 4, No. 5 and PI. Ill, Nos.

4-12.

Fragm. of a brick of baked clay, yellowish, 23.5 (fragm.) X 18

(fragm.) X 8 (orig.). Nippur III, found out of place on the S.

E. side of Z., approximately at the same depth as PI. 36, No.

86. Inscr. (written) 3 li. (orig. 2 col., 6 li.). The character

Shar repeated on the upper left corner of inscribed surface.

Orig. in M. I. O., Constantinople. Cf. PI. 3, No. 3.

Fragm. of an inscribed bas-relief in basalt. Biarbekir. A god

standing on the right, clad in a hairy garment, wearing a con-

ical head-dress. Hair arranged in a net, long pointed beard,

bracelets on both wrists, short staff (?) in each hand. Part of

hair, left upper arm and both legs wanting. Pho. taken from

a ca. (C. B. M. 9479). Cf. PI. 50, No. 120.

Brick of baked clay, light brown, broken, 31 x 15 x 7. Nippur

III, c. 10 m. below surface underneath the S. E. buttress of Z.

from a pavement constructed by Ur-Ninib. Inscr. (written)

22.4 X 10, 13 li., beginning at the bottom. Orig. in M. I. O.,

Constantinople. Cf. PI. 10, No. 18.

Tablet of baked clay, Obv. and Rev. Tell el-Hesy (Palestine).

Pho. taken from a ca. (in possession of the editor). Cf. PI. 64,

No. 147.

Fragm. of a baked clay cylinder, barrel shaped, solid, light brown.

Place unknown. Pho. taken from a ca. (C. B. M. 9553). Cf.

PI. 64, No. 148.

Upper part of a black boundary stone. Nippur. Upper section :

Disc of the sun, crescent, Venus. Lower section : 2 col. of

inscr. Pho. taken from a ca. (in possession of the editor). Cf

.

PI. 68, No. 150.

Brown sandstone pebble (weight?), oblong, flat on both ends,

weight 1067 grams, 8.2 x 14.7 x 6. Nippur, on S. E. side of Z.,

2£ m. below surface. Meaning of characters inscribed on

convex surface not certain, possibly " I of a mine+ 15 " = 55

shekels (equal to c. 1054 grams, if referring to the Babylonian

heavy silver mine [royal norm = 1146.1-1150.1 gr., according to
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Plate. Text. Date.

XXVI 71 c. 350 B.C.

XXVII 72 At least 4000 B.C.

XXVIII 73 At least 4000 B.C.

XXIX 74 Ur-Gur.

XXX 75 1894 A.D.

Description.

Lehmann in Actes du huitieme congres international cles orien-

talists, 1889, Semitic section B, p. 206]). C. B. M. 10049.

Bas-relief in baked clay, brown, upper corner and part of lower left

corner wanting, 14.3 X 17 X 3.7. Nippur III, approximately

same place as P). XVI, No. 38. Man fighting a lion. Bearded

man with a conical head-dress and mass of locks falling over

his neck, clad in a short, tight, sleeveless, fringed coat, his left

knee resting on the ground. He is thrusting his sword into

the flank of a lion, at the same time in defense raising his left

arm against the lion's head. The lion, having received a wound

over his right foreleg, stands on his hind legs, clutching the

sides of his enemy with his fore paws and burying his teeth in

the man's left shoulder. Part of man's left foot and of lion's

tail and left hind leg wanting. On right side of plinth (0.6

deep) traces of five Aramaic letters, left side broken off. Orig.

in M. I. O., Constantinople. Pho. taken from a ca. (C. B. M.

9477).

Terra-cotta vase with rope pattern, in upright position as found in

trench, an Arab on each side ; h. 63.5, d. at the top 53. Nippur

III, 5.49 m. below the E. foundation of Ur-Gur's Z.

Arch of baked brick, laid in clay mortar, h. 71, span 51, rise 33.

Bricks convex on one side, flat on the other. Front of arch

opened to let light pass through. Nippur III, at the orifice of

an open drain c. 7 m. below the E. corner of Ur-Gur's Z.

View taken from inside the drain.

N. W. facade of the first stage of Ur-Gur's Z. A section of the

drain which surrounded Z. is seen at the bottom of the trench.

Nippur III.

General and distant view of the excavations at T., taken from an

immense heap of excavated earth to the E. of Z. Nippur III.
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f. e. : 9620-9627

+9635+9606 -

7 f. e. 9606, 9627,

(9604).

6 f. e. : 9606. 9630,

9627, (9604).

5 f. e. : 9604, (9630,

9631, 9606, 9917

9639)-

4-1 f. e.
: 9604, begitui.

of 1. 3-1 restor. from

9644, for 1. 4 cf.

(9631, 9639, 9634,

99T7)-

2 f. e. : (9917, 9639).

1 f. e. : (9607).
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Col. I.

9646 has 5 perpen-
dicular li.

}<
S614

Only 8615 has this

oblique li.

9674 has 3, 8614
has 4 angul. li.

x

l=K£ 9913

m
8614

9610

9692

9692/v

y- 9642

7v 9906

^9654

7T -m#

^MijP^ ^\<m

'H 7 Ull )!-#-
^4; ^3

^f^ #:
<f-/vlL R]

W^ff^pf
=*= 0"D

*hI ^

CM. /.

15

mg #
ij <h^ jf^

* 1
-fR?S>

g 1-7J <fl

-ff=vl

* »»»ggg
*£§#• <r=l

f=e3 $
\WHl

<Hf^^p^i
¥^Bl!X>^

x— « 9654 has "

°/k 9659

H v 9653

x

-^- 9642

991

1

9628

r^
9628

/v

9600+

9659

9660

9660,

9317

9660,

9317.

9300
* Omit. 0119317

" ' 9317.
9660

9660

9300

9300

note.—The above text has been restored from the following fragments, COL. I, L. I : frr. 8614, 9646, (931?
99i5. 96", 9923)- L. 2 : 8614, 8615, 9646, 9921+9313, 9115+9913, 9611, (9674, 9923). L. 3 : 8614, 8615, 9913, 9674, 9662,

(9313). L. 4: 8614,8615, 9674,^913, 9662, (9587). L. 5: 8614, S615, 9674, 99I3 , (9662, 95S7). L. 6: 8615, 9610, (9913,

9674,9587)- ^7:8615,9610,(9587). L. 8-9 : Ibidem. L. 10 : (9692, 9642). L. 11 : 9696, (9692, 9642, 9689). L. 12 :

969649637, 9642, 9692, (9689). L. 13 : 9642, 9637, 9689, 9583, (9692, 9654, 9906). L. 14 : 9642, 9654, (9689, 9583, 9906,

9637)- L. 15 : 9642, 9654, 9318, 9583, 9906, (9689, 9656). L. 16: 9642, 9318, 9654, 9906, (9583, 9689, 9656, 9659+9319).
-L. 17: 9318, 9642, 9654, 9906, (9912^9658, 9583, 9659+ 9319). L. 18: 9318, 9642, [written on u. 17]

,

9906, (99124 9658, 9654,-9659). L. 19: 9318, 9642, (9317, 9651, 9912+9658, 9702, 9659, 9906). L. 20: 9317, 9318, 9651,

(9642, 9702, 9906). L. 21 : 9317, 9911+9651, 9645, (9659). L. 22 : 9317, 991 1, 9645, (9659, 9700). L. 23 : 9317, 9645, 9659,
(9628, 9700). L. 24 : 9317, 9645, 9628, 9659. L. 25 : 9317, 9645, 9628, 9659+9660. L. 26 : 9317, 9660+9659, (9584, 9645,
9300, 9301). L. 27 : 9317, 9660, 9584+93i5> 93<>i, (93°o). L. 28 : 95S4+9315. 9660, 9317, 9301, (9300). L. 29 : 9584+9315,
9317, 93oi. 9660, (9300, 9307). L. 30 : 9584+93I5, 93°i, 93«7, 9660, 9307, 9300. L. 31 : 9301, 958449315, 9660, 9307,
9300. L. 32: 9301, 9300, (9307, 9315, 9907).
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CoTtithmcd

Col. I. CI. It

'9301, 9907 each

4 hori/.ont. li

Jof

9695

93°4

"9304 has 3, 8614
has 4 angul.
li.

p>>»» 930.

9646m
9625

9646

.-4 9625

9304, resp. 9625

^V.

S614

till resp,9625,

9304

( 'ol. II.

<H=f -F=3
^-tt-Va^^Q

^>*rj
[A^^fgJSEl

3*1iMM» "a

A=3

TH3-$ <8> fl

s
<

40

F=P3>3|-^^M]|i

4 9619

od <3

Of=0» i=f>

il p<I <3

<> £p3 p=t>

5§yli53>

"x Same varr. as li. 40.

,°nniD|g 93.0,^.9625

^|J3
°" 9921

'133! **II

II

resp. 9921, resp. 9915'

9915, 9921

v^ . 9921, re. QQ15

"IF*

re. 9667, re. 9662

9665, 99!5-i-99i<-
I!

9662, re. 9619

9903

=3, =3!! 9913.

resp. 9673, resp. 9921

9913 "fc=>- 9903,

on 91 13 the last

sign omitted
93i8

:<3

9683, re.

9642

9905

Varr. on follow, plate

L. 33 : 9907, 9301, 8614, 9300, (9306). L. 34 : 9301, 8614, 9907, (9306). L. 35 : 9301, 8614, 9907, 9306. L. 36 : 9301, 8614

[col. II begins], 9306, (9907, 9695). L. 37 : 8614, 9301, 9306, (9695, 9304). L. 38: 8614, 9301, 9304, 9306, (9695, 9646).

L. 39: 8614,9304,9646,9625,9306,(9595,9695,9638). L. 40: 8614,9304,9646,9625,9638,9306,(9695,9914). L. 41:

8614, 9304, 9646 [col. I ends], 9625, 9306, (9914, 9638, 9695). L. 42: 9304, 8614, 9619, 9625, 9306 [col. I ends], 9310 [col.

II begins], (9914, 9921). L. 43 : 9619,9304,9662,9701,(9921,9914-9910,9310). L. 44 : 9619,96624-9665,9915+9910,

9921, 9701, (9922). L. 45: 9619, 9915 + 9910, 96624-9665, 9921, (9667,9922). L. 46: 9921, 9619, 9915, 9667, (9908, 9665,

9922, 9318, 9662). Col. II, L. 1: 9913, 9921, 9667, 9903, (931S, 9662). L. 2: 9921-9313, 9667, 9913, 9903, 9673, (931S).

L. 3: 9921, 9667, 9913, 9903, 9673, 9658, (9318). L. 4 : 9913, 9313 [col. II begins], 9658, 9903, 9673, (9667). L. 5: 9913,

9313. 9658, 9903. (9673. 9667). L. 6: 9913, 9313, 9658, 9642, (9903, 9645). L. 7: 9313, 9642, (9611, 9913, 9598). L. 3:

9313. 96". 9642, (9598, 9913. 9683)- L. 9: 9611 [col. II begins], 9642, 9905, (9683, 9598, 9313). L. 10: 9611, 9642, (96S3,

99°5, 959S, 8615, 9674). L. ii : 9611, 9642, 9683, (9905, 9674, S615). L. 12: 9611, 9642, (99°5. 9683, 9674, 8615). L. 13:

9611,9687, (9642,9674,9683,9905). L. 14: 9905,9687, (9611, 9671). L. 15: 9305 [col. II begins], (9905, 9671, 9687,

9624). L. r6: 9305, 9624, (9671, 9905). L. 17: 9624, 9610, 9305, (9300).
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Col. II.

9611, 967I

9905

between mu

9319

" 9300 has five,

9319 six angul. li,

^=d , 9319

9307

Sjfgggg

87
Continued

Col. II.

1P3S
*91i&m.

A-1

? <
t=c3 4 K-»»

4=1">

A*F<|#
=t>PSF?<fl=i*§

^>fOS&le="^^

SB

40

so

Col. III.

!=Q ^<|JH
IF ^>

1: ^
*»#=^ SI

J2«

j\?„

f=» e>;V #
F=n §=^e

9654. 9659. 9317

93 : 9 has seven,

9314 eight perpend, li.

i6 «

*
^V -ifc^
»-) 1=0

#PviR3*5|
/g^ 1

,

1 F\^=l

f^
1^ ^Jb¥$

# * £

PW> *
^->f=y

-?o

»
\iV-J

p/. 40

9319

Ml 9317. 9319

^ ^=1 9319

FR 9319

°g>=| 9659H
J=*r 1 9319

1 9660-r

9319, cf.

8614, 9665

9314, 9319

S9X
^g 86i4

Same van-, as I. 34
text and margin)

9665

93 '2

1B€H!±I
rx ?3

T4> re. 9650, re. 9625
Varr. on follow, pi.

L. 18: 9610, 9624, 9300, 9305, (9668). L. 19: 9610, 9300 [includes the first three characters pf t,. 20], 9305, (9624).

L. 20: 9610, 9300, 9305, (9651, 9308, 9685, 9668). L. 21 : 9610, 9651, 9300, 9685, (9305, 9668, 9308). L. 22 : 9300, 9651,

9610,9656, (9319, 9305, 9308). L. 23: 9300, 9319, 9656, (9651, 9610). L. 24: 9300, 9319, 9656, 9925). L. 25: 9300,

9319. (9309, 93 l 5. 9925)- L. 26 : 9300, 9319, 9315, (9309, 9925). L. 27: 9319, 9300, 9315, (9309, 9925). L. 28: 9319,

9315, (9307, 9309- 9300. 93I7)- L. 29 : 9319, 9307, 9315, (9317, 9309). L. 30 : 9319, 9307, (9315, 9317, 9309). L. 31

:

9659+9319. 93°7> (93 T 7. 93i5> 93°9. 9654)- L. 32 : 9307, 9659+9319, 9317, 9654. L. 33 : 9307, 9659+9319, 9654, 9317,

(9907. 93M)- L. 34 : 9307, 9659+9319, 9654, 9907, (9317, 9314). L. 35 : 9307, 9659+9319, 9654, 9907, 9314, (9317, 9663).

L. 36: 9659+9319, 9307, 8614, 9654, 9907, 9314, (9663, 9317). L. 37: 9307, 9660+9659+9319, 8614, 9665, 9314, 9312,

(9654, 9663). L. 38: 9307, S614, 9660+9319, 9665, 9314, 9312, (9914, 9663, 9667). L. 39: 8614, 9665, 9307, 9660+9319,
99i4> 9314, 9312. (9922, 9667, 9625)- L. 40 : 8614 [col. Ill begins], 9665, 9914, 9307, 9625, 9660, 9314, (9922, 9667). L. 41

:

9914, 8614, 9660, 9665, 9314, (9625, 9922, 9307). L. 42: 9914^9320, 8614, 9314+9316, (9660, 9665, 9922). L. 43 : 9914+
9320, 8614, 9314+9316, (9646+x^ 9310, 9922, 9673). L. 44 : 9910+ 9914+ 9320, 8614, 9314-f 9316, (9310 [col. Ill begins],

9673,9922). L. 45: 9915+9910-1-9320,8614,9316,(9310). L. 46: 9915x9910+9320,8614,9316,(9310,9928). Col. HI,

L 1 : 99134 9320, 9928, 9316, (9903, 8614). L. 2 : 9913- 9320, 9903, 9916- 9316, (992S).
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9660

"{^51 9314

Q3I9314

8614

9646

9922

43

9310, resp. 967;

9310, resp. 8614

a

,

9316
1—

n

9916-t
I U93 l6>99°:

i

9913

9928

9619

57
Continued

Col III.

_J ^-s —

Wm

--—

—

- " ' ~" -

\i^w> t X
t^-C \'i/fK

jpffiWf^QS
lip — l_, . __= j

/7

*=|f 96!9 )^|
f #""^^^D^

7
-5 * 3 perpend, li. on ^N

9651

i5

20

25

30

fe f^m¥~^
\i jrFjg
ft.*H»Tgg
^I^^j

-^ I I I ! I l l

!S±±jj jj
inn \

4lgio^>

« —

«

1

I

-»Hh-+ Uli1

/

'%*"
.9651.

'resp. 9668

9929

I u u q6?I

^ ^ 9670

resp. 9670

9670

9671,

I r** resp. 9670
1U

p^/llV 9670

9924

.<N

28
9624

J |^ 9624

a • T—1 1 9601
3° «.

li=fc£ff
!

1 \\w
9309, resp. 9319

P=frp> 9601. 9319

'Varr. on follow, pi.

L. 3: 9916+9316, 9903, (9913, 9928). L. 4 : 9903, 9913, (9928, 9926, 9916). L. 5 : 9903, 9926, (9928, 9913, 9304). L. 6

:

99°3> 9928, (9926, 9913, 9304). L. 7 : 9903, (9928, 9304, 9926). L. 8 : (9304, 9903, 9928). L. 9 : (9304, 9619). L. 10

:

9304.(9308,9619.9313)- ^11:9308,(9697,9619,9313). L. 12: 9308, 9697, (9313, 9619). L. 13:9308. L. 14:9308.

L. 15 : 9308, 9651, (9668). L. 16: 9308, 9651, (9698). L. 17: 9308, (9668, 9924). L. 18: 9308, (9929, 9927, 9668, 9924).

L. 19: 9308, 9929, (9666, 9927, 9924). L. 20: 9666, 9929, 9308, (9927, 9924). L. 21 : 9666, 9670, (9924, 9927, 9671, 9929).

L. 22: 9666, 9670, (9671, 9924). L. 23 : 9666, 9670, (9671, 9924). L. 24: 9666, 9670, (9671, 9924). L. 25: (9666,

9671, 9670, 9305, 9924). L. 26: 9305, (9309+9924, 9624). L. 27: 9309+9924, 9305 [col. II ends], ^9624, 9610). L. 28:

9601, 9309+X+9924, 9624, (9663, 9319, 9638, 9610). L. 29: 9319, 9309+X+9924, 9601, 9663, (9665, 9624). L. 30:

9601, 9663, 9319, 9309, (9665). L. 31 : 9601, 9663, 9319, 9309, (9665, 9312, 9307). L. 32 : 9601+9305, 9663, 9319, (9309+

9311, 9665, 9312, 9307). L. 33 : 9305, 9319, 9309+9311, (9665, 9907, 9663).
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Pi A%

87
Contintied

Col. III.

W^fm$>W
^r^M Ml I

9601+9305 £0

mpir§=^E.

if-)»-e 2>

^^9601+9305

Hh/ 93°5

U 9663

13,3 re. 9305,

S

—J V 9305

_^l_x 9305

Few/ante continued.

35 „ 36

I 9305 ^ '9305 " ' LLI9319 f~U^93". 9319 ™ - ,^ 9319 7 93" ""* V

>S Z^T 9602 r ""HiK 9305 *WTs. 9602 5j^ *??
W^ 9602 V* 93 1 '

' ,- J9,
4t 9316-9311

' <J(\ 9319 >l * 9316+9311, 9602 ; Vj \9319 H 931

1

H 9602 ""9602

If 9319, omitted on 9923

I

I 93i°, 93 l6
. 9319 $.

L. 34 : 9305, 9319, 9311, (9665, 9307, 8614). L. 35 : 9305, 9319, 9316+9311, 8614 [col. Ill ends], (9602, 9307.) L. 36:

9305. 93M+9316+9311, 9319, 9602, (9307). L. 37 : 9305, 9602, 9314+9316+9311, 9319, (93IO > 93°7)- L. 38 : 9305, 9602,

9319: 93io. 93i4+93 l6+93"+ 9923- L- 39 ' 93°5> 96"2> 93i°+9923> 9319. 93™. (932°)- L. 40: 9305, 93 I6+9923.

9602, 9310, 9320, 9319.
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91

l^>
Numbering of lines on the bam of

No. 91.

94

H-%h>$
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Oj

Ob

Ob

to
OS





Trans. Am. Phil. Soe., N. S. XVIII, 3.
PL 45

After a break of several linen

PL 46 No. 110 follow*.

Cf. No*. 104 and 105.

Numbering of linen on the basil of No. 103.

Cf. No. 105.

10

Erasure \ ,

of scribe,
j

•
•* 't ." -J

Numbering of lines on the basw of

Nos. 108 and I04.
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£n
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So
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Trans. Am. Phil. Soc, N. S. XVIII. 3. PI. 51.

121

^e^Ji^
BM^frfrf5!!

WB?^ Tf

JM*
jp=jtt=3^>

Uf* fill v f '
JjL*J

^
>

*-? ^
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S 1

Oboerxe.

123

&3 n
<gffFT PrW
fl^ffl^M>

mm mm

WT%.
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126

Obcer.se.

Col. I. Col. IT. Col. III. Col. IV. Col V.

DP <i£-j

Col, VI. Col. VII.
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Col. VII. Col. VI. Col. I.

'Col. IV, 11, 12, 6, 19: Col. V, 8, 10, 20: Erasure of the scrib
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127

Obverse. Reverse.
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OS

!
'

J

;;

-h
.......

--•.•--:.:• v
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Obverse.

m

132 133

lie verse.

' f^g^ Hfr P
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134

138

136

140

142

143

JfJe-tier.se.
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144

Obverse. Reverse.

145

Obverse. Reverse.
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146

Col. I. Col. II. Col. III. Col. IV.

" Col. Ill, 17: Read 'Vy there-it in erasure of the neribe.

Col. Ill, 38: Read <^~ the rent U erannre of the tevibe.
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dj «s
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149

10

15

Col, I

Mmmt

20 fflSIISSHff
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149

Continued

Col. I

Col. II
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149

Continued
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151

*L. 3 : Erasure of the scribe.
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Trans. Am. Phil. Soe., N. S. XVIII, 1.

DOOR-SOCKET OP SARGON I,

Nippur,





Trans. Am. Phil. Soe., N. S. XVIII, i.

CLAY STAMFS FOR BRICKS,

Nippur,

Sargon I, Reverse. 3. Narani Sin, Obverse.





Trans. Am. Phil. Soe., N. S. XVIII, 1.

i
±JBLL

VASE FRAGMENTS OP ALUSHARSHID (URU-MU-USH)
Nippur,





Trans. Am. Phil. Soc, N. S. XVIII, 1. PL. IV

VASE FRAGMENT OP ALUSMAKSMID (URU-MU-USM)
Nippur.





Trans. Am. Phil. Soc, N. S. XVIII, 1. PL. V

VASE FRAGMENT Of ALUSHARSHID (URU~MU~USH),
Nippur,





Trans- Am. Phil. Soc, N. S. XVIII, 1. PL. VI

FRAGMENT OF A MARBLE SLAB: OBVERSE,
Aba Habba,





Trans. Am. Phil. Soc, N. S. X VIII, 1. PL. VII

FRAGMENT OP A MARBLE SLAB: REVERSE.
Abu Hctbbci,





Trans Am. Phil. Soc, N. S. XVIII, 1. PL. VIII

'I .,

M

'"
f"?^p4^jj

17. FRAGMENT OP A MARBLE SLAB: EDGE-Abu MctbbQ,

18j 19, Tablets of Baked Clay—Yokha,





Trans. Am. Phil. Soc, N. S. XVIII, 1. PL. IX

SO, STAMP OP HAMMURABI, 21, MORTAR OP BURNABURIASH,

Northern Babylonia,





Trans. Am. Phil. Soe., N. S. XVIII, 1.

KNOBS OP SCEFTRES-Nippur,

22j 24, Mcignesite (top view)j Ncizi~Mctruttash, 23, Ivory (side view); Burnctburictsh,
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J

VOTIVE OBJECTS IN LAFISLAZULI AND IMITATION,

Nippur,





Trans. Am. Phil. Soc, N. S. XVII], 1.

T/
-'^!tei

y so

FRAGMENTS OP INSCRIBED BAS-RELIEFS,

Nippur,





Trans. Am. Phil. Soc, N. S. XVIII, 1.

POINTED CLAY CYLINDER OP NABOFOLASSAR
Babylon,





Trans. Am. Phil. Soc, N. S. XVIII, 1.

PL. XIV

BARREL-SHARED CLAY CYLINDER OP NEBUCHADREZZAR II,

Babylon,





Trans. Am. Phil. Soc, N. S. XVIII, 1.

FLAN OP THE FIRST YEAR'S EXCAVATIONS AT NIFFUR.

The Roman numbers indicate the places where excavations were made ; the Arabic, the height of the mounds,
in metres, above the present level ot the canal bed. About five metres must be added to obtain the actual height
above the plain. Ill Kkur—Bint el-Amir rTemple). VII Nimit-Marduk (Wall).
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&

VOTIVE TABLETS IN LIMESTONE; INCISED,

Nippur,





Trans. Am. Phil. Soc, N. S. XVIII, 3.

MARBLE BLOCK OF LUGALKIGUBNIDUDU,
Nippur,





Trans. Am. Phil. Soc, N. S. XVIII, 3. PL. XVIII

YASE FRAGMENTS OP LUGALKIGUBNIDUDU,
Nippur,





Trans. Am. Phil. Soe., N. S. XVIII. 3. PL. XIX

VASE FRAGMENTS OP LUGALZAGGISI,
Nippur,
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9793

YASE OP ALUSHARSHID (URU-MU-USM),

Nippur,





Trans. Am. Phil. Soe., N. S. XVIII, 3.

BRICK OF SARGON I.

Nippur,
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INSCRIBED BAS-RELIEF OF NARAM-SIN,

Diarbekir,





Trans. Am. Phil. Soc N. S. XVIII. 3.
PL. XXIII

BRICK OF UR-NINIB—Nippur.

Inscription begins at bottom.





p
Am. Phil. Soe., N. S. XVIII, PL. XXIV

66; 67, CLAY TABLET (OBVERSE AND REVERSE),—Tell el-Hesy,

68, Erctgm, of a barrel-cylinder of Mctrdukshabikzerim,—Flctce unknown,





Trans. Am. Phil. Soe., N. S. XVIII, S.

69, Frctgm, of a Boundary Stone, 70, Inscribed Pebble,

Nippur,





Trans. Am. Phil. Soc, K. S. XV11I, PL. XXVI

BAS-RELIEF IN CLAY WITH AN ARAMAIC INSCRIPTION,

Nippur,





Phil. Soc, N. S. XVIII, 3. PL. XXVII

TERRA GOTTA VASE WITH ROPE PATTERN, C, 4000 B, C— Nippur.

Height, 63.5 cm. ; diameter at the top, S3 em.

Found in an upright position 5.49 m. below the eastern foundation cf Ur-Gur's Ziggurrat, and 3.05 in. below a pavement
which consists entirely of burned bricks of Sargon I and Naram-Sin. It stood 7 111. south-east from an altar, the top of

Which was c. 2.40 in. higher than that of the vase.





Trans. Am. Phil. Soc, N. S. XVIII, S. PL. XXVIII

ARCH OF BURNED BRICK LAID IN CLAY MORTAR, C, 4000 B. C— Nippur,

71 em. high, SI em. span, 33 em. rise.

At the orifice ot an open drain passing under the eastern corner of Dr-Gur's Ziggnrrat, c. 7 111.

same, and 4. 57 111. below a pavement which consists entirely of burned bricks of Sargou I and Na
inside the drain, Front of arch opened to let light pass through.

the foundation of the

liu, View ta^en from





Trans. Am. Phil. Soe., K. S. XVIII, §. PL. XXIX

NORTH-WESTERN PAGADE OP THE PIR5T STAGE OP UR-GUR'S ZIGGURRAT,
Nippur,





Phil. Soc, N. S. XVIII, 3. PL. XXX

GENERAL VIEW OP THE EXCAVATIONS AT THE TEMPLE OF BEL,—SOUTH-EAST SIDE.

i, 6 (8), 7 (9)—Three stages of the Ziggurrat. 1—East corner of Ur-Gur's Ziggurrat. 2—Excavated
east side of the temple and separated from the latter by a street. 3—Causeway built by Ur-Gur, leading to the 4

Ziggurrat. 4—Deep trench extending from the great wall of the temple enclosure to the facade of Ur-Gur's Ziggurr

bujldjng erected by Mr. Haynes in 1S94, after an unsuccessful attempt by the Arabs to take his life.

on the south-

1trance of the

t, 5—Modern





Transactions Amer. Philos. Soc. Vol. XVIII. Part III. Plate XIV.

Representative types.





Transactions Amer. Philos. Soc. Vol. XVIII. Part III. Plate XV.

Tortricina. Peropoda. CalamariiriiB.





Transactions Amer. Philos. Soc. Vol. XVIII. Part III. Plate XVI.

Colubrinse.





Transactions Amer. Philos. Soc. Vol. XVIII. Part III. Plate XVII.

ColubrinEe.





Tranasctions Amer. Philos. Soc. Vol. XVIII. Part III. Plate XVIII.

ColubriDoe.





Transactions Amer. Philos. Soc. Vol. XVIII. Part III. Plate XIX.

Colubrince.





Transactions Amer. Philos. Soc. Vol. XVIII. Part III. Plate XX.

Colubriiife.





Transactions Amer. Philos. Soc. Vol. XVIII. Part III. Plato XXI.

Colubrinse. Natricinse.





Transactions Amer. Philos. Soc. Vol. XVIII. Part III. Plate XXII.

Natricinse.





Transactions Amer. Philos. Soc. Vol. XVIII. Part III. Plate XXIII.

Natricinse. Homalopsinas.





Transactions Amer. Philos. Soc. Vol. XVIII. Part III. Plate XXIV.

Lycodontinae.





Transactions Amer. Philos. Soc. Vol. XVIH. Part III. Plate XXV.

Dromicinse. Leptognathinse.





Transactions Amer. Philos. Soc. Vol. XVIII. Part III. Plate XXVI.

XenodontinDe. Dromicinse.





Transactions Amer. Philos. Soc. Vol. XVIII. Part III. Plate XXVII.

Xenodontintc. Dromicinse. Scytalinoe.





Transactions Amer. Philos. Soc. Vol. XVIII. Part III. Plate XXVIII.

Erythrolamprinso. Scytalinse.





Transactions Amer. Philos. Soc. Vol. XVIII, Part HI. Plate XXIX.

Dromioinre. Leptognathina:. Dipsadinse. Erythrolamprinte.





Transactions Amer. Philos. Soc. Vol. XVIII. Part III. Plate XXX.

DipsadiiiEE.





Transactions Amer. Philos. Soo. Vol. XVIII. Part III. Plate XXXI.

w,h\

s M
Proteroglypha. Platycerca.





Transactions Amer. Philos. Soc. Vol. XVIII. Part III. Plate XXXII.

Proteroglypha. Platycerca. Solenoglypha.





Transactions Amer. Phllos. Soc. Vol. XVIII. Part III. Plate XXXin.

Solenoglypha.
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EXTRACT FROM THE LAWS.

THE HENBY M. PHILLIPS' PRIZE ESSAY FUND.

Miss Emily Phillips, of Philadelphia, a sister of Hon. Henry M. Phillips, de-

ceased, presented to the American Philosophical Society, held at Philadelphia for

Promoting Useful Knowledge, on October 5, 1888, the sum of five thousand dollars

for the establishment and endowment of a Prize Fund, in memory of her deceased

brother, who was an honored member of the Society. The Society, at a stated

meeting, held October 5, 1888, accepted the gift and agreed to make suitable rules

and regulations to carry out the wishes of the donor, and to discharge the duties

confided to it. In furtherance whereof, the -following rules and regulations were

adopted by the Society at a stated meeting held on the seventh day of December.

A.D. 1888.

First The Prize Endowment Fund shall be called the "Henry M. Phillips'

Prize Essay Fund."

Second. The money constituting the Endowment Fund, viz., five thousand

dollars, shall be invested by the Society in such securities as may be recognized by

the laws of Pennsylvania as proper for the investment of trust funds, and the evi-

dences of such investment shall be made in the name of the Society as Trustee of

the Henry M. Phillips' Prize Essay Fund.

Third. The' income arising from such investment shall be appropriated as

follows

:

(a) To 'making public advertisement of the prize and the sum or amount in

United States gold coin, and the terms on which it shall be awarded.

(6) To the payment of such prize or prizes as may from time to time be

awarded by the Society for the best essay of real merit on the Science and Philoso-

phy of Jurisprudence, and to the preparation of the certificate to be granted to the

author of any successful essay.
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